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Madagascar
decades,

it

is

one of the richest

sites

of biodiversity'

in the

has been the recipient of large amounts of foreign aid

in

world. During the last two

an effort to halt biodiversity

depletion. Despite these efforts, deforestation continues unabated and the conservation

activities

undertaken to date have been largely ineffective.

continued environmental degradation

in

Madagascar, a

To

better understand the reasons for

ecology research framework

political

is

used to identify different social actor groups vying for access to natural resources and the extent
to

which

their actions influence biodiversity conditions

framework

whom

in a

on the

island.

The

application of this

region on the central highlands of Madagascar reveals that local actors (most of

programs

are subsistence agriculturalists) resent conservation

that fail to consider

them

as part of the “biodiversity” that international environmental nongovernmental organizations

(lENGOs)
programs

are laboring to conserve. Local actors are frustrated

that

by state-sponsored conservation

simultaneously victimize and penalize them by taking away traditional lands and

then giving them “protected area” status. At the same time,
politicians, businessmen), in collaboration with

government

influence to mine state resources for their personal benefit.

and extralocal

elite

interests (e.g.,

civil servants, exert their

It is

this inequality in

power and

power and

influence that permits extralocal actors to continue the pillaging of state resources without any

accountability, as

IENGOs and

their

donors willfully turn

IX

a blind

eye to these

activities.

I

his

research posits that contrary to the conventional
is

extralocal actors, and not local ones,

in this legion ot

who

wisdom of IENGOs working

in the country,

are primarily responsible for biodiversity depletion

Madagascar. The behaviors of all of the actors

in this situation assure the

continuation ot the status quo, which includes current patterns of
biodiversity elimination.
this situation continues, the

Malagasy

eliminated within this century.

in

If

rainforest and associated biodiversity will surely be

To be more

must take a more vigorous stance

it

effective,

IENGOs

in

Madagascar and elsewhere

undertaking activities that genuinely address local needs as

well as the fundamental causes of biodiversity depletion.
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DPRF
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DRS

Defense

et

- of FOFIFA)

Resturation des Sols

and Restauration)
Ecole d Application des Sciences et Techniques Agricoles - a
Iboaka-Fianarantsoa
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(Soil Protection
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/

Iboaka-Fianarantsoa)
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-

Forets de
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(The Forestry Department
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l
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Madagasikara
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=
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=
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=
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Human Development
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French translation)
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KfW =
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=
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Private Agencies Collarboating Together

(PACT)

NGO
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=
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=
=
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=
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=
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=
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=

Projet d'Appui a la Gestion de
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(see
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et

Malgache
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l
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=
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=
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=
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=
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-
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ala be
ala taloha
ala tsimba

ambora
analalava

angady
ankamantatra
ankazobe
be
baibo
bozoka
dahalo
dina

fady
famadihana

-

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

MALAGASY VOCABULARY

Forest
large forest

formerly forested
ruined forest

Tambourissa
at the

sp.

long forest

long-handle hoe
riddles

“place with large trees”
large
-

=
=
=
=

land along river edges that

is

farmed

grass, straw
(cattle) bandit

agreement (convention) made by a group, an accord
life and defines social rules in a village

governs

taboo

ceremony

traditional

(turning of ancestral bones in the family tomb,

from the plateau,

e.g.,

among

—

fanafody
fanjakana

=
=

medicine

findramana

inter-household assistance (often ‘in-kind’ labor)

finoana

=
=

fitantanana

—

utility or

the people

Merina or Betsileo)

fampiasana

fivondronona

that

usefulness (of something)

governing authority

(e.g., traditional

leadership, the state)

beliefs

management

(e.g.,

of natural resources)

(administrative) district

foana

=

fokon ’dlona
fokontany

=
=

prohibit, forbid (in this context, prohibiting access to land and/or

natural resources)

(common

gidro

harena

group,

all

-

=

the inhabitants of a village, villagers

the smallest territorial unit (village)
fictional white goat

fotsiaondre
hala-botr

communal

(among

local term for)

riches (something valuable)

(common
wood,

hazo

in drier

zones of Madagascar. See

woods
Rosewood ( Palissandre

hazotakana
/lira

=

folksongs

horaka
horona
hova
joro

=

tree native to

irrigated rice

kesika

kijana

,

in French)

Madagascar
paddy

Aristida multicaulis

=
—

term used to describe the Merina people of the highlands
village

zebu
kdtsaka

tetike)

tree

=
=
=

hazomena

lemur

petty theft

clearing of forest for maize production

hatsake

hazo ala

the Betsileo people)

=
=

ceremony done

to assure

good

relations with the ancestors:

cattle are usually sacrificed for this celebration

maize,

com

pine tree
pasture, savanna, grasslands
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kijy (alsojijy)

lalona

lamba
lavaka

Symphonia clusioides
Weinmannia sp.

=
=
=

cloth, shall, clothes

gully (literally: hole)

lefona

loharano
loharanon-karena

spear
-

spring, water source

—

(valuable) natural resources

voajanahary
maintipototra

mainly
maitso

manankazo
manary!

mandravasarotra

mangahazo

=
=

=
=
=
=
=

mangarisaoka

Dalbergia, Vernonia and Diospyros sp.
black, slave

green,

young

“dense woods”

Rosewood ( Pallisandre or Bois de Rose,
Canarium madagascariense

French)

cassava
fictional four-legged beast

(among

mavo
menalamba

in

=

the

Antanosy people of southeastern Madagascar)

yellow
“red cloths,”

lit.

(referring to the

Malagasy who organized and rebelled against
Madagascar in

colonial rule at the time of French annexation of

1896)

mi ray

to

be united,

be

to

in

agreement (adopted as the name

to describe

the environmental consortium created in

mpakafo
ohabolana

=

Madagascar through
tripartite agreement with the WWF, Cl and the PACT).
(fictional) people who steal body parts from the living

=

proverbs

dm by

=
=

cow,

Mpangaltr 'omby
raiketa gasy

zebu

cattle,

cattle theft

(Malagasy) cactus
(actually,

rano

Opuntia

dillenii,

Mexican Prickly Pear Cactus)

water, liquid

ray-amandreny

literally “father

and mother”, the moral authority of the

village;

usually elders

razana
rotra

ancestors
-

Malagasy

tree

(

Eugenia jambolana or Jamblon,

secondar)' forest

serasera

=
=

simba

=

ruined, broken

soa toavina

=

savoka

lit.

‘good respect’ (used

taloha

=
=

past,

tampoketsa

=

plateau

tanety

=
=

rice

tanibary

lanimbory
tanindrazana

=
=

tantara

tany

,

e.g., natural

French)

to express ‘valuing’ or ‘stewarding’

resources)

(political) uprising, rebellion

former

grassland, pasture land, upland, flatland

paddies

rice fields

ancestral land
(folk) tales

-

in

communication

something,

tabataba

a

land
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taoka gasy

=

tavy

traditionally distilled alcohol
itinerant agriculture (usually rain-fed rice) consisting
of clearing
ot natural torest (often secondary forest, or savoka)

and burning
let ike

=
=

tompondrano

=

tonon-kira

=
=

tax i

be

large taxi (van) or mini-bus

clearing of forest for maize production

(common

tontolo iainana

tsiny

=
=
-

tsiombiomby

=

vahiny

=

valanirana

=
=
—

tsaramaso
tsingy

valin-tanana

valona
vary
vary afdra

vary aloha

vary akotry

vazaha

=
=
=
=

in drier

fictional giant sea

(among
poems

zones of Madagascar. See hatsake)
snake

the people of southeastern Madagascar)

lit. ‘place where everyone lives together,’
used
concept of ‘environment’)
beans

to express the

odd formations of sharp rock pinnacles
blame, censure
fictional aquatic ‘cow’

stranger, guest

native tree to Madagascar {Nuxia capitata)
traditional

form of assistance (along familial lines)
Madagascar; ( Weinmannia sp.)

tree native to

rice

second nee harvest
early harvest rice
rice

paddy

light-skinned person;

somebody with economic means; somebody

with higher status or superiority
(usually refers to Europeans, but could also refer to Malagasy)

vazimba

=

vintsy

=

voajanahary

=
=
=
=

voamanga
voanjo
voantsilana lahy

Malagasy (first inhabitants of the island)
Malagasy bird; also the name of an environmental journal
produced by the World Wildlife Fund
“Created by God,” something natural (from nature)
the original

for

youth

sweet potato
peanuts

Cussonia voantsilana
Cussonia bojeri

voapaka

=
=

vdnizdngo

=

region between the Ikopa and Betsiboka Rivers on the north central

voretra

=

plateau of Madagascar
Rhus taratana

voantsilana vavy

Uapaca

thouarsii
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Jumping out of the Land Rover
and

I

at the

in the foothills,

my colleagues

threw on our backpacks and headed up into the rainforest of
Madagascar. Thus began

first visit to

the torest that

I

began a four-day, 40-kilometer trek
lived in hamlets

footpath,

I

and villages on

was impressed by

its

that

to assist in protecting.

would introduce me

periphery.

To

the

left,

warm midday

My Malagasy colleague and

to the forest

As we climbed up

and the people

that

right

and downhill

river that tumbled wildly over the boulders

stands of trees with buttressing trunks blocked out

much of the

below

light

sun. This setting appeared to live up to the “paradise lost” described by

foreign explorers, missionaries, traders, colonizers, and naturalists
into contact with the natural

I

the slippery, leech-covered

To my

the biological diversity around me.

from me, clouds of mist billowed up from the
our path.

my

had just been hired by an international environmental

nongovernmental organization (IENGO)

the

end of the road up

who had

previously

environment of Madagascar over the course of the past

from

many

come

five

centuries.

After hiking up the eastern flank of the mountains for most of the day,

summit where

I

was

surprised by what

expanse of green vegetation

that

I

I

saw, or rather, by what

was expecting

to see

from

view toward the west revealed highly eroded reddish-brown

more lunar than

earthly.

As we scanned

1

the horizon, the area

arrived at the

didn’t see. Instead of the

this favorable

lulls

we

and

seemed

vantage point,

my

a landscape appearing

lifeless... completely

lacking vegetation and no visible villages except for a couple hamlets in the immediate

foreground.

The immediate question

gens ont tout coupe

been led

to believe

et bnile' (the

by what

I

I

asked

my

colleagues was, “where did

it

all

go?” “ Les

people cut and burned everything), was the response. Having

had read and heard about Madagascar,

that

it

was people

around protected areas and parks who were most immediately and recently responsible
biodiversity losses,

I

strained to understand

how such

1

a small

number

living

lor

ol people could have

really

been responsible

for deforesting such a large area? Also,

accept this lunarscape betore

wealthy through trade

wooden

furniture.

me

of the villagers

if all

in tropical timber,

However

this

and living

was hardly

I

would have been

better able to

we encountered were merchants made

in palatial

the case.

wooden homes adorned with

fine

Most of the dwellings were small and

ramshackle, slapped together with a combination of bamboo sticks
and mud. These dwellings

were spartanly furnished and inhabited by people with sparse economic
means.
It

then seemed that the people

we found

living in this deforested area

were clearly not

the ones responsible for the disappearance of the forest, as they had
nothing to

Somebody

or something else

transformation. .but
.

project

was

forests,

who

couldn
field.

t

who

at

some

or what/

that deforestation

show

for

it.

other time must have been responsible for this land

among my

The conventional wisdom

was due

to the lack

colleagues

at the

of these villagers’ understanding the value of

ignorantly “slash and burn” the forest to meet their immediate livelihood needs.

help but question the divide between this “wisdom” and what

I

was observing

1

in the

People whose livelihoods are made off the land are obliged to possess intimate

knowledge about

the natural systems of

which they are an

Fanners and livestock

integral part.

herders are well aware of the consequences their livelihood activities have on the environment.

Thus began
forest.

my

interest in trying to discover

Who or what

what happened

international organizations,

Malagasy government agencies, and

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), Madagascan
continue to disappear

rather than telling

undertaken

to capture a

in

forests

and

their associated biodiversity

at a rapid rate.

This dissertation seeks to

pages seek

vanishing pieces of the Malagasy

are really the reasons for this deforestation? Despite the efforts of

numerous personnel from

However,

to

it

tell

the story of biodiversity conservation in Madagascar.

from the perspective of IENGOs

(as is often the case), these

broader picture of biodiversity conservation as

it

is

currently being

Madagascar. This research examines the different actor groups and the ways they

relate to the natural resources

upon which they depend

2

tor their livelihoods.

Not only do

I

seek

to

examine each groups’

that drive different

direct effects

groups of people

While these actor groups have very

on the environment, but

to

make

I

the decisions they

also hope to reveal the motives

do

vis-a-vis natural resources.

different characteristics and place a variety of

demands on

the resources they use, they are united in their effort
to satisfy their livelihood concerns.

This work analyzes the major issues and dilemmas challenging
efforts
biodiversity in economically disadvantaged countries.

environment interface and the assumption

where people have great

examined

in this

that the

Some of these

is

the

way

in

which

conserve

issues include the

two are incompatible, especially

difficulties satisfying their livelihood needs.

research

to

activities

human-

in countries

Another dilemma

designed to address biodiversity

conservation are created and implemented; which actors are involved and ignored;
the degree

which actors

participate

and the degree

openly stated and pursued versus those

power over

others;

and

in

to

which

that are either

IENGOs and

their

the activities being

which agendas

are

hidden or neglected; which actors have

what ways do more powerful actors control the processes of

environmental conservation and management

At a deeper

their voices are heard;

to

Madagascar?

in

level, this research also seeks to

examine

the issues that arise

donors pursue environmental and development

done are of minimal importance

of poorer actors are driven by

to the

when

activities, despite the fact that

intended beneficiaries. The actions

their worries about maintaining

as their livelihoods. Contrary to conventional wisdom, this

household food security, as well

same group of people

as well about issues related to biodiversity protection and conservation.

is

concerned

However, with

the

exception of a natural disaster, environmental issues are always considered by poorer actors to

be of secondary importance to poorer social actors
maintenance.

IENGO

people

economic

in dire

efforts to create a

straits, for the

after

food security and livelihood

European or American environmental ethic among

sake of “saving” biodiversity, appear out of sync

of the other and more pressing unmet needs typically found
Madagascar. Arguments grounded

in

in rural

communities throughout

European environmental ethics

3

in light

that

encourage Malagasy

to leave the island a better place for their
children seem, at best, out

of place within the current

context of inequities in economic and political power
between rural dwellers and the

whom

they are governed. At worst, such arguments for
environmental improvement

by

elites

come

across as paternalistic and patronizing. Like people everywhere,
Malagasy also share a

common, humanist

ideal to create opportunities for a better life for their children
than

have had. As one Malagasy colleague put
parents hope and wish that

they will try their best to

of surviving under

life will

make

this

“irregardless of their level of poverty, (Malagasy)

it,

be easier

come

for their children than

has been for them, and

it

Nonetheless, Malagasy are resilient and capable

true.

difficult conditions, as they

have done so

for the past

500 years. Being

1

independent and adaptable, rural Malagasy will survive with or without trees or rich

As one

cultivate.

That

is

villager mentioned, “I have

the legacy that

difficult

I

managed

Malagasy parents pass on

and the confidence

to

know

to survive,

and so

to their children... the

will

conservation in Madagascar, versus what

examine what

is

is

knowledge

is filled

is

is

with encouraging words about

community members

process whereby they are “empowered” to manage “their” resources

benefit, providing that

it

is

“sustainable” in the long-term. However, the reality of

actually taking place on the ground exposes this language for the

Activities surrounding biodiversity conservation in

traditional

The

2

i

what

that life is

warranted.

“grassroots” approaches, “transparent” methods, “engagement” of local

own

children.”

being said about biodiversity

actually taking place, and

discourse of lENGOs and their international donors

for their

my

soil to

they possess the strength necessary to survive.

his research project also seeks to

in a truly “participatory”

what they

Madagascar remain firmly

and top-down model of resource conservation, with

Referring to anything that involves people

who

mere

a majority

rhetoric that

built

upon

a

of project benefits

are locally situated to the natural resources being

conserved or managed.

Signifying decisions and actions that are

concerning

initiatives

made

in the

being undertaken.

4

it is.

open, and the open sharing of all information

going to those
local

is

the

least in

community)

need while relatively few benefits “trickle-down”

level.

Likewise, such activities are

impoverished rice fanners, through either

which leads them

sightedness,

island.

still

largely

to the “grassroots” (or

grounded

in the belief that

it

their “stubbornness, ” “ignorance,” or “short-

to inflict virtually all

of the damage on the biodiversity of the

Local-level actors, usually farmers and herders, continue to
be vilified: in project reports

and publicity materials; during meetings, trainings and workshops; and

many who,

tor

whatever reason, tind

it

their business to

in the

consciousness of

be concerned about Madagascar’s

biodiversity.

While lENGOs and

their

donors increasingly acknowledge the need for biodiversity

conservation to also address livelihood concerns, there are scant examples of actions that
accurately reflect the rhetoric. Also,

change the language they use
reveal that they are

still

in

IENGOs and

their

Malagasy partners have learned

order to secure donor funding, yet their actions

to

in the field

operating within a traditional conservation framework. This framework

has long-standing biases and misconceptions about people, their livelihood patterns, and their
relationship to the natural environment.

T his dissertation seeks to provide

some

new

insights into the

extent development, issues are analyzed and addressed

ways

in

that environmental,

and

to

Madagascar. Rather than

necessarily proposing policy solutions or more effective programs, this dissertation seeks to

identify

and then challenge the various conventional “wisdoms”

that are

used to justify the

creation and implementation of environmental and development programs in Madagascar.

Ultimately, this dissertation seeks to explain the political

the

ways

in

which natural resources

economy of survival

are utilized and exploited

by actor groups

that influences

to maintain their

livelihood practices in the face of increasing poverty and insecurity, political and economic
decentralization, as well as other forces of globalization on the local, national and regional

levels.

5

Biodiversity

While natural resources
collectively reler to

Biodiversity

is

And Reasons For

Its

Degradation

are an important focus of this study,

them as “biodiversity,”

I

have chosen

to

a shortened term for biological diversity.

detined by the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature (IUCN)

The

as:

among living organisms from all sources including,
marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological

variability

inter aha, terrestrial,

complexes of which they are a part; this includes diversity within species,
between species and of ecosystems " (IUCN, 1994: 16).

I

prefer to use the

word

biodiversity since most

Malagasy government agencies, use

IENGOs and

the term to describe

their donors, as well as relevant

what

it

is

they are working to

conserve.

This study concerns

itself

with the influences that different actor groups have on the

biodiversity of Madagascar. While the notion of biodiversity

is

one

that

does not easily

translate into Malagasy, during the course of the field research biodiversity

became equated

with the management and condition of natural resources. These natural resources include

and fauna

and

soil.

that are

found

and on pasture and farm land. Other resources include water

All of these resources are considered renewable resources, in that they are capable of

rejuvenating themselves

was

in forests

flora

to focus solely

availability

if

they are not over-used or depleted.

The

original intent of this study

on these renewable resources and the way various actors influence

and quality. However, immediately following

my

then-

arrival into the study area,

realized that mineral resources should also be considered in this study, as

many people

I

seek

these resources to facilitate their livelihoods, which in turn has environmental consequences.

The conservation of biodiversity
on

earth, as

we know

in quantifiable

it.

is

argued by some actors to be

vital for sustaining life

However, the benefits of biodiversity conservation

are

more often

cited

terms including: the health benefits derived from medicinal plants and their by-

products, as well as the economic profits derived from their sale; and the value in the
recreational use of areas rich in biodiversity being enjoyed by ecotourists. Other benefits to
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biodiversity conservation are grounded in ethical and spiritual
reasoning about the intrinsic

value ot such actions. For example, biodiversity conservation

improvements

in the lives

and human rights

is

said to contribute to

of indigenous people. Likewise, ecological

status

thinking that believes that no species should be allowed to slip into extinction
if human beings

have the means

to

prevent

it

reinforces justifications for biodiversity protection.

However, biodiversity the world over

Steadman-Edwards (1998) outlines

threatened.

is

both the proximate and root causes of biodiversity

Proximate causes include: the

loss.

transformation and loss of habitats, mostly due to vegetative and land conversion for
agricultural production; over-harvesting or over-hunting of forest

and other natural resources;

introduction of exotic species and diseases; pollution; and climate change (Steadman-Edwards,
1998:2).

1

he root causes ot biodiversity loss include: inequality of power over and access to

natural resources

between the

rich

and the poor; demographic change (including immigration);

public policies, markets and politics; macroeconomic policies and structures; and social change

and development biases (Steadman-Edwards, 1998:5).
Actions

To Address

Biodiversity Losses

Numerous schemes have been attempted
biodiversity.

in

an effort

During the 1960s and 1970s, integrated

rural

to stop the depletion

of

development projects were

undertaken, based on the assumption that improving the standard of living of rural people will

decrease the pressures they exert on natural resources. The concept of “buffer zone”

management, while dating

to the 1950s,

was applied

to

many

conservation programs during the

1980s (Sayer, 1991:2-3) and even into the 1990s.

The World Conservation

Strategy

(WCS)

created the notion that biodiversity

conservation and sustainable development efforts should be mutually compatible.

was born out of the
in the

early-1980s.

neo-liberal

The

economic policies

that

WCS defined conservation as:
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1

bis notion

were applied around the globe beginning

The management of human use of the biosphere so that
it may yield the
gi eatest sustainable benefit to present generations
while maintaining its
potential to meet the needs

conservation

is

positive,

and aspirations offuture generations. Thus
embracing preservation, maintenance, sustainable

and enhancement of the natural environment (IUCN

utilization, restoration,

1980).

1 he conti lbution of conservation to development was
emphasized by the World Commission on

Environment and Development (WCED), which noted

that

it

is

the challenge of individual

countries to determine the balance of implementing conservation
programs within the

means

available to them, while benefiting national interests (1987). In practice
this statement has been
interpreted as a synergistic relationship

and clean water), are obliged

to

pay

whereby

the products of conservation (e.g., biodiversity

for themselves.

Numerous schemes have been implemented
environmental conservation
standards so that people

in

development dollars

Madagascar. 1 he goals of these programs

become well off enough

environmentally destructive livelihood practices

Malagasy

to link

to

abandon

their

improve living

are: to

engagement

in

and

to

that deplete biodiversity;

provide rural

living adjacent to natural reserves and parks compensation for their traditional lands

being placed off limits by their protective

As Wells (1994/1995)

points out,

status.

it

is

naive to “assume that people will be more

inclined to conserve local biodiversity if their living standards improve” (p. 7).

there are

to

“few clear successes” concerning programs or

activities

economic benefits from not

that

seeking to reconcile

biodiversity conservation with the development of local communities (p.

issue of compensation, such

He adds

5).

Concerning the

utilizing local forest (and other natural)

resources are not enough to encourage a change in the livelihood activities of local people.

widely touted activity

in this regard is

Hannah, 1992). Given the lack of
industry

is

ecotourism (see Boo, 1990, and Wells, Brandon

infrastructure in the country, the

panacea

8

to help

&

budding Malagasy tourism

who

are willing

become

financially

obliged to advertise various “adventure” travel packages to the few

to “rough-it.” Originally presented as a

A

parks and reserves

self-sufficient,

ecotounsm

Madagascar yielded

in

expectations ot people affiliated with tourism

little

in the

in foreign

currency and dashed the high

country (see Durbin

&

Ratrimoarisoana,

1996). Recent efforts to increase tourist revenues
have included raising park admittance fees

charged to foreign

tourists, as research

has revealed a willingness-to-pay

among

tourists that

is

greater than originally anticipated. In their study
of tourists visiting the Beza-Mahafaly Reserve
in

Southwestern Madagascar, Maille and Mendelsohn
(1993) calculated

consumer surplus value of each foreign

tourist

that the

was between $276 and $360

(p.

average

213). For a

personal account of an ecotourism experience in Madagascar,
see the bulleted paragraph on the

following page.

Even

creative proposals to siphon greater portions of tourist dollars back into
Malagasy

communities via

local

success. 1 here are a

it

development councils (see

number

Peters, 1998)

have met with only minor

of reasons for this, including difficulty in getting

goes into the coffers of the National Park Service, as well as difficulties

and functioning

of village

committees due

participation (Hough, 1989). Another

to social

way

to

example of income from
has seemingly

their

become

way on muddy

wooden

trails to

view rare

(re:

non-farming

on them,

any conservation program

flora

to

woven

increase

is to

activities,

which

destructive).

to

An

from ecotourism, which

in

Madagascar. Thus, along

and fauna, ecotourists are encouraged

been trained

lemurs, Malagasy dolls,

rustic village scenes

means

synonymous with non-environmentally

a prerequisite for

management

political constraints to local

“alternative” activities include that derived

trinkets that local villagers have

include

is

in the

enhance the means of local people

opportunities tor earning income via “alternative”

environmentalists in Madagascar

and

money back once

produce by well-meaning park

to

staff.

purchase

These

place mats, tablecloths with embroidery of

tee shirts with pictures

of chameleons and baobab

trees,

and

anything else that might travel well stuffed into the bottom of a backpack. These trinkets are
interesting representations of

Malagasy

culture, as seen through the eyes

of Western

IENGO

workers. Believing they had tastes similar to those of the ecotourists they anticipated attracting

9

•

The Creation, Management and Demise of an Ecotourism
Cooperative:
The Case of the Campground Cooperative near Ranomafana
National Park
Smiles were broad and the cameras clicked as

400,000

had handed over the

FMG to the president of the village cooperative that managed the

campground
days.

I

We

group

that a

were the

ot

people

first clients to

was

I

the

training

would be staying

at for several

campground and an example of what

committee hoped would tollow: droves of eager ecotourists camping

who would
hands

find comfort in the fact that their

ol villagers

who

so badly needed

money was going

No

it.

corrupt government workers here to get in the

enjoyable stay and learned more about

pushed by the project

staff to

how

directly into the

way of this

the cooperative had formed

the

all

to find a deserted

vegetation that
official about

enterprise

campground

was

was going. Upon

how

rapidly reclaiming the space.

When

this activity,

almost as

seemed

if the

little

outcome

later,

arrival

I

money

When
I

I

wanted

to

was saddened

I

asked a local park

a shrugging off of the question

simple explanation that “/ 'argent a ete mal gere ” (the
official

my

the

and being overgrown with thick

in disrepair

what happened, there was

managed). The

was

about). Neglected in

park less than two years

visit to the national

campground

(it

form and then touted as one of the better examples

they collected would be managed and reinvested into their project.

how

We had an

enterprise.

discussions about the cooperative’s activities were strategies for

see

at the site

inefficient state bureaucracies or

of what “integrated conservation and development” was

returned on another

the

and the

money was poorly

concerned about the lack of sustainability of
that

had occurred was nothing but

inevitable.

to the parks they

managed,

IENGO

workers used

Malagasy culture would be represented

to the creation

made

determine which icons of

to foreign tourists.

As time elapsed and conservation
greater efforts were

their authority to

projects sought to learn

to increase the role

of people

of community forestry (see Foley

1994) or social forestry (see Gregersen, Draper

&

&

from

their experiences,

in forestry initiatives.

Barnard, 1984; Peluso,

Elz, 1989).

These

I

These

efforts led

&

Fortmann,

umer

efforts progressively

increased the levels of engagement that local communities had in reforestation and conservation
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initiatives.

At the

protected area

local-level a

number of community-based approaches

management were developed during

1991; Wells, et al„ 1992; Western, Wright,

&

to conservation

the 1980s and 1990s, (see

West

and

& Brechin,

Strum, 1994) which reframed the human-

environmental relationship as one based on partnerships (see
McNeely, 1995).

Conceptual Framework Used For This Study

The

analytical approach used in this dissertation

from two major

fields

interactions within

These two

studies.

of study:

and upon

by recent

first

their environments,

draw from

fields

literature

a

was influenced by

the ideas emerging

examining the dynamics of human

and second by the

field

number of sub-helds including

environmental anthropology, natural resource sociology,

of development

cultural geography,

political ecology,

human geography,

and cultural anthropology.

Human And
1

his dissertation initially

grew out of my

interactions with their environment.

in the

human

T

hough

interest in understanding the nature

trained as a forester,

1

grew increasingly

of human
interested

aspects of natural resource utilization while living and working in Africa. In the

case ot Madagascar, while

was disturbed by
activities

Environmental Interactions

was working on

the assumptions that drove

being carried out

Much

1

of the early

in the

a rainforest conservation project for an

on conservation

keep people out of parks and other protected

I

many of the environmental and development

name of biodiversity

literature

IENGO,

areas.

in

conservation.

developing countries focuses on

Embedded

how

to

in this literature are ethnocentric

European and North American notions of environmental philosophy and land stewardship.
Parks were established by Europeans

same people who advocated
McShane, 1996)

in

game

in

Africa to protect the wildlife there while

for wildlife protection participated in big

reserves that masqueraded as national parks.

many of the

game hunting (Adams

When one

&

speaks of the

impact of human activities on natural resources (either explicitly or implicitly), one notes the

culpability of

human

beings. People living adjacent to forested
areas are most often accused of

exploiting the forest, while the role that

During the
traditional

last

two decades

views of people and

more

distant actors play in deforestation

a great deal of literature has

their influence

examined people and environments

in

on

developing countries,

neglected.

been produced altering

Many

environment.

their

is

in large part

of these cases have

responding to the

of success among environmental and development projects in
these countries.

historical lack

This recent literature also seeks to understand the motivations and
reasons that push people to
utilize their natural

environment

in a

way

that

it

is

unable to maintain

its

normal biological and

ecological functions.

Conservation

Many
in a

of the environmental

initiatives that are

conducted

in

Madagascar have

their roots

conservation philosophy grounded in Malthusian perspectives about people and their

impacts on the environment. The argument, as developed by Thomas Malthus (1798),

on

his notion of environmental carrying capacity.

environment

overwhelms

is

limited in the

amount of

life that

it

can sustain, before the

followed shortly thereafter by the dying off of the population

approach was used

fields

life

to justify natural resource conservation

form

is

itself

depleted,

in question.

of environmental conservation and management,

the colonial era. People were seen as the

based

Malthus’ argument was that any particular

the resources available. Ultimately the life-sustaining resource

Within the

is

and management

enemy of the environment, and

it

Malthusian

this

initiatives

was

during

therefore

necessary to intervene with conservation and management measures to assure the perennial
existence of natural resources. These conservation and

the

same

scientific thinking that led to the creation

management

in

Europe, especially

in

management

of the

Germany, during

fields

activities

were grounded

of forestry and wildlife

the nineteenth century.

3

In this case, Malthus argued that the earth is limited in the amount of food that it can produce, and
growing human population will eventually outpace the earth’s capacity for food production.
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a

in

Further arguing the case for sound environmental

(1968) seminal

article

management was

Garrett Fiarden’s

where he merges Malthusian thinking with notions
of environmental

carrying capacity, producing what he referred to
as the “tragedy of the commons.” Harden
uses
the

example of an open access grazing land

that is collectively

individually decide to continuously increase the

abused by people

number of cattle they graze on

who

the land.

Ultimately the grazing resource becomes overwhelmed, as the
carrying capacity of the grazing
resource

is

exceeded, and the resource

Thus, Harden explained the individual
personal benefit

at the

is

unable to replenish

selt-interest

expense of the public good

natural resources) to the point where the resource

itself

and eventually “crashes.”

of people motivated them to maximize

(in this case,

is

by overexploiting open-access

ultimately destroyed. Harden’s use of

Malthus concept

ol

debate

1960s and 1970s, shitting the blame for environmental degradation to

in the late

environmental carrying capacity greatly influenced the people-environment

overpopulation. Popular works of the era reinforced this perspective (see for example, Ehrlich

&

Ehrlich,

1

1

970).

he perception that overpopulation

continues to persist

in the

is

a major factor in environmental degradation

conservation field (for example see Park, 1995). Likewise, in an

analysis of population impacts on environmental projects done by the

(WWF)

(1986),

it

was found

World Wildlife Fund

that population increases result in land use

changes (primarily the

clearance of forest cover for cultivation and grazing), deforestation (due to increase in

for forest resources),

and

soil erosion

(due to the cultivation of marginal sites on recently

cleared land) (pp. 12-13). This negative cycle of environmental degradation

being

set into

is

presented as

motion by the presence of too many people. This leads conservationists

conclude that the best way

to alleviate

population control. The linkages

demand

environmental problems

in this

is

thus through

to

human

model of environmental degradation are guided by

a

belief that there exists a negative relationship between people and their environment. Likewise,
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these models are ahistoncal and “relentless” in their
definition of the poor as “irrational”
(Jarosz, 1996:151) with respect to the

During the

two decades

last

identity alternative, and

done

is

more

way

in

a large

positive,

which they (nns)manage natural resources.

amount ot

literature has

been produced seeking

people-environment linkages.

One way

through greater attention to issues of participation, with the expectation

environment linkages

will

improve

implementation of environmental

if

people assume a larger role

initiatives.

As

and

Zemer (1998)

are based

has been

that people-

in the creation

Brosius, Tsing and

“community-based natural resource management programs

this

to

explain,

on the premise

that local

populations have a greater interest in the sustainable use of resources than does the state
or
distant corporate

better

managers”

(p. 158).

Likewise, such programs assume that local people have

knowledge of local ecological systems and

effective for the sound

However

that their traditional

management of natural resources

forms of tenure are more

(p. 158).

interdisciplinary or diverse these activities were, they

remained

most

for the

part centered on the notion of environmental conservation without considering other issues of

greater concern to people living in close proximity to the natural resources in question. For

example, an annual report on the

Development Project

in

activities

of the Andohahela Integrated Conservation and

Southern Madagascar notes that

“first

and foremost

this project

protect the biodiversity of the region,” even though the project included at the time

twenty-seven activities (75% of the

total

number of project

aims

to

more than

initiatives) in fields other than

conservation, including education, rural development, and project administration

(WWF,

1995a).

More

recently, efforts

have been made

to de-center the notion that

environmental

conservation activities are the sole means to achieve biodiversity conservation. Recent efforts
to conserve biodiversity

have sought

to link healthier

environments

to the

maintenance ot

local

livelihoods and traditional cultural practices (Stevens, 1997). These efforts also examine the
social impacts of conservation efforts that increase the participation of local people in
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biodiversity conservation (Friedmann

livelihood maintenance and

human

&

Rangan, 1993; Ghimire

& Pimbert,

1997). Notions of

survival are increasingly infiltrating
environmental

discourses about initiatives striving to conserve
biodiversity.

Natural Resource Management
The majority ol

IENGOs working

in

Madagascar

are preoccupied with the

4

management

ol protected areas

conservation, natural resource

and

their surrounding areas.

management has

Similar to natural resource

traditionally considered

humans

adversarial role in their linkages to the environment. Thus,
natural resource
activities are carried out for the

to play

an

management

purpose of protecting resources from overexploitation by

people, and to generate a sustainable supply of natural resources to facilitate
national or regional

development. Natural resources are protected from exploitation by “local” people who,
by
\

irtue of their

proximity to the resources

resource degradation.

Management

efforts

during the colonial and neocolonial eras

During the

last

in question, are

in

considered to be the primary agents of

of this sort were traditionally carried out by the

state

Madagascar.

two decades greater emphasis has been placed on community-level

resource management, usually

in

collaboration with international or local

places situated near protected areas. This change
the realities of failed conservation and

With global biodiversity continuing

in

management

management

NGOs,

strategies has

efforts throughout the

to disappear, efforts

especially in

been pushed by

developing world.

have been undertaken

to

improve

conservation and management strategies. Community-based models of natural resource

management, and
Madagascar

policies to put

(as well as in

decentralized and

more

them

into practice,

have been implemented

numerous places worldwide). Management

in recent

efforts

years

in

have become

relevant for local actors, with the expectation that these actors will be

4

In this

document

the term “conservation”

is

included as one form of management,

other options, available to protected area project personnel.

Referring especially to the First Malagasy Republic (1960-1972).
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among an

array ot

more

likely to conserve a resource if they

logic has

have a greater stake

been borrowed from the experiences of development

that projects

imposed from extralocal

and are thus more prone

in its

continued existence. This

projects,

which have

also found

(exterior) agencies are less likely to address local
needs

to failure than activities that are initiated

by local communities.

Along with these recent

efforts to

make environmental conservation

have been made

to render

development more sustainable by increasing people’s

activity, efforts

participation in the development process (see Ghai

& Vivian,

a

economic decisions

that negatively

localized

1995). This increased

participation also requires greater understanding ot issues such as agency
and

empowerment and disempowerment), and

more

power (including

the ability of local people to resist political and

impact their lives (Guha, 1989; Scott, 1985).

Environmental Endowments And Entitlements
Another recent approach
potential tor local

that analyzes

communities

to assist in the analysis

to collectively

manage

of environmental conditions and the

natural resources involves a

framework

environmental entitlements. This framework, developed by Leach and

(1991) applies the work of Amartya Sen

( 1

98

1 )

to

Meams

an environmental context. Sen used an

“entitlement” approach to determine the mechanisms leading to famine despite plentiful
supplies of food.

He reasoned

that the ultimate

determinant of famine was not the quantity of

6

food

(or, the

supplies.

endowment

7
),

but

who had

access to and control over (or entitlement to

Both Sen (1981) and then Leach and

Meams

(1991) note

how

)

food

debates over issues

such as famine and environmental protection area dominated by “supply-side” economic

Leach, Mearns and Scoones (1999:233) define “endowment” as the resources that social actors have, as
well as the rights to those resources they possess.

Note

that

command

Sen defines “entitlements”

as “the set of alternative

commodity bundles

that a

person can

in a society using the totality of rights and opportunities that he or she faces” (1984:497).

Entitlements thus are not so

can have” (Leach,

et al.

much “what

people should have” as “the range of possibilities

1999:232). Environmental entitlements refer to “alternative sets ot

that

people

utilities

derived from environmental goods and services over which social actors have legitimate effective
are instrumental in achieving well-being” (Leach, et al., 1999:233).

command and which
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analysis,

which

in turn

lends itself easily to Malthusian interpretations
of (food or

environmental) resource depletion. Leach

et ah,

(1999) use

this

framework

to analyze the role

of institutions in mitigating people-environment
relations as well as the potential for these
institutions to help or hinder

community-based approaches
Political

This dissertation
ecology,

in that

I

hope

is

to reveal in the context

environmental change” (Bryant
environmental change

ecology perspective

is

a

& Bailey,

major

to identify

it

may

the

framework of analysis used

of Madagascar the “politicized condition of

of political ecology. This study uses a

attribute

political

and analyze the roles played by the various actors involved
Madagascar.

help to address the question as to

why

I

biodiversity in

ecology research framework of Bryant and Bailey (1997)

Madagascar’s natural resources and

to

Madagascar continues
I

to identify the different actors

determine the extent to which their actions

interpreting the political role that actors play in

in three

situates local-level findings into a larger

2)

it

details the motivations, interests,

on the strengths, weaknesses and

human-environment interactions

power they possess

interactions are mediated by politics, and that

As McNeely
conservation

et al.,

ways:

and actions of different actor groups, focusing especially

relative

their

useful for

body of theoretical and comparative perspectives;

in relation to

places politics at the center of political ecology, emphasizing that

agency with which they pursue

be

vying

is

it

to

use the political

influence the environmental conditions on the island. This particular framework

1)

in

find this approach an attractive one

depleted despite great efforts to the contrary during the past two decades.

for access to

in political

1997). Revealing the political aspects of

efloits related to biodiversity conservation in

in that

resource management.

Ecology

by

greatly influenced

to natural

own

all

actors,

all

other actors; and 3)

human-environment

even weak ones, possess some

interests (Bryant

&

level of

Bailey, 1997:25).

(1990) note, biologists and other naturalists working for the

movement have been unable

to solve

environmental problems because the nature

of the problems themselves “are not biological, but rather
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political,

it

economic,

social,

and even

ethical” (p. 20-21). This

is

echoed by Steadman-Edwards (1998), saying

that “political

power

generally underlies resource allocation patterns” and that policy and
market “failures”

concerning sustainable resource use are not accidental but instead are the
manifestation of laws,
policies,

and

institutions that are the product ot political, social,

and economic forces

that

benefit powerful actors (p. 54).

The

field

human ecology
(Vayda
role

&

of political ecology emerged during the 1980s

or ecological anthropology as

it

was practiced

in reaction to

in the

weaknesses

in

1960s and early- 1970s

Walters, 1999:167). However, traces of this field go back to Rappaporf s study of the

of ritual

in

human ecology among

Rappaport established

a

the

new framework

Maori people of New Guinea (1968).

for

In this

work

examining human-environment interactions

in that

he examined the “extralocal relations of the regional system” (Gezon, 1999:58). Borne out of
this

examination of larger systems was the

weaknesses

in the social

field

of political ecology, which seeks to “address

sciences in addressing questions of

how human

environment shape each other over time” (Walker, 1998: 131).

Political

society and the

ecology also seeks

to

understand “the ways in which the environment serves as a locus for the enactment and
perpetration of patterns of inequality” (see Blaikie

1994; and Peet

that

& Watts,

& Brookfield,

1987; Greenberg

& Park,

1996, in Brosius, 1999). Within this subfield are important concepts

draw from development theory

as well as cultural and ecological anthropology.

(1999:15) notes, “[A]n important goal of political ecology

is to

As Escobar

understand and participate in the

ensemble of forces linking social change, environment, and development.”

The study of these

inequities are important as research

positive relationship between the disparity of power

environment

and

their

is

environment

Boyce (1994)

One

degraded.

is

actors and the degree to

a

which

their

important aspect in analyzing the relationship between people

the degree of inequity in

identifies a

among

by Boyce (1994) reveals

power

that ditterent resource users have.

power-weighted social decision rule
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that (in part) states that

greater

inequality tends to raise the valuation of benefits [of
environmental degradation] reaped by rich

and powerful winners,

relative to costs

My perspectives are also

imposed on poor and

less

powerful actors”

(p. 176).

informed by the recent contributions of French academics

to

the field of political ecology. Their perspectives are of
interest, as they are not centered on
either pole of the people-versus-environment debate.

produce the majority ot the
inhibit the expression ol

strategies

These

and the concepts expressed therein

on the environment have allowed them

grounded

in

systems theory, which

is

complexity of relations between nature and culture” (Alphandery,

development of ecological

in turn

in the original).

a “holistic approach” seeking to

between the exact and human sciences, and

Whiteside, 2002:79). Such an understanding

pursue “different

to

of noncentered ecological argument” (Whiteside, 2002:3, emphasis

traditional divisions

historical

issues.

relatively late to the anthropocentric-ecocentric debate (during the

their perspectives

strategies are

beyond

literature fueling this debate,

British academicians

new ways of thinking about and framing environmental

Because the French arrived
1950s and 1960s),

American and

et al.,

lends itself to “a

rationality” (Whiteside, 2002:13).

“apprehend the

to

1991:

new

move

1

16, in

theory of the

From

the French

perspective, the division (or “centering”) of things into two distinct ontological zones

(human

9

and nonhuman)

is

“modem”

behavior leading to “purification,” which prevents us from fully

understanding hybrids of nature and culture (Latour, 1993a: 10-1

purpose of political ecology
that is to be preserved,

ecology ought
in

to

“add

is to

move away from

untouched by humans

1).

For Latour (1993b), the

ecocentric notions of “harmonious” nature

(p. 26, in

Whiteside, 2002:135). Instead, political

artifice, indecision, uncertainty... to political

mediation” (Latour, 1993:26

Whiteside, 2002:135).

Which

is

derived in part from Cartesian dualism, whereby humankind

possessors of nature” (Descartes, 1637:40,

in

is

to

become “masters and

Whiteside, 2002:1).

9

Which Latour uses to define the total separation
the modern constitution (Latour, 1993a).

ot nature
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and culture, which

is

a

...

primary objective

ol

Some

critique political ecology for being biased,

due

to its

predetermined agenda

linking failed environmental and development
initiatives to politics. However, using a
political

economic
that

it

lens for the analysis ot the contested environmental
terrain in

helps one to explore issues with

much

is

happening

in the field,

and

useful in

is

greater depth and to avoid superficial and

erroneous conclusions. Using a political economic analysis also
question what

Madagascar

to

facilitates

new ways

to

challenge the unspoken assumptions, biases, and

conventional wisdoms of certain actors. This analytic lens acknowledges
power differences

among

actor groups and tries to explore the degree to which actors (powerful
or otherwise)

exeicise their agency in their day-to-day actions toward their environment
as well as toward

each other.

C ultural

I

And

Ecological Anthropology

he field ot anthropology, especially the sub-fields of cultural and ecological

anthropology, also helps

this dissertation to discern the

livelihood activities, and their environment.

Of great

Escobar (1995) and Ferguson (1994) pertaining

linkages between people, their

importance

to constructions

to these fields is the

of nature, as well as critiques

of development (and environmental) discourses and activities. In particular,

post-structural

framework

to

I

be a useful tool for analyzing the discourse used

environmental and development

activities.

An

work of

find Escobar’s

to describe

important aspect of this framework

is

envisions language, or discourse “not as reflection of ‘reality’ but as constitutive of

that

it”

it

(Escobar,

1996:46).

Also relevant are discussions about the role of culture

in the

human-environment

relationship and concern about the increasing marginalization of culture in ecological

anthropology (Milton, 1996:38). Milton (1996)
facilitate the

communities

calls for

improved understanding of culture

formulation of environmental policies and programs that do not alienate local

(p.

53) and to help situate people within their world and to continue their

livelihood practices (p. 63). Ecological anthropology also helps to provide critiques of the

20

to

nature-society dichotomy (see Descola

& Palsson,

1996) that separate the fields of biology and

anthropology. Kottack (1999) notes the existence of
a “new” ecological anthropology that

more

politically

(1996) note

aware and attuned

how

to policy

concerns

(p. 25).

is

Likewise, Orlove and Brush

anthropological studies of biodiversity conservation are useful
for providing

perspectives on the “overblown projections of proposals for
cooperative (resource)

critical

management... by showing the

structural limitations these arrangements face”
(p. 338).

These

perspectives also serve to reveal the “organizational and communicative
incompatibilities

between

local populations

Social

and conservationists” (Orlove

movements organized

identify in the literature. Social

to higher priority

&

Brush, 1996:338).

solely around environmental concerns are difficult to

movement concerns

for the

concerns such as livelihood maintenance,

environment are inevitably linked

community

health,

social

12

and

justice,

in general,

human

well-being. Also important in anthropological discussions

surrounding environmental conservation and management are post-structural notions of power

and agency (influenced by the writings of Michel Foucault and Antonio Gramsci), as they
to local participation.

involved

to

in

relate

Also relevant are analyses of discourse used by the various actors

environmental and development efforts (see Fergerson, 1994, and

in a case specific

Madagascar, Jarosz, 1996).

10

For example, Kurien (1992) explains how motorized fishing boats used by commercial interests in
Kerala State, India, threatened to deplete fish resources for the traditional fisherfolk. Other examples are

found
i

in

Friedmann and Rangan (1993).

i

For example, see Blauert and Guidi (1992) for their case study of water pollution

in

Durango, Mexico.

12

An

example of social justice issues are cases where indigenous people are either excluded from their
by exogenous actors, or disproportionate quantities of the natural
resources are being squandered by these outside actors. For example, Jarosz (1996) argues that in
Madagascar (where there is not necessarily an environmental social movement per se), many rural
peasants used fire to resist French colonial efforts ban the practice of traditional agriculture in and around
forested areas. Meanwhile, French companies were granted concessions to log the same areas that had
traditional natural resource base

to the indigenous Malagasy farmers. Poffenberger (1996) described a similar situation
study of forest resource utilization in the West Bengal State of India. Other examples of social
justice issues leading to an environmental or other social movement are cases presented by Guha (1989),

become off limits
in his

Bebbington (1996) and Moore (1996) where they describe social problems in India, Ecuador and
Zimbabwe, respectively, related to environmental degradation and inequities in land distribution.
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The Natural Environment Of Madagascar
Madagascar
the coast of

is

an island nation located

Mozambique. Nearly 1,000 kms.

in the Indian

in length

Ocean, 250 kilometers (kms.) off

and 300 kms.

about the size of France and Switzerland combined. Madagascar
biological

endemism, as 80

/o

ot the flora

is

in width,

known

for

and tauna are found nowhere else

Madagascar
its

in the

is

high degree of

world

(Mittermeier, et al„ 1999). This biological uniqueness has been facilitated
by Madagascar’s
sepai ation (along with the Indian sub-continent) from the

Gondwanan

continent

some 150

to

160 million years ago and the subsequent isolated journey northeastward into the Indian
Ocean
(Krause, etal., 1997:10).

While there

is

a great

amount of biodiversity on

the island,

it

can be generally

categorized into for major ecosystems: the rainforest of the east coast; the “dry” deciduous
forest

of the west coast; the dry, spiny desert of the south; and the grasslands of the central high

plateau. (For details please refer to Figure

in

1

on the following page noting the vegetation types

Madagascar). The mountainous terrain of the island has

facilitated the

development of

ecological sub-zones within the four areas above, each characterized by unique biological

attributes.

A

review of the

Madagascar, the degree

literature reveals countless statistics characterizing the biodiversity

to

which

it

is

currently threatened, as well as the necessity for

conservation. Despite an estimated loss of

enough biological

diversity to merit

its

80%

to

90%

of

its

of the original forest cover, there

is still

distinction as one of five biodiversity “hotspots” in the

world (grouped with the rainforests of the Amazon, Southeast Asia, and the Congolese Basin
Central Africa, as well as with the rare ecological habitats of Australia) (Mittermeier,

1999).

Beyond being

the world’s largest exporter of vanilla,
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Madagascar

is

ot

et. al.,

perhaps best known
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of

Madagascar

•

.iS*i V.

3
lemurs indigenous to the island, of which there are 32 surviving
species' (Godfrey,

tor the

al.,

1997:221). In addition to

and unusual tauna.

its

lemurs, Madagascar

flora, there are

Amphibian species on

known

for

its

diverse

in

on the

home

Atncan

the island are also numerous. In

10,000 plant species on the island (Davidson, 1994:97). This includes

seven species of baobab (Adansonia sp.) found
entire

also

There are 400 species of reptiles, which include half of the world’s

chameleons (Davidson, 1994:97).
terms ot

is

el

Madagascar

continent.

than any other country on earth.

The

is

Madagascar, while there
to

is

only one species

hundreds of species ot orchids,

forest types are as diverse as the climate, ranging

far

more

from the

rainforest of the east coast with three to four meters of annual rainfall), to the spiny “dry”
forest

of the southwest (where as

little

as one-third

of a meter of rain

falls

per year). In addition to the

baobabs and orchids, some of the more famous plants of the island include Rosy Periwinkle
(

Catharanthus roseus), chemicals from the leaves of which are used

to treat

childhood leukemia

and Hodgkin’s Disease, and the carnivorous pitcher plant ( Nepenthes madagascariensis).

With respect

to the forest resources

deforestation during the last century.

of the island, the available

However

statistics

other evidence points to a transformation of the

land mosaic since the arrival of humans on the island 1900 years ago (Wright

1997:3

current

12).

With respect

amount of

present between

1

million hectares)

to deforestation rates, there is a

forest cover

1%

and the

rate at

which

it

is

(or 5.8 million hectares) (Nelson

(FAO, 1997) of the

entire island

estimates are likely due to what kind of vegetation

The same source notes

that 16 additional species

only speak to

is

wide range of estimates concerning
disappearing.

& Homing,

covered

is

& Rakotoansoa,

It is

estimated that

1993) and

in forest.

29%

of lemur once existed

in

at

(or 15.1

This wide spread

counted as “forest,” since

the

in

this larger

Madagascar but

are

now

extinct.

Some of which

are already instinct, including the

pigmy

Megaladapis lemur species (three times larger than the
the Aepyornis or Elephant Bird, which was the world’s

24

hippo, giant land tortoises, the giant

largest lemurs alive today) (Decaiy, 1950:7),

largest flightless bird.

and

estimate

may

include secondary forest (savoka
)

and reforested areas. Likewise, estimated

deforestation rates are also quite variable. Statistics by the

(FAO)

Food and Agriculture Organization

ot the United Nations (1997) indicate that the average
annual deforestation rate in

Madagascar between 1980 and 1995 was 147,000
deforestation

is

estimated to be 200,000 hectares

hectares.

(UNEP,

The upper

of annual

limit

1998:6). Based on this estimate, the

primary torests of Madagascar will be cleared within 65 years.
Statistics

on the primary

picture about detorestation.

rainforest of the

Malagasy

east coast paint an

Green and Sussman (1990) estimated

primary east coast rainforest remained

in

1985

(p. 212).

even worse

that 3.8 million hectares

of

This amounts to only one-third of the

area originally covered by eastern rain forest. Likewise, deforestation rates indicate that this
forest is rapidly disappearing.

Green and Sussman (1990) note

twentieth century (roughly coinciding with the
hectares (or nearly a third) of the

was

cleared. This

213).

amounted

to

1

1

.2

&

in

Appendix A).

will disappear

rule), 3.6 million

an average deforestation rate of 68,000 hectares per year
rates are thought to

Sussman, 1990). (See maps

showing the progression of deforestation
cover

50 years of colonial

of the

million hectares of eastern rainforest that existed in 1896

Between 1950 and 1985 deforestation

hectares per year (Green

first

that during the first half

in

in

have increased

were

1 1

1,000

Figure 2 on the following page

Madagascar, as well as

If this deforestation rate

to

(p.

statistics

on changes

in

land

to stay constant, the eastern rain forest

by the year by the year 2022.

To combat

this

environmental degradation, the Malagasy government adopted a
16

national strategy for conservation and sustainable development in 1984.

responded
the

to the creation

of the World Conservation Strategy by the

development of the national strategy was another government

Vegetative regrowth after the primary natural forest

Decree No. 84-445 of December

14, 1984.

25

is

cleared.

This decree also

IUCN

in 1980.

initiative that

Following

became

the

Figure

2.

Progressive deforestation of eastern Madagascar. Note

represent rainforest cover. Also note that the image for 1973

northwest coast on that

map

is

that the

shaded areas

incomplete, as other areas of the

should also be shaded to show forest cover.

8

1

7

Malagasy Environmental Charter of

1990.'

This charter contained the principles of the

National Environmental Policy, which consisted of reconciling

humans with

their

environment

and stopping the downward cycle of environmental degradation in
Madagascar. This charter
also sought to integrate environmental protection in the overall
development strategy of the

To

country.

Malagasy government-initiated
French

initials,

“PAE”

for

a total

the national Environmental Action Plan (or

in

in

1991.

The

known by

first

the

two five-year

Madagascar simply as “PE-I” and “PE-II”) have benefited

of $235.5 million (US)

on PE-III from 2001

their donors, in collaboration with the

Plan d’Action Environnemental)

phases of this plan (referred to

from

IENGOs and

put this charter into action,

while $150 million more

in foreign aid

to 2006. This funding

is

to assist in the creation

projects designed to conserve Madagascar’s biodiversity.

is

slated to

be spent

and implementation of

However, by the end of the

first

phase, the positive results of these programs, in terms of hectares of biodiverse ecosystems

conserved, were hardly visible.

As Berner (1996)

A Madagascar, malgre
nationaux

et internationaux, le

explained,

tons les efforts consentis

par

les

acteurs

maintien d’echantillons d''ecosyst ernes non

anthropises, representatifs des populations stables de flore et de faune originelle,

n

'est

malheureusement pas evident.
[In

Madagascar, despite

all

of the conscious efforts of national and

international actors, the maintenance of samples of non-anthropologized

(not affected

of original

To

better understand

examine

Law

by humans) ecosystems, representatives of stable populations

flora

and fauna, are unfortunately, not evident

why

these programs have

briefly the history leading

no. 90.033 of

December

up

left

few positive

(p. 4)]

results,

it

is

necessary to

to these recent efforts.

21, 1990.

1

996) followed by $ 1 50 million during PE-2 ( 996-200 1 ). PEestablished a framework for biodiversity conservation via protected area management while PE-2
consolidated and improved existing programs. PE-3 will focus on “mainstreaming” environmental
$85.5 million (US) during PE- 1

( 1

99

1

- 1

1

activities.
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Early Environmental Conservation In Madagascar

The
to the arrival

history oi

human

of human kind

changes have occurred due

transformation of the Malagasy environment

to the island

to the

some 1900 years

is

inevitably traced

ago. Since that time ecosystem

combination of human interactions with

their

environment

along with naturally occurring environmental disturbances.
These changes have produced a

mosaic of vegetation types, the characteristics of which are determined
by the purposes and
extent to which they are used.

This reality of landscape transformation was not accurately represented
in the

initial

descriptions ot Madagascar portrayed by Europeans through writing or
artistic reproduction.

Early explorers, missionaries, and colonizers, brought stories of the island’s exotic
natural

beauty back

to

Europe. These stories are similar to others that helped to create a romantic myth

of a wild Africa that

1

is

embedded within

the

European conservation

ethic

(Adams

&

McShane,

996). Descriptions of Madagascar’s exotic environs were also accompanied by drawings that

depicted a world entirely different from that to which Europeans were accustomed. The notion

of an

idyllic

and perfect “climax”

forest,

devoid of human interference,

used to describe the Madagascan forest of the 16
his idealized

I

masks the

image of a

reality that this

forest

and 17

the

one most often

th

ecosystem resting

centuries.

in

some

sort

of a tranquil steady

state

environment was being transformed, both by natural and

anthropologic events. Given that the
the first Europeans,

th

is

on the island arrived about 1400 years before

first settlers

human beings and

their activities

were an

integral

component and

transformative agent of the natural environment long before the “primal” forests of Madagascar

were “discovered” by Europeans. During
forest conservation policies

and

this

state control

King Andrianampoimmerina’s ban on

period there were also indigenous precedents for

of natural resources. These included the

cutting live

wood

for fuel, as well as the 1881

305 Articles banning the burning of forests (Andriamampianina, 1981:105). This

confounded European perspectives on ecology, which held

28

that left

on

their

Menna

Code of

reality

own, ecosystems

would

naturally “evolve” toward

ecosystem would remain

in this

some

higher, “climax” state.

Once

at this

climax

state, the

condition indefinitely, or until influenced by humans or some

other exterior force.

1

he arrival of Europeans to Madagascar transformed the

the forest and other natural resources found there. These

new

role, significance,

and value of

arrivals quickly realized the

bounty of Madagascar’s environmental resources. By the early 19 th century, agreements

between colonialists and

local leaders

were established, often

facilitated

by arms and alcohol,

permitting colonialists to acquire land. Settlements were then built on this land and resources

were extracted.
settlement.

Initially,

resource extraction was limited to that necessary to sustain the

However, with

the advent of

European

industrialization, the colonial appetite for

resources

moved beyond mere

to satisfy

needs as they arose, natural resources became a contested commodity and the land

they occupied

selt-sufficiency. Instead of being stewarded in such a

became contested

places.

European

colonists, driven

way

so as

by forces of capitalism

requiring the accumulation of raw resources and their transformation into capital, increased the

claims they staked to land and exploited the natural resources contained therein. They cleared
forests to create settlements

and

facilitate exploration

minerals and eliminated indigenous people
actions. Contrary to

how

who

of the island. They also extracted

dared to question their claims or oppose their

they were used by indigenous communities, natural resources were

exploited by Europeans in quantities far beyond what was necessary to maintain their

settlements.

While these resources were shipped overseas

industrialization in Europe, local people

(ironically) targeted

by Europeans as

management of natural

to fuel the nascent engines

were deprived access

a threat to the

to natural resources

environment due

is

that they

and

to their "lnetticienf

resources. Ultimately, the only thing “inefficient

methods of natural resource use

of

about Malagasy

used resources that Europeans would have

otherwise preferred to exploit.
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The Recent History Of Environmental Management
The recent

history ot environmental conservation and

In

Madagascar

management

in

Madagascar

is

characterized by three stages, each defined by the
official policies, or the reactions to them,

governing natural resource use. The three phases include:

1)

the phase of colonial

and neo-

colonial use of repression with the stated intention
of conserving flora and fauna, while having
little

regard for the role of people within the natural environment;
2) a backlash of hostility

toward the government, which
facilitated

by a tenure

situation

is

acted out upon the environment. These acts of hostility are

whereby people could

easily acquire

“open access”

to natural

resources; and 3) the search to identify and understand various
linkages that could facilitate

sound resource management. These linkages included those between conservation
and
development; (human) populations and
transformation. Each ot these phases

how

best to protect

their

environments, and livelihoods and landscape

was driven by Western notions of “environment,” and

it.

The Colonial/Neo-Colonial Phase (1896-1972)
1

in the

he French colonization of the Malagasy Republic greatly increased the role of the state

contested terrain ot the Malagasy environment. This phase

is

characterized by the use of

oppressive force by external actors with the stated intention of protecting the flora and fauna of
the island.

The French

colonial state prohibited

agricultural practice of shifting cultivation.

Malagasy farmers from using

The French

the greatest threat to the island’s natural resources.

classified forests

their traditional

authorities believed this practice to be

The French

also

moved

quickly to establish

and other areas they considered worthy of protection. By 1933 several

protected areas had been established but the poor infrastructure along with a shortage of

resources hindered on-the-ground management activities from taking place. In

“Recent”

refers to the period following the formal

reality, these

French colonial annexation of Madagascar

30

human

in

1896.

areas were nothing

little, it

anything,

At

the

more than “paper parks,”

was happening on

same time

the French

a place

on a map with

legal protection but

where

the ground to insure their protection.

were limiting access

to

and use of natural resources by

indigenous Malagasy, they also facilitated the exploitation of natural
resources by interests
favorable to their colonial project. French commercial interests were
given forest concessions

and granted logging permits (Kull, 1996:54). The

first

30 years of French colonial rule saw the

destruction ol nearly three-quarters of the primary rainforest. Clearing the very
forests they

claimed

to

be protecting, the French then established cash crops in these cleared areas. Coffee

and vanilla replaced rainforest near the east

coast, spiny forest

was cleared

to

accommodate

vast

plantations of sisal in the south, cloves were introduced on the northern portion of the island,

and tea plantations spread over the southern highlands.

The advent of Malagasy independence

in

1960 did

entourage of French advisors supported Madagascar’s

first

little

to

change

this situation.

An

president, Philibert Tsiranana, and

with their caretul guidance, the First Republic was hardly distinguishable from that of the
colonial government that preceded

The government continued

it.

to forbid the use

of

fire

(except for those used for clearing pastures), reforestation became a national duty mandated by
20

law,

more species of wildlife were added

international donors

working

in

became

Madagascar

in

which

Union

for the

endangered species

active in Madagascar.

1963 and

USAID

1966 (Kull, 1996:55). Environmental
International

to the

list,

and

The World Wildlife Fund

NGOs and
(WWF)

their

began

and the Cooperation Suisse began working there

initiatives in

Madagascar were

further bolstered

in

by the

Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and the Malagasy government,

jointly hosted the International Conference on the Conservation of Natural Resources in

Madagascar

in

1970. This conference highlighted and publicized the degraded state ot the

Malagasy environment and the need

to protect

Each Malagasy man was required by law

to plant

what remained of

100

31

it

(Kull, 1996:55

tree seedlings per year.

& 58).

Political Instability

and the Second Republic (1972-1993)

The collapse of the Tsiranana government

in

May

1972 brought an end to the

Republic and greatly diminished French domination of the
economic and

political landscape in

Madagascar. After a tumultuous three-year period of strikes and
demonstrations
military coup

d

etat, a

naval lieutenant by the

name of Didier

First

ended

that

in a

Ratsiraka assumed power. In

1975 Ratsiraka formed the Second Malagasy Republic, which was a blend
of Marxist

political

philosophy combined with the social objective of bringing about the
malagachization of

economic, educational and other spaces previously occupied by the French.

political,

Political

in this unrest

and economic

was

a lack

instability persisted

throughout the Second Republic. Included

of control over the access to and

utilization

of natural resources.

During the Second Republic (1975-1993) the Malagasy government lessened
over local forest resources,

in part to help the

official control

regime of President Ratsiraka increase

its

influence in rural areas (Allen 1995). Rural Malagasy inteq^reted the loosening of government
controls over resource

they wished.

degraded

at

management

as a signal that they

The immediate and more

an alarming

rate,

visible result

were

was

that natural resource conditions

including the loosening of laws regulating access to forests for

agricultural production and the collection of forest products.

was even downgraded
Changes

to allow for easier access to land

in these policies

free to exploit natural resources as

were justified

in the

The

status

of a few protected areas

and natural resources for exploitation.

name of an important

goal of malagachization'.

achieving national self-sufficiency in food production. However, the reality was that the
21

Ratsiraka regime sought to strengthen

its

political support in rural settings

At the same time the government was loosening controls on
engaged

A

in a

(Ghimire, 1991:19).

natural resource use,

it

was

dialogue with Malagasy and foreign entities about environmental conservation. As

necessary tactic since he had

little

political support

regions of the central highlands.

32

among people

living in the densely populated

the

government economic policies

22

began manifesting themselves on the ground

environmental degradation, concern mounted
ellects ol environmental destruction.

researchers

discovered

among

in the

form of

interested parties about the long-term

Similar to the colonial researchers before them, Western

the richness of the

Malagasy environment, and now describe

it

in

terms ot “biodiversity.” The result of this research was to heighten awareness
on a global scale
as to the extent to which the biodiversity of Madagascar

was

threatened. This ultimately led to

the initiation ot conservation efforts beginning in the late-1970s and continuing
throughout the

1980s.

Linking Conservation

to

Economic Development (1993

Concern about the degrading biodiversity of the
international entities led to an influx of

efforts in

Madagascar

in the

1990s.

island

by both national and

World Bank funding of environmental conservation

Much

PAE

implementation ot the Malagasy

to date)

of this funding facilitated the creation and

discussed earlier

in this chapter.

The environmental

action plan ultimately led to large expenditures of money by international donors thus attracting

numerous environmental
aid tripled in just

NGOs

to begin

two years from

1989 ( Cooperation Suisse, 1992

working

in the country.

For example, Swiss

bilateral

15 million Swiss Francs in 1987 to 45 million Swiss Francs in

in Kull, 1996:51).

Fikewise, spending by the

WWF,

International increased five-fold from about half a million Swiss Francs in 1986-7 to 2.5 million

Swiss Francs by 1991-2

money went toward

(WWF,

International/PFPS, in Kull, 1996:51).

The bulk of foreign

the creation of institutions to support the implementation of activities

designed to preserve the biodiversity of the island. The original intent of the

PAE was to

reverse environmental degradation, promote sustainable use of natural resources, and improve

the integration of environmental concerns into

These policies included large investments

government economic and

in education, transportation,

sectoral planning

communications, industry, and

hese debts ultimately obliged the
armed forces, leading to a billion dollar foreign debt by 1980.
and by 1986, the World Bank had
Fund
government to seek assistance from the International Monetary
become the dominant source of external funding.
the

1
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(Helen Gunther, personal communication, April
21, 1999). Ten donors fund the PAE,”
designed to protect the richest
conceptual model (see Table

Madagascar between

the

DPs)

1,

of biodiversity within the country. Kull
(1996) presents a

following page) to explain the surge in conservation
activities

mid-1980s and the mid-1990s

The PE-I focused on
Projects (IC

sites

to control

(p. 68).

the implementation of Integrated Conservation and

environmental degradation

in protected areas

Madagascar. The ICDP approach gained popularity among
sought to link development to conservation
This method used the establishment of
rich in biodiversity.

in

IENGOs

Development

throughout

in the late- 1980s as they

in less industrialized countries

(Wells

et al., 1992).

buffer zones’ for the purpose of protecting core areas

These core areas were completely off limits

to

human

intervention (e.g., no

resource extraction), while successive concentric rings around the core area allowed
for
increased (but controlled) levels of natural resource extraction. This buffer zone system

allowed for controlled levels of resource extraction
of access

human

to protected areas

order to compensate villagers for the loss

(MacKinnon, 1981). The objectives of ICDPs were

pressures on natural resources

protected area

in

in

to

diminish

protected areas and to facilitate the implementation of

management plans (Hagen,

1994:9).

Such management plans included

efforts to

24

encourage local people

to

adopt “alternative”

and sustainable means of production

in the

peripheral zones outside the core protected area ( Projet Parc National de Ranomafana, 1994:3).

While
to

rural

development was an

integral part

of the ICDP strategy,

in practice

it

was

relegated

secondary importance, behind the goal of conservation. Development was the means

to

conservation ends and development activities were the “carrots-on-the-stick” to get there.

These donors include the World Bank, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), the
European Union (EU), four foreign governments (France, Germany, Switzerland and the United States),
and three IENGOs (WWF, CARE, and Conservation International) grouped into a consortium known as
MIRAY (from the Malagasy term, miray, meaning to be united and/or to be in agreement).
24

Referring to livelihood activities outside of the agricultural sector.
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Table

1

Conceptual Model Of Conservation In Madagascar. Kull
(1996) uses this model to explain
the surge in conservation activities in Madagascar
between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s.

Environmental
Context
Conservation

Movement
and
Economics

Proximate Causes

Ultimate Causes

threatened species and

island biogeography,

habitats, research

ecology, and land use

social construction

history

of crisis

1980s environmentalism
and sustainable
development

“Northern”

individual actors,

environmental ethics

cooperation

1980s

political-economic and

economic

geopolitical relations

incentives

Politics

politics,

debt

and government

crisis,

1996) and after just five short years of “hypothesis

25

testing,

impacts

(in

among

groups

interest

However, by the end of the PE-I
•»

Facilitators

awareness and

the IC

DP

approach was considered

at the national level as forests

infrastructure

development

to

a failure.

There were no measurable positive

continued to disappear and there was precious

show donors when

they

came

little

for a visit. Despite focusing

conservation efforts on protected areas and their peripheral zones, biodiversity degradation
continued.

ICDPs were

resources. Likewise,

trying to

more

do too much, over too broad of an

area, with too

distant or indirect factors contributing to environmental degradation

continued unchecked. Institutional constraints were also

to

blame (Hough, 1994), including

agendas favoring biodiversity conservation and infrastructure development over

and

rural

their

few

development. Another institutional constraint included the desire of

social concerns

IENGOs

and

NGO partners to rapidly achieve highly visible results in the short-term in order to please

donor representatives during

their brief visits to the field.

This resulted

in a

process of project

planning and implementation lacking any real participation by the people most affected by

During the PE-I, USAID-Madagascar’s Environmental Unit continually framed
scientific language, referring often to the “hypothesis” driving the

“if the

Malagasy people can

approach.

their activities in
1

he hypothesis was,

means for generating income outside of the traditional
amount of damage they inflict upon biodiversity."

find alternative

agriculture sector, then this will reduce the

ICDP

35

ICDP

activities

(Hough,

1

994: 1 2 1

- 1

22). Thus, the

conceived, developed, implemented and abandoned

Supplanting the

ICDP approach

ICPD approach
all

in

Madagascar was

within a decade.

to conservation

was

the adoption of a regional

landscape management approach. This approach applies
management practices over larger
areas while taking into account

more

distant

and indirect influences on biodiversity

conservation within a given protected area. Such factors
include migration patterns, trends
regional and commercial markets, and communication linkages.
This landscape approach

in

is

typically referred to as “ecoregional” or “bioregional” in other
parts of the world. However, in

Madagascar these terms with regional references
to

be (as one USAID-Madagascar

are not used as they are considered

official explained), “too political”

by donors

(Helen Gunther, personal

26

communication, April 21, 1999).

Landscape

(re:

regional ly)-based biodiversity conservation initiatives are currently the

types ol programs attracting major portions of donor and

example,

USAID

IENGO

funding

in

Madagascar. For

27
is

funding a large environmental program’

in three targeted landscapes: the

rainforest zone of the east coast; the semi-deciduous “dry” tropical forest zone near the
28

northwest coast; and the rainforest and mountain forests of the south central highlands.

It is

26

The terms region and regional have become politicized words in Madagascar due to current moves
toward the creation of a federal government which is to function via six autonomous “regions” or
provinces.
27

Through

the

Landscape Development

Initiatives

(LDI) Program.

28

This program includes giving agricultural credits of $25,000 (172 million FMG) to be funneled through
Malagasy Bank ( Bankin 'ny Tantsaha Mpamokatra-Bank of Africa, or BTM-BOA) and a national NGO
(Entreprendre a Madagascar) which will in turn provide funding to local cooperatives and associations
in each of these three locations ( Produits Miniers [Mining Products], 2000).
a

36

worth noting

that these three targeted

zones are adjacent

to the richest rice-production regions
in

29

the country.

In addition to this regional approach, efforts
are being

responsibility for resource

management and

made

the formal transfer of

to increase local

management

authority of

natural resources from centralized state agencies to local
communities. This approach, referred
to in

Madagascar by

its

GELOSE,

French acronym,

(

Gestion Locale Securisee, or Secured

Local Management), was launched with the enactment of national forestry
legislation in 1996.

The management of these resources

communal

most

level, the

local

communes

all

1

with the state

is

assured through

this policy,

with the expectation that

(Bertrand

there are

it

3,000 rural villages in Madagascar, and link them through contracts to
et al.,

1999:41-42). This approach

is

designed

numerous things

to respect

will

all

is

n.d.:4).

that could hinder the successful implementation of this

program. The lack of government agents

encourage people not

what

to stop

considered to be the “anarchic” exploitation of “open access resources” (ONE,

However,

(at the

or contracts that stipulate the transfer of authority to

communities. Donors have grandiose plans for

eventually reach

1,300

in collaboration

of the formal administrative structures) and

the enforcement of formal agreements

local

be done

is to

in the field,

and the high

agreements developed through the

local residents often misconstrue the concept of local-level

use locally available natural resources any

way

they see

fit.

levels of rural poverty could

GELOSE program.

management

As one

to

mean

Also,

that they

can

regional forester noted,

29

The Lake Alaotra basin

in the east, the

Marovoay

flood plane in the northwest, and the highly

productive lands managed by the Betsileo people in the southern highlands. The Betsileo are considered

by

all

Malagasy

to

be the hardest working and most productive

rice

farmers on the island.

Instituted by law 96.025 on September 30, 1996 (ONE:n.d.). The GELOSE approach
two main principles: community participation and sustainable resource management.

is

grounded

in

Though formal, these agreements are based on the tradition of the dina, an oral agreement among all
members of a particular community to abide by rules and to accept penalties that they have collectively
established.

These

rules

and penalties are

to

encourage or discourage particular types of social behavior

or actions in order to avoid problems that could collectively hurt the community.
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beaucoup de gens pensent que
les

le

GELOSE c 'est

une excuse d ’alter exploiter taut qu

ressources naturelles ” [many people believe that

resources as

much

GELOSE

veulent

’ils

allows them to exploit natural

as they wish] (interview with a forest service official,
2000).

Recent conservation

efforts in

Madagascar have turned

their attention to the livelihood

concerns of local people. Likewise, discourse about the role of local
communities
resource management has become more sensitive
patterns are adversely aftected

by conservation

to the

ways

in

in natural

which people’s livelihood

efforts.

Summary
1 his chapter has laid out a political ecological framework that includes elements
from
other related fields in seeking to address the central question of the study:
activities

designed to conserve biodiversity

Existing literature shows that

in a reductionist

donors

to the

much of the

in

Madagascar yielded

research

environmental “crisis"

traditional agriculture.

To

Madagascar are having

ecology approach
environmental

virtually

recent

no positive

biodiversity conservation

results?

is

mired

debate of people versus their environment. The response of IENGOs and their
in

Madagascar has been

environmental degradation within the country and

in

work on

why have

is

used

to

to

heighten awareness of

provide incentives for people to abandon

highlight the weaknesses of this and similar reactions that

to

addressing environmental issues within the country, a political

in this study.

activities in

IENGOs

This approach helps make better sense of the current

Madagascar and explains why biodiversity conservation,

as currently

configured on the island, has been largely ineffective.

The

rest

of the dissertation examines the broad topics presented

in this

chapter within

the context of a case study in a rural district on Madagascar’s central highlands while analyzing

social actors groups relevant to biodiversity conservation there. Chapter

describes the various characteristics of the study

up regional biodiversity and the degree
focuses on the conventional

wisdom

to

site

two of the

including the natural resources that

which various actors covet them.

(

make

hapter three

that drives current-day conservation eftorts in

38

dissertation

Madagascar,

as well as the rationale behind them. This chapter
seeks to expose the conventional

being inherently flawed, biased by neo-Malthusian “logic”
value, the accumulated

knowledge and

that fails to

lived experiences of

wisdom

acknowledge,

let

as

alone

Malagasy subsistence

agriculturalists.

Chapter four

details the rationale

this qualitative study.

of the research design, as well as the methods used

for

Various issues discussed include many of the dilemmas characteristic of

qualitative research including determining positionality, building
trust, assuring data validity,

and being reciprocal.

I

he cross-cultural aspect ol

this research is also

discussed in the context

of research findings that are potentially blurred by two cultural lenses: one separating research
subjects from the language interpreter, as well as that between the interpreter and the
researcher.

Included

in this are the

challenges ol seeing behind the cultural masks and protective barriers of

interviewees, while also being cognizant of one’s

own

cultural blinders.

Likewise, the

challenges for the interpreter and researcher to communicate in a language that

is

non-native to

both of them are also noted.

Chapters five and six focus on the two main groups of social actors examined
study, extralocal and local (respectively).

Extralocal actors include those

on the biodiversity of the study area but who may not necessarily
have a high degree of emotional attachment

in this

who have an

live in the

immediate

to the natural resources they are using.

influence

area, nor

They may

also lack formal ownership or entitlement to the resources but use their political or economic

power

to acquire access (and user) rights.

politicians,

government

civil servants,

and

Examples of extralocal actors include businessmen,
staff

from IENGOs. The local actors examined

chapter six are primarily the subsistence agriculturalists engaged

and

cattle rearing.

In

in

in small-scale rice cultivation

each chapter the natural resources coveted by each group are examined.

Likewise, the relationships between social actor groups (and sub-groups) are examined within
the context of natural resource use.
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The concluding chapter of the
of biodiversity within the study

dissertation proposes reasons for the continued
depletion

area, focusing

on

issues far

Malthusian thinking. These issues include the larger
livelihood issues influencing the

ways

in

political, historical,

which Malagasy

natural environment.
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beyond the narrowed vision of neoeconomic, and

social actors interact with their

CHAPTER 2
SETTING THE SCENE
Introduction
This chapter presents the study area, including a
description of the prevailing social,
political,

economic and geographic conditions influencing

region. Following this

is

a description

the status of natural resources in the

of the different natural resources coveted by various

actor groups. These resources include: land, water,

soil,

minerals, pasture, flora and fauna.

1 his chapter concludes by examining the different actor
groups and their livelihood activities
that influence both the quantity

and quality of the environmental resources described above.

These actor groups are divided

into

two categories,

“local” category include: farmers and herders,*

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs),
local leaders,

and

local

in the

community based organizations (CBOs),

political authorities that include

to a small extent, business interests.

interests, the state;

and extralocal. Those included

international environmental

mayors and other

“Extralocal” actors include commercial

NGOs (IENGOs)

and

their donors; as well as

researchers and their respective universities.

The Study Area
The fieldwork
Ankazobe on
political,

the

tor this study occurred in the fivondronanampokontany (district) of

Malagasy

central highlands. Detailed

below

are the various socio-cultural,

economic, and geographic characteristics of the study

area.

1

Also referred

to collectively in this

study as “grassroots” actors.

2

As represented

either

by government

civil servants

and the agencies they work

for, as

well as elected

officials.

Usually shortened to fivondronana, which administratively
There are 112 fivondronana in Madagascar.
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is

similar to a county in the United States.

9

9

Social Conditions

Archeological research carried out

4

in the

Vdnizdngo region reveals

5
beings in the region were hunters and herders
of the “pre-Sakalava” group

that the first

human

who came from

the

northwest coast of Madagascar between the
8th and 15th centuries (Andnanaivoanvony,
1984:29). This group inhabited the region until

Menna

fought to acquire land tor rice production during
the

This colonizing effort by the
ultimately resulted in

1

it

becoming

armies,

late- 18th

moving up from

the south,

and early- 19th centuries.

6

Menna monarchy was just one

the sovereign ruler over

front in

its

expansion

that

most of the island (Brown,

995:127). These conflicts led to the creation of fortified
hamlets' (Andnanaivoanvony,

1994:41), the remnants ot which are

still

visible throughout the district today.

advanced northward throughout the region,

As

the

Menna

8

their adversaries

were vanquished and taken as

9

slaves.

These conquests

led to a rapid increase in the

Vdnizdngo region, extending

(Andnanaivoanvony, 1989,

it

1

northward

number of Merina people

to the present-day

in the

towns of Fihaonana and Ankazobe

997:82).'

This area, demarcated by the Ikopa and Betsiboka Rivers, covers

much of the

present-day district of

Ankazobe.
5

‘Pre-Sakalava,’ because during this era the Sakalava did not yet exist as an ethnic group per se. The
Sakalava have more African features than the Merina, and are thought to have originally settled on the
northwest cost of Madagascar.
6

under the reign of King Andrianampoinimerina (1787-1810) followed by King Radama 1(1810Radama's efforts were greatly assisted by the presence of the British, who assisted with the
training of the Merina army and in the production of modern weaponry.
First

1828).

7

Including moats and stone walls.
8

Notably, the Sakalava, Antankarana, and Tsimihety

to the

west and north and the Betsimisaraka

to the

east.

9

As were people from

other coastal ethnic groups.

th

u,
Ul
Towards the late 18 and early
-centuries and the beginning of the
century, a reunification pact
was formed just north of Ankazobe, between Queen Ravahiny, of the Boina (Sakalava) group and King
1

1
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I

Indices quantifying conditions in
Madagascar collectively present a picture of
difficult
living situations tor the majority
of Malagasy, especially those in rural areas.
Statistics from
th
1999 indicated that Madagascar ranked
135 among the 162 countries

Human Development
expectancy
2000,

in

at birth

Indicator (HDI) rating

was 52.2 years (UN Population Fund, The

EIU Country

Madagascar have

(UNDP, 2001:144).

a

to the

its

overall

1999 the average

State of the

Profile 2000: Madagascar, 2000:12-13).

14.4% chance of not surviving

In

terms of

in

Newborn

life

World Population.

children in

age of five years (World Bank,

2003:234), and a 31.6% likelihood of dying before the age
of 40

(UNDP,

2001:150). Also, over

half of the national population (53%) does not
have access to safe drinking water (which ranks

Madagascar

at

145

th

out of 160 countries noted in this category).

The majority

ot people residing in the

Merina ethnic group, which
Farmers practice

is

Ankazobe

district are subsistence

farmers of the

predominant ethnic group on the Malagasy central highlands.

the

irrigated rice farming while

household capital

is

stored in the form of cattle.

I he different ecological settings of the district determine the livelihood
patterns pursued by
local inhabitants.

The rugged northern

portion of the district

the agriculturally rich southern portion of the district.

greater

number of immigrants tend

to settle there

As

sparsely populated

compared

to

In the northern portion of the district

given the availability of land (due to

generally undesirable characteristics, including low
potential tor crop production).

is

soil fertility

its

and thus, compromised

this land is not suitable for fanning,

immigrants and other

Andrianampoinimerina of the Merina. The Sakalava Queen was treated very much as an equal to the
ruling over a large and prosperous empire covering northwestern Madagascar
in 1808 (Brown, 1979:1 1). After her death, the Boina Empire began to
splinter, and the Sakalava influence in the Ankazobe Region declined.

King (Brown, 1979:1 12),
from 1780 until her death

1

I

The six communes making up the northern portion of the distinct (Ambolotarakely, Antakavana,
Fiadanana, Kiangara, Talata-Angavo, and Tsaramasoandro), contain only 38% of the total population of
the district despite that they account for

population density (5.8 habitants/km
the district

(where the average

is

2

),

76%

of the

which

is

total area

of the

district.

The

result

is

a

low

about one-fifth of the density of the southern portion of

29.4 habitants/km

2
).

Note

that in

2001, with a

total

population of 16

million inhabitants, the national average for population density in Madagascar was 27 people/

(World Bank, 2003:234).
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km2

inhabitants of the area have focused on cattle production.
Conversely, in the southern portion of
the district people are

more sedentary and tend

to practice irrigated rice farming.

Immigrant Influences

When

the

Merina monarchy

fell to

the colonial French in 1896, half a million slaves'

gained freedom (Pryor, 1990:205). The freeing of slaves
throughout the island.

Waves

ot

Region

in the

set into

motion

a

2

wave of immigration

immigrants settled into the Vonizdngo from other areas of the

island to take advantage of the abundance of land available for farming
and herding, as well as

opportunities for employment.

Another factor influencing immigration

to the

Vonizdngo was

the availability of jobs and opportunities for livelihood maintenance. Bastian
(1964) noted that

between the turn

ot the century

and World

War

I,

Betsinnsaraka loggers from the east and

Betsileo herders trom the south immigrated to the area around the present-day Ambohitantely

Reserve

(p. 31).

roots, as

it

Rakotoarisoa (1986) explains that these immigration patterns have historical

was common before

about the island

in

the

Merina expansion

search of a place where they could

for the different ethnic groups to

make

a living (p. 90).

There are various immigrant ethnic groups currently

addition to the aforementioned Betsileo

Which made up

a quarter

and Betsinnsaraka,

of the entire population of the island

move

living in the

there

Ankazobe

region. In

were also Sakalava (from

at the time.

13

It

should be noted that before the freeing of slaves, Malagasy immigrants fled to the Vonizdngo as early

as the

1

830s

to

avoid religious persecution by the regime of Queen Ranavalona. Shortly after her

1, 1828, Queen Ranavalona became increasingly hostile to the
London Missionary Society (LMS), as she began to feel threatened by
converted Malagasy who became fanatical in their practice of fundamentalist Christianity. Most
disturbing to the Queen were demands by the fundamentalists for the abolition of slavery and equality for
all people, as well as their abandonment of traditional customs (Brown, 1979:173). This led to the forced
departure of the LMS from Madagascar in 1835 and continued persecution of Malagasy Christian
fundamentalists by the government throughout the late 1830s. A number of Christians sought refuge in
the Vonizdngo district where Christianity had taken a strong hold among the inhabitants (Brown,

ascension to the throne on August
Protestant missionaries of the

1979:176).
14

From

the south-central highlands around the urban center of Fianarantsoa, the second largest city in

Madagascar.
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the north) and

majority

Antandroy (from the

Menna

population.

6

south).'

All of these groups co-ex, st peacefully
with the

The Betsileo make up

the largest immigrant ethnic group in
the

region and are considered “cousins” of the
Menna, as they are also from the central highlands.

Most immigrants consider

their stay in the region to

be temporary, typically farming or herding,

or doing both, for a few years to accumulate
capital and then returning to their ancestral
lands
(or tanindrazana).

Immigrants

in the

Ankazobe

District

occupy a marginalized

role in society.

Immigrants

are economically marginalized by a production system
largely controlled by Merina business
interests.

Immigrants are also politically marginalized as they are denied many
of the rights

afforded to local inhabitants. These rights include access to land
and other resources, as well as
the ability to influence the decision-making processes of local
political authorities on issues of
particular concern to their immigrant status. Immigrants groups are also
geographically

marginalized, as they settle in locations where land

is still

available for farming and cattle

herding, which tend to be remote and inaccessible areas. These remote areas lack infrastructure,

which

in turn

cattle bandits

lend themselves to insecurity. These areas are periodically subjected to attacks by

(

dahalo ) as well as other thieves, who carry out these acts with the confidence

that

15

From

the eastern rainforest region.

16

The Antandroy

from the deep south of Madagascar. The Antandroy are the most widely
known for their ability to adapt to unfamiliar and difficult
living conditions. Antandroy in Malagasy means “people of the thorns,” referring to the spiny desert
plants of their native region. The harsh environmental conditions of southern Madagascar is one reason
originate

traveled immigrants on the island and well

why

so

many Antandroy have

migrated

to other areas

of the island

in

search of livelihood means.

17

There are however a number of important

historical,

economic and

cultural factors that

have produced

cleavages between the people of the highlands (the Merina and the Betsileo) and the 16 other ethnic

groups on the island (sometimes referred

Merina and Betsileo make up
2000 12 ).

38% (24%

to collectively as les coders, or the “coastal people”).

The

and 12%, respectively) of the 16 million Malagasy (EIU,

:

18

means by which personal and
from or currently lives, but it is
the location where one’s ancestors are buried, and where they too will ultimately he (Sharp, 1993:51). If
tanindrazana is used as a criterion for immigrant status, then nearly everybody living and working in the
Tanindrazana

group identity

Ankazobe

is

is

very important

defined.

in

Malagasy

Tanindrazana

is

culture, as

it is

the primary

not necessarily where one

District could be considered immigrants.

45

is

the lack ot infrastructure (especially
roads), as well as an insufficient police
force,

means they

are likely to never be captured.

I

he marginalization of immigrants

The temporary

implications.

status

in the region has significant

environmental

of immigrants shortens the time-horizons within which

household decisions are made about livelihood needs,

in turn, influencing the

way

in

which they

transform and use locally available natural resources. The
isolation of areas inhabited by

immigrants

facilitates the clandestine activities that they (as well
as extralocal actors)

with respect to natural resource exploitation
there

is little

The

(e.g., forest

chance of being caught and sanctioned by
historical advantages that the

duration of their presence in the
position in the region.

The

district,

engage

clearing and mining), as they realize

state authorities.

Merina have had on the highlands, as well as the

has resulted in them assuming a dominant social

close relative proximity of the

Ankazobe

benefited people of the Merina ethic group more than other groups.

District to the capital

The Merina had

greater

access to schooling, which facilitated their involvement in the creation of a small, educated

during the colonial

era.

Not only were (and

are) the

Merina

I

his

advantage resulted

the colonial regime,

which

in

to

after

down

the

Conditions

Malagasy government

February 1897,

in

October

1

895 and then the

20

19

government

higher

persists to this day.

After the French brought

in

that,

Merina domination of civil service posts during and

Political

Merina monarchy

elite

better educated than other ethnic

groups, but they also had greater access to jobs in the industrial sector, and with

incomes.

in

General

S. Gallieni

J.

assume power of the military and

was appointed by

to administer the

the French

colony for France (Brown,

19

Which

resulted in Prime Minister Rainilaiarivony being exiled to Algiers and

Queen Ranovalona

Ilf

being exiled to Reunion Island, a French possession off the east coast of Madagascar.
20

Who

had been

a skilled colonial administrator in the
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French Sudan and Indochina (Brown, 1995:233).

1995:231-233). Galliem was a military strongman,
sent to quell nationalist uprisings,
especially

among

1

the

Mer.na people."

As noted

in the first chapter, Gallieni’s
politique

exaggerate the ethnic differences between the Malagasy,
so as to

of the island through a “divide and conquer”

strategy.

de race sought

facilitate the colonial

to

conquest

Galliem led military expeditions

to

establish outposts throughout the island as part of
a “pacification” program, while conducting an

inventory of the island’s resources and identifying and
reinforcing strategic locations to fend of
foreign attacks (Sharp, 1993:38). Galliem accompanied
one of these expeditions heading to

northern Madagascar

photos

in

1

898, during which he traveled through the

Ankazobe

District (see

figure 3 on the following page).

in

The

political organization

of the

2

district includes a single

sole representative ol the district in the National Assembly.

depute (deputy)

1 he

'

who

the

is

deputy wields a great amount

of influence in the distiict, due to his political and economic status.

The deputy

influences

21

1 he Merina had expected greater English support in their struggle against French colonization
than
they received. Also, the Merina had adopted the Protestant religion brought to the island by English
missionaries, at the invitation of the Merina King.
he Merina had enslaved many coastal people, who
I

were largely Catholic and more

allied

(though weakly, and out of necessity) with the French.

22

Recent
politics”

power

political events in

by

Madagascar have seen an

the ousted president (Ratsiraka),

who

ironic reappearance

of this practice of “race

resorted to ethnically charged discourse to hold on to

of December 2001. President Ratsiraka called on Malagasy
of a new president (Marc Ravalomanana, a wealthy businessman of the
Merina ethnic group from Antananarivo) noting how the Merina would seek to reassert their authority
over the other ethnic groups of the island. At one point. President Ratsiraka encouraged each of the five
people

after the disputed presidential election
to stop the installation

provincial governors

(all political

cronies of his), of the provinces surrounding Antananarivo, to declare

“autonomous independence,” leading to what some referred to as the “Somalization” of Madagascar.
This was short lived, as the army followed popular opinion and threw its support behind Ravalomanana,
and exerted the authority of the new president throughout the island. It is also interesting to note that
their

international pressure to resolve the situation

(OAU) was

was slow

to materialize.

The Organization of African Unity

also slow to take action since President Ratsiraka had been influential in the

The French government

long-time friend of President Jacques Chirac. The United States was the

new government of Ravalomanana
having representation

in

OAU’s

(in

first

is

the political equivalent of a congressional representative in the United States.

24

in the

a

June 2002), followed closely thereafter by every Western nation
last to accept the new government.

Madagascar, while France was among the

Similar to the Congress

is

country to recognize the

23

A depute

creation.

also did nothing to facilitate these political changes as President Ratsiraka

United States.

47

Photos of General Gallieni’s arrival in Manankazo in 1898. Crossing the
Manatikazo River (top photo) and then arriving on the outskirts of the village of Manankazo
(bottom photo), eight kilometers north of Ankazobe. Source: National Photo Archive.
Figure

3.
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decisions

made by

communes.
the national

the 12

mayors of the

The deputy oversees
government and

The sous-prefet

is

the

district,

each one of which represents the

the activities that take place in the district
as they relate to

mayors carry out

a similar function at the

is

communal

one of the

One of the major

largest

landowners

responsibilities

26

district.

The deputy

also holds

each year by the central government

development projects

to

economic

in the district.

of the deputy

27

is

to distribute a discretionary fund

the implementation of rural development initiatives
within the district. This

locally based

level.

the highest-ranking civil servant in the
district and he oversees the

administration and delivery of state services in the

power, as he

district’s 12

each of the

1

12 deputies in

A

in their respective districts.

money

Madagascar

is

for

provided

to initiate

large portion of these funds

tends to go toward the improvement of infrastructure as part of the
local contribution to
nationally or internationally funded projects. Such activities include
road and school repairs, as

well as the construction of other public

facilities

(which, in the case of Ankazobe in 2000,

included a prison and the installation of a television

underway
results

to

satellite dish).

develop a Rural Development Action Plan

of a preliminary study done

in

for the

Also, efforts are currently

Ankazobe

District,

based on the

1998 through the Agricultural Ministry, with financial

support from the Cooperation Frangaise the European Community, and the World Bank
,

(DMD, May

4,

2000). Local Malagasy

NGOs

are vying for these funds to effectively

work

28

subcontractors in the planning and implementation of development initiatives.

The

local

as

NGO

25

The deputy and mayors were

elected in a general election in 1997.

26

The Sous-prefet who
,

In

2000

this

is

amounted

a civil servant,

to

304 million

A potential conflict of interest
NGOs in the area.

was assigned

to

Ankazobe

in

August 2000.

FMG or $50,000 US.

includes the deputy’s wife being the head of one of the

49

more

active local

that facilitated this particular study

(CAV), was

also lobbying the deputy to allocate

some of

these tunds toward environmental initiatives
and environmental ly-sound development activities.

The deputy,
Malagasy president
introduced

to

as well as 7 of the 12

(at the time),

when he assumed

mayors

Didier Ratsiraka.

The

was from

president’s

his authority

the

same party

AREMA'"

the presidency for the first time in June

party

as the

was

of 1975, and then returned
"

prominence with Ratsiraka’s reelection

The deputy uses

in the district,

to the

presidency in December of 1996.

and the means

that

come with

it

to

keep the

AREMA

party securely ensconced in the region. For example,
during a visit by the prime minister to the

region

local

in late

2000, a number of development initiatives were inaugurated and presented

community members (and

AREMA party.

Even

to

the national media) as positive initiatives to be credited
to the

the inauguration of the town’s satellite dish,

of improving the development of the region, when

it

was

was presented with

the spin

also widening the publicity efforts of

the current political leadership.

I

he backdrop to

this political situation is that there are currently

underway

efforts to

32

create a Federal Republic in Madagascar.

political

I

and economic decision-making from the national

7 his decentralization ot wealth and power

more

he rationale for such a plan

is

is to

to the provincial

decentralize

and

district levels.

expected to lead to the implementation of activities

directly responsive to the needs of local people.

29

Antokin

'ny

Revolisiona Malagasy (Vanguard of the Malagasy Revolution).

30

While the sous-prefet

is

not necessarily of the same political party as the deputy or president, he

obliged to tow the party line as he serves as the eyes and ears of the deputy

at the local level.

31

Which was programmed

to locally transmit

only the government-operated television station.

32

Such a Republic

will consist

of six autonomous provinces.

50

is

However,

why

there

is little

understanding

among

the majority of

such a decentralization plan should be pursued.
As noted

in

Malagasy about how or

an article

in the

Malagasy

press:

Le nouveau concept de regionalisme politique ou
de decentralisation
du systeme des provinces autonomes, n ’est pas
veritablement compris et encore moins maitrise par
la population et par la classe
politique. Certaines participants au colloque...ne
sont meme pas arrives a
raisonner en termes de province, leur vision se limitant
a I’espace geographique
de leur ‘Fokontany
politique, qui se trouve a la base

‘

[

new concept

The

of political regionalism or political decentralization,

which is the base of the autonomous province system, is not
really understood'
by the population or by politicians. Certain participants at the
colloquium... were even unable to understand the “province”
as an
administrative unit, instead limiting their thinking to the
geographic space of
their district] (Rakotoarisoa, January 7, 1999:9)

Likewise there
lower administrative

I

is little

understanding of what these political changes mean

levels, including the ruling authorities

means

of and access to

complicating the picture

is that

of political

communication channels concerning

Malagasy

the

of hamlets, villages, and communes.

his situation renders rural people susceptible to the manipulation

control the

among

who

elites

political issues.

politicians are politically fickle, easily

changing

Also
their

party affiliations, alliances and beliefs whenever the national political winds change.

One common misperception among most Malagasy
autonomous provinces aim

to favor indigenous

is

that decentralization

people concerning matters of economic

development and livelihood maintenance. Thus, some people believe
the Antananarivo Province (where the

and

Ankazobe

District

is

located)

is

that decentralization in

going to improve the

33

For the purposes of this study, communal mayors are not considered elites, while the district
assemblyman would be considered elite, given the latter’s affiliation with and connections to nationallevel actors

and networks, not

to

mention

his

economic wealth.

34

As

comes from

the outside

For example, President Ratsiraka pursued

a socialist

well as anything else that

and

may

influence the activities of rural people.

35

first

tenure as president

policies linked to

(

economic and Marxist

political

agenda during

his

1975-1990), but during his second presidency (1997-2002) pursued neo-liberal

World Bank and IMF

funding.
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of Merina, thinking that immigrants
should leave the area and return

lives

to their tanindrazana.

This thinking, along with other misconceptions
around decentralization and the creation
of a
federal Republic have served to open ethnic
wounds that date to the precolonial era.

Economic Conditions: An Overview
C urrent economic indicators show

The per

world.

capita gross national

that

income

in

Madagascar

is

one of the poorest nations

2001 was $260 (World Bank, 2003:234). The

gross interior product in Madagascar grew only
an average of 0.5% per year during the
years,

which represents

Mondiale

3%

,

the fifth lowest

growth

in the

last

30

36

in the

world during

1999a:ix). This slow growth rate, out-paced

that period

(Banque

by an annual population growth

rate

of

per year, has resulted in a decline in the standard of living
for most Malagasy during this

period.

I

more widespread conditions of poverty, with anywhere from 40

his has led to

of the population, many of who are rural-based subsistence
farmers, living

Mondiale 1999a:
,

1

).

Another reason

for increasing poverty in

Madagascar

value of the Malagasy Franc. In 1980, one thousand Malagasy Francs

in poverty

is

the

(

to

75%

Banque

plummeting

(FMG) were worth

$4.75

37

US
1/30

(Dorosh,

1

996a:3

1

).

of theii 1980 value.

By

999, the same one thousand

1

The

Antananarivo Province, where

situation of poverty

rural

,

in

Dorosh

FMG per person

were worth only

more severe

household expenditures rank

provinces) with an average of 289,000

des Manages

is

FMG

in

1994

(I

in rural areas

fifth

(among

1

6 cents, or

of the

the six

'Enquete Pennanente Aupres

et al, 1998:2).

National Economic History and Initiatives
1 o better understand the

economic

plight in

which Madagascar

finds

itself, it is

necessary to examine the recent economic history of the island. Madagascar was brought into a

36

After Niger, Nicaragua, Haiti, and Kiribati.
37

Conversely, one

US

dollar purchased 2

1

1

FMG.

38

Or one US

dollar equaled 6,543

FMG.
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capitalist global

economy

in the 17

th

century through trade that

it

conducted with foreign

explorers, pirates, and traders (Rakotoarisoa,
1986:95). During the
rule

its

(

1

896- 945), the French government
invested relatively

first

50 years of colonial

1

other African colonies (Pryor, 1990:206).

To

economy, by

Madagascar compared

cattle taxes to force peasants to participate
in

selling either their agricultural products
or their labor.

These taxes

were an important source of public revenue throughout
the colonial period as well
hirst

to

help raise funds for administering the
colony,

General Gall.em introduced a system of poll and
the market

little in

as during the

Republic tor the perpetually cash-strapped colony (Pryor,
1990:205). Another way in

which funds were raised

to finance the colonial enterprise

was through

the introduction of cash

crops. French companies exporting their production
abroad produced these crops on a large
scale.

1

his situation

economic conditions

remained unchanged during the neo-colomal

ol the island

show

direct linkages

First Republic.

Historical

between colonization (or

neocolonization) and capitalism, and also influence the current-day economic
landscape of

Madagascar. As Wilson (1995) explains, “[Fjrench occupation was not a disinterested and

high-minded mission

to convert others to

French culture.

It

had, like the colonial enterprise in

general, materialistic and commercial motives” (p. 27). During the colonial era, French

business interests controlled nearly

merchant houses,

lesser

the

the

all

commerce and

Compagnie Lyonnaise and

Compagnie

Marseillaise,

French companies, the Societe Rochefortaise and the Societe de

economy (Gendarme, 1960:138-139

owned

the

industry in Madagascar.

in Pryor, 1990:210).

As

l

late as

Two

French

as well as

'Emyrne,

ran

two

much of

1968-1969, French-

firms controlled 70 to 75 percent of total business transactions in Madagascar (Pryor,

1990:210).

39

Founded 1897 and 1898,

respectively.

40

Both founded

in 1911.
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In a reaction to the

French domination of the economy, the
socialist-Marxist Second

Republic of Didier Ratsiraka enacted economic
policies

in the early to

mid-1970s

sought to

that

distance Madagascar from France, and
to sever the ties of dependency that
had been established

under French

rule.

Organisation

Commune Africaine et Malgache (OCAM,

Some of these

actions included withdrawing

Madagascar from the

or the Organization of the African and

Malagasy Community) a French-sponsored regional
economic organization, while

away with

the African Franc as a currency (which

was

effectively “hard” currency, as

directly convertible to the French franc at the time)
(Pryor, 1990:212).

Second Republic

also

embarked on an

also doing

it

was

The government of the

“invest-to-the-hilt” program, designed to advance the

country’s development. After 1975, this program included
heavy government investments

developing the urban economic sector and

in

highly capital-intensive manufacturing projects

(Pryor, 1990:202), though the choices of the projects themselves
were
(Pryor, 1990.9). Other

in

made haphazardly

economic policies indicative of socialist government were pursued,

including import substitution to reduce dependency on foreign goods (Pryor, 1990:10-1

During the 1980s, poverty increased (also reflected

1).

in social data, including increased infant

mortality rates), due to average real rural incomes remaining the same, while rural income
distribution

became

increasingly unequal (Pryor, 1990:1

1).

Local Economics: The Dynamic of the Rice and Cattle Cycle

The Ankazobe

District

is

one of the poorest

relatively close proximity to the capital, there

in the region

make

their living

raising other livestock.

by farming

is little

their traditional character, largely consisting

not as they were intended.

economy have

The

development

Despite

by herding

cattle

at the local level in rural locations

of barter and

trade.

This

is

its

Most people

in the region.

rice and, to a lesser extent,

Economic transactions

efforts to influence the rural

districts in the country.

and

have retained

not to say that national

not occurred. Changes indeed have occurred, but

introduction of trade, and the eventual imposition of taxes by

the colonial government, threw the traditional rural

54

economy

into turmoil.

Accustomed

to

barter and trade, and only producing

obliged (by law) to
selling

areas

is

it

on

local

come up with money

that

Malagasy prefer

rather than putting

it

pay

taxes.

Growing

To

this purpose.

illogical to those

to

convert their

Malagasy found themselves

rural

people are not entirely accustomed

money may appear

societies. Rural

to

markets raised money for

something

behavior with

what they needed,

this day, the

to,

into a

to living in highly

commodity

agricultural households in the

Ankazobe

District

simultaneously in crop and livestock production. This production cycle

by the two major agro-pastoral

activities

of the region:

concerning the timing and quantity ot purchases (or
a variety

more

use of money

in rural

consumptive

as soon as possible

into savings.

Most subsistence

by

and then

nor comfortable with, and their

accustomed

money

agricultural surplus

rice

sale)

and

is

engage
largely characterized

cattle production.

of either rice or

Decisions

cattle are

determined

of factors including: the production emphasis of a particular household (some are

inclined to produce cattle while others are better suited toward rice production),

4
'

seasonal

variation in price and availability, quantity and quality of rice harvest, and the prevalence
of

crop pests, livestock disease, or natural disasters. The rice-cattle cycle

when

a surplus

in short

in

is

available (thus, the price

is

low), at a time

when

supply with a high price). Cattle-producing households

order to obtain food. Unfortunately, this

lower price than

at

is

also at a time

is

such

the other

sell cattle

when

is

that

sell

is

sold

needed (and

thus,

during the soudure

cattle are thin

any other time during the year. Likewise, people

one

and

attract a

much of their

rice at

41

The degree

to

which they practice one

activity over another are determined in large part

by the

environmental characteristics of the areas they inhabit, as well as resources available to them.
southern area of the district where land
the primary

is

relatively flat

means of livelihood maintenance.

district, livestock

production

is

and water

In the northern,

is

In the

plentiful, irrigated rice production

more rugged and

the primary livelihood practice.

42

The time of the year

late in the rainy

season

when food

is

in short supply:

depleted and the crops growing in the field are not yet ready for harvest.

55

is

isolated portions of the

household food stocks are

harvest time

when

a

market glut

4

results in

purchase cattle (the price of which has

lower prices.

now

'

With

the revenues

from

this sale they

risen significantly), as well as necessary
household

44

These

items.

and purchases are not done out of some

sales

maiket strategy, but instead,

it is

the lack

inability to

of other investment options

understand capitalist

that oblige farmers

and

herders to engage in this seemingly illogical behavior.
Please see Figure 4 below for a visual
portrayal of this relationship.

Figure 4 Relative price relationship between rice and cattle over time.
example, there are three harvests in one year. In the case where there are two
harvests, or only one, the converse relationship between rice and
cattle would still exist, but the
lines of the graph would be spread further apart.

Note

that in this

However,
from using

recent years the insecurity created

in

cattle as a

means

economic

combined with other
insecurity.

implements or
and have

Most

cattle bandits has

discouraged people

to store their capital. This has also resulted in a decline in

agricultural production as people are less motivated to

situation,

by

make money

purchase

to

cattle.

This

factors (especially natural disasters), has increased household

rural people are less able to rent, let alone purchase, agricultural

to purchase other inputs.

Likewise, poorer people are unable to purchase land

to resort to sharecropping to maintain their agricultural livelihood.

Also, virtually no

43

While

it

would seem

logical to hold

on

to the rice harvest until the price increases, the

grain storage facilities in the country discourage farmers from doing
traditional granaries

is

this.

The

poor quality of

threats to rice stored in

so great (due to rodent and insect attack, for example) that farmers prefer to

the harvest immediately to reap

some

financial gain

from

sell

their labors.

44

This market-basket of goods

is

commonly

referred to in

de Primaires Necessite or Primarily Necessary
soap, kerosene or candles and matches.

( Produits

oil,

56

Madagascar by the French acronym PPN
and it includes: salt, sugar, cooking

Projects),

agricultural credits are available to poorer
farmers and given their lack of capital, they
are

highly adverse to
that they

may manage

burdens and

Other than

risk.

a lack

cattle, there is

to accumulate.

no way for people

This has resulted

in

an increase

of livelihood and investment options. This,

to take the risks necessary to adopt alternative

to invest the little capital

in

in turn,

household labor

makes people

means of production. Greater

strain

less likely

on the labor

resources of rural households results in declines in
agricultural production and household

income.

I

he declining income of rural households has created
a greater dependence on barter

and petty trade

in the rural setting, as rice, coffee, tobacco,

semi -precious gems, are used as currency to barter

and other cash crops, as well as

for necessary

household products (such as

the primary products footnoted on the previous page). This
situation causes already short

planning horizons to become even shorter, and while decision-making
increasingly irrational over the long run,

it

is

done so

in the

may

appear

name of pragmatic

to

be

short-term

survival.

International Economic Initiatives

These changes over
International

Madagascar

the last

two decades have paralleled an

era during

which

the

Monetary fund (IMF) and World Bank have obliged the government of
to initiate

economic reforms including the implementation of structural adjustment
45

procedures (SAPs) as well as other conditions that accompany international donor assistance.
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The SAPs
stabilization

that

have been prescribed

measures done by the

in

Madagascar, consist of two

IMF and

parts: 1)

then, 2) structural adjustment

macroeconomic

measures done by the World

imposed by the IMF and World Bank anywhere else
in production, more market and less statedriven economic policies, free trade (through deregulation, liberalization, privatization, and
decentralization), price stabilization and labor market flexibility (Went, 2000: 10). These polices also
include lowering government expenditures, largely by diminishing the number of government employees.
Likewise, the liberalization of the economy has required the lifting (or at least the diminishing) of stateimposed price controls, taxes, and trade barriers, while also selling state-run enterprises to private sector
interests. SAPs are grounded in conventional (Westem/Northern) economic theory that says the only way
to obtain an optimal allocation of resources is within a competitive, free market where prices reflect the
relative scarcities of the resources. This is (expected) to be achieved by minimizing the role of the state
Bank. These measures are quite similar

they intervene. That

in

economic

is,

to

to those

encourage export-oriented growth

affairs.
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These lending
the state from

facilitated

institutions call for the "liberalization

economic

activity”

of the economy through disengagement
of

(Kim, 1999:8). This process of state disengagement

is

by the application of SAPs.

1 he imposition ot

SAPs

as well as other

economic prescriptions

in

Madagascar

is

the

manifestation of a larger economic process currently
taking place on a global scale. This
process, reierred to as globalization,

is

fueled by

power “located

in global social formations

and

expressed through global networks rather than through
territorially-based states” (Thomas,
1999:2, in 1

homas

&

Wilkin, 1999). The economic policies driving the processes
of

globalization are grounded in monetarist and neoclassic paradigms
that drive the

macroeconomic

policies of institutions (like the

World Bank and IMF)

as well as the political

46

mainstream (Went, 2000:9).

At

the national level in Madagascar, these effects of

globalization have been playing themselves out since Madagascar signed the
the

IMf

in

accord with

June of 1980 (Andriambelomiadana, 1992:105).

Madagascar was encouraged

IMF

to accept

nine-year period (1972-1980) during which the

(Andriambelomiadana, 1992:

...

accompanying increase
Given

that

conditions for structural adjustment after a

economy shrunk .8%
1

per year

105). This includes a continued shrinking

of the

state in

terms of

.47

the provision ot social services,

households

first

in the

as well as a “sharpening of political antagonisms, and an

degree of violence

development policy

in

in these areas, especially the

in political life” (Covell,

Madagascar has

historically

had an urban

high-income households, stand

foreign investments are high (Dorosh, 1996a:50-51). Conversely,

1987:157).

to gain the

SAPs and

bias,

most when

other economic

46

While some argue that globalization is nothing more than what has been happening for centuries
around the world (with the advent of capitalism around 1500), others pinpoint the current explosion
globalization efforts from the 1973

in

Europe and North America. Still others argue that the
recent increase in the influence of globalization is due to the deregulatory and other neo-liberal economic
policies pursued in Western countries since 1980.
oil crisis in

47

Which even occurred during

the

Second Republic, despite

58

its

Marxist leanings.

reforms have disproportionately hurt farmers.
Floor prices for traditional export crops,

domestic and foreign marketing of all crops
(including
liberalized, (re: eliminated), an

open general

license import regime allowing or the
free

importation of most items has been implemented, the
all

but excluding vanilla) have been

rice,

tariff

schedule has been rationalized, and

25 of the state-owned agricultural enterprises have
begun plans

& Martin,

1991:19).

Added

to this are fluctuating

for privatization (Kristjanson

world commodity prices, currency

devaluation, and natural disasters (including seasonal
cyclones, occasional droughts, and
periodic locust attacks), and the result

produce negative effects including
criteria,

is

great risk for

Malagasy farmers. These actions

less access to capital for those

who do

also

not satisfy market

increased migration from rural to urban areas as people search for
work, increases in

social inequities, a decline in

wages and working conditions

as well as for social security,

increased commodification of public and natural resource goods,

increased ecological

degradation, and restrictions on democracy (with the agendas and actions of multinational

companies superceding government-sponsored regulatory
Madagascar,

this situation

legislation)

(Went, 2000:43).

In

has created a small wealthy class while the rest of the Malagasy

population find themselves slipping further into poverty.

The changes and subsequent monetization of the
itself to greater

individualism

in the

between people and households

market place

that adopt

agricultural production system lends

for three reasons: increased competition

commercial practices; the abuse of middlemen who

purchase and redistribute agricultural products; and among people of the younger generations.
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With respect

to natural resources

and the environment

at a

global scale, increasing emphasis

is

being

placed on identifying export markets for Malagasy forest products. In 1999, receipts from the exportation

of forest products were 50 billion Malagasy Francs (FMG) ($8.3 million), which is up 43% from the 1998
total of 35 billion FMG. Half of these receipts were from the commercial exploitation of pine in the
eastern rainforest zone. In addition to this, 235 private businesses hold permits for the exportation of
plant and animal products, generating an additional 2.1 billion
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FMG (Ratsiazoa,

March

17, 2000:28).

Some of these changes
season (contre-saison)

9
include the cultivation of non-tradit.onal
cash crops' during the off-

in

harvested rice parcels to increase household
income. This tendency

toward momtization also encourages the dissociation
with a

traditional culture that reveres the

ancestors, and discourages the holding of traditional
ceremonies (such as the famadi liana) that

require exorbitant expenses (Kistler, 1999:80).
Efforts to increase exportation have also been seen
at the local level in Ankazobe.
local agricultural

company

A

currently produces pickles for commercial sale in the
capital, as

well as for export to France and Reunion Island. Other
than this particular activity, the current

economic

activities ol the region are not significant.

.
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in the district

with virtually

all

of them being based

and there are very few private businesses.
tampoketsa (plateau) has

little

1

diminished by frequent passage of intense

little

that exists

however plans (among
cattle

in the

is

town of Ankazobe),
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Nicoll and Tangrand (1989) note that the

hey add

Ambohitantely Reserve represent an economic

small charcoal market

in the district seat (the

economic importance, consisting mostly of irrigated

production and extensive cattle rearing.

since what

There are a small number of civil servants

that the extensive reforestation

potential,

fires (Nicoll

region but there

is

&

however which

rice

of pine

in the

substantially

Langrand, 1989:134). There

is

a very

nearly no timber available on the local market

shipped to more lucrative markets

local political

is

Ankazobe

and business leaders)

to

in the capital.

embark upon

a

There are

commercial beef

production operation on the uninhabited plain of the tampoketsa as well as to increase
,

pineapple production

in the region.
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Such as

garlic

and onions.

50

By

the

name of Lecofruit.

About 300.
Including a doctor, veterinarian, a pharmacist, a chicken farmer, transporters and restaurant owners.
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Geographic Situation
This study was conducted throughout the 12

Ankazobe, which

is

Malagasy

town of Ankazobe)

capital,

on the northwest
sides

by

ol

coast.

I

is

located 96 kilometers northwest of Antananarivo,
the
that links the capital to the city

d.stnct covers 7,610 square kilometers

district are

district is situated

he Betsiboka

country (48,879

district

km

485 kilometers

),

(in the

a

1 he

18 villages.

problems

1

2

)

and

is

bound on two

th e fivondronona

Mahajanga Province),

respectively.

Madagascar (605 kilometers long)

(from southeast to northwest), and second largest watershed

which also includes the Ikopa River

in length)

map of the

2

within the upper-reaches of the Betsiboka River

the second longest river in

is

(km

bound administratively by

(

that

in the

(the forth-longest river in the country

Ministers de I’Environnement 1995:
,

showing

of Mahajanga

the largest in the country: the Ikopa to the west and
the Betsiboka

he south and north of the

flows through the

the district of
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The

among

he Ankazobe

watershed.

make up

Figure 5 and Table 2 on the following two
pages). The

Ambohidratrimo and the fivondronona of Mitsinjo
1

at

to

on the main national highway

rivers that are

to the east. 1

that

located on the north-central highlands of
Madagascar within the

Antananarivo Province (please refer
district seat (the

communes”

15).

See Appendix B

regional watercourses and affiliated watersheds.

communes

within the

Each commune

to resolve that are

Ankazobe

in the district

unique

has

district are

its

own

to its situation.

each made up of a collection of 5

characteristics as well as resources and

These situations also present unique

opportunities for development and conservation actions. Despite the uniqueness of each

commune,

the

Ankazobe

District distinguishes itself into

two zones based on

a function of

topography, which then relates to climatic and vegetative differences, influencing as well the
livelihood patterns of the people living there.
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Similar to a township in the United States.
54

Roughly measuring 95 kilometers from north

to

south and 80 kilometers from east to west.
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to

L6qende:
• Fokontiuiy

•Chef Lieu de Commune
Clicf Lieu de Departemcnt
E:

1/700.000

Source:

Annee

Figure

5.

Map of the Ankazobe

District
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and

its

12

communes.

Source:

BO

FTM

500

tf edition

FTM.

:

1996

1

Table

2

Area And Number Of Villages In Each
anous

Commune

In

55
5

The Ankazobe District
- 7,610 km 2 total population =

statisbes about the area include: total
surface area

^

;

=

ageS

58%

° f the p0pulatl0n ^ 50 595 1S un ^er
20 years of age
)
lb
/0 ° thep ° pulatl 0n 40 34
2) is under 15 years of age. 21% of the district
(
population
flS lilt
(18,1
14) is considered^) live in an urban setting. The
1998 estimate for annual population
growth rate was 3.3%.
Shaded communes represent more rugged, isolated,
insecure areas
which are also more suitable for cattle production
than the southern portion of the district.
°1

136;

’

’

1

ere are also

more immi grants

in to the ancient

southern portion of the present-day

Fiadanana
2,154

km

2

in

1 1

km

966

which corresponds

2

Tsaramasoandro

with

km

744

6,228 people living

villages

region,

2

with

5,870 people living in

in

12 villages

villages

1 1

Talata-Angavo

589

km

2

in

1

with

Antotohazo

km

2

people living

in

266

villages

km

2

with

9,268 people living

381

km

2

with 10,042
in 12

12 villages

in 5 villages

701

km

2

with

km

2

with

5,097 people living
in

1

1

villages

Filioanana

Mahavelona

km2

306

with

1

people living

in

with

2,917 people living

Ambohitromby

villages

Maintso
285

2

in 5 villages

people living

1

km

3,643 people living

Ankazobe

with 10,186

620

701

villages

1

Antakavana

Ambolotarakely

6,464 people living

277

to the

district."

Kiangara

with

8,232 people living

name of the

villages

1,231

in 18

km

2

with

8,137 people living
in 17 villages
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Sources: Fivondronampokontany Office in Ankazobe and the
(INSTAT), 1993 statistics cited in Razafimamy et al., (1998:8-1

Institut

National de la Statistique

1).
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Survey by the Cooperation Frangaise (1998).
57

The Vdnizongo was one of the six districts invaded by King Andrianampoinimerina during the Merina
expansion under his reign from 1785-1809 (Larson, 2000:170). The Vdnizongo was the northern most
region of Merina occupation

at the time,

bordered on the north by the Sakalava Kingdom.
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As
numerous

alluded to earlier in the section on social characteristics, the steep

hills

and

river valleys in the northern part of the district are best suited for
cattle production

(and potentially, for reforestation) (Badly,

et ah,

1967:60), since there are abundant amounts of

pastureland on the hillsides. The southern portion of the district

along with low, undulating

flat terrain,

hills.

having abundant flows of water, decent
marketing of agricultural products.

I

is

characterized by relatively

favorable for agricultural production

and an adequate road

infrastructure, facilitating the

he largest agricultural activity

Given the favorable conditions of the
portion of the

soil,

This area

is

area,

it

is

much more

is

irrigated rice production.

densely populated that the northern

district.

Protected Area Included

The Manankazo Forest Reserve

is

in

located on the

This Study

Ankazobe

Plateau, 125 to 140
58

kilometers northwest of Antananarivo. This area of

1

8,000 hectares

Ambohitantely Special Reserve, and vestiges of natural
1989:5).

A

forest service outpost

was established

at

includes the

forests in valley

Manankazo

in

bottoms (Malvos,

et al,

1939 and then the
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Manankazo

Forest Reserve

was

established in 1951

and the mid-1970s, research was carried out

(Andnamanana, 1981:1). Between 1963

in the reserve with the assistance

Centre Technique Forestier Tropical (Tropical Forest Technical Center)
the

Malagasy Ministere des Faux

to as the

et

in

of the French

collaboration with

Forets (Ministry of Waters and Forests, hereatter referred

Malagasy Forest Service).

The Ambohitantely Special Reserve (130 kilometers north of Antananarivo),

located

6

within the forest reserve, was established

Reported

in

Andriamanana (1981)

as

1

in

1982.

°

This 5,600-hectare special reserve includes

1,600 hectares (p. 12).

By

decree number 1826 on August 11, 1951.

By

decree number 82.078 on February 12, 1982.
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a

1

,600 hectare natural forest.

This reserve earned protected status as

vestiges ot natural highland forest remaining in
Madagascar (Nicoll

This reserve

is

also the only one in the Antananarivo Province.

The

&

it

is

one of the

last

Langrand, 1989:133).

special status of this

reserve prohibits people from entering into the reserve without
special permission of the

Malagasy National Park Service. For
tourists

the

most

part, the

only legal entrants into the reserve are

and researchers.
In addition to deforestation, a

number of other

threats to this forest include the herding

of cattle within the forest and the incursion of Fire, (which

is

fanned by strong easterly trade

winds). Oral histories of the region include a rapid destruction of large portions
of the forest

during the 1940s and 1950s (Bastian, 1964).

Climate

The climate of the
annual temperature

district is characterized as

in the district

ranges from 17° Celsius (C) to 20°

fluctuation of 5-6° C between day and evening.

1,400 and 1,800 mm., with

88%

November and March (Malvos,
cool.

The winds

temperate to sub-tropical. The average

Annual

in recent years the

et al, 1989:5),

by

while the rest of the year

the Indian

was noted

Ocean

trade winds,

in

averages between

era,

relatively dry

1

and

(signaling the

some of the interviews conducted

(Antananarivo), declined from 156 in 1995 to

total

is

month of October

high plateau as well. For example, the number of days of rain per year

This figure has declined from a

a

which blow nearly

dry season has lengthened. This has been observed

“high-graded” during the colonial

Ankazobe, with

rainfall in the region

consistently from east to west, and are highest during the

It

in

of the precipitation falling during the hot season between

are characterized

approaching rainy season).

C

for this study that

in other

in the

regions of the

Malagasy

capital

19 in 1998 (Ratsiazo, February 17, 2000,

p. 26).

of 7,000 hectares in 1897 (Bastian, 1964). Hie natural forest was
with the largest and most valuable tree species (such as Rosewood)

selectively logged from the forest.
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)

For detailed information about temperature and
precipitation of the region, see Tables

and 4

3

in

Appendix C.
Geologic Formation and Soil

A majority of the Ankazobe

district is located

on an

undulating plane or

infertile,

plateau ( tampoketsa between 1,300 and 1,650 meters in altitude.
The tampoketsa

north-south through the middle of the

respectively). There

hough only 200

Ankazohe

district (the

down

in the south, to

km

900 meters

the tampoketsa

in area,

The tampoketsa

District.

Numerous deep

(Battistim, 1963:95-97).

(1989) believe the formation of lavakas

This

soil is

two major

Ikopa and Betsiboka,

is

in the north.

is

one of the distinguishing features of

made up of granite covered by

to

latentic clays

and ravines ( lavakas ) as well as deepening

gullies

streambeds and river valleys characterize the northeastern portion of the

The

to the

oriented

also a decline in the elevation of the plateau as one heads north,

is

dropping from 1,600 meters

the

with each side leading

form the western and eastern borders of the

rivers that

I

district,

is

Malvos

district.

be a “recent and rapid” phenomenon

et al,

(p. 7).

characterized by a thin and erosive topsoil (‘A’ horizon) (Oldeman, 1990:7).

and other metals but poor

soil is rich in iron

phosphorous), giving

it

a

yellow-brown

to

in

mineral elements

(e.g.,

nitrogen, potassium,

reddish-brown appearance. Most of the

soil is

lacking organic matter, very acidic (pH of 4.4 to 4.9), lacking major nutrients (including

phosphorous, potassium, and calcium) (Malvos,

et al., 1989:7),

and lacking porosity. This lack

of organic material on the Ankazobe tampoketsa along with the abundance of clays,
,

erosion, and prevents rainfall from soaking into the soil and

times greater than

it

would be under normal

average of two to three millimeters of

(

Out of a

total

of 7,610

km2 for the

soil

soil are

to

its

is

estimated that runoff is 2.5

conditions (Le Bourdiec, 1972:229).

eroded annually

in

relatively high elevation.
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An

Madagascar (Chabalier,

entire district, or less than three percent

63

Due

it

facilitates

of the area.

By comparison,

1997:2).

th t

that high quality soil is being

1995:25).

abundant.

The quantity
It is

per km" while

per

km

some

)

pH of the

Ikopa River water

is

washed away (Hervieu, 1968

ot soil that erodes

a healthy

in

and neutral

and empties into the Betsiboka and Ikopa Rivers

nearly five times greater for the Betsiboka watershed

(Hervieu, 1968, Billon

areas around

mass movement,

&

showing

Ministere de I’Environnement,

estimated that the annual erosion from the Ikopa
watershed

it is

7.2,

is

is

361 metric tons

1

,660 metric tons

(at

Mlatac, 1971, in Ministere de I’Environnement, 1995:23). In

Ankazobe where

the lateritic clays are thin, erosion appears in the form
of

resulting in landside bulges (Le Bourdiec, 1972:234).

Where

the lateritic clays

are deeper, especially in the northwestern part ot the district, lavakas
are numerous. All of

these characteristics

make

it

virtually impossible for anything to

aggressive grass species (de Vergnette,

grow

naturally except the most

et al, 1969).

Flora and Fauna

One noteworthy

aspect ot the study area

is its

rather unexceptional biodiversity.

The

64

.

district consists

cover that exists

mostly ot grass-covered
is

either in the

form

hills,

with virtually no forest cover.

ot woodlots of non-native Eucalyptus

The

little

forest

and Pine species

(planted during an extensive national retorestation campaign in the 1960s), as well as small

pockets ot remnant highland torest located

in steep ravines

and difficult-to-access riparian zones

along watercourses.

Most of the Ankazobe
a “pseudo-steppe” consisting

of the central highlands,

District, like the rest

of grasslands, which are burned annually

grasses available for cattle grazing.

grasslands, as well as rice paddies.

The remainder of the
The

district is

natural vegetation of the

to

is

characterized by

enhance the quality of

covered

in either

Ankazobe region

shrub or

consists

largely of grasses, the frequent burning of which has played a role in their degradation (Malvos,

et al.,

1989:7). These grasslands (or tanety),

Estimated

to

be

less than

one percent of the

lie

on

hills

mostly from 1200 to 1500 meters

total surface area

67

of the

district.

in

elevation, and consist of widely spaced tufts of

between. The dominant grass

is

characteristic ot these grasslands

low ground cover with hard

Aristida rufescens

is

(IUCN/UNEP/WWF,

that they are very

uniform

1987:31). Another

floristically,

very few species. There are only 34 flora species on the
tampoketsa

infertile soil in

and dominated by

(IUCN/UNEP/WWF,

1987:31).

1

he scant forest cover of the

district limits the diversity

of existing wildlife.

forested Ambohitantely Reserve, Nicoll and Langrand
(1989) note

1 1

mammal

In the

still

species

(including three lemur species), as well as 48 species of bird, 17 species
of reptiles, and 17
species of amphibians (p. 134). Villagers also note the presence of gidro

primary forest cover. Villagers note
the latter of which are

cattle,

common

that they

in riparian zones.

1

here

is

Influences

On

small plots of

do occasionally hunt wild boar as well as

parrots,

Villagers also speak of the presence of wild

which have been separated from herds being

Human

in

trafficked

by bandits.

Natural Resources Within The Region

debate as to the extent to which the present day grasslands of the Malagasy

highlands (including the Ankazobe District) were previously forested. Decary (1950:9) notes
that:

En beaucoup

d’endroits, la haute futaie presque impenetrable avec son

cortege de fleurs, d'oiseaux

herbeuse

et

des Hants Plateaux,

[In

et d’insectes multicolores, fit

place a une prairie

monotone couverte de graminees. Ainsi se creerent

many

le

tampoketsa

dune

les

zones arides

tristesse infinie.

places the highland forest, nearly impenetrable with

its

procession of multicolored flowers, birds, and insects, was replaced by an

herbaceous and monotonous prairie covered with grass species. Thus was
created the arid zones of the High Plateau, the tampoketsa of a sad infinity].

An

indication of previous forest cover in the

meanings of the names

Malagasy term

that the

to describe a

Malagasy gave

common

Ankazobe

district

may be found

to villages established in the region.

lemur, usually

1964:300).
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Lemur

catta or

Lemur mongoz

in the

Most of the

(Herbert,

places in Madagascar are

named by

their physical (geographic) characteristics or
historical

significance (Decary, 1950:215). For example,

Ankazobe

the

District include:

(dense woods), and Analalava

some of these names of towns and

Ankazobe (meaning
(at the

Deforestation in the region

is

“at the place with large trees”),

not a recent phenomenon. Bastian (1964) notes that
to

seek refuge from their enemies by hiding in

the forest. Likewise, Bastian (1964) notes that people

much of the

Natural Resources

Manankazo

long forest) (Bastian, 1964:12).

people used the forest during times of conflict

hiding were responsible for clearing

villages in

seeking to flush their enemies out of

forest (p. 32).

And Their Linkages To Actor Groups

Land
One of the major
which they graze

natural resources used

their livestock.

importance of land: Qui controle

To

villagers, land

above

all)

is

not an

A

Malagasy proverb of the

la terre tient le pouvoir

anonymous

something belonging

in daily life.

It

(

is

the land they farm and

upon

central highlands explains the

(Whomever

controls land has power).

means of production.

or substitutable

to the ancestors

value on the role of the ancestors

by Malagasy

It is

rather (and

tanindrazana ). Rural people place a great

is

a

means

that assures the continuity

of

descendants through traditional fanning and grazing practices (Andriatsoaharana, 2000:66 and
91).

Water
Water

is

the

most valued natural resource

to

Malagasy farmers. The

abundance, and location of water determine which land
production. While rainfall

is

nonnally abundant

is

and

is

availability,

not converted to irrigated rice

in the region, the lack

of forest cover

results in

Noting in particular the case of the Merina who systematically deforested during the era of their
conquest of the Vonizongo under King Radama I (1810-1828).

While Bastian does not note

a particular time period,

it

likely that he

is

colonial expansion throughout the island during the early 19
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th

century.

is

speaking of the era ot Merina

erratic run-off flows

fields

when

and the rapid loss of water, making

it

difficult for

farmers to maintain

there are dry periods during the rainy season.

Concerning the management of water resources
fanners tend to organize themselves

in

for irrigated rice production, rice

an informal manner

in

order to properly

acquisition and distribution of water from watercourses.
This organization

way

that the

maximum numbers

with the water that

where

is

of rice paddies are capable of being irrigated

available. In

rice production is

is

some

manage

done
at

in

such

into

a

any one time

cases, especially in the southern portion of the district

most widespread (and where

a

number of small dams have been

constructed to facilitate water management for rice production), villagers
are organized

more formal manner

the

in a

Water Users Associations ( Associations d'Usagers del’Eau, or AUE).

Soil

As noted
in

earlier in this chapter, repeated

erosion of topsoil (Badly

condition and deficient

important role

in the

& de

burning of the region’s grasslands has resulted

Vergnette, 1967:59) leaving the remaining soil in a degraded

in nutrients.

The geographic

environmental and

soil

characteristics of the region play an

conditions also found there.

The combination of

the aforementioned soil characteristics, with the lack of vegetative cover, and intense rainfall

leads to high erosion rates on hills flanking the plateau.

This erosion has formed a labyrinth of

lavakas that consume farm and grazing land, and threaten roads and villages, as they widen and
lengthen.

The

deforestation and degradation of pastureland has led to especially high levels of

erosion in the northeastern portion of the district (in the

communes of Ambolotarakely and

Antakavana). In these two areas the lavakas are so large they should figure

in local

topographic

68

maps, as they have become major features of the local landscape.
appear

to

Some of these

lavakas

be several decades old (based on the size of the trees growing inside them), and

One lavaka observed

their

near Ambarifafy measured an estimated 200 meters across and 100 meters deep.
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steepness and odd formations, which includes the formation
of rock pedestals, has the

appearance ot a miniature tsingy (an odd formation of sharp
rock pinnacles), similar
found

in

northwest Madagascar. Ironically,

in

some

to those

areas, the only shrubs and trees to be found

are located within the lavakas themselves, as the lavakas
are so deep the annual grass fires leap

over them, leaving the vegetation inside untouched.

In addition, another result

of soil erosion

is

the deepening of riverbeds due to the rapid run-off of water after
heavy rainfalls. Koechlin

(1972) notes that the highland soils are “so degraded that

would be possible”

is

doubtful

if natural re-afforestation

(p. 183).

Minerals
Mineral resources

Maharidaza) and beryl

in the

Ankazobe

(BRGM,

District include euxenite (near the village of

1985). There are also small deposits of what locals refer to as

“les pierres precieuses” (precious stones), including gold, crystal and rose quartz

et al.,

1998:18). There

activities as a

means

is

an increasing interest

among

(Razafimamy

district authorities to regulate

mining

to generate local revenue.

This increased interest

in

mining

activities in

Ankazobe

is

part of a larger plan being

undertaken by the Malagasy government to reform the mining sector. Increasingly pressed

revenues

in the current neo-liberal era

more closely

at the

mining sector

to

of

fiscal austerity, the

determine

how

it

Malagasy government

is

for

looking

can reap greater benefits from the current
69

mining

activities that are

happening around the country.

The

lack of formal state control

is

70

especially evident in the small-scale mining sector, and the current state of small-scale mining
71

in the

country can only be described as “anarchy.”

Activities

which are largely uninhibited by any form of government

control.

mining sector, which is well controlled by the
government. This sector is also growing as the government seeks to increase revenues from large-scale
mining activities. For example, two large-scale industrial mining projects (nickel exploitation by the
Arizona-based firm of Phelps-Dodge in the eastern rainforest zone and ilmenite by the Canadian
This

is

in contrast to the large-scale industrial

71

The

chaotic situation surrounding small-scale
mining activities has resulted in very

benefit going to the state since the colonial
era, accounting for only

annual

GNP

0.3% of the Malagasy

and 3.5% of total exportations (Andrianarisoa, June
21, 1999,

economic measures imposed by

the

IMF, there

economic growth" (Andrianarisoa, January,

is

13,

a desire to

make

With

p. 20).

la caisse

2000, p. 13) and to (according to the Director of

du tresor public"

[find a functional

revenue into the coffers of the public treasury] (Ratsiazo, April,
this effort, the

Malagasy government invested $5 million (34.5

year period (October 1998-December 1999)
21, 1999,

in April,

p.

to

April, 20, 2000, p. 18).

loreign investors, while obliging

rehabilitate the areas

them

to

13,

system

2000.

billion

to bring

p. 10).

FMG)

les

To

in just

mining

facilitate

over a one-

reform the mining sector (Andrianarisoa, June

20) with an additional $5 million in funding

2000 (I)MD,

the

the mining sector a “motor of

Mines, Ms. Nadine Ranarosoa) “ trouver un systeme
performant afin de faire rentrer

redevances minieres dans

little

made

available from the

The mining reforms seek

World Bank

to attract local

conduct environmental impact surveys and

and

to

once the mining has been completed (Andrianarisoa, June 21, 1999,

p. 20).

Pasture
1 he pasture lands (or tanety) on the

Ankazobe plateau have been described

“steppe-like appearance” and occurring in “vast

monotonous expanses, bare

or with a few

shrubs” (Koechlin, 1972: 180. This “pseudo-steppe” consists mostly of Elionurus

Loudetia stipoides, while Aristida multicaulis (horona)

is

tristis,

found on hillsides where

QIT [Quebec Iron and Titanium] on the southeastern coast near
$900 million (5.85 trillion FMG) in investment (DMD, May, 18, 2000:33).
coiporation

as having a

soil is

more

Fort Dauphin) account for
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One example of this “anarchy”

is

the fievre bleue (blue fever, referring to the color of the sapphires that

miners are seeking) that has attracted thousands of small-scale miners

to

southwestern Madagascar

to

search for sapphires in and around the Zombitse-Vohibasia National Park. Sapphires were discovered
the park

on November

12,

in

1998 and within six weeks had attracted 10,000-15,000 miners. With pressure

from the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), which manages the nearby national park, Malagasy authorities
suspended mining by the two largest mining associations (Vatomanga and Felampaiso) on March 9, 1999
until an environmental impact assessment could be prepared. However, nobody is seeing to it that this
suspension is applied and thus, the suspension has not been respected and mining continues. In the
meantime, the
has hired people to fill up the excavation pits left behind by miners (Ratsiazo, April,

WWF

1,

1999,

p. 21).
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)

degraded. There also exists Andropogon

sp.,

which

is

a poor quality grass that appeared and

proliferated in the region due to the annual burning
of pastureland. These aggressive pioneering

species have replaced

more palatable grasses Imperata
(.

as the cycle of grazing

sp.,

Heteropogon

sp.)

are integrally related in this region of Madagascar.
Inhabitants of

lire

Ankazobe region have noted

phases that

Hyparrhenia

and burning continues (Koechlin, 1972:187).

Pasturelands and
the

sp.,

that the local landscape

changes color during each of three

goes through each year: green, yellow, and black. maitso mavo, sy mainly).
(

it

,

Green
July);

in the rainy

season (November

to

March), yellow when the grasses dry out (April

and then black when the dried grasses ( bdzaka are burned (August
This cycle of burning

is

the

way

pastureland

end ot the dry season clears away the dried grasses

become

management

when they

kijana system

is

which

is

more common

do not

at the

like to graze as they

have

being the dry season, softer and more

are otherwise nonexistent. Concerning the

ot cattle grazing on these lands, there

the kijana system,

it

to October).

managed. Burning pastureland

that cattle

unpalatable. After the burning, and despite

edible grasses sprout at a time ot year

is

to

is

no formal system of management, such

in the rainforest

zone

practiced around the Anjozorobe Forest and

it

to the east

as

of Ankazobe. The

extends to each family or clan

grazing rights to well-defined pieces of the forested and pasture lands. In the case of the

Ankazobe

district,

it is

(as with other

rule of free access that determines

to

which they do

renewable resources

who

like forest, water,

utilizes pastureland, as well as the

and

soil), still the

degree and frequency

so.

Forests

In

1998 there were 7,900 hectares of forested land

761,000 hectares) or just
1995:8).

1%

of the

total

in

Ankazobe (over

land area (Service Provincial des

a total area of

Eaux

et Forets,

The 7,900 hectares of forested land consisted of 4,190 hectares of (natural)
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gallery

.

forest,

7

2,200 hectares of (natural) “massif’

'

forest,

1,1

10 hectares of Eucalyptus plantations,

and 400 hectares ot Pine plantations (Service
Provincial des Eaux

Koechhn (1972)
that

which

is

summits

found between 800 and 1,300 meters

rarely

grow higher than

in

,

elevation and consists of a large

canopy grow

to

1

The undergrowth

&

consists largely of

Langrand, 1989:133-134).

original forest cover has disappeared.

cover between 1897 (when

Much

it

was estimated

of this deforestation

lost

to contain 7,000 hectares)

is

more than half of its

and 1964 (when

likely attracted to the region

resources during the war. Logged trees were used for bois

until

1951

when

the

had

who were

by employment opportunities created by France’s need

production (Bastian, 1964:32, also noted

it

said to have occurred since the arrival of Betsileo

herders and Betsimisaraka loggers to the region around 1915 (Bastian, 1964:31),

continued

on

4

six to eight meters.

Bastian (1964) notes that the natural forest of Ambohitantely

3,000 hectares).

number of

5 meters in height while trees

epiphytes (including orchids), ferns, mosses and lichens (Nicoll

However, much of this

Forets 1995:8)

describes the original “medium-altitude rain forest”
of the region as

species. In the valleys, the trees in the upper

the

et

in Nicoll

d 'oeuvre (lumber)

& Langrand,

Manankazo Reserve

for

more

as well as charcoal

1989:134). This exploitation

(within which

is

located the Ambohitantely

Reserve) was established (Rakotondrainibe, 1989:29).

The
reforestation

loss

of natural forest cover led the Malagasy government

campaign on an

to initiate a national

industrial scale in several portions of the district during the 1960s.

This reforestation was done with introduced (exotic) species including Eucalyptus ( Eucalpytus
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Forest growing in low-lying areas along watercourses.
73

Forest growing in a large solid block or clump.
74

The more common

native species found in this forest include:

Weinmannia sp

(lalona),

Cussonia

voantsilana (voantsilana lahy), Cussonia bojeri (voantsilana vavy), Kaliphora madagascariensis,

Rhus taratana (voretra), Canarium madagascariense (mandravasarotra), Uapaca
thouarsii (voapaka), Ravensara sp., Tambourissa sp. (ambora), Symphonia clusioides (kijy), Dalbergia
Palms include Chrysalidorcarpus sp., and the
sp., Vernonia sp. and Diospyros sp. (maintipototra)
unusual looking Pandanus sp.

Gymnosporia

sp.,

74

sp.),

Pine (Pinuspatula and Finns kesiya), and
Cypress (Cupressus

reforestation that

benefits, as

was done, especially

many

of the plantations

Manankazo

at the

sp.).

Much

of this

Forest Station, never yielded any

were burned before ever being commercially exploited

(Muller, 1995:49). (See the bulleted paragraph on the
following page detailing Malagasy
reforestation efforts in the region).

Concerning the remnants of gallery

forests outside

Reserve, there are very few forests remaining in the

observed were located
(the majority ranging

These islands of

in the northern half

from a

of the

of the Ambohitantely Special

district.

vestiges

and are of almost insignificant

district,

half to three hectares in size,

forests are greatly threatened, mostly

Most of the remaining

in size

and never more than 15 hectares).

by the conversion of forests

into

pasturelands and rice paddies.

Resources And Their Support Of Livelihood Activities
Agricultural Production

Rice Production
Statistics

Ankazobe

from the (Malagasy) National

District

inhabitants in the

produced 26,099 tons of rice

Ankazobe

southern portion of the

District

district.

make

rainy season (March) and rice seed

late as

is

1998 (INSTAT, 1999:4).

Thus, they rely heavily on the

the height of the rainy season in January.

August)

in

of Statistics (INST AT) note that the

is

A

majority of

their living through rice farming, especially in the

region to maintain their livelihoods. Fanners

•

Institute

in the

They

sown

soil

and water resources of the

region establish their rice crop well before

start their

seedbed preparation

as early as April and

May.

If the

at the

end of the

winter (June to

mild, rice can be transplanted as early as July. If not, transplanting can wait until as

September. The seedlings develop poorly, are yellowish in color, but survive.

Flarvesting then occurs during the early part of the rainy season

(December and January). At

the height of the rainy season rice fields are not cultivated due to the high water levels in the

paddies (Oldeman, 1990:35).
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•

Creating a Different Kind o/Foret Noire

Madagascar

in

Inspired by the Black Forest of Germany, the
Malagasy President

Tsiranana had a vision

to reforest the

(black forest) in Madagascar.

Ankazobe

He

District, as this area

few years, the Malagasy “black

to a

its

the

most

need of reforestation.

in

to reforest 10,000 hectares with pine in just
a

forest” only consisted

of about 3,000 hectares:

Malagasy Forest Service and nearly 2,000

hectares planted by the Malagasy

never lived up to

concentrated reforestation efforts in the

was among

While embarking on grand plans

just over 1,000 hectares for the

high plateau and to create a foret noire

army ( Andriamanana,

potential to serve as an

number of reasons. There was

a lack

1981:1). This forest

economic resource

for the region

due

of forest management and as trees

neared harvesting age, the requests for cutting permits by local
communities were
denied. Despite having assisted in the planting and protection of the
forest, local

people grew

bitter that they

Second Republic when

would not see any

the aggressive enforcement practices of the forest service

were relaxed, wildfire became
reduced

it

to

its

benefit for their labor. During the

a

common

occurrence around the

forest,

which

present-day size. The stands of pine that are charred by

fire

each

dry season represent a very different kind of “black forest” than the one President

Tsiranana had intended.

Subsistence Crops
Subsistence agricultural production
addition to rice, rural households produce a

is

practiced by a majority of rural Malagasy. In

number of dryland

function as a form of “insurance” in the event that the rice crop

production

is

also considered “subsistence” cropping, in that

it

(rain-fed) crops that collectively

fails.

This supplementary crop

also serves to insure household

subsistence in the event of cash crop failures. Subsistence cropping also diversifies household

food consumption and increases household income. These crops include: mangahazo (cassava),

tsaramaso (beans), kdtsaka (com), and vodnjo (peanuts).
District

In

1998 farmers

in the

Ankazobe

produced 20,256 tons of cassava per year, which ranks near average among other

fivondronona of the Antananarivo Province (INSTAT, 1999:4). Meanwhile, maize production
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was

relatively

minor

at

457 tons per

year, ranking the third lowest

province (INSTAT, 1999:4). Cassava

is

among fi von dronona

usually planted on upland slopes adjacent to valleys

containing rice paddies. Beans and peanuts are cultivated
on smaller parcels, usually

proximity

to

in the

in

close

households.

Agricultural Production and

Land Holdings

Andriantsoaharana (2000) conducted a study
that large holders (farmers

and dryland crops
contrasts with

in

two

villages near

owning an average of 10 hectares of land),

in nearly equal

medium and

amounts

smallholders,

Ankazobe

and found

cultivated irrigated rice

(5.6 ha. or rice to 4.2 ha. of dryland crops). This

who

cultivated three and nine times

more dryland

crops than rice paddies, respectively (Andriantsoaharana, 2000:24). Another finding of this
study was that

devoted

owned

medium and

smallholders rented land in equal amounts to what they

to irrigated rice production,

tor this purpose.

Conversely,

owned and

while large holders rented only l/10 th the size of what they
in

no cases did fanners

rent land

and use

it

for dryland

crop production (Andriantsoaharana, 2000:23).

Livestock Production
Cattle Production

Due
part

to the

rugged and highly eroded

of the Ankazobe

valleys.

production on the whole

(INSTAT,

which

1999:4).

assume almost

characterize the landscape in the northern

district, agricultural activities are limited to

The major economic

raised in 1998,

hills that

activity in this

in the

lh

is

As

the 5

in

Ankazobe

zone

District

is

is

cattle rearing

relatively high, with 60,663 head of cattle

places around Madagascar, cattle in the Ankazobe District

a sacred role in the daily lives of people.

famadihana (exhumation ceremonies),

8

(Oldeman, 1990:36). Cattle

highest of 19 Jivondronona in the Antananarivo Province

many

Mandrosoa and Antamboho,

narrow and widely dispersed

funerals,

For example,

cattle are slaughtered at

and circumcisions. Cattle also serve as the

and 14 kilometers south of Ankazobe, respectively.
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major means

that villagers

have for storing wealth. Cattle

in this

sense serve more of a cultural

function than an economic one, as they are rarely
ever converted or used as part of a cash

exchange economy. Cattle achieve
Wilson

( 1

995) noted

“...were severed

in his

in all

their highest value

upon

sacrifice at cultural ceremonies.

study of the Tsimihety people of northern Madagascar,
cattle

but a few minor instances from the subsistence

economy so

wealth, they could not contribute to the transformation
of that subsistence

economy. Cattle were not bought and
Another significant

As

that, as

economy

to a surplus

sold...” (p. 91).

role for cattle

the labor energy they contribute to rural

is

households. 1 hey assist with the preparation of the rice paddies, and they
are also means of
transport (pulling either

wooden

dragged overland by

carts

cattle

and used

to transport

76

materials).

In

some cases

transportation).

Mangatany

It is

cattle are

loaned for free for

a system that has

become

a custom,

this

purpose (tor

field

work and/or

and was described by one villager

in

as similar to receiving an “interest-free loan.”

Small Livestock Production
In addition to cattle production, rural

livestock, consisting mostly of chicken

and

households engage

pigs.

in the

production of small

The production of small

supplements household protein consumption, while also contributing

to

livestock

household income.

These livestock are more often maintained and sold by women, which provides them with some
financial independence.

production

is

facilitate the

agricultural

for

The

Mangatany estimate

villagers in

goods

is

used to purchase clothes and

third

of small livestock

Any money remaining from
in rare cases,

76

in

and around

the village

pay school fees

to

the sale of

for children.

sale of small livestock during the soudure, the time of

Households rely heavily on the trade and

of Mangatany.
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Such

one

household consumption, while the remaining two-thirds are traded or sold

purchase of primary products (PPN).

As was observed

that

as sugar, kerosene, soap, and cooking

oil.
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year

when household

rice granaries are nearly

empty (Februaiy), and when

the rice

growing

in

the field has yet to reach maturity.

Human

Resources

While not necessarily typically considered
considered by

many Malagasy

to

a “natural” resource,

be an important resource

especially the case in rural areas, where

human

for

human

resources are

household production. This

resources provide

much of the

is

labor for

agricultural production in households that cannot afford
to purchase or rent cattle to assist with

production efforts. Household labor resources are freely shared

While

lineages.

among

this tradition (called valin-tanana in

families, a

to

is still

more common method of sharing human resources

of inter-household salary disguised as assistance.

household laboi

Malagasy)

among households with

pay the laborer

for his or her

commonly

is

Findramana requires

work

(either in the

similar

practiced

the findramana, a form

the person needing

form of money, meals, or

agricultural products) (Andriantsoaharana, 2000:29).

Actor Groups Involved In The Contested Environmental Landscape

A number of social
that they

were linked

in

actor groups were identified and considered relevant to this study in

some way

to the contested natural resources within the district.

interest to this study is the nature ot the relationship

between

Also of

social actor groups themselves, as

well as their respective positions within contemporary and international contexts of the political

economy.

It is

these social actor groups that form the unit of analysis of this study, as this study

seeks to reveal the various aspects of the relationships that each actor group has to natural
resources, as well as to each other.

Social actor groups were considered relevant if they either directly used and thus,

impacted the condition of natural resources

in the district, or if they participated in activities that

influenced the utilization of natural resources by other actors. For example, direct actors

included people paid by business and other interests to clandestinely cut timber for sale

regional

wood

markets. Other examples of direct actors include herders
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who

used

in

fire to clear

pasturelands for grazing and farmers

An example

agricultural crops.

who used

This

for the cultivation of

of an indirect actor includes the intervention of IENGOs
into a

region that resulted in heightened fears
to natural resources.

wooded cover

fire to clear

in turn

among

local actors about their opportunities for access

encouraged local actors

planned manner. Noted below are the actor groups

to extract resources in a rapid

that contested the natural resources

and

ill-

found

in

the local landscape.

Local Actors
Subsistence Farmers and Herders

The
and

local (or grassroots) level actor group consisting mostly of subsistence rice
farmers

cattle herders is

of primary importance

to the study.

In this context, “local” refers to the

physical proximity of resource users to the resources themselves. In general, most people in
this actor

group

live in

poverty (as

is

they earn an average of only 247,600

l

Economie, 1997;

local actor

group

in

the case for three-quarters of

FMG ($38) per year

(

Malagasy nationwide),

Ministere des Finance et de

Ministere de FEnvironnement, 1999:78). The majority of people

is illiterate

as

in the

and have few opportunities for education beyond elementary

school.

Local actors are most often perceived by other actors
degradation of environmental resources

in

Madagascar. This

to

be the major culprits in the

vilifies “locals”

who

are

considered guilty by association based on their physical proximity to natural resources relative
to other actor groups.

form of land clearing

While

local actors

for crop production

have direct impacts on natural resources, usually

and wood product extraction

for

in the

fuelwood and

construction wood, they tend to use less resources (on a per capita basis) than do other actors.

Natural resource consumption by local actors most often occurs

satisfy

immediate household needs, rather than trying

of hoarding capital (which would

later

to

at

levels required to

accumulate surpluses

be transformed into cash).
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modest

tor the purposes

A

significant

immigrants

may be

number

of local actors include recent migrants
to the district.

While

considered as a distinct actor group, their livelihood
activities and economic

characteristics are similar to non-immigrants, along
with their level of assimilation, as to be

grouped with other

local actors.

Also included within

this

group of local actors are village

elders and leaders (referred to ray-amandreny in
Malagasy). These elders collectively uphold
the traditional and social

norms

human behavior

that regulate

in rural settings.

imposition of colonial and post-colonial state authority through
locally elected
as a greater influence by youth-centric Western culture
on rural

influence on the opinions and actions of other
1 he inclusion ot farmers

life,

elders

officials, as well

wield significant

community members.

and herders as an actor group also serves

misconceptions that environmentalists have about people and
environment. For example, the fanned areas

still

Despite the

in the

to address certain

their relationship to their natural

more densely populated

area of the southern

portions of the district actually had more trees than the northern portions. However,

noted that there
a fair

number

the region.

of

is

virtually

no natural

forest

cover remaining

woodlots of eucalyptus species

that

have been planted

Likewise, in the sparsely populated areas of the

ravines that contain small islands of forest, the entire region

is

even the case

in areas that are distant

held notion that roads, per

in these areas.

district,

is

to

it

should be

There are however

supply fuel

wood

to

with the exception of deep

void of natural forest cover. This

from major roads, thus casting doubt on the commonly

se, facilitate deforestation.

Conservation and development strategies imposed by foreign projects are slow to gain
acceptance among subsistence farmers and herders. For example, the introduction of

mechanized farming (requiring

the organization of individual fanners and their respective

parcels of land into agricultural collectives) has been met with great resistance. Current land

use trends are such that the sizes of rice paddies are decreasing as land

is

passed from one

generation to the next. Working in large collectives would conflict with what Rakotoarisoa

(1986) refers

to as

“

I'individualisme du paysan" (peasant individualism) (p. 93). Culturally, to
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adopt a

new

(traditional)

technique

at the

expense of tradition

knowledge. Malagasy peasants

is

to reject the efficiency

to the contrary

of ancestral

seek to take every precaution so as

not to provoquer la colere" (provoke the wrath) of
the ancestors (Rakotoarisoa,
the rural settings of the central plateau, any event that
occurs in daily

life is

1

986:93). In

done so as

if

“

farmers are prisonniers de leur passe" (prisoners of their past)
(Rakotoarisoa, 1986:93).

Local Nongovernmental Organizations
There were a number of Malagasy
that

have recently begun working

sectors in the

Ankazobe

the Vdnizdngo), a small

conservation; a

District.

in the

NGOs

and community-based organizations (CBOs)

environmental, agricultural, and rural development

These include:

the Cercle des

NGO concerning itself with poverty alleviation

women’s group involved

in micro-enterprise

involved in agricultural and small-scale development
locally and thus they

above.

One

Amis du Vdnizongo (Friends of

more closely represent

linked to environmental

development; and church groups

activities.

These groups were formed

the will of the grassroots-level actors

motivation for the creation of these organizations

is

mentioned

the perception that the state

is
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no longer capable of delivering services
especially been the case since the

fall

to large portions

of the neo-colonial

of the rural populace.

First

This has

Republic in 1975.

Local Political Authorities
This actor group includes the mayors of the 12 communes
research was carried out. Also considered in this actor group

the region.

These

political authorities, in conjunction

with

is

civil

in the district

the

where

the

congressman representing

servants working for state

agencies, are responsible for deciding if and to what degree natural resources can be extracted

from

their respective

in the creation

communes. Likewise,

of a regional

rural

these politicians

work

collectively with state agents

development plan influencing the degree

to

which natural

78

would speak favorably of
maintained by the French,
and
French colonization. They noted the solid infrastructure that was
also noted that Malagasy
1
hey
networks.
including schools, roads, health clinics, and communication
It

was only on

this subject that

people,

when

interviewed for

this study,

built

who worked

for the state received living

wages

that

were regularly paid.
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resources in their respective jurisdictions are to
be exploited. At the
are often willing to look the other

way

if

communal

mayors

level,

they are presented with plans to extract a
relatively

large quantity of timber, or another product in
exchange for a reward or payoff. Also, the low
level

of literacy among certain mayors, as well as

in legislation

their lack

governing the use of natural resources makes

of understanding of recent changes

it

difficult for

them

to

determine the

validity of plans presented to them, let alone to decide
whether or not they should be

implemented or
development

not.

Local politics plays a major role

activities occur.

determining which environmental and

Initiatives favoring the interests

win approval from mayors who are

likely to

in

either of the

of the

same

power

political party in

party, or feel obliged to

are

go

along, in order for their districts to benefit from such actions.

Extralocal Actors
International Nongovernmental Organizations
External actors, especially those from

IENGOs, view

the situation of rural

Malagasy

very differently than the Malagasy themselves. Major concerns to this actor group include: the
use of

fire

as a tool in the agricultural cycle as well as the subsequent deforestation, erosion, and

the degradation of biodiversity that follow. These concerns are thus reflected in the types of

initiatives that

the

ways

in

were underway

which these

IENGOs view

in the district at the

initiatives

time this study was undertaken. Likewise,

were developed and implemented are a testament

environmental problems and

how

they believe they should be resolved.

be noted that while there were no direct interventions of IENGOs
indirect influence could be seen in a

management,

number of ways

(e.g.,

in the region, signs

food aid

at local schools,

how
It

should

of their

park

agricultural production, organization of village groups...).

While IENGOs are not especially active
deal of influence throughout Madagascar.

IENGOs have

to

in the

country in general.

“clients” (the other being the

It is

in the

Ankazobe

District, they

have a great

also interesting to note the influence that

USAID

considers

Malagasy government), since
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IENGOs
it

is

to

be one of their two

researchers and consultants

funded by these

IENGOs who

“put Madagascar’s environment on the

personal communication, April 21, 1999).

IENGOs became

implementation of environmental and development
1980s. In the Ankazobe District, evidence of this

country during the mid-

seen in the management of the

Ambohitantely Special Reserve and Manankazo Forest Reserve
(funded
the past

by USAID,

More

at different

points in

WWF and the Cooperation Suisse, now known as Intercooperation).

recently,

IENGOs

have increasingly turned their attention to the mining

For example, the World Bank has provided funding

for the reorganization

especially as

Thus,

it

Gunther,

significant actors in the

activities in the

is

map” (Helen

relates to small-scale exploitation.

new mining

sector.

of the mining code,

policies were passed in

80
1

998 and

1

999,

designed to improve the performance of this sector and to increase

its

percentage of input to the gross national product ( Repoblikan 7 Madagasikara, 2000:3). *'
The

World Bank has

also provided funding to

two IENGOs (The Credit

or Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau [KfW], which

Entwicklungsgesellschaft
as well as a British

part ol the

I

mbH

NGO)

Ankazobe

is

to assist the

1

his project

communes

jurisdiction and to increase the

Deutsche Investitions und

reforming the small-scale mining sector

was expected

saramasoandro and Antekavana, where mining

project

a part of the

[DEG], or the German Investment and Development Company,

to assist in

District.

is

Institute for Reconstruction,

in

to begin in

2001

in the

in the

activities are concentrated.

northern

communes of

The goal of this

monitoring the mining activities occurring within

amount of benefits

to the local

communities from the

their

sale of

semi-precious gems found in the area.
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Meaning

exploitation done

by many

individuals versus that,

which

is

done by one

large

company.
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By

decree number 98-384 on

May 28,

1998 and eventually made

into a

law on August

19,

1999 with

decree number 99-022.
81

This was followed by decree number 2000-170 of March

under which the law of August

19,

1999 was

to

15,

2000, which established the conditions

be applied ( Repoblikan 7 Madagasikara, 2000:51).
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International Donors

The major concerns of this

actor group include the lack of agricultural
extension

services available to farmers in areas with promising
agricultural potential, the lack of roads to

gain access to those areas, and unregulated mining
activities. With respect to the agricultural
sector, the National Agricultural Extension Project

Agricole or

PNVA)

is

World Bank- financed

(

Programme National de

currently being implemented throughout the
initiative

began

in

1996

Ankazobe

Vulgarisation

This

District.

provide technical guidance to farmers and to

to

increase their agricultural production. This project

based on the dated “training-and-visit”

is

model of agricultural extension. This model involved

locally hired agricultural agents

were trained and then

is

expected to
largely

abandoned
in

in the

established,

1960s and 1970s

Madagascar

all

Another international

the

more

in

many

parts of the developing world,

(

is

tried

making

and

its

difficult to explain.

initiative in the

Ankazobe

District involved the

the regional infrastructure (especially roads and bridges) financed

Interventions

where each agent

number of villages and tarmers each week. This model was

a certain

visit

reappearance

a rigid schedule of village visits

who

by

the

development of

Fund

for

Development

Fonds d 'Intervention de Developpement or FID). This project seeks
,

access to areas with promising agricultural potential. Related to these two projects

to

is

improve

the School

and Community Food and Nutrition Surveillance and Education Project ( Projet de Surveillance
et

Education des Ecoles

or

SECALTNE)

et

des Communautes en Matiere d’Alimentation

project, also funded with support

on improving the

nutrition

of school children and

products to them during times of the year

et

de Nutrition Elargie

from the World Bank. This project focused
rural

when food

people by providing agricultural

shortages were particularly acute

(especially just before the harvest season in February and March).

Within the environmental

sector, the

USAID

(again, with funding

from the World

Bank), financed the creation of the Malagasy Park Sendee, which managed the Ambohitantely
Special Reserve. Another environmental initiative included the planned implementation ot a
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fire

control and reforestation program on the
grasslands directly to the east of the

Ambohitantely Reserve by the Japanese International
Cooperation Agency (JICA). This project
seeks to reforest 15,000 hectares ot forest with
indigenous species

is

a first step toward the

ultimate (re-)creation of the forest corridor that
once connected the Ambohitantely Reserve to
the

Anjozorobe Forest, located 90 kilometers

2001 with an

initial

The Malagasy
I

human

to the east.

This project was scheduled to begin

funding of $10 million (US).

State

he historic and current role of the

activity thereon

makes

state in

managing government lands and regulating

the state a major actor in this study. There are a

Malagasy government ministries and agencies involved
natural resource conditions within the

Ankazobe

management

in

District.

number of

activities influencing

These include the Malagasy Forest

Service, the Agricultural Ministry, and Regional Agricultural Service

l

in

( Circonscription

de

Agriculture or t IRAGRI). Other state agencies that influence resource conditions (either on

purpose or unexpectedly) through

government

civil

of policy enforcement) include: the

engineering service {Genie Rural) of the Agricultural Ministry, the Ministry of

Mines, and the land

A

their policies (or the lack

titling

more recent

sendee of the Ministry of Land Reform.

creation of the state

is

the

Malagasy Park Service (known within

country as the National Association for Protected Area Management, or

pour

la

Gestion des Aires Protegees or
,

amounts of funding from

USAID), and

despite

government agency.

its

ANGAP). While

the international

'Association Nationals

this organization

has received large

donor community (especially the World Bank and

designation as a quasi-private

It is

l

the

this organization that

NGO,

it

is

essentially a

Malagasy

manages the 2,000-hectare Ambohitantely

Special Reserve.

In recent years, the missions

of these respective government services have shifted from

a focus on serving a public constituency to finding

ways

to

guarantee their

own

current age of globalization, government agencies are increasingly pressured to
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survival.

In this

become more

efficient in order to assure their

own

survival.

In the

slashed and these agencies increasingly behave like

name of efficiency, personnel

NGOs

(in that they are

payrolls are

becoming

“fee-for-

service” operations obliged to autonomously seek
international partnerships and funding).

Government

services are shrinking and consolidated to the point
where, with the exception of a

few police, elementary school teachers, and

agricultural extension agents stationed in rural

outposts, the “state” or government administration

fanjakana ) as such, has very
district seat (the

town

ol

little

presence

Ankazobe).

1

(known

locally

in the daily lives

by

the

Malagasy as

of people living outside of the

he tew government employees stationed

outside of the town of Ankazobe have virtually no resources with which to

unmotivated

to

perform their duties due

to the difficult

the

in rural areas

work and

are often

conditions within which they are

expected to function.

While one would assume

that the state

public good, in Madagascar the reality

is

manages

natural resources for the collective

that the state has other

over access to and management of natural resources under
political

and economic changes, the

its

motives for exercising control

jurisdiction.

when

of recent

been decentralized and stripped of funding, largely

state has

encouraged by the forces of globalization and the international donors
spread. Ironically, at a time

In light

neo-liberal

who

economic reforms are calling

are facilitating

its

for a reduction in

the size of the state, the structures created as part of the reforms in the natural resource sector

have actually served

to

broaden the scope of state interventions. The shrinking national

structure has been replaced

by numerous

quasi-statal organizations

state

and modestly increased the

sizes of provincial and district-level governments.

Universities

and Research Organizations

There are

at least three national

and international educational

institutions conducting

research in the Ankazobe District. In 1987 an agreement was established between the Ecole

Superieure des Sciences Agronomes (ESSA)

Malagasy Forest Service, designating

the

at the

University ol Antananarivo and the

Ambohitantely Reserve as an area lor applied research
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and

training.

The

forestry school

now

is

responsible for managing the reserve. There

collaborative research conducted at Ambohitantely
between the

ESSA

is

also

and the Norges

Teknisknaturvitenskapelige Universitet (Norwegian University
of Science and Technology) as
well as with the Department of Ecology at the
University of Connecticut (UConn, 2001).

Business Interests

The business
the rural population,

people involved

in

interests

who

of concern

engaged

are

in subsistence-level farming.

Ankazobe

District to neighboring regions. This

and indirect impacts on natural resources found

when

Included in this group are

commercial crop and animal production, as well as middlemen who buy and

transport goods from the

is

study are those different from the majority of

in this

in the district.

group has both direct

One example of a

business interests send trucks to an area to cut timber and then ship

sale.

An

when

they purchase of rice or

indirect impact includes those that business interests have

cattle.

it

direct impact

to the capital for

on natural resource use

These purchases influence the manner

in

which fanners

and herders manage natural resources.

While there
run virtually

all

are very

few

influential business

aspects of the local economy.

One

people within the

latter

they

manage

to

individual produces most of the chickens in

the region, another person transports most of the rice that

agricultural fann.

district,

is

These people work with grassroots actors

produced, while a third has a large
to the extent that they provide the

with a means of marketing their products and thus the opportunity to increase their

household income.

Threats To Biodiversity Maintenance In Madagascar
Fire
Fire plays a vital role in the lives of rural

Malagasy

as well as in the local ecosystem.

number of agricultural

Malagasy farmers use

fire

facilitates the clearing

of land for cultivation, including both the clearing of crop residues from

as a tool to facilitate a

activities.

Fire

existing farmland (and to facilitate replanting) or clearing forest and brush cover to create
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new

farmland. Farmers also use

fire to

make

a natural fertilizer (converting vegetation
to ashes) that

enriches the soil and increases agricultural production.
Fire also helps fanners to delineate the

boundaries of their land holdings. Cattle thieves use

fire to facilitate their activities,

grasslands behind them to cover up their tracks. Likewise,
rural people also use

fire

burning the
against

these thieves, burning brush around the village so that
the villagers can have a clear view of

approaching thieves. At the same time, these

might be able

to hide

(Aboulabbes,

et al,

fires

remove any

potential places

where thieves

1995:14-15). Livestock herders also use

fire to clear

unpalatable brush and to encourage regrowth of green shoots to provide
forage for cattle

time of year

(late

dry season)

when

usually none exists. Given regional topography and

vegetation, traditional animal husbandry practices, and the utility of
agricultural

management by

rural

Malagasy, one can understand

frequently during the burning season throughout the

Since the

initial arrival

original population

was

of humans

a

common

to

Ankazobe

is

fire

why

as a vital tool for

grassland fires occur

District.

Madagascar, historical evidence shows that the

itinerant (shifting cultivation) farmers.

and upland (rain-fed) crop cultivation
is

at a

The system of forest

widely referred to as tavy

in the

clearing

Malagasy language and

practice in the wetter regions of the island, especially on the east coast. In drier

regions ot Madagascar (in the west and the south), forest cleared for maize production (called

hatsake or

tetike), is

widely practiced (Rahangosolo

& Lalaoarisoa,

1994:3).

Upland farming

is

not necessarily a monocultural activity but instead a mixed cropping system of rice, maize,

beans and cassava (Oxby, 1985:46). While
as an environmental problem.

proclaimed

that the

it

is

a necessary tool, fire has long since

been seen

The Merina King Andrianampoinimerina (1787-1810),

enemies of the Kingdom were “ ...la faim,

and wind) (Rambeloarisoa, 1995:4). The clearing of
process more disparaging referred to as “slash and

le feu, et le vent...“

forest for the

(hunger,

fire,

purpose of fanning crops, a

bum" by Western

conservationists,

is

considered one of the principal reasons for the destruction of the torest and impoverishment

the soil in

Madagascar (Le Bourdiec, 1972:243 and Genini, 1996:49).
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ol

The burning season
September

to

in

Madagascar typically occurs

November. Unfortunately

for

Madagascan

in the late

dry season, from

biodiversity, this season

is

characterized by strong easterly trade winds (which
signal the approaching rainy season),
creating high

fire

hazards. Given that the burning season

dry weather, vegetation by

time

this

is tall,

dry,

is

preceded by up to five months of

and bums uncontrollably once

ignited.

Regional topography also works against forest protection, as the
easterly trade winds blow

up the eastern flanks of the plateau, quickly consuming vegetation
combination of steep
also explains in part

much

hillsides,

how

in their path.

dry vegetation, and gusty winds helps to spread

a relatively small

human

This

fires rapidly

and

population might have been able to clear so

land.

Statistics

from the Forest Service (DEF,

during the five-year period from 1987 to 1991 a

in

Aboulabbes,

total

1995:14-15) show that

et al.,

of 798,594 hectares of land were burned

the Antananarivo Province, or an average of 159,718 hectares per year.

tound

fires

that

3.5% (10,095

each ot those years,

3%

4% (1 1,031

hectares)

in the

was

Antananarivo

natural forest and

hectares) were areas reforested with exotic tree species. In 1997 and 1998, fires

burned 654,201 and 838,521 hectares

remaining

Rambeloansoa (1995)

on average, 92.5% of the area burned between 1990 and 1993

Province (268,216 hectares) was grassland, while

in

was

97%

ot land respectively in the

Antananarivo Province.

In

of the burned areas had consisted of grassland (or tanety ) while the

August 26, 1999,

forest (Ratsiazo,

hectares of the reforested area in the

Manankazo

p. 18).

Included in these figures are 500

Forest Reserve that are burned annually

(Andriamanana, 1981:9-10).
In their study

found

that

burning of

topsoil (0-3 cm.) (p.

1

of the Befoma region of eastern Madagascar, Brand and Pfund (1998)
fields let to a

73).

phytomass of the previous
by

a

shaip decrease

in the

Rice

at

stand.

22-24%

loss

of soil-fixed carbon (C) and nitrogen (N)

harvest time only contained

1-7% of the

in the

nutrients in the burnt

Degradation under long-term shifting cultivation was marked

proportion of nutrients accumulated in the vegetation. Also, rice
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g2

.

yields

fell

from 1,853

kg./ha.

tallow, to 1,353 kg./ha.

on formerly shrub-fallow,

on degraded fallow

to

1

,802 kg./ha. on formerly mixed-

(p. 179).

Research analyzing vegetation dynamics on fallow land
in the

Andasibe-Perinet Special Reserve, identified:

1) floristic

after shifting agriculture (tavy)

impoverishment (only 84

species identified after 48 years, versus 388 species
in the primary forest); 2) low biomass value
(halt

of the primary

forest,

of lower biological types

6 tons per hectare versus 12 tons per

ha.); 3) increasing

in the first evolutionary stages relative to

importance

phanerophytes; 4) increasing

importance of new (introduced) species typical of the Central Highlands;
and 5) relative
importance ot directly useful plants (timber, medicinal,

food...), thus explaining, in part, the

perpetuation of shifting agriculture (Rasolofoharinoro et

Boerboom (1985)

note that

many

al,

Oxby&

1997: 156-157).

concerning burning and deforestation (charcoal

activities

pioduction, clearing grazing land, cultivation of cash crops, hunting, and political protest), are
also conflated into the category of tavy (p.

It is

not tavy per se that leads to

1

soil

16).

degradation in upland areas but instead,

such techniques are applied too frequently on the same piece of land that
occurs” (Oxby, 1985:45). However,
soil nutrient depletion.

in

Madagascar where fallow periods are

In addition, there

is

a tendency to

forested areas for environmental degradation via

the forest. Forgotten in this analysis

scale forest exploitation

The Ankazobe
each year, which

is

who remove

District

is

thought to be

is

fire

when

degradation

short,

it

has led to

blame people living adjacent

to

simply because of their close proximity

to

the destructive role played by people engaging in large-

known

among

for the

in

regional markets.

frequency of wildfires that occur there

the highest in the country.

from Ankazobe explained, “ nous sommes

champions of

fire

timber for sale

well

soil

“it is

les

champions de feu

ici

As one

political official

a Ankazobe" [we are the

here in Ankazobe], In 1990, 29,000 hectares burned in the district alone
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Fallow refers to farmland that is taken out of agricultural production and allowed
by permitting the growth of natural vegetation.

state
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to return to

its

natural

(wh.ch represents

43%

of the land area that burned

year (68,000 hectares) (SPEF,

n.d., in

in the entire

Rambeloarisoa, 1995:8).

interviews conducted during this research that the risk
of

(such as the general strike

d

situations

in 1991),

instability qui

sement

la

It

fire is

which lend themselves

Antananarivo Province

was noted

that

one of the

in

heightened by political events

to civil unrest

“

and provoquent des

confusion ” [provoke unstable situations that sow

confusion].

Access and Tenure Rights
I

to

Resources

raditional tenure regimes in

Madagascar, as

inhabitants practice subsistence agriculture, are

laws regarding tenuie systems.

The reason for

in

many

complex and often

Madagascar as one

that

is

Humans

ancestors.

the land too

found

this to

is

common

is

anathema

et al.

a

to rural

regimes

combination of traditional rules

(1994) describe the tenure situation

Malagasy

sites” (p. 62).

culture, since

in

In general,

commonly

held (or

property resources therein) are believed to belong to the

passed on

be the case

to

be used by succeeding generations. For example, Wilson (1995)

in his

anthropological study of the Tsimihety people in northern

that

people of this group were not allowed to “own” land but

instead were “individual stewards

A

government

are land stewards only while they are alive and then once they pass away,

Madagascar, where he noted

ancestors”

Leisz

the majority of

conflict with

“dynamic and varying between and within

the private ownership ot land

used) lands (and the

use.

where

this is that there are different tenure

governing each of the natural resources on the land, as well as

and modern laws governing land

countries

whose

responsibility

was

to

manage

the land

on behalf of the

(p. 51).

majority of farmed land (60%) that exchanges hands

heritage (Dorosh, et

al,

1998:5). This

same study

in

Madagascar does so via

also found that a significant

amount of

land,

83

most of

it

domaniaux,

is

cultivated without any expenses being paid for that land (Dorosh, et

83

Referring to land belonging to the

state.
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al„ 1998:5).

Between

five

and

six percent

of the land

in

Madagascar

ceded

is

to

non-owning

users under the form of sharecropping metayage
(
) (Enquete Permanente aupres des

1994; Recensement National Agricole, 1984, in Dorosh
et

1998:1

al,

Manages

The households

1).

,

that

usually sharecrop land are generally rural households
having excess labor force but lacking
sufficient

amounts of land

Examining
situation.

a bit

for cultivation (Dorosh, et

of the history of tenure

At the end of the 15

1

'

al.,

in the

1998:1

1).

region helps to explain the current day

1

century rice production began in Madagascar, and this led to

violent confrontations over the development of property rights
over

nee

fields

(Healy

Ratsimbarison, 1998:2). The arrival ot British and French missionaries and
explorers

beginning of the 16

th

become

customary rights (Ranjaona, 1967,

corrupted, which served to reinforce the authenticity of
in

King (Andrianampoinimerina) began
it

Healy

&

Ratsimbarison, 1998:3). In 1787 the

the eventual unification of the island

my

(saying that the “sea will be the limit to

1998:3). In 1861 the

of all the forests

at the

century, and their purchase of land on the east coast, led Malagasy to

believe that their land had

large part ot

&

monarchy passed

and land ot the island

(Bertrand and Razafindrabe, 1997,

in

a

rice fields”)

by conquering

(Healy

Healy

&

a

& Ratsimbarison,

law (Code of 305 Articles), which gave

that did not

new Merina

it

ownership

have a previously established owner

Ratsimbarison, 1998:4). However, the French

maintained their concessions with the Lambert Charter of 1862, which was sanctioned by the

King Radama

I,

assassinated and

and which gave the French the

Queen Ranavalona

I

right to possess land.

took power and

in

1881.

In

1

863 the King was

The Queen was

hostile to

foreign influences, especially missionaries, and legislated Article 85 forbidding the sale of land

to foreigners

(Healy

&

Ratsimbarison, 1998:4). Note as well that a cognate to the Code of 305

March

Articles of 1861

was

by peasants was

the “legal and sacred” property of the user.

local tenure

stipulated in Article 2 of the law of

the land that they used.
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1896, stating that land used

In general, the

systems on which farmers depended upon during

them with limited security over

9,

author notes that the

this pre-colonial era

provided

In

1

896 the French colonial power imposed a

possession of private property, which was in
tenure that had previously existed.
title

land,

though

it

was

difficult to

modem

tenure system based on the

total contradiction to the traditional

The decrees of July

1897 and February

16,

apply these laws. Bastian (1967, in Healy

system of

4, 191

sought

1

to

& Ratsimbarison,

1998:5) notes that the French expropriation of arable land held by
the Malagasy amounted to

about one million hectares (of a
the

same time

(the

end of the 19

total

of Five million hectares of land cultivated

At

at the time).

th

century), Bertrand and

Ratsimbarison, 1998) note that only about

10% of the

Razafmdrabe (1997,

land in Madagascar

in

was

Healy

titled.

&

Then

the

decree of September 28th, 1926 said that any unoccupied land that was not fenced
would

become property of the
customary rights

state

(Healy

&

Ratsimbarison, 1998:5). Nonetheless, the linage of

for individuals was, in theory, respected.

called for the titling of land (Ranjaona, 1967, in Healy

law, land that

was not

attributable to an individual

&

Then

the decree of

Ratsimbarison, 1998:6). With

was seen

as

communal

tenure rights for resource access and utilization, such as pasturelands.

law was created stipulating

that

elite

all

in

First Republic.

much of the

1960,

benefited from French legislation governing tenure systems.

traditional lands failed.

Then during

the 1920s, a

In addition, in

1974 the

state.

(state) land.

colonial system of land tenure

Part of the reason for this

non-matriculated land as that belonging to the

this

land, with legitimate

unfenced or untitled land was to become domaniale

Despite gaining independence

maintained throughout the

August 25, 1929

was

The

that

state

At the same time,

Malagasy

was

social

continued to regard

all

attempts to

state tried to reinforce this policy

title

by integrating

private under-utilized land with existing state territory. This policy heightened farmer

weariness of modem land tenure, and increased their insecurity (Healy

& Ratsimbarison,

1998:6-7).

The tenure policy of the Second Republic complicated
unused

down

land,

and

the prices

at the

same

matters: the state took charge of

time, this action discouraged agricultural production and brought

of agricultural products. The Second Malagasy Republic, which began
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in

1976,

adopted a Marxist approach

to governing,

lor agricultural products continued to

fall

which complicated tenure issues

and the government took control of unused

There were severe impacts of the Second Republic
1970s onward. Also,

rice production

was poor

in rural zones, as rice prices fell

as there

agricultural techniques being used (Raison, 1991, in

the

1

from the

were no improvements made

Healy

&

land.

to the

Ratsimbarison, 1998:7). During

970s the government also nationalized a number ot French companies and
sought

establish

communal

farms.

However, farm

collectives failed soon after they

small iamily farms continued to dominate the rural countryside

I

with

for farmers. Prices

in

to

were created and

Madagascar.

enure problems persist to this day because traditional tenure rights continue to conflict

modem

ownership

is

property law. Occasionally, the interpretation of these
perverse

at the

modem

versions of land

regional level. In addition, the registering of land

is

costly and

84

complicated, and

it

pushes rural people (or fokon ’dlona)

using the dina. This process
result

is

of these tenure problems

to establish their

most often directed by the ray-amandreny
is

the poor (or non-)

own

tenure rules

in the village.

The

management of land, which has had

devastating effects on the environment (Rakotoarison, 1997).

As with

NGOs

cleared forests, the user rights to land are inherited from one’s lineage. Also,

(often unknowingly) heighten the disorder surrounding land titling.

“transparency” in the

titling process, yet

land unbeknownst to

NGOs

(1997,

in

Healy

&

NGOs encourage

clandestine groups are meanwhile staking claims to

or local farmers (Healy

Ratsimbarison, 1998: 12) notes

& Ratsimbarison,

how

1998:9). Randnanivo,

insecurity in rural zones (due to robbers),

the inequality of regional populations, the small mobilization of capital for agricultural

activities,

and constraints on migrants work together

development

in limiting the potential for agricultural

for the entire country.

84

A

municipality organization referring to a group of people united by parental linage, also rooted
24). Moreover, this group represented to King
ancestry (Condominas, 1960:22

common

in a

&

Andrianampoinimerina (the person who created
the “moral person” (Condominas, 1960:66).

it),

a collective
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based

in solidarity

and

that represented

In the

near future, alternative tenure approaches will
address the key issues and the

inequality at the local and regional levels
(especially via the

promulgated
transfer the

in a

1996 law and

is

a

component of the

management of natural resources

to local

PE-II.

GELOSE process). GELOSE
The

was

GELOSE

objective of the

is

to

communities having specific needs by

using juridical statute. This proposition would
guarantee tenure security through a “systeme de
securisation fonciere relative ” (system of relative tenure
security, or SFR), by legalizing rules

adopted through a traditional agreement (dina). This legislation
seeks the viable management

of resources while strengthening the value of local biodiversity. These
rights should benefit the
local

community and

1998: 11).

lead to the sustainable development of the region (Healy

The authors conclude

and contusing”. As
disparities created

that the tenure policy to put into action

is

& Ratsimbarison,

both “complicated

a consequent, the legalization of tenure rights should take into account
the

by

the mutations of the traditional system with the

develop a legitimate procedure for the future (Healy

modem

& Ratsimbarison,

system, so as to

1998:12).

Natural Resources as Commodities

An point de vue economique,
Madagascar]

signifie la disparition

preciense ...par

les

materiaux

et les

elle [l 'extinction

d ’un monde vegetal a

d’une richesse naturelle,
produits qu

'line

la foret,

exploitation rationnelle pent

sans dommage, a la condition d'etre condnite tres prudemment ...

en

tirer

in

[From an economic standpoint, this (extinction of the vegetative world
Madagascar) means the disappearance of a natural riches, the forest,

precious... for the materials and products that a rational exploitation could get

out of

it

without harm, under the condition that

(Humbert, 1927,

in

The enacting of the
environmental protection

from responsibility

for

international donors,

it

be done very prudently.

.]

Oberle, 1981:48)

NEAP

in

1990

efforts, but

more

initiated a process that not

significantly,

it

only sought to improve

progressively disengages the state

implementing environmental actions. The impetus

who

.

preferred greater

for this

NGO and private sector involvement

came from

in

environmental protection (Brinkerhoff, 1996: 1499). The linking of conservation and
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development are blurred. ICDPs, borne out of and
financed by donors
are, first

NEAP

and foremost, conservation

makes development

C onclusions

potential

is

(World Bank,

1

by

which notes

Then

988:9).

NEAP,

say they

However, the World Bank’s summary of the

projects.

a priority, as seen

section ot the report,

to the

their first

that,

after that

it

remark

in the

“Summary and

“Madagascar has good development
noted that the biodiversity of Madagascar

is

unique, while noting the “considerable potential” for
adventure tourism to contribute more to

the

GNP (World
The

Bank, 1988:9).

current strategy for environmental

management (which includes some

protective

measures) takes into account policies that are moving toward decentralization and
autonomy.
1

his results in an environmental

approche regionale

et locale

management

strategy

de la conservation

autres ressources naturelles

et

de

l

“

buses sur

le

'utilisation

developpement d uns

de

la biodiversite et

des

(based on the development of a local and regional approach to

conservation and the utilization of biodiversity and other natural resources) Ministere de
(

I’Environnement, 1999:24). This passage results
thing... a

commodity, and

Rappaport notes

it

is

to

in

two noteworthy items: biodiversity

that “a trend

Gezon (1999)

now

a

be used.

toward ecological destruction

in industrialized societies

can be traced to increasing economic specialization and globalization” (Rappaport,
1999:59).

is

in

Gezon,

notes the results of the commodification of marine resources in

northern Madagascar, which include: increased immigration to fishing villages, over fishing of

marine resources, and growing disparities

owners of the canoes and

in

income

(as fisherfolk

pay

80%

of their catch

to the

nets they use).

The second phase of the Malagasy environmental program

(PE-II) includes the

“internationalization” of regional sustainable development initiatives. This

“internationalization” began in 1999, in the middle of the second phase of the program (which

runs from 1997-2002). The PE-II

World Bank, $30.9 million

for the

is

budgeted

at

$151.9 million, with $30 million from the

Malagasy government, $8.1 million from the
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International

Development Fund (FIDA), and
(Andrianarisoa,

I

E-II, as

999:3

1

1 ),

The

the remaining $82.9 million from external
gifts and supports

neo-liberal policies of globalization are very

much

a part of the

locuses on decentralization and private sector participation
to help in resolving

it

environmental degradation

in

Madagascar (Andriamampianina, 1996/1997).

Summary
By

virtue

of its biological

social actor groups, both internal

power and agency

in the

diversity,

Madagascar has become

and external

where numerous

a site

to the island, vie for control

access to and utilization of natural resources.

and exercise

The ways

groups contest determines the winners and losers of actions carried out

in

their

which these

name of

in the

environmental protection and conservation.

I

he subsequent chapters present the various issues involved in environmental resource

utilization

and management, for the purpose of analysis and presentation, these issues are

clustered into two categories of social actors based on the level at which they are situated to
biodiversity: the local (including farmers, herders, religious organizations, business interests,

mayors), and the extralocal, including national actors (including
agencies, and the national university), and international actors

NGOs,

politicians,

(IENGOs and

government

their donors, as

well as foreign universities involved in collaborative efforts with national entities). The actions

of each of these social actor groups will be analyzed

However, before moving on

to the analysis

various elements of the conventional

working on biodiversity conservation
the context of

how

degree to which

it

it

influences the

way

two separate chapters

(five

and

six).

of these actors, the following chapter will present

wisdom
in

in

that

is

prevalent

among

the extralocal actors

Madagascar. This “wisdom” will be examined within
in

which biodiversity conservation

has or has not been successful.
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is

done and the

CHAPTER 3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONVENTIONAL WISDOM

IN

MADAGASCAR

Ch allenging The Conventional Wisdom Behind Conservation
In

is

in

Madagascar

order to study the political ecology of the environmental landscape
in Madagascar,

also necessary to examine the nature of power as

it

is

manifest in relations

among

it

different

actor groups (through social networks and political institutions), and
to identify points of

On

resistance to the exercising of power.'

“free”

human

the subject of power, Foucault (1982) argues that

subjects are placed within and respond to

power

relations" as a result of

one of

three modes: through scientific language, by dividing the subject trom himself or from others,

and by people turning themselves into subjects

(p.

208). All three of these elements are

relevant for the situation involving biodiversity conservation in Madagascar and will be

highlighted in subsequent chapters. Foucault (1982) also focuses on the study of resistance in

order to gain a better understanding of power relations, identifying “point[s] of application and
the

methods used,” while “analyzing power

relations through the

antagonism of strategies”

(p.

211). Foucault (1982) notes that characteristics of resistance ("anti-authoritarian struggles”)

used by the “other” (the one over

effects

it

to “privileges

exercised, p. 220) include resistance to the

is

produced by exercised power; resistance

enemy; and resistance

which

whom power

to

an “immediate” (rather than primary)

of knowledge” held by more powerful actors, the way

“circulates and functions” and

is

related to the

power these powerful

Foucault (1982) makes an important distinction about power,
exist” (p. 217).
that are

It is

produced

rather the

that are

means by which power

is

in

in

actors hold; and

saying that “power as such does not

exercised over others and the subsequent results

of primary concern.

2

These subjects are “free”

in that

over them. For example, a slave

they have more than one

in

chains

is

way of reacting

not an example of a

power

to the

power

that

is

exercised

relationship as the slave has no

options for reacting to his or her situation. Foucault (1982) also notes the ironic role ot freedom in power
On the one hand, it is necessary pre-condition for power relations to occur, yet at those

relations.

instances

when power

is

exercised, that freedom disappears (p. 221).
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the

secrecy, deformation, and mystifying
representations” that the

more powerful impose on

others (p. 211-212). These struggles do not seek
to attack institutions or powerful interests
per
se,

but rather are seeking to attack “a technique, a fonn
of power”.

As

the fieldwork for this dissertation progressed,

the conventional

wisdom

that

I

reflected on the various aspects of

dominates thinking and discourse about

IENGO

interventions

in

Madagascar. This conventional wisdom drives biodiversity conservation
and development
activities (while linking

of all those involved.

.

them

together),

.not only those

and

is

pervasive, permeating the thinking and discourse

planning and enacting environmental initiatives but also

those acted upon by such initiatives.

I

his

“wisdom”

is

generated through inadequate analysis, propagated by short planning

horizons, proliferated with abundant donor funding, and leading to inappropriate programs
that
are insensitive to local livelihoods.

They corrupt

local cultural

and value systems, and are

driven by the self-interest, motivation, and agendas of extralocal actors. These elements

combine

to create a

conventional

wisdom

“beneficiaries” as “objects” to be acted

that is

hegemonic, rendering intended project

upon by environmental and development

activities

doing more harm than good. While the discourse of environment and development used by
policy-makers and their organizations has changed during the

little

has changed

in

terms of what

between rhetoric and
field,

is

reality reveals either a large lag time before

agencies for the puipose of appeasing the

IENGOs,

in

I

will argue that

(re:

whims and

changes actually occur

expedient) language by

NGOs

in the

and

state

desires of their international donors and

yet not actually doing anything different in the field.

This chapter analyzes

wisdom,

two decades,

actually taking place on the ground. This discrepancy

or instead, the co-opting of politically-correct

partner

last

order to challenge

in greater details the

its

various elements of the conventional

authority and to create the possibility for alternative

perspectives to emerge. In turn, these alternative viewpoints could create the potential for a
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more open debate and exchange of ideas, with
that will

the ultimate goal of identifying
potential actions

have a more positive effect on Malagasy
people, and

their environment, than actions

have had since the 1980s.

Environmenta Conventional Wisdom
l

This image of people

in conflict

wisdom

that

I

Madagascar

with their environment, and other people
intervening

without having been called upon to resolve
prevailing

in

this conflict,

identified with respect to the

sheds light on

way

in

1 1

elements of the

which people

living in

and around

protected areas are perceived. These elements include:
•

the perception ol ancestral

Malagasy as noble savages having
,

lived in

harmony

with their natural environment;

•

the overpopulation ol

Malagasy
•

•

as too

many

are scrambling after a limited and shrinking pool of available
resources;

the traditional

Malagasy

Madagascar has caused biodiversity degradation

and often considered “primitive ” livelihood practices of rural

are the

the inefficient

major agent of biodiversity degradation on the

and unsustainable

island;

livelihood patterns of rural Malagasy, including

their traditional agricultural practices

and other related livelihood means, squander

potentially valuable natural resources;

•

the ignorance of Malagasy about the environmental implications of their actions

manifest

in the biodiversity

widespread use of

•

the

•

the linkage

depletion of the island;

fire as

proof that Malagasy are pyromaniacs;

ofpoverty and environmental degradation

impoverishment of rural Malagasy along with
fueling a

downward

spiral;
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is

proven by the

their natural environment, thus

is

the objectification

and commodification of the environment can
produce

a

wider

array of livelihood (and economic)
alternatives for Malagasy to choose from
which

•

are

more environmentally

the

Malagasy are engaged

friendly than their current practices;

in a

struggle against the environment to survive;

the erasing of history’ facilitates current
biodiversity conservation efforts in

Madagascar, as the lived

histories, experiences,

considered relevant to current conservation
•

the current situation in

environmental

initiatives;

Madagascar cannot be described as anything other than an

crisis.

These conventional wisdoms combine

model (see Figure 6 on

and knowledge of Malagasy are not

to reinforce the

neo-Malthusian conceptual

the following page) used to justify current

Madagascar. The argument (and model)

is

I

interventions in

usually framed and presented as a

spiraling vicious cycle heading toward an abyss unless

take control ol and rescue the situation.

IENGO

his

IENGO

downward-

interventions are allowed to

dilemma, turned problem, turned

crisis

and

polemic, can only be addressed by extralocal interventions; as the vilified Malagasy peasantry
are expected to abandon their destructive agricultural and livelihood practices in favor of

environmentally friendly, revenue-generating alternatives.

Malagasy As Noble Savages
Contrary to the perception of people waging war with their environment

is

a romantic

notion that rural forest-dwelling people live in harmony with their natural surroundings. This
notion sees people synergistically linked to their environment through the practice of traditional
livelihood

means requiring only

The notion of accumulating
have no need

for

the extraction of forest products necessary to sustain them.

capital does not exist for these

good stewards of the

economic wealth. Centuries of living “close

to the

earth, as they

land” have permitted

indigenous people to develop an acute sense of understanding natural systems that merit
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Figure

6.

Neo-Malthusian model of the resource degradation cycle
(As seen by external actors).
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in

Madagascar.

mimicking by more developed

While these views run counter

societies.

actors being caught up in a battle with
nature (which are also prevalent

to notions

among

postcolonial literature, and mentioned later in
this chapter), this perspective
the

same com... namely,

that local level actors

who

of

local

the colonial and

another side of

is

are subsistence agriculturalists are

manifestations of noble savages. This state of existence

of primitive hunter-gatherers peacefully co-existing with

is

romanticized as exotic, where tribes

their natural

environment. Such

notions wield great influence within the international
conservation community working in

Madagascar today. Malagasy have been described

as “at ease with nature” (Ramanantsoa,

1984:205) and Davidson (1994) highlights the “sustainable lifestyle”
of the Mikea people of
southwestern Madagascar
gathers

who have no

He

to illustrate this point.

adds,

“The elusive Mikea

are hunter-

noticeable effect on the waterless western forests where they live in small

bands. With survival skills reminiscent of Kalahari Bushmen, they dig for
the babo roots that
are their only source of water for

natives

culture.

living in

I

harmony with

months on end”

(p. 100).

The inference here

one of

nature, unaffected by time or a world exterior to their

he continuation of this logic

is

that if only

be bottled, indigenous knowledge

is

own

one can learn more about the Mikea, one

could then apply Mikean techniques elsewhere to improve conservation. Thus
elixir to

is

the hope from

like a precious

which effective biodiversity

conservation will one day spring external.

IENGOs

seek to reinforce this myth to justify programs built upon the participation of

locals sharing their traditional knowledge.

(quoted

in Morell, 1999:64),

conservation traditions,..

cut,

no one

tomb

at

will

death,

“We’re trying

.If the

As

a

Malagasy director of a national park explained

to help

them

[the local

ancestors say through the patriarchs that this forest

go against them” since (Morell argues), they

which

is

Malagasy] revive

the “worst

risk

is

their

own

not to be

being banned from the family

Malagasy punishment of all.” This notion of the continued

influence of traditional beliefs

is

IENGOs. Rakotoarisoa (1986)

often exaggerated to serve the conservation
agenda of

notes that:

Les detenteurs traditionnels de

moyens de

controle.

l

’autorite n ’out plus

La notion depouvoir

beaucoup de

d ’autorite change. Le symbole du
pouvoir n 'est plus d’ordre social uniquement comme
par le passe, mais
pout rait se baser sur des criteres differents comme:
puissance economique et
financier e, place politique, degre d education et de
connaissance (p. 99).
et

I raditional authorities
no longer have many means of control.
Notions ot power and authority change. The symbol of
power is no longer
uniquely social order as in the past, but could be based on different
criteria
such as: economic and financial strength, political position, and
degree of
education and knowledge]
[

Malagasy are increasingly coming

into contact with

Western

culture, especially

through the influx ot media and consumer culture. These are combining to
change the attitudes

of the young, with a subsequent loss ot traditional

vazaha

I,

like to talk all the time

about

how

and many other young people, think

be

much

it’s

beliefs.

thing done to

me”

is

interpreter

once

said,

interesting our tradition of the famadihana

ridiculous... spending a fortune in

better spent elsewhere... and spending this

about once they are dead

As my

money on people

completely hypocritical... there

(Andria, personal communication).

is

no way

Kamat (2002)

that

I

money

we only

“you

is...

well

that could

really care

would ever want such

a

notes that such romantic

notions and other positive depictions that outsiders have of indigenous people are not
necessarily helpful to the causes of the

that the representation that outsiders

latter.

In her research in

have (or construct)

for

Maharashtra, India, she found

indigenous people

is

often false, as

oversimplifies their culture and masks the complexities of cultural dynamics that influence

it

3

most sacred
Malagasy highlands. This celebration occurs every few years among
extended families and involves feasting, music, and dancing. The event culminates in the removing of the
remains of ancestors from the family tomb, re-wrapping them in ceremonial cloth and woven mats, and
then returning them to their resting place. This practice originates in the belief that it is taboo to abandon
Literally

meaning

celebrations

among

“to turn something over” in Malagasy, this term refers to one of the
the people of the

one’s ancestors and allow them to he forgotten and wrapped

in

decaying cloth. Re-wrapping the bodies,

according to the tradition, brings honor to the family name and wards off evil (Ruud, 1970: 161-162).
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the

way

in

which people struggle

to maintain their security, livelihoods

and dignity (Kamat,

2002 ).

The Overpopulation of Madagascar
Larger than France and Switzerland but less than a

Madagascar would not appear
relatively

to

low population density (Pryor, 1990:5). Even

he low population

the district

is

home

square kilometer.

degraded

for the

even more apparent

is

to only one-third

It

is difficult to

state

of their combined population,

have a population problem. Others have acknowledged

Environmental Action Plan notes, “Madagascar
I

fifth

in the

a

World Bank publication on

why

Ankazobe

this sparse

World Bank document

human

ol

Madagascar

is

that

often cited as the principal reason

of deforestation

An

in the country.

is

growing more quickly than

in

in the last

is

35 years”

Madagascar reveal

its

agricultural production”

high because the

(p. 12).

However, estimates of

that they are not drastically different than

in Jarosz,

1996:159) while Boiteau (1958)

estimates that one-third of Madagascar’s forests were lost during the

is

human population of

estimated three to seven million hectares of forest were lost between 1900

and 1940 (see Boiteau, 1982; Homac, 1943;

Which

The same

4

“population

Madagascar had more than doubled

they are now.

people per

mentioned the “sparse” population of Madagascar nonetheless

(1988:9). Gallegos (1997) reasons that “deforestation

historical rates

five

population should be entirely to blame

(along with the use of tavy) as the major reason for biodiversity loss

that the

The northern two-thirds of

District.

of the environment.

However, the overpopulation

warns

the

a sparsely populated country” (1988:9).

is still

of the population, with an average of

see

this

first

half of the 20

lh

not terribly surprising since national rice production was virtually unchanged from 1980 to

1984, staying

at

about

2.

1

1

million tons for both years (LOI, 1986, in Coveil, 1987:137).

5

Four out of a

total

of 12 million hectares.
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century

An

(p. 227).

additional

50%

of the remaining forest (3.8 of 7.6 million
hectares) was

cleared between 1950 and 1985 (Green and
Sussman, 1990:213).

IENGOs working

in

Madagascar today have not only “problematized”

the environment,

but they have also problematized the overpopulation
of Malagasy (often conflated with rural-

based farmers and herders), and target them as the major
agents of environmental degradation.

While population density
annual increase

in

is

I

IENGOs

prefer to highlight

is

the

3.1%

population. Davidson (1994) notes with alarm that by 2015
there will be 34

million Malagasy (p. 101).

for

low, the statistic that

As

a result of this and similar other projections,

it

is

now common

environmental projects to include a family planning program among their
other

he logic used to justify family planning programs

is

activities.

influenced by the universality ofneo-

Malthusian models warning that population growth will ultimately exceed food
supplies.

Malagasy

rural extension workers,

production and market gardening,

accustomed

now

to teaching farmers

find themselves in the

about intensive rice

awkward

position of teaching

family planning techniques.

The Primitive Livelihood
This conventional wisdom
to

Practices of Rural Malagasy

linked to the former, seeing Malagasy in a constant battle

is

claim farm and grazing land from the forest and scrub lands. This thinking leads

and

their

donors

to

seek solutions encouraging rural Malagasy

activities for “alternative” livelihood practices.

not because they

damage

It is

to

abandon

IENGOs

their traditional

as if the local people are being penalized

biodiversity, but because they use resources in a

way

that

does not

provide them with benefits beyond cleared spaces for farming and grazing. Thus, their

6

That include the proper method for condom placement by using bananas or wood-carved penises as
props.

If these issues

were not having such

seem comical. The argument

for

condom

direct effects

on peoples’

lives,

such activities would almost

use has recently been reinforced by concerns about the

potentially rapid spread of AIDS in a society where other forms of sexually transmitted diseases are

already high. Thus, environmental projects are
the threat of AIDS, since concerns about

now encouraging condom

AIDS seem

to attract

behavior.
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more

use more for protection from

attention and willingness to change

practices are seen

by

extralocal actors as inefficient, and thus,
environmentally unfriendly and

unsustainable.

The

Inefficient

And Unsustainable

As was done by European
their

donors

in

Livelihood Patterns

Of Rural Malagasy

colonists before them, foreigners working for

Madagascar often lament about

the “inefficient”

manner

resources have been utilized (Gallegos, 1997:10-15). This
inefficiency

observations of the quantity of wood

left

unused

in

is

which

“rudimentary” techniques that tavy involves are targeted as major
culprits

forest

based on their

The “primitive”

after tavy.

IENGOs and

in

tools

and

environmental

degradation. However, these and other agricultural techniques are
quite efficient in terms of

human

calorie expenditure per livelihood task. In this sense,

of traditional agricultural practices

that display

it

is

possible to identify a

Malagasy ingenuity

number

for their ability to conserve

energy. For example, to facilitate the task ol harvesting fuelwood, Malagasy farmers
will cut

only halfway through

trees, leaving

thunderstorms take care of the

rest.

them

to stand until the gusty

winds

in

advance of

Also, as mentioned in the previous chapter,

fire is

an

essential asset in this regard, helping to clear fields for seasonal planting, while also killing

trees that can later be used for lirewood.

herders engage

in is

done

in a

way

Ultimately, every act that the Malagasy farmers or

that achieves

its

ends while economizing (human) energy

expenditure, given the physical demands of their livelihood systems.

Even

in

situation obliges

an economic sense, the Malagasy are “efficient” given that their economic

them

to carry out livelihood

and other household management decisions over

an extremely brief time horizon. Thus, over-cutting a forest

to

reap

some

benefits

now makes

perfect sense in a setting where people live with the fear that the forest resources might be off

limits or altogether unavailable to

them

in the

near future.

concern that forest land (and other natural resources)
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Some of those

may be

set aside for

fears

come from

conservation by an

IENGO,
dire

or resources

may be

illegally

and clandestinely pillaged by

economic conditions of the people themselves

available resources tor their

own

survival.

will oblige

With respect

them

elite interests, or that the

to utilize the bulk

to the biological aspects

of

of this

“efficiency” question, (especially with respect to
sustainability), Malagasy in the rural setting
are not only aware of but also concerned about the
negative implications of using forest (and
other) resources at a rate

beyond which they are able

to

regrow or recover. However, but

continue to use these resources while lamenting that they are
until other

in

no position

to

do otherwise,

higher priority needs are satisfied.

The Ignorance
Many

of Malagasy

IENGO community

foreign people working in the

in

Madagascar exhibit

ethnocentric tendencies in that they view Malagasy as shortsighted and making ‘irrational’

decisions concerning land-use. Such poor decision-making
to see the

is

blamed on

Malagasy

the

inability

connections and future implications of their actions while also being trapped within a

traditional cultural context that hinders the pursuit of individual interests

Decary (1950) noted

that the

population animate"

[in

Malagasy

“£>7 detruisant sans

and

rime ni raison

creativity.

la foret et

destroying without rhyme nor reason the forest and

its

sa

animal

population] are also destroying a part of themselves (p.12). Millot (1972) notes that “the

Malagasy of the bush, through ignorance or

perversity, will continue to set traps to snare

harmless creatures which he finds very good eating”

These

attitudes

(p.

752).

have been formed during the 120-year struggle between

state

and

subject to control the use tavy. Repeated attempts by the Merina monarchy, the colonial French

government, and the independent Republics,

have resulted

in failed

attempts to curb tavy.

in

collaboration with

IENGOs and

As Oxby and Boerboom (1985)

constraint to increased reliance on irrigated rice as opposed to upland rice

Malagasy farmers’ ignorance nor

their innate conservatism” but instead
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it

their donors,

note, “the

main

is

neither the

is

the lack of access

to suitable land (p. 136).

rainforest zone of

In fact,

it

is

noted by

Madagascar practice both

Oxby (1985)

that

many

farmers in the eastern

rain-fed and irrigated agriculture
(p. 47).

Though

the returns are said to be lower for up-land
farming (which requires the use of tavy) than
irrigated rice-paddy production, farmers
continue to

1975

in

Oxby, 1985:48), and

making about
this

is

it

as access to land is easier (Bloch,

provides farmers with a freedom of choice concerning
decision-

household agricultural production (Oxby, 1985:50).

their

“freedom”

it

do

due

to the relatively inaccessible locations

It

should be noted that

where tavy typically occurs,

in

conjunction with the lack of resources on the part of the
government or other administrative
authorities (including

NGOs)

to enforce

laws concerning the practice of tavy (Oxby, 1985:50).

even the Mikea people (noted

Ironically,

in the

previous section) are

now

being

targeted for their (agri-)cultural practice ot hatsake, which involves
clearing forests, burning

A recent research project by the Institut de

the cleared debris,

and then planting com.

Recherche pour

Developpent (Development Research

le

Institute) is

studying the potential for

other forms of agriculture thereby lengthening the time during which exploited lands remain
cultivated so as to decrease the impoverishment of soils and the invasion of

weeds (DMD,

2000:17).

Given
of the

that the

damage they

environmental conventional wisdom believes rural people are ignorant

are inflicting

upon

their environment, conservationists

working

Madagascar believe

that threats to biodiversity will diminish

sensitivities of rural

people are heightened. However, there exists a gap between

educated and

who

is

there

is

no existing environmental

that is created

is

once the environmental

Even when

actually inflicting environmental damage.

acknowledged, environmental education

who

is

being

this is

Madagascar moves forward on the assumption

in

ethic in

in

Madagascar and

that

inevitably based on a Euro-American model.

that

one must be created. The one

A part

of this ethic

is

the

thinking that a wealthy class must be brought into the fold on the environmental agenda so that
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their

power and influence can

ultimately lead to at least a

minimum

protection for the good of the nation and society.
While this

powerful actors that
their

(in theory)

buy

may be

level

of environmental

true to an extent, the

into environmental protection programs,
often manifest

“buy in” by putting pressure on

less

powerful actors and forcing them

conform

to

environmental protection measures. Meanwhile, powerful
actors themselves tend not
to the

to

to

adhere

very environmental protection measures they impose on
others.
I

bus, large amounts of environmental education material have
been created and

distributed

by IENGOs

to schools.

Many

American and European educational
salmon changed
magazine

for

of these materials have been directly adapted from

materials, with the spotted

to radiated tortoises (see for

Malagasy school

children).

1

owls changed

example copies of

Vintsy,

hese materials area also used

their influence to integrate an

lemurs and the

WWF’s environmental
in

primary and

secondary school teacher-training programs on environmental education (see

As IENGOs have used

to

WWF,

1995b).

environmental education component into

the formal education curriculum, teachers and students alike have complained that these

materials take valuable class time

away from

subject material that are to be taught on the

baccalaureat exam, the national exam for graduation. The general sentiments are
are

no environmental education questions on

secondary school

(a

Malagasy high school

the

BAC,

there

is

no room

for

it

to

that if there

be taught

in

teacher, personal communication).

The Malagasy As Pyromaniacs
The Malagasy

are considered to be pyromaniacs (Randriamantena, in Rakotondravony

and Goodman, 1998:99), who

set fires that serve

no puipose other than

This viewpoint ultimately conflates a few individuals to

Poverty

all

for their

enjoyment.

of rural Malagasy society.

And Environmental Degradation Linkages

The 1972 U.N. Conference on

the

Human Environment

in

notion of linking conservation activities to economic development.

Stockholm introduced

Among many

things,

the

one

result ot the creation

grown

to

of this linkage

is

that international environmental
organizations

assume the environmental conservation and “green”
development

have

are not only

achievable, but also compatible and mutually beneficial.

Such linkages are evident
richer European and North

in the

Malagasy Environmental Charter. While IENGOs

American countries have

traditionally advocated for environmental

protection through the conservation of species, this argument
global South where people’s livelihoods are

in

is

a hard sell in countries of the

more closely linked

to locally available natural

resources. Thus, economic reasons are most otten used to justify
environmental conservation
in the South.

The argument

for the conservation

of biodiversity

in

Madagascar

question of economic and social development, as conserving species diversity

boils

is

down

to a

(ironically)

necessary for their eventual use, especially for medical purposes and the “satisfaction
of needs”

(Rakotovao, 1995:2). Thus biodiversity

is

not so

much “conserved”

as

it is

“transformed”... sustainably managed as an environmental commodity to be eventually used

in

a globalized and liberalized market place.

While environmental discourse increasingly highlights the potential

for

development

to

contribute to biodiversity conservation, the primary objective of environmental projects

remains committed

to conservation.

part of a conservation

scheme

is

a

Any

means

socio-economic development project implemented as
to the conservation

ends spelled out

in

IENGO

mission statements.

Environmental Objectification and Commodification

The assumption underlying many conservation programs, and
activities associated with them,

is if

the

income generating

people can profit from engaging in “environmentally-

friendly” activities (e.g., biodiversity conservation, market vegetable gardening,

granaries, commercial

those activities.

The

honey production, intensive

corollary of this assumption
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community

rice production...), they will then

is

that

by participating

in these

engage

in

“eco-friendly”

activities,

people will abandon livelihood activities detrimental

assumption

facilitates the

resources, something that

to the

environment. This

commodification of biodiversity and other natural and environmental
is

anathema

to

Malagasy

culture,

where natural resources are used

but never owned. While they need natural resources to
survive, rural Malagasy are concerned

about obtaining (or maintaining) user rights, rather than acquiring
outright ownership of land.

The Malagasy Struggle Against The Environment
Another

attribute

of prevailing conventional wisdom

pits

people against their

environment, and sees the livelihood acts of Malagasy as acts of violence toward
their
environment.

to eliminate

1

his thinking

assumes

that the

Malagasy do not

like their

environment and seek

it.

Erasing History

Many

people working with conservation and development organizations in

Madagascar, especially those who are not Malagasy, consider biodiversity degradation
country to be a recent phenomenon. However, lacking
local

(Malagasy) culture and the

intricate

workings of the

settings, as well as their respective histories.

knowledge necessary

to

in their

thinking

is

social, political

in the

an understanding of

and economic

While many of these people possess the technical

“save” biodiversity, they lack understanding of or purposely disregard

the histories of the landscapes wherein lies the biodiversity they are seeking to protect.

Likewise, the histories and lived experiences of the people

who have transformed

those

landscapes during the past 1500 years are also ignored. Kaufmann (1998) notes the

environmental paradigm currently being practiced in Madagascar “retreats into the present”

that

it

seeks “...to save what

is left

now of Madagascar’s

generations” while the people living

in close

“...misunderstood, overlooked, or forgotten”

proximity

(p. 137).

flora

and fauna for future

in

.

to these protected areas are

Ignored are the facts that Madagascan

landscapes have been transformed over the course of the

last

1500 years and

this

process was

accelerated by the French colonial project in
Madagascar during the last two centuries. The

continued disappearance of Malagasy biodiversity draws
attention

have the misfortune ot being situated

in close

to the

people

proximity to biodiversity that

is

who happen

to

highly valued by

extralocal interests.

This lack of attention to history has been echoed elsewhere.
Brosius
that

models based on other community-level

natural resource

et al.,

(1998) note

management programs

are being

developed despite inadequate understanding ot the histories of the
management schemes
preceded them and upon which they are based. Brosius

et ah,

that

(1998) argue for a greater

understanding of “how institutional histories have intertwined with particular local
or national

concerns

in the creation

development”

(p. 161).

Also forgotten
environment

of new concepts of conservation, community, equity, and

in

in discussions, literature,

Madagascar

is

and policies related

to

people and their

the role that colonialism played in fueling the rate of

deforestation on the island (Rakotoarisoa, 1986:95). Colonialism’s effects on deforestation

were both

direct

vanilla, cloves

and

indirect.

and pepper,

They were

direct in the sense that cash crops (especially coffee,

in the eastern rainforest zone;

and

sisal in the

dryer south) were

introduced and then established on a large scale, requiring the clearing of vast tracks of primary

forest.

The

indirect effects of colonization

were

that the establishment

of cash crops used

sizeable portions of land (referred to as concessions in French), which were often the most

productive agricultural land. Foreign individuals or companies took control of land and obliged

rural

Malagasy

to

move toward more remote

more marginal lands

to cultivate their

own

case of the Mananara Biosphere Reserve).

was usually

the best place to turn, as there

locations (usually into higher valleys) and onto

food crops (as reported by Ghimire, 1991:23,

Of the

land

would be

to three seasons.
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left

in the

available for cultivation, the forest

at least a

decent crop yield for the

first

two

i

Another example of forgotten environmental history
the forests of the

Malagasy west

was deforested

loss

of the vastly larger amount of original western dry
If

(87.5% or 22.0 million hectares)

forest

one extends the annual deforestation

61,000 hectares (calculated by Smith for the period from 1950
to at least a

Madagascar. Thus,

10% of the

historical

forests of western

that this has

activities

in the region.

by subsistence fanners”

is

To

this

1949) in Western

is to

present only

say that “slash-and-bum

the “principal cause of deforestation” in the

Madagascar, without specifying a particular time period, leads one

to

assume

always been the case. This statement indiscriminately targets the agricultural

of subsistence farmers and leads one

environment
entire

to

of

back before 1950,

only present data for the 40-year period (1950 to 1990)

account of deforestation

agriculture carried out

rate in the region

to 1990),

360-year trend of deforestation (from 1590

to

forest cover

40-year period between 1950 and 1990, he makes no mention
of the

that disappeared before 1950.

amounts

Smith’s (1997) research on

While he focuses on the 12.5% of original

coast.

that

in the

is in

human

that has destroyed

it

to suspect that

it is

their interaction with the

not only during the last 40 years, but also throughout the

history of the island.

No

consideration

factors, or foreign influences that could

is

given to natural, economic, or political

have also been responsible for forest depletion

in the

region.

However, there are other studies

that are willing to question this

assumption that the

original forest cover of the island necessarily extended over the entire island. In his study of

the dry southwestern forests,

MacPhee (1986)

is

much more

of deforestation of habitats and species extinctions.
inconclusive: ’’[Although

it

is

tempting

to

cautious about the source and rates

In fact, his

conclusions are quite

conclude from the presence of giant lemurs and tiny

tenrecs that the Mahafaly Plateau must have been environmentally different in the recent past,

the evidence presented to date does not warrant this” (p. 452). Conversely,

M

1

lot

(1972)

reports that

“many

primitive forest zones which were

western Madagascar

There

were covered

is

in

1922 have

much debate

I

still

almost intact on

first

journey

found, 25 years afterwards, completely vanished”

in the literature

in forest before the arrival

Some

(p. 752).

fossil record.

argue that the highlands must

However,

further research

analysis indicates that deforestation on the central plateau of Madagascar

in Battistini

in

about the extent to which the Malagasy highlands

of humankind.

ha\e been completely torested based on the

phenomenon. Gautier (1902,

my

& Verm,

is

and

not a recent

1972) notes that some early explorers to the

highlands (including Baron) believed that the region has always been grassland, albeit with

some

variations in boundaries. Gautier (as well as Bertrand

evidence for

this,

& Sourdat,

1998:23) cites other

dating back to September 1777, where travel accounts by

the countryside ol the central highlands

is

Mayeur noted

that

“ entierement nues et degarnies" (entirely bare and

stripped) of trees. For this reason, Gautier concurs with Baron and Mayeur, based on the great

expanse of grasslands and small number of human inhabitants (Gautier, 1902:261

& Verin,

1972:323). In accounts of his visits to the central highlands of Madagascar during the

1860s and 1870s, James Sibree,
that the central plateau is

rivers” (p. 8

actually

in Battistini

1

),

more

which

is

Jr.

(1880/1969), an English missionary and reverend, noted

“very rare of wood, except

very

much

in the sheltered

the case today. In fact,

trees in the region than there

it

may be

have been during the

last

hollows and valleys of the
safe to say that there are

two or three centuries

thanks to the national reforestation campaigns of the 1960s. However since the 1960s there has

been very
island

little

reforestation in this area. In 1997 only 2,236 hectares (ha.) of land on the entire

were reforested with

which represent only about

tree seedlings.

9%

In 1998 this figure

was about

of the forested land that was burned by

period (Ratsiazo, 1999:18).

7

Estimated

to

be 22,023 hectares

in

1997 and 30,475 hectares

in 1998.

the

fire

same (2,263

ha.),

during the same

In the particular case ot the

Ankazobe

between 800 and 1200 years ago. With
there

is

how much

debate about

of human settlement

District,

this settlement

original forest existed

in the region, the literature

it

was believed

to

came landscape

have been settled

transformations. While

on the Madagascan highlands

on human livelihood

at the

time

activities in the region

presents them in an environmentally destructive light (see for
example Bastian, 1964, in
Battistini

&

Verm, 1972:3

Ankazobe region were able

and Verm (1972) note

Battistini

12).

in a short

amount of time

that the first settlers to the

“to cause the almost complete

disappearance of the original (and assumed-to-be-larger) forest cover”

in the area

of the

Ambohitantely Forest since they “must have been land-grubbers practicing shifting agricultural

on burned-over land”
Research on

(p. 312).

historical environmental

Gichuki (1994) has revealed
This was especially true

management through

in

that

many

management

in

Kenya by

Tiffen,

Mortimore and

people actually had a positive impact on the environment.
instances where people planted trees and thus, improved land

the beneficial effects of the trees (e.g., less soil erosion, better soil

conditions, improved crop yields). These findings were contrary to the conventional

conservationists. Inspired by this work,

I

wisdom of

searched for and ultimately found historical photos of

8

the

Ankazobe

were actually

region.

These photos revealed

less trees than there are

that in

many

locales throughout the district there

today (National Photo Archives). This

the accounts of early explorers and missionaries in the region.

Council of Mozambique, wrote

in his

is

confirmed

Lyons McLoed,

the British

in

1865 account of the highlands that during the mid- 1830s

9

the

Hova government had ordered every

so as not to give hostile forces

(e.g.,

tree within

30 miles of Antananarivo to be destroyed,

the French) a place for shelter or hiding.

However,

it

g

Taken

in

1898 during General Gallieni’s expedition of “pacification” through the region.

9

Word used

to describe the

royalty or the

Andevo

“common”

slave caste).

(majority) class of Merina (as opposed to the Andriana caste of

seems as

if there

were not many

people

trees for

absence ol wood” on the central highlands and

shipped of timber “appears not

to

be

in the

McLoed

to cut.

that the time at

Crisis In

to

I

Madagascar

As

Madagascar today reveals

issues in

One example of this

experienced while working as an environmental trainer for Peace Corps
in early

a

be immediately addressed and warrants an all-out war against what

are considered to be the forces behind environmental degradation.

something

1865/1969:232).

Madagascar

The problematization of biodiversity conservation
needs

which they had become so

memory of man” (McLoed,

The Environmental

crisis situation that

notes that there was a “total

is

in

1999.

part of the training program,

with the planning for the eventual

site

into the project director’s oitice,

saw

I

visited a provincial-level office

I

of an

IENGO

to help

placement of one of my trainees. Upon being ushered
a spacious

room with

a huge desk and one very serious

looking project director. 1 he entire wall behind his desk was covered with giant maps of the
national park that

man had

at his

it

was

his mission to protect.

The

quality of these

disposal a large amount of resources, having created digitized

tech geographic information system (GIS) techniques.

were mapped almost

and

to the individual hut

the land area cleared, fanned, and grazed.

approach

to conservation.

rice

My

lacked the time and patience that would have

participatory’

maps revealed

The

that this

maps with high-

“illegal” inhabitants within the park

paddy, with lines demarcating the extent of

immediate impression of this person was

made him amenable

Rather, this

to

was a general

that he

seeking a collaborative or

at

responsibility of protecting the biodiversity of a place the survival of

war charged with

the

which has no bearing on

his continued existence and, until the beginning of his project contract,

was nothing

that ever

caused him concern. The X’s, lines and arrows demarcated the places on the map where he

was seeking

to

counter the enemy, and his project plan was instead, a plan ol attack.

This situation defines the current
conservation of biodiversity

in

Madagascar. The war

international conservation and development

their

NGOs

like character

of the way

operate in Madagascar

language as well. The project activities they develop target people

enemies ot the environment, and

in

technical tools” (Bertrand, et

1999:42).

in

of the problemization surrounding the

state

Madagascar

is

al,

under siege

is

unable to “defend” the forests

Some Malagasy

Some

as an easy

who

in

are believed to be

done using an “arsenal of

The war-like character of the environmental crusade

(p.

193) and that the Malagasy Forest Service has been

208).

(p.

intellectuals

have questioned

bum

farmers

the forest

colonialists felt that

way

to clear land

is

grounded

this problematization

environmental destruction

in colonial

of humans against

perceptions of the local people.

Malagasy farmers were both backward and

lazy,

and used

fire

(Esoavelomandroso, 1988:183).

Tavy practiced by subsistence farmers
in the

country

most often cited as the major cause of

is

(IUCN/UNEP/WWF,

1987:33).

Of the

hectares of cultivated land in Madagascar, one-third to one-half of this area

affected

by tavy (World Bank,

and

erosion (Keck,

soil

very evident

is

ot the rationale that people use to support this problematization and to explain

why Malagasy
The French

is

which

also apparent in other places and literatures. Jolly
(1989) notes that the

Malagasy ecosystem

nature.

need of education, which

in

et al,

et al,

is

three million

believed to be

1988, in Ghimire, 1991 :20). Tavy results in deforestation

1994: 12), wasting forest products (Uhart, 1962, in Ghinnre,

1991:20), as well as leading to the destruction of forest habitat (de George, 1990, in Ghimire,

1991:20) and a practice “carried out without concern for conservation... of the fragile

ecosystem (World Bank,

It is

et al,

1988:25 and 9

for these reasons that

activities carried out in

stop or address tavy

is

in

much of the

Ghimire, 1991:20-21).

forestry

Madagascar are designed

and conservation legislation enacted and

to control the

use of tavy. The campaign to

also the cause celebre of outsiders, and has been since the era of the
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French colonial administration. After independence, the
Malagasy government
laws

in the

books regulating the

location, timing,

impoverished Forest Service had
influxes of

lENGOs

the cause.

IENGO

of Fire

is

and methods of tavy, however an

means nor

incentive to enforce the laws. Since 1989. the

during the favorable political climate of the Third Republic have
taken up

actions to address tavy are grounded in essentiahst logic that
any occurrence

Upon

bad.

little

maintained

still

closer examination, tavy

agricultural purpose, but also cultural

Also, another major

way

in

and

is

a system that for

Malagasy serves not only an

spiritual ones.

which

fire is

used

in the agricultural

system

for the

is

burning of pasturelands to encourage "greening-up" of sprouts for livestock grazing.

Environmental organizations are

on land

that has

less

concerned about

been long since cleared of forest.

this

form of burning, given

that

Interest in this issue is taken only

it

occurs

where

pasturelands run adjacent to remaining forested areas.

The

linkages of fire to political upheaval are well chronicled in the bibliographic

review by Bertrand and Sourdat (1998).

of the Merina

Of special

note are the periods that include the decline

along with the imposition of colonial government. World Wars

state

I

and

II,

the

uprisings of 1947 and 1956, Malagasy independence, and the political demonstrations of 1991

(Bertrand

de

&

Sourdat, 1998: 15-16).

I'etat colonial

The missionary Abel

Parrot (1925) notes that

sur les facets traditionnellement gerees par

state’s putting their

les

“

la

mainmise

populations ” [the colonial

hands on forests traditionally managed by the population] as “/a cause

essentielle des faux et de la deforestation systematique ” (the essential cause of fire and

systematic deforestation) (in Bertrand

uprising ( tabataba ) of

of the region

March 1947

&

in the

Sourdat, 1998:58).

Of special

region of Moramanga.

It is

note

is

noted that the inhabitants

set fire to ‘‘‘‘immenses superficies boisees, aneantissant les efforts

des annees ” [large

wooded

areas, annulling the efforts

deployed

the political

deployes depuis

for years] (Bertrand

&

Sourdat, 1998:21). Part of the motivation for this revolt was the colonial government's “ban on
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shitting cultivation as an administrative strategy
designed to force the

work, depriving them of independent means of subsistence”
(Verin,
I

into

954, in Jarosz,

wage
1

996' 157)

he Second Republic was a period that witnessed a rapid
acceleration of environmental

degradation

in

Madagascar due

to the instability

First Republic,

which persisted

Republic

encouraged Malagasy people

for their

1

Malagasy

itselt

own

for a

surrounding the political transition from the

number of years. Also,

the

new

policies of the

Second

to exploit natural resources in excessive

benefit (Ramiarantsoa, 1995). At about the

same time

amounts

degradation was taking

this

place (especially during the 1980s), the biodiversity of Madagascar was
“discovered” by

Western researchers (and ultimately by donors and IENGOs) and then labeled as “threatened.”

As

Jolly (1989) put

destruction of the

IENGOs
incite

it,

there

is

a “cycle

of poverty and degradation” that results

Madagascan environment

to “save” the island’s environment.

(p.

201).

To do

Thus

this,

the

in the

waging of the current

IENGOs have made

battle

by

use of images to

alarm among their European and North American members, as well as the subsequent

opening of their checkbooks.

One of the better-known images (shown on

the following page)

photograph taken aboard the Space Shuttle Discovery
the

mouth of the Betsiboka River

in

in

November of

northwestern Madagascar as

it

was captured

1984.

in a

The photo shows

empties into Mahajanga

10

Bay

in the

Mozambique Channel.

The

lighter

shade of gray

in the fingers

represents the red (clay) sediment being transported into the bay, which

symptom of an
be attributed

ecological disaster for Madagascar.

to the loss

of clay

soils

is

of the river

described as a

The reddish hues of the

river

and bay can

on exposed land on the Malagasy central plateau where the

river originates. This imagery, along with the astronaut’s

comments

that

Madagascar appeared

10

The Betsiboka

is

the largest river in Madagascar, flowing 525 kilometers (326 miles) northwestward,

from the north-central highlands

to the

Mozambique Channel. The

river

is

navigable for

at least

kilometers (81 miles) inland and the lower reaches pictured here are noted for their extensive rice
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fields.

to

be a living organism that was “bleeding to death” (Davidson,
1994:99), was a metaphor

IENGOs

seized and utilized to facilitate their missions. In the language
they used and the

activities they

implemented,

it

was

hemorrhaging of topsoil was due

Malagasy peasants
less

the

that

in their

either implied or explicitly stated

to the

by IENGOs

that this

abuse and misuse of its natural environment by

search for tuelwood and farmland. Such imagery serves to victimize

powerful groups of Malagasy by blaming them for deforestation and assuming
that they are

major agent of environmental degradation

Figure

7,

in

Madagascar."

Image of the Betsiboka River emptying

into

Mahajanga Bay,

Source: Image from the U.S. Space Shuttle

Malagasy traditional thought about the reddish soil that
myths
among Malagasy of the high plateau are that the soils
is characteristic of the highlands. Traditional
as
“d chaque pas de ses peids nus, le Malgache se
ancestors,
and,
are made red with the blood of their
[with every step of their bare
physique
de ses morts
avec
la
vertu
seats, ainsi, en contact permanent
This imagery

feet, the

is

Malagasy

also an interesting recasting of

feel, as

such, in permanent contact with the physical “vertu” ot his ancestors],

(Rabemananjara, 1958:187).
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Fundamental Principles of Conventional Wisdom
In addition to the attributes of the conventional

section,

In a

it

is

wisdom presented

in the

previous

also important to note several principles underlying
the aforementioned wisdom.

sense these are broader and more profound ideals driving
Western notions of

environmental conservation currently being practiced
identified in this study

•

in

Madagascar. Seven principles are

and they include:

fot eign aid

is

helpful and capable of protecting

Madagascan

biodiversity via the

implementation of conservation and sustainable development projects;
•

current conservation efforts are participatory

capacity of those

who

the

drive the conservation process in Madagascar, including

local people, organizations

•

and transparent, and build

and

institutions;

conservation activities are responsive to local needs, which

is

insured by the

involvement of local people;
•

indices ofproject effectiveness can be identified and used to measure progress;

•

the implementation of conservation and development activities

is

•

beneficial, action

better than inaction,

the

media images and discourse used by people working within the

biodiversity conservation can increase awareness

environmental problems

•

is

the

field

among Malagasy about

of

the

in their country; and,

development of rural infrastructure encourages and accelerates biodiversity

degradation.

Foreign Aid

Between 1990 and 1997
in

USAID

Is

Helpful

spent roughly $70 million on environmental protection

Madagascar. Likewise, the governments of France, Germany, Switzerland, and Japan have

made

substantial investments, with additional funding provided by the
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World Bank. Despite

these expenditures, there

is little

to

show

for these investments

and deforestation continues

unabated.

Another reason why foreign assistance has limited impacts
on the recipient country
that

much of the

assistance originating from abroad circulates outside of
the

An

recipient country.

difficulty in obtaining

mentioned

that

interview with an American consultant to an

even small funds

for the training

tor

USAID

young Malagasy professionals

and conservation. He mentioned

that the

economy of the
revealed the

of local environmental personnel.

he was frustrated on numerous occasions when

progiams he was developing

IENGO

in

is

He

refused to fund training

environmental management

amount of money paid by

USAID

to

one American

consultant would pay for the professional development training of six Malagasy
researchers.

Nonetheless, while

Malagasy
often have

it

would seem more economically

(as the consultant

little

was

requesting),

USAID

efficient to fund the training

chooses to fund foreign consultants

to its

problems.

Interventions Are Participatory, Transparent

The notions of developing programs
interests,

while operating

politically or economically expedient for

And

Build Capacity

driven by “local participation”, that address the

in a transparent

conservation and development culture. Even

manner, are

NGOs

to

conceived and implemented

in a

prevalent in the

being done,

little

IENGOs

field.

top-down manner, carrying out the agendas

that the planning processes are not able to solicit meaningful
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is

often highlight

has changed in the

of foreign donors, through the actions of IENGOs, based on time horizons

communities most effected by these programs.

it

say that they are, so as to attract donor

these aspects (either real or imagined) of their programs,

still

now

if these things aren’t really

funding. Nonetheless, while the reports and documents produced by

Programs are

who

or no knowledge of Madagascar and are not necessarily best qualified to

propose solutions

needs of local

of the

that are so

narrow

involvement from people

in local

An example

of this

the Japanese International Cooperation

is

current effort to implement a
of the

Ankazobe

District.

mayors and

assistance,

until later in the

fire

control and reforestation campaign in the
northeastern port, on

While the Malagasy Government most

the deputy at the local level

it

is

likely requested

at the local level initiated this

communes where

this project is

unlikely that the significant “needs” of the local people

controlling wildfire and planting trees.

The

reality

communities are not particularly concerned about

JICAs

were completely unaware of this project

planning process. Not to mention that nobody

request for assistance. At the local level in the
intervene,

Agency’s (JICA’s)

is

that

planning to

would include

people from within these

wildfires, unless they immediately threaten

their dwellings.

Nonetheless, this kind of project planning process moves forward, fueled by an

imbalance of power between

and influence of IENGOs

is

considered.

it

11

they were,

would continue. When,

for

is

is

that

whoever

the beneficiaries they claim to serve.

The wealth

such that the real interests of villagers are not adequately
is

unlikely that the environmental programs in Madagascar today

example, a

located in a project zone, the

reaction

IENGOs and

is in

first

new Land Rover from

the

IENGO

reaction that local inhabitants have

roars into a village

is to flee.

the vehicle (valued locally at about 150 million

The next

Malagasy Francs)

wealthy and probably holds the power normally associated with such wealth. This kind of

event leaves villagers feeling more like subjects than partners. Yet, despite

this,

they are

inclined to be friendly and seemingly agreeable enough until the vahiny leave the scene, which

based on their experiences, will not be very long. .then they can get back
.

to their

own

lives,

doing things the way they always have.

Conservation Activities Are Responsive To Local Needs
In his study

who

of the Mananara Biosphere Reserve, Ghimire (1991) found

are directly affected by the establishment of the biosphere
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that “the

program have benefited

people

the

least

needs,

(p. 25).

it

Given

seems then

that

environmental concerns are

that the priorities

of

IENGOs and

last

on every

their

rural

programs

Malagasy’s

that

of

list

ensue are out of sync

with what Malagasy would prefer. Compost made of ginger
plants, plastic bags of garbage
with holes to be used as garden beds, fruit-drying operations,
puppet shows about forest
legislation,

comic

strips

about intensive rice production... these are

ideas that have great resonance

However, these

among

ecologically-friendly

all

foreigners interested in sustainable households.

activities are destined to tail

when implemented

in the

Malagasy

setting, as

they do not ease the livelihood burdens of people.

Likewise, the local Malagasy
described to

me

as an “environmental

NGO with which

1

collaborated on this study was initially

NGO concerned with the conservation of the remaining

highland tropical rainforests” (Rahelimihajandralambo, personal communication).
arrival in the

Ankazobe

remaining. 1 he

NGO

District,

I

sought out these “forests” and found precious

felt that this

was

all

the

Upon my

little

more reason why they must be conserved.

I

12

instead questioned whether the remaining islands of forest

were too small

to justify

conservation since few of them were large enough to adequately maintain species diversity.

As

1

learned more about the

initiative to create a

district.

to

Another side of this

to initiate a rural

However,

NGOs

system

I

this

I

found out they were a partner in a World Bank

monitor small-scale mining activities

in certain areas

NGO was their interest in working with

development plan

accepted

NGO,

for the district for the

local

to

government

officials

purpose of alleviating poverty.

with the understanding of the difficult conditions

must maneuver and as something necessary

of the

be done

in

in

which nascent

order to survive.

Indices of Project Effectiveness

Environmental issues

initiatives

in

Madagascar today

are primarily addressed with technical

supported by scientific theory. Programs of this nature inevitably neglect social and
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One way

cultural issues.

Madagascar

is

in

which science

is

used to address environmental problems

through the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

environmental changes. This technology uses
clear

the data that

is

fed into

it.

monitor

field data to generate detailed

and current picture of environmental conditions

good as

to

While working

in a

given location.

at the rainforest

in

maps providing

A GIS

is

a

only as

conservation project,

was

I

surprised to see such sophisticated technology being used with virtually
no, or highly suspect,
data.

Similar to

how

the detailed

maps of colonial geographers were

enhances the surveillance of local communities by the

state.

With

used,

a

is

monitor landscape changes

to

GIS system

is

(in size, quantity, or quality)

only as good and useful as the data that

meaningful information will come from a GIS system

it

is

detailed and accurate data from the field necessary for

it

to

The

stated advantage

over time. However, since

built upon,

at a project

with

it

is

little

doubtful that

means

initiative is effective or not.

The

to gather the

be effective.

Science also greatly influences the indices used to determine the extent

environmental

ultimately

the right data, every

cultivated field, every structure, and every forest clearing can be mapped.

of GIS

GIS

indicators identified in

to

which an

Madagascar were

all

too often based on a simple notion of “cause and effect,” where (through the elaboration of

indicators),

one could

credit just about anything

environmental program. For example, one year

on the ground

after

to the effectiveness

beginning a forest

fire

prevention

campaign, the staff of one particular environmental project had the impression

been

less

of an

that there

had

burning of land around the protected area they were working to conserve. Thus, the

program was given
example, had

credit for a decline in burning, with

rainfall

and quality of

no deeper questions being asked. For

amounts changed greatly from one year

fuel available for

burning?

12

Most of the

forest patches

were

less than three hectares in size.
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to the next effecting the quantity

Action
In light of the conventional

in

Madagascar, one

like

is left

to

Is

Than

Better

Inaction

wisdom dominating

the

complex mosaic of IENGO

ponder what environmental conditions might otherwise have been

had these organizations never intervened.

possible that

It is

IENGO

efforts

actually accelerated the rate of environmental destruction in
Madagascar.

began showing great
situation

whereby

while they were

interest in resources that

local residents felt the

still

were not

need

of this

is

their

to exploit

available, fearing that they

these resources by having the land placed in

An example

activity

outsiders

own, they inadvertently created

lose their

open access

to

protective status by the state.

the experiences of a biological inventory

team of researchers

WWF who sought to conduct work in the Anjozorobe Forest, 90 kilometers east of

from

Ankazobe.

In

September of 1996 the team traveled

to the region to lay the

plans to conduct an eventual inventory later in the year. During this

groundwork

initial visit, the

for

team met

with local people and asked questions to learn more about the local knowledge about the

how

a

whatever natural resources they could

would eventually

some

Once

may have

it

was used and managed, and how they

team gathered

When

the

their

answers and returned

team returned three months

been cut and burned. Amazed by
this activity.

The team

arrival to the region three

taken

access to

some

this, the

it.

So they

felt

its

at least

made

20 hectares of forest had

research team began probing to see what encouraged

own

interest in this forest (exhibited

by

their

led local people to reason that the forest

mere

may be

protected status, and thus, they would ultimately lose

the need to harvest

what they could before

authority exterior to the local setting (Rakotondravony

observation was

The research

potential protection.

they found that

months previously)

away from them and placed under

about

to the capital to continue plans for the inventory.

later,

learned that their

felt

forest,

in the eastern rainforest

it

was placed off limits by

& Goodman,

1998:99).

zone near Moramanga, where

“

A similar

Paradoxalement

plus la sensibilisation est amplifiee, plus la degradation des converts forestiers avance
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,

[Paradoxically, the

cover advances]

more

(DMD,

that extension education is amplified, the

more degradation of forest

1999).

Media Images And Discourse
Current biodiversity conservation efforts

in

Madagascar

rely

on the establishment and

continuation ot deceptive discursive practices via the media.
Cloaking an approach

changed from the colonial era and using language

that is

both politically correct and expedient,

conservationists use the media to present rural Malagasy as the
to

gamer

little

enemy of the environment and

international support for responses designed to conserve biodiversity.

The

discursive

practices of conservationists present a picture ot bottom up or “grassroots”
approaches that are

simultaneously the initiative ot local actors and that address their particular problems. Projects
are lauded, usually by the

lENGOs

that run them, as

being “participatory” and “collaborative,”

with local communities taking the lead on identifying where and
local biodiversity to be conserved.

While

it

results in an ironic

they would like their

this discourse facilitates the

irom concerned individuals and international financial
America,

how

institutions

opening of checkbooks

from Europe and North

and hegemonic situation whereby discourse elevates excluded

others to the status of subject, while never providing meaningful space for hearing their (other)

voices.

Infrastructure Encourages

And

Accelerates Biodiversity Degradation

Conservationists typically oppose the development of infrastructure adjacent to
protected areas, fearing that such facilities will attract people from more distant villages to

settle into the area,

(and thus, eventually put a greater strain on the conservation of protected

area biodiversity). This

is

especially the case with respect to road building,

thought that greater vehicular

traffic

where

it

is

often

adjacent to forested areas would ultimately lead to their

eventual destruction (for example, due to the easier access that trucks would have to torest

products for

illicit

exploitation).

The case

that

most often comes
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to

mind

is

the cutting of the

Brazilian rainforest that accompanied the opening
up of the

Ankazobe

is

certainly

no Amazon, there does not appear

to

Trans-Amazoman Highway. While
be a correlation between the ease of

access by road and the degree to which forests are harvested
within the
cases, gallery forests

were found just meters beyond

from the road occurred

movement and

in a virtual

settlements, there

moonscape.

the highway, while a

In fact, since roads

were actually more

district.

trees

due

number of

In a

two-day hike inland

encourage human

to the planting

of wood

lots

on

farms and windbreaks along plot borders and road edges.

Sources of Conventional

The next

Wisdom

four sections present the different sources of conventional

earlier in this chapter.

1

wisdom noted

hese tour sections include the imagery of and discourses about

“subaltern” (colonized peoples); the expropriation of indigenous culture and the scientific
categorization of natural environments; the people versus the environment dualism; and

current-day media images and discourses about the environment.

Colonial and Postcolonial Images of the Subaltern in Discourse

The
studies and

analytical approach used in this dissertation

its

Gandhi (1998)

is

informed

in part

interpretation of non-elite social actors or “subalterns”

by postcolonial

(Loomba, 1998:199). As

notes, “post-colonialism can be seen as a theoretical resistance to the mystifying

amnesia of the colonial aftermath” and

facilitating the “revisiting,

interrogating the colonial past” (p. 4). While

some have argued

speak” (Spivak, 1988:308), postcolonial studies has sought

remembering and,

that “the subaltern

to capture the voices

crucially,

cannot

and

understand the perspectives and agency of the subaltern concerning the colonial encounter.
After just over 60 years of formal French rule in Madagascar, the influences of
colonization seeped into every

Many

comer of Malagasy

of the problems encountered

in

society as well as into the Malagasy psyche.

Madagascar today, including those within

environmental and development sectors, find their roots
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in colonization.

the

In addition to the

foreign influences brought about by the French
were the actions and influences of the British
Protestant Missionaries before

supreme

to their

them who convinced Malagasy

own. The actions manifested by

I,

beginning

already existing Merina

notes), the fragility of

where they

in

elite.

1820,

European thought was

this thinking facilitated the colonization

Malagasy minds. The English Missionary Society was
King Radama

that

invited into

to assist with education

Madagascar by the Merina

and the strengthening of an

However, the English Missionaries demonstrated

“hegemonic discourses” used by foreign and indigenous

are formally

promoted by

state

of

(as

Larson

“even

elites,

power” (1997:996). Larson (1997) explains

that

English efforts to insert aspects of Malagasy culture into their sermons for the purposes of

winning over Malagasy

to Protestantism often

had unexpected

doing the same, combining elements of Protestantism with
efforts to

win converts, the English missionaries

let

effects.

Malagasy ended up

their traditional religion.

Malagasy

In their

interpretations of Protestantism

stand, and these versions have flourished to this day.

Mannoni (1964/1968) explained
colonized Malagasy

in a

way

that

the relationship

gave less agency to Malagasy than noted above by Larson.

Mannoni uses Shakespeare’s “The Tempest”
Prospero

power

(in this case, the

there than he

between French colonizers and

as a metaphor to explain this relationship.

French colonizer) landed on an island and finds

would

in his

own

that

he wielded more

country. Prospero goes on to rule Caliban (in this case,

the native Malagasy) arguing that Caliban

is

not yet ready to rule himself (Mason,

1964/1968:12). This Prospero “complex”

is

used

Madagascar, arguing

When

that the

to justify

continued French presence

Malagasy are dependent upon the French

in

for their survival.

the French initially colonized Madagascar, they found that they had difficulty

distinguishing themselves from the Merina monarchy they replaced.

Merina before them, extracted natural resources and dominated

Haring (1992) notes

that Protestant missionaries arrived in

1818

The French,

the people

(p. 6).

who

like the

lived

on the

land from

whence

these resources were taken.

The French sought

self-legitimization as

colonial rulers by claiming that they were “liberating”
Madagascar from the Merina rule and

leading the diverse peoples of Madagascar toward
enlightened republican government”
4
(Fremigacci, 1993 in Cole, 1998:613). The French achieved this
by ending slavery' and

establishing, (what the French considered)

“une egalite absolue entre

les differentes races" [an

absolute equality between the different races] (Tronchon, 1974:242).

Despite this alleged establishment ol equality, the French also
emphasized ethnic and
cultural differences

project.

among

the

Malagasy

to create internal rivalries

In reality, the ethnic differences are not that great

and

facilitate their colonial

and Malagasy themselves tend

to

distinguish themselves not by ethnic group, or even where they are from or currently live,
but

where

their ancestors

lie.

Jean Poirier (cited in Chaigneau, 1985: 19) observed that the ethnic

groups of Madagascar have “less cultural divergence than the French “ethnic groups” of the
19"'

century” (in Pryor, 1990:201). All Malagasy speak a

Polynesian

in origin, similar to

common

language (Malaysian-

Maayan of south-central Borneo) and

and African ancestry. Malagasy also share

a

common

all

share both Malaysian

traditional religion that venerates

ancestors ( razana ) while respecting the numerous taboos (fady) that influence the norms of
daily

life.

In addition to this,

Madagascar

is

a land

Conquests of one group by another, emigration

abandonment of cursed

in

existing

more

in

(as Haring, 1992, notes)

history of movements” (p. 22) and the ethnic

people’s minds than in reality

“made

the history of

map of Madagascar

is

variable,

(p. 23).

win the support of coastal peoples, many of who were the victims ot
the hands of the powerful Merina people of the central highlands (Brown, 1979:255).

Which helped
slavery at

search of better land and livelihoods,

villages due to the violation offady, religious conversion, periodic

famine and drought, and the lure of money, have

Madagascar the

of immigrants (Deschamps, 1959).

the French to
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Where

the colonial French differed

sought to group people into villages to

These actions were instead explained

from the preceding Merina monarchy was

facilitate the collection

to

Malagasy as

them with

social services such as health care

facilitated

by the colonial government’s ban on

a

way

of taxes and labor recruitment.

for the (colonial) state to provide

and education. The grouping of villagers was also
shifting cultivation (Jarosz, 1996: 156).

grouped, rural Malagasy were introduced to perennial cash
crops
vanilla),

which had an

(Thomas, 1996,

effect

(e.g., coffee, tea, cloves,

,

which strengthened

policy ot tache d’huile

facilitated

by two administrative

traditional political institutions

indirect governing of indigenous people through their

own

(oil stain), a hierarchical structure

traditional leaders;"

few years

ot

French colonial

rule,

and the

and 2) using a

through which orders percolated

the ranks and the needs of the governed seeped upward"’ (Wilson, 1995:26).

first

and

in Cole, 1998:613).

policies: 1) a politique de race

the

Once

on land tenure as well as people’s experience of the landscape

French colonial rule over Malagasy people was

down

that they

Malagasy society changed

drastically.

Thus during

Slavery was

abolished, regions were clearly delineated and ethnic groups were distinguished (Brown,

1979:255).

The

“pacification” of the

Ankazobe region was

under the direction ot General Galliem

in

.

.

by the lieutenant colonel Gonard

September 1896. The headquarters of the “northwest

sector” at the time were in Ambohidratrimo.

15

led

The town was occupied by two companies of

.

In instituting the politique de race, Galliem also sought to position the coastal inhabitants (or les

coders) against the Merina (Pryor, 1990:206). The people from the coast generally supported French

dominate the Merina because the Merina had taken many of them, or

efforts to

In playing the race card, Gallieni
that they

were divided

assumed

into territorial

that “indigenous people recognized

their ancestors, as slaves.

some fonn of hierarchy and

groupings” (Wilson, 1995:26).

16

The theory behind
cloth)

Malagasy

this

tache d’huile policy was that the French influence would saturate (like

society, resulting in a

more manageable and assimilated populace (Thompson

1965:15).
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oil

&

on

Adloff,

marine infantry as well as two companies of tirailleurs
(shooters), one Algerian and the other
Senegalese. These military assured the links with
Antananarivo with a “poste avarice ” in

Ankazobe, which was manned by a company of Senegalese
men
forces were opposed by

Malagasy under the command of Rafanemtra

Another and more insidious part of the colonial project
to

(Gallieni, 1900:17).

govern indigenous people was what Haring
(1992) refers

mind. In his detailed study of the verbal

arts in

These

(Gallieni, 1900: 18).

that facilitated

to as the invention

European

ability

of the Malagasy

Madagascar, Haring (1992) notes a great

increase in the use ot ethnographies and cultural studies by
European scholars

century for the purpose of normalizing the colony (Bouillon,
1981,

in

at the turn

of the

Haring, 1992:10). The

iniormation fiom these studies revealed to the French “the Malagasy
mind as a system of

which must be

beliefs,

(Mannoni, 1964/1968

scientifically understood so as to

in

Haring, 1992:1

Malagasy mind would be an easy

1).

be ‘normalized’ or Europeanized”

Colonists seemed to believe their occupation of the

task, since

Malagasy were thought

to

be infantile

in their

psychosocial development. Using this logic, Manonni explained that the 1947 uprising was

caused by the “terrors of a genuine liberation of the individual”

‘horrors

)

of “abandonment”

(p.

Rather than thinking that Malagasy resistance might

(p. 134).

have been occurring simply because they despised being subjected

Manonni explains
Malagasy people
needs”

(p. 134).

acts of violence against French authorities

to “re-establish typical

This “abandonment,”

labor), “roused in

them

Curiously,
accounts,

Manonni never

it is

clear that this

form of greater

is

the case.
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rule,

the need of

liberties (such as

their deepest

no more forced

of abandonment and

Manonni (1964/1968)

135-6).

specifically states that he
is

French colonial

dependence systems capable of satisfying

in the

(p.

to

stemming from

[the Malagasies] the subjective feelings

those of a child abandoned by parents

65) and the feeling (or

guilt” like

criticizes the colonial

talking about the 1947 uprising, but from his

“vocation”

“greedy

(p.

for.

108) saying that not only does the colonizer seek
economic profit, but also he

.psychological satisfactions” (p. 32) including an
“urge to dominate”

.

Scientific

I

Environments and Expropriated Cultures

in

is

(p. 108).

Madagascar

he value ol science and scientitic method and data
goes largely unquestioned by the

general public, attesting to the continued strength of
science in the modernist project, with

which conservation and development are intertwined.
granted, both by those

results.

who

use

it

or the Malagasy

The missionary’s invention and

the identity of

Madagascar

how

(1992) notes

in the

Scientific information is taken for

who

are subjected to actions based

“scientific treatment” of tradition

“formed the basis of

British Missionaries collected, translated, cataloged, organized, and

riddles

(

ankamantatra ), poems

tonon-kira ), beliefs finoana ), and folksongs hlra thus making their relationship
(
)
{

Malagasy more advantageous. The missionaries used
and even used phrases

this material to learn to

large collection of rules concerning

1954 and published

1

18-20, in Haring, 1992:10).

A

Malagasy fady were collected by Ruud between 1934 and

recently, researchers have resorted to the uncovering of myth to accentuate

animals described

later,

speak Malagasy,

in 1960.

Western notions of the exotic

and

to the

sermons, giving the appearance that they were “more accepting

in their

of Malagasy tradition than they actually were” (Gow, 1979:

More

their

minds of English readers” (Haring, 1992:9-10). Haring

published Malagasy tales ( tantara ), proverbs ( ohabolana),

(

on

in

myths

characteristics of the

that researchers

Godfrey (1986) note

that

have

Malagasy environment. There are

tried to identify.

For example, Decary (1950)

Antandroy and Sakalava legends

tsiombiomby a large aquatic cow with “huge hanging ears and
,

.

One of the more comprehensive

collections of proverbs (2,3 18 of them)

Proverbes Malgaches (1960) by the Reverend
Missionary Society in Madagascar.

J.

A. Iloulder
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who

talk about the

a terrible cry.”

18

also

is

.

Decary (1950)

.

published in Ohabolana ou

spent 28 years working for the

London

also notes several other sorts of animals, including
the fotsiaondre, a white goat that the

Betsileo believed could turn people into the same; the
tompondrano, a giant sea snake off the

southeast coast; and the mangarisaoka a four-legged beast that
the Antanosy people believe
,

dwells in the forest on the southeast coast.

I

he use of scientific knowledge, instruments, methods and language
also serves

to

reinlorce the credibility ot environmental and development discourse.
For example,

sophisticated

GIS

is

used to produce detailed maps of forest resources and the extent

to

which

they are being exploited by farmers and herders. Data, desperately needed by the
modernist
conservation and development projects, are

document, and assess the degree
being transformed. What

which figures
Inventory

(/ ’Inventaire

Madagascar

about the rate

Madagascar

(21

at

to inventory, chronicle,

which the condition of natural resources

interesting

is

being gathered

is

the divergence in the data and

in

Madagascar

who produces and

are

uses

what purpose. For example, data from the National Ecological and Forestry

for

Malagasy [FI M],
in

to

now

Ecologique

et Forestier National, or I.E.F.N.) (in

Foiben-Taotsaritany

n.d.) indicate that there are nearly 12.6 million hectares

.3% of the land

which

area). Additionally, there

this forest is disappearing.

indicate that there

The

seems

statistics

were 15.8 million hectares of

to

of forest remaining

be some discrepancy

from the 1960 Forest

forest.

Map

of

This indicates a net

decline in forest cover of 3.2 million hectares, or just over 100,000 hectares per year for the

period from 1960 to 1992. This

people

who have worked

Langrand

&

is

International in

Madagascar (by Myers, 1986,

often noted by

preserved

in

issues in

WWF and other IENGOs to encourage donors to send money their way.
IENGOs and

the land area in Madagascar

that

WWF,

contrast to estimates of 300,000 hectares per year by

Wilme, 1997:280). Heightening the severity of environmental

Madagascar helps
It is

with

is in

is

the literature they produce that a

protected. This figure

in national parks.

is

misleading as

Another 10% of the land area
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is

it

mere one percent

ol

represents only land

protected in other

categories (Special Reserves, National Reserves,
Biosphere Reserves, Classified forests,

Hunting Reserves, Forest Stations and reforested areas)
(Ghimire, 1991:18). This
over 6.6 million hectares represents more than half of the
forested area

(Randr ianarij aona, 1989,

in

in

total area

of

Madagascar

Ghimire, 1991:18). For details on protected areas

in

Madagascar

see Appendix D.

Biologists as well as physical anthropologists dominate the field of conservation
in

Madagascar, which strongly influences the measures
biodiversity. Research has been

in a

that

have been undertaken

to protect

done on plant and animal species whose presence or absence

given forested area are believed to give some indication of the overall health of that

forest.

This linking ot the condition of a particular indicator species with that of their habitat has been
the subject ol

numerous

studies in Madagascar.

investigator, their arguments to protect

degradation and fragmentation are

Depending on the research

Malagasy

forests

made by emphasizing

interests

and other ecosystems from further
the threats facing a variety of fauna

found within those forests including: butterflies (Kremen, 1992); birds (Hawkins
1996; Langrand

reptiles

&

(Bloxam

Wilme, 1997; Morris

et ah, 1996); sea turtles

(Goodman

&

Ganzhom,

et ah, 1999);

Godfrey

&

Hawkins, 1998; Andrianarimisa

(Rakotonirina

Rakotondravony, 2000); primates,

et ah,

1999;

and lemurs

in particular

RJCN, 1990; Mittermeier,

Wright, 1999; Wright

& Jemvall,

about the role of people

in the

In these studies,

it

is

in

&

Thalmann

1999). Missing in these studies

is

upon these

forests.

mammals

&

et ah,

2000;

Rakotoarison, 1994;

meaningful discussion

conservation programs these studies are calling

inflicted

2000);

Wright, 1998;

(Ganzhom, 1995; Ganzhom
1994;

& Wilme,

et al.,

1994); small

either inferred or directly stated that the

be responsible for the damage

mention the Malagasy

& Cooke,

in general (Jemvall

et ah,

of the

for.

Malagasy are assumed

to

Crudely formed analyses only

passing as negative agents of environmental change, beginning with

phrases such as “The tropical forests of the world are under tremendous
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human

pressure...

(Laurence

& Bierregard,

1997

in

Andnanarimisa,

modification ot natural environments
Particular targets in the

and farmers and

blame

is

et al.,

2000:153) and ending with “The

accelerating at an alarming rate” (Kremen,
1992:214).

for negative environmental

their respective livelihood practices

change are Malagasy peasant herders

of annual burning of grasslands

(for cattle

production) and the use of tdvy (for farming). These studies
ultimately argue for the immediate
protection ol the species ecosystem from further exploitation
and label the Malagasy peasant
guilty

by association

for the losses in

ecosystem biodiversity.

Implicit in the conservation literature pertaining to these threats to
fauna and their

habitats and the need for greater efforts on biodiversity conservation in
loss ol

any species

which they

in unacceptable.

why

Statements such as iorest degradation “resulting

(Goodman

is that

the

However, many of these arguments, and the studies upon

are based, lack explanations as to

ecosystems

Madagascar

biodiversity conservation

in a

change

in the biotic

is

so important.

composition of forest

& Rakotondravony, 2000:193) and protection being “critical

conserving regional biotypes and endemic [species]” (Langrand

& Wilme,

of “inestimable value” (Koechlin, 1972:189) lacks tangible meaning

to

for

1997:301) which are

convince people,

especially the Malagasy most affected by conservation programs, to conserve their local

biodiversity. Nonetheless, as the degradation of biodiversity in

increases

its

Madagascar continues,

this

value in the eyes of foreign conservationists; conversely, the decline in

biodiversity causes

accommodate

little

alarm for Malagasy,

who simply

adapt their livelihood patterns to

these losses.

The People-Environment Dichotomy

Human
in

beings have been an integral part of the environmental landscape

Madagascar since they arrived on

human

this period

of

and people continually adapt

to

the island over 1500 years ago.

habitation, the natural milieu has been transformed

During

these changes. Traditionally, environmental conservationists have viewed
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humans

as enemies

of the environment.

la

hache

et

par

Decary (1950) notes

lefeu,

il (l

that shortly after their arrival to the island,
either

homrne) entama

(man) undertook the struggle against the

la

those in

IENGOs working

annual report notes

how

it

seeks

in

it

management

when

IENGOs

plans, especially

in the field

is

he

show

that this idea is

prevalent

still

Madagascar. For example, a recent WWF-Madagascar

to build a future in

nature” (1993:15). For some,

fire,

forest].

Despite changes in discourse, actions

among

hate contre la foret" [by the axe and by

“par

which humans

live in

harmony with

hard to accept that humans are to be included in long-term
they

still

pose such a threat to the biodiversity

that

are struggling to conserve.

Responding

to the

environmental degradation witnessed

in the country, the

conservationist agenda in Madagascar operates on the premise that people live in conflict with
their

environment (see for example,

the degree to

initiation

which IENGOs

will

go

Bittner, 1992;

in

WWF-Inf

1,

1993). This thinking highlights

order to convince donors to provide funds for the

of environmental conservation

activities, at the

expense of people. For example, the

United States Agency for International Development (USAID) environmental package

Government of Madagascar (GOM) during

the first

for the

two phases of Environmental Action Plan

(PE-I and PE-II) was $70 million, including $20 million for the Sustainable Approaches for
19

Viable Environmental Management

and Effective Polices

at

any cost

is

for

Project

and $33 million

very evident to most Malagasy,

l

who

Knowledge

believe that the “ ...fonds alloues aux

demandent pourquoi ne

'argent perdu, et se

d’abord des homines, apres des lemuriensl [...funds allocated

wasted, and they ask themselves

Approved on September

for the

Environmental Management (KEPEM). This agenda of conservation

agences d 'execution sont de
tout

(SAVEM)

why one

doesn’t

26, 1990, after a change in

first
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t

'on

pas

to executing agencies are

of all concern themselves with humans,

government

foreign assistance.

s ’occupe

in

1989

that resulted in an influx ot

and then the lemurs afterwards
found

this to

be the case

that “the majority

and

in a

?] ( Les

hommes ou

les

lemuriens?, 1994:16). Ghimire (1991)

study of Amber National Park in northern Madagascar.

of local people are aware of the interests of the park
authorities he

trees, rather than in

people”

It is

in

noted

animal

(p. 29).

The Role of Media Images and Discourse

In Perpetrating

Wisdom

Introduction

In his detailed analysis

in

and critique of the way northern

order to serve their purposes, Stott (1999) notes

construct (p. 8) that dates from 1898,

German

scholar ot ecology

(p. 10).

when

how

the term

IENGOs

manipulate discourse

the “tropical rain forest”

is

a

human

was coined by Andreas Schimper,

a

Since then, the tropical rain forest has been conceptualized

as (and constructed into) a “cathedral of the wild” (Stott, 1999:21) and the language that

describes

it

has been developed “deliberately and knowingly” to guarantee the unequivocal

acceptance ol the “tropical rain torest” myth today

(p. 27).

Reinforcing

this thinking is the

language used to justify the activities of some of the world’s largest IENGOs. These
include

IENGOs

WWF as well as Conservation International and the Wildlife Conservation Society.
20

For example, “megadiversity”

to describe places

is

a term recently coined

by Mittermeier

(1988), which

is

used

with very rich biological diversity.

Many of the

images and discourse used

to represent

and describe the Malagasy

environment are based on conservationist’s notions of “Gaia”, “spaceship earth”, and by
extension,

how

each of us are collectively responsible for ethically stewarding global

biodiversity. Theories interpreting tropical forest, and even the entire earth, as a living

organism, allow for Madagascar’s lemurs to become our lemurs (Wright, 1994:15, emphasis

added) and for the appropriation of the earth’s biodiversity as something
collectively “inherited” (Wilson, 1988).

that

humanity has

These notions of responsibility and ownership also
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mean

that if

above

all

“we want

conserve

its

biological balance”

what

is left

of the remarkable fauna of Madagascar, we
must

natural habitat as

much

as possible

to preserve

(Gnveaud

& Albignac,

1972:729).

by stopping the disturbance of the

To do

this,

reserves” (Jolly, 1986: 194, emphasis mine) around the country.

IFNGOs

instilled

with the right

Madagascar should be

power has

utilized.

to

have a say

in

how

By

a

whole ring of

this extension, this has

natural resources in places like

Not only do they have

led to dominating subaltern views

“we need

a right, but also their wealth and relative

on the subject.

Broad statements blaming the victim are also common

in

environmental

literature.

The

provincial report from the Malagasy Forest Service notes that “ depuis
quelques annees, les
villageois se sont clone habitues

villagers have

grown used

et horets, 1995:23).

It

impunement a exploiter

imprudently exploiting the woods]

to

degradation in Madagascar. As

away from

burners, fuel

areas”

wood

(p. 43).

(,

Service Provincial des

Eaux

should be noted that the “the villagers” being singled out are often

smallholding farmers and livestock herders,

attention

les bois" [for several years, the

who

Oxby (1985)

are

most often blamed

for

environmental

explains, blaming small farmers “only distracts

other agents of forest destruction and degradation, such as charcoal

traders, timber

She adds

that

companies and large-scale

agriculturalists operating in forest

such blaming also shows a lack of understanding of the

difficult

position in which small farmers find themselves, “by failing to take into account the constraints

under which they operate and the limited alternatives open

Media

to

them” (Oxby, 1985:43).

linages

Media images, both outside

as well as within Madagascar, concerning environmental

degradation tend to criminalize rural Malagasy. For example, Morell (1999) noted

February 1999 issue of National Geographic Magazine

damage stemmed from poor

20

“Nearly

agricultural practices” (pp. 63-64),

.

The

that

.

current director of Conservation International.
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and

all

in the

the environmental

now

other forces, including

mining by “get rich quick” prospectors, have
resulted

in a

barren red earth covering] the summits of
nearly every

look like a “bloodied prizefighter” from the

landscape that has “raw wounds of

hill

and mountain,” making Madagascar

air (pp. 64-68).

Negative images that serve to blame the victim are
also commonly found within

Madagascar. One place where these images proliferate
materials produced by the

pamphlet designed
tropicale

for

humide de

tropical rainforest

secondary school students proclaims “ Dans

still

encore pratiquement intacte"

practically intact]

of the environmental history of Madagascar.

education material existed

in

Madagascar,

Madagascar’s environmental history
cutters and charcoal

the environmental education

WWF in Madagascar for Malagasy school children.

la cote Est est

was

is in

(WWF,

les

One such

annees 50 laforet
,

[In the 1950s, the East coast

1989:28). This statement

is

a rewriting

However, since no previous environmental

WWF

that they

is

well situated to

would prefer

tell

a version of

future generations of potential tree

makers know about.

Similar examples of misrepresentation of historical and current trends are found
Vintsy, the only environmental journal in the country. This journal, also published

Madagascar, features

articles

about the Malagasy environment, and the different ways

natural resources are utilized, or threatened, on the island.

An

examination of 3

Vintsy (between April 1991 and April 2000) found 13 of 30 covers

humans presented

either in a negative

manner

(e.g., setting fires,

1

WWF in
in

which

issues of

(43%) were images of

harvesting fuelwood,

producing charcoal, creating pollution, spreading urbanization, and living

rewarded

by

in

in poverty), or

being

for or taking part in “environmentally friendly” activities (reforestation, part of an

environmental club, receiving awards for service

There were only 30 covers

for the 3

1

issues, as

to the

environment, and pictures of Prince

one issue was a double
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issue.

Charles, the honorary president of

WWF during his visit to Madagascar in

photos of poor villagers carrying stacks of fuel

wood

22

Showing

1999).

or hauling bags of charcoal serves to

reinforce the widely held perception that poor,
rural-based Malagasy are the major agents
of

enviionmental destruction
pictures printed

is

what

in

isn’t

Madagascar. More revealing than the
being said and shown.

One cannot

articles published

and

help but wonder what the

reasons are for not showing photos of the fleets of army-green
Mercedes Benz trucks that bulge

with charcoal or construction timber, belching clouds of black
smoke as they make their way
the

wood

products market

why does

in the

to

Andravoahangy neighborhood of Antananarivo. Likewise,

Vintsy choose not to print pictures of the companies that

make

furniture of prized

(and indeed, threatened) Rosewood?

Environmental Discourses
Another way

Madagascar

is

in

which IENGOs influence public opinion about environmental

issues in

through the cooptation of language and other culturally significant reference
1

points. Traditional sayings, proverbs, metaphors, stories, or tales'

histories are

one form of cultural

artifacts exploited for the

IENGO

and

“The Earth

is

Of the

oral

in

Madagascar over

a century

personnel make use of Malagasy cultural references to give an aura of cultural

sensitivity

credibility to their environmental messages.

the

first

wife of God;

17 remaining covers

rivers, fish...)

and

purpose of spreading the good word

about biodiversity conservation. Like the British Missionaries
ago,

in literature

it

(57% of the

One proverb

that has

been used

is:

cares for the living and embraces the dead” (Davidson,

total),

nature scenes (mountains, plants, forests, trees, lakes,

were depicted.

23

For example, the European Union financed the publication of Contes et Legendes du Monde et de
Madagascar (SORITRA, 1997) which justifies this work by equating cultural survival with environmental
“
survival: nous travaillons d la conservation du patrimoine de l'humanite...nous militons pour la
protection de I’environnement, des especes en voie de disparition, de la foret primaire... ” [“we work for
the conservation of

primary forest...”]

human

heritage... we are in favor

of environmental protection, threatened species,

(p. 5).
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the

24

1994:99).

Another phrase

that

IENGOs

have often used

prevailing Malagasy attitude about the environment
It

will

have no end,

like the eastern forest.” In

is:

some

to explain

what they believe

to

be the

Rahoviana no lany ny ala atsinana ,” or

cases, these quotes are sprinkled into

environmental literature to accentuate the messages being conveyed.
For example, a pamphlet

produced by the Malagasy National Park Service

(ANGAP)

taranaka ho avy amintsika izayfomba nikajiantsika an

razana tamintsika ” (we

done

to

be accountable

will

to

'ireo

boldly explains:

“Ho

harena sarobidy navelan

is left

wondering

if the

IENGO personnel

ages past or of

artifacts are misrepresented

words

in this

seeking to

'ny

our children and grandchildren/or what we have

an invaluable heritage passed on by our forefathers) (emphasis added,

The reader

takian ’ireo

ANGAP,

1996a).

foreboding passage are those of wise elders of

make

a point?

The meanings of these

by (usually foreign) organizations

to help

cultural

them achieve

then-

conservation objectives.

Likewise, other pieces of Malagasy culture are expropriated for the purpose of

educating people about Madagascar,

For example, one ol the

Madagascar

is

environment, and the relationship people have with

it.

things international environmental consultants learn about

first

“Code 305” or

the Forestry

Merina Queen Ranalavalona

II,

belonged

it

to the

its

government;

Code of 881
1

which proclaimed

.

This code was established by the

that the large forests

and unoccupied lands

also prohibited the clearing of forests for the purpose of

“establishing fields of rice, maize, or other crops; only those parts which have already been

cleared and burnt over

This code also

fire

“

may be

cultivated” (Uhart, 1962:108 in

condamnait aux feux ceux qui defrichaient

anyone who cleared

forests)

Oxby

&

les forets"

Boerboom, 1985:1

(condemned

to

(Andriamampianina, 1981:105). This code appears

17).

death by

in

many

24

IENGOs

make direct usage of religious text. For example, while working in
show about environmental education, created by an IENGO, encouraging
educators to use passages from the Koran to improve the chances of driving home environmental
messages across to Moslems in Islamic countr ies.
Senegal

in

have also been used

1991

I

viewed

to

a slide
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IENGO

pioject

commitment

ot

documents as testimony

Malagasy

was no

reality, the

r

...elles

environment but which,

for various reasons,

1881 code proved to be unenforceable outside of the

forestry administration to monitor forest exploitation

(Andriamampianina, 1981:105).
1998. 19), that

donors of the traditional concern and

to preserve their natural

has dissipated over time. In
capital, as there

to their

It is

also noted

by Dez (1968,

in

Bertrand

&

Sourdat,

ne furent guere soucieuses d ecologie ni de conservation des

essources, mais plutot de

grands fonctionnaires

l

ordre public, de

[they (the

la securite,

Menna monarchy)

des interets de la monarchie

et

de ses

rarely worried about ecology or resource

conservation, but instead (were concerned about of) public order, security, and the
interests of
the

monarchy and

its

major

Kaufmann (1998)
that privileges the

civil servants],

notes, in

Madagascar there operates “...an environmental paradigm

environment over everything else” and where “’nature’

&

is

the victim and

‘culture’

is

lENGOs

are “against the pastoralists of Madagascar,” mistaken in their assumption that

the villain” (p. 124

136),

and

for this reason, influential

people working for

“pastoralists live in a one-dimensional world” (p. 124).

The imagery presented
the conventional

wisdom

practices. This imagery

who appeared

to

in the

environmental information about Madagascar also reinforces

that influences

is

very

much

IENGO

and donor environmental and development

influenced by the American and European researchers

have rediscovered Madagascar. The environmental language has almost

religious fervor to

example,

in

it,

as

it

a

explains the need for Madagascar’s environment to be “saved.” For

1980s the naturalist Gerald Durrell urged “the

rest

of the world”

to “hurry to

rescue this extraordinary comer of the planet” (Davidson, 1994:97).

Likewise, romantic or exotic representations of the Malagasy environment are seen

much of the environmental

literature

and drawings of the forest are seen
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in

much

ol the

in

literature

produced about Madagascar. The French explorer
Philibert de Commerson described

Madagascar

comme dans

in

1

77

1

as the “naturalist’s promised land”

un sanctuaire particulier

merveilleuses s

>

;

where

"la nature

[ou] les formes les plus

semble

insolites, les

s etre retiree

plus

rencontrent ” [Nature seems to have retreated there into a
private

sanctuary... (where) bizarre and marvelous (life) forms
meet] (Decary, 1950:13 in Davidson.

1994:97). Even on the central highlands, where there

ever covered

in forests,

Boiteau (1958) takes a guess

is

at

some debate

as to the extent

it

was

what the scenery must have looked

like

in the past,

...occupee par une sylve tres dense, coupee de marecages dans

depressions

et de nombreuses tourbieres. Des animaux aujourd’hui
disparus peuplaient ces formations vegetales: oiseaux geants, lemuriens
atteignant la faille d’un homme, hippopotames nains, tortues terrestres

les

de graiules dimensions ...

[..

.occupied by a very dense forest, cut by marshes and

in the

depressions by numerous tributaries. Animals that today have
disappeared populated these vegetal formations: giant birds, lemurs as
large as

humans, dwarf hippos, land

tortoises

of large dimensions...]

(Boiteau, 1958:50).

Tyson (2000) described Madagascar
“primeval rain forest” (Battistini
are like “a

window opened on

&

as a “real-world Jurassic Park” (p.

The

1).

Verm, 1972) and other forested and unique protected

the past”

(ANGAP,

1996b).

“

Un monde a part ”

(a

areas

world apart)

(Decary, 1950:7), “a world out of time” (Jolly, 1990:1), and a “micro-continent” between
Africa and Asia (Paulian, 1981), have also been used to describe Madagascar.

Griveaud and Albignac
dire situation facing the

clerk for assistance

(

1

972) used the analogy of a house being on

Malagasy environment. They noted

when

a fire brigade

and equipment are what

noted the need for ’’speedy and effective action.

of naturalists throughout the world”

that

(p. 739).

.

.to

one shouldn’t

is

needed.

explain the

fire to

call a

In this

town

manner they

save a scientific treasure which

is

the

envy

Likewise, Berner (1995, personal

communication) used the analogy of a wandering child who
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risks being hit

by a car and

their

parent

who

dashes into the street to pull them out of the way. In cases
where these speedy

approaches

to

remedy

the

Malagasy environmental problem

are pursued, they are mutually

exclusive with soliciting the genuine participation of and input
from local people.

Environmental issues
as the country then

1

994: 11).

I

in

Madagascar were turned

became “one of the world’s major environmental

his problematization, as represented in discourse

polemical proportions. Rakotoarisoa (1986) notes
the

“

specialists'

danger

for the

The

who

environment]

became

“crises,”

and actual events, has taken on

tavy has

become
l

’

a

“

polemique ” among

environnement ”

[a real

(p. 95).

creation of an environmental polemic in Madagascar and the denunciation of the

polemicists and

“wage war”

how

He

they operate.

to Foucault’s (in

(p.

Rabinow, 1984) explanation of

notes that the polemicists possess rights that allow them

against “an adversary, an

existence constitutes a threat”

this

how

that

disaster areas” (Wright,

argue that tavy represents “un danger reel pour

smallholding Malagasy have parallels

to

“problems”

into

enemy who

is

wrong,

who

is

harmful and whose very

382). Foucault continues:

For him (the polemicist), then, the game does not consist of recognizing
person (his adversary) as a subject having the right to speak, but of

abolishing him, as interlocutor, from any possible dialogue; and his final
objective will be, not to

come

as close as possible to a difficult truth, but to bring

about the triumph of the just cause he has been manifestly upholding from the
beginning.

The polemicist

relies

on a legitimacy

that his

adversary

is

by

definition denied (Rabinow, 1984:382).

Foucault defines three models of polemics; elements of each can be identified within
the context of biodiversity protection in Madagascar.

The

religious

adversary that has “neglected, ignored, or transgressed; and

moral failing” (Rabinow, 1984:382). Thus, the model of

it

model presents an

denounces

IENGOs

this

negligence as a

with an almost religious

fervor of “saving” the Malagasy environment, as well as the Malagasy themselves.

judiciary model of polemic “allows for no possibility of an equal discussion:

case;

it

isn’t dealing

with an interlocutor,

it

is

processing a suspect;
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it

it

1

he

examines

a

collects the proofs ol

designates the infraction he has committed, and
pronounces the verdict and sentences

guilt,

him” (Rabinow, 1984:382). The
powerful

ol the three.

third

model of polemic

political,

and

this is the

most

In this model, "[Pjolemics defines alliances, recruits
partisans, unites

interests or opinions, represents a party;

opposed

is

interests, against

establishes the other as an enemy, an upholder of

it

which one must

either surrenders or disappears”

fight until the

moment

this

enemy

is

defeated and

(Rabinow, 1984:382-383).

Summary and

Justification for this Study

The construction ot the Malagasy environment as exotic and primal persists today,
as
donors and
local

IENGOs

continue to portray this image of the “virgin” forest being threatened by

people and the need to restore

conservation efforts

is

justified

this

environment by any means. The urgency of

by images

that cater to

European and American notions of what

the environment should and should not be.

Early colonists and explorers often described the natural environment of Madagascar
using language invoking the romantic, exotic, fantastic, and strange.

primal and exotic rainforest

fill

the

in the country.

IENGOs

portray to their constituencies.

at

any

cost,

even

if

it

is

this day, notions

minds of Europeans and Americans working

IENGOs

It is

To

of the

for donors

and

these images that influence the messages donor organizations and

to the detriment

The

forests are seen as a virtue meriting conservation

of the local communities around them. Likewise,

local

people are considered incapable of “efficiently” managing these resources. However, once one
scrapes underneath the surface of the rationale for conserving Malagasy biodiversity, there

lacks a clear argument, from the perspective of local Malagasy, as to

why

they should be

willing partners in biodiversity conservation. At this point, the resources themselves, and the

institutions,

laws and personnel that govern and manage them are out of the hands of rural

Malagasy. Disengaged from the process,

rural

Malagasy

feel that biodiversity

conservation

offers nothing to replace the loss of access they previously had to natural resources.
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The

promise ot identifying life-saving drugs from protected
and endangered
better at night

knowing

that

plants, or sleeping

lemurs and their habitats are better protected,

is

not enough to

encourage local compliance with management guidelines imposed
largely by outsiders. The
only land management technique that serves the interests of local
communities

by informal (and often

The

first

illegal)

open access tenure

is

one governed

rights.

three chapters of the dissertation have included a general presentation
of the

relevant literature, the study area, and the conventional

conservation ellorts

in

wisdom

driving biodiversity

Madagascar, respectively. These three chapters provide a broad

backdrop against which the data (much of it from

oral interviews)

was analyzed. The following

chapter examines the details behind the data collection techniques, as well as observations of

some of the
situations.

obstacles and challenges in conducting qualitative research in cross-cultural

Following chapter four are two chapters examining the data collected by

social

actor groups (extralocal and local, respectively), then followed by a concluding chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
This study ascribes to the basic tenets of qualitative research
within the social sciences.
1 hat

is,

this research project did not set out to identify

phenomenon

studied.

Instead,

my aim was

some kind of “truth” about

examine

to

the

the multiple perspectives of participants

about issues related to the environment and livelihood maintenance. Also,
the “reality”
the research setting

made by people

is

is that

a social (human) construct, subject to (or created by) the interpretations

situated within the said “reality.”

The various

characteristics of the setting,

including economic poverty, environmental degradation, limited livelihood options, corruption

and insecurity appear daunting and occasionally insurmountable.
that

this,

I

would argue

while these forces are negative, they are not so totalizing as to render human reactions to

those forces

everyday

1

Despite

inert.

lives

998:32).

It is

Human

and larger

agency, no matter

how

small, exists and

social patterns” [found within

for this reason that

human

is

relevant in “shaping [the]

societies]

(Rossman and

one important objective of this dissertation was

Rallis,

to create

an

opportunity for traditionally marginalized voices to be heard.

The research

carried out for this study

was

was gathered from human encounters. Included
perceptions and descriptions of acts or objects

notes,

it is

It is

in the information

witnessed

I

collected are the

in the field.

As Peacock (1986)

the task of the ethnographer to seek and highlight, as if using a searchlight, in order

to ultimately abstract

66).

I

largely ethnographic, in that the information

and construct “facts” from the flow of research experiences

in the field (p.

What

also important to note the differences between “methods” and “findings.”

ethnographer finds (in terms of substance, including data, findings, and
linked to the methods that allow

In

doing

this research

I

him

or her to discover

combined both emic

them (Emerson

facts) is inherently

et al,

1995:

1

1).

(actor-oriented) and etic (observer-

oriented) research strategies (Kottak, 1996:13). Using an emic approach allowed

me

to

understand the Malagasy perspectives on biodiversity conservation as well as the ways
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in

the

which they

own

articulate their

impacts on biodiversity conservation

(or observer-oriented) approach allowed

interpretations to analyze

conservation in the

me

and understand what

it”

my own categories,

interpretation... in short,

steps: experience, establishing

tind[ing] a place [withjin

fieldwork tended to be ethnographic in that

I

saw and learned about

and exhausting, exciting and

rural

data analysis and writing

During
that

my

biodiversity

seem

all

the

my

more

level ot maturity” (p. 55).

is

it

an identity in the new

[the field], then to understand

participant observation.

lieldwork

isolating

to

and

made
at

my

all at

the

same

thrilling

time.

1

concur with

of passage that “moves the

rite

“maturing” included a loss of naivete.
in

Africa and Madagascar,

no matter how grim the prospects, communities could improve

I

believed

their situations with better

knowledge, which would also inform policy and program planning and implementation.

Madagascar

me from

The

the subsequent experiences of

times tedious.

an exhilarating

Part of

The fieldwork was

society.

and challenging

previous experience working in development

naivete blinded

My

recorded, described, analyzed, and interpreted

frustrating, stimulating

Peacock’s (1986) comparison of fieldwork

new

I

Malagasy culture and

emotional roller coaster that characterized

initiate to a

expressions, and

was seeing and learning about

(Peacock, 1986:54). The essential element of this process

what

etic

Note About Fieldwork

Fieldwork usually involves three

and

I

An

Madagascar.

field.

A

setting,

to utilize

in

My

seeing the broader context within which rural people in Africa and

live their lives.

Positionality

This project has been shaped

and Reflexivity

in large part

due

to

my own

life

experiences.

The words

of Rossman and Rallis (1998) are apt when they explain, “the researcher’s personal biography
shapes the project”

(p. 26).

Scheurich (1997) also elaborates on

this in the

context of research

interviewing (which was an important means by which significant amounts of research

information was gathered

in this study),

arguing for the researcher to “highlight the baggage”
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1

they bring into the research “enterprise,” as one

way

to redefine the research-related

interviewing to highlight what he calls the “indeterminacy
of interview interactions”

My background prior to embarking upon this study
way people

relate to their environment.

management, as
unique role

that

I

was

I

chose

included a life-long interest

to

study natural resource

I

beings play within environmental systems. After completing

worked

excitement about working

in

as a forester for a private timber

my

field

of study quickly turned

to

company.

magnificent groves of pine or
reforestation project in the

my

pursue

environment
that

fir.

I

in places

it

became

where

I

of Benin.

Working

as a volunteer allowed

environment while learning about the people who depend on

for their survival.

saw

then joined the Peace Corps and worked as a volunteer on a

West African nation

interest in the

my

My initial

disappointment, as

apparent that the company employees only saw dollar signs and stumps

to

in the

interested in learning not only about the environment but
also about the

human

undergraduate studies

In college

(p. 74).

While working

in

Benin

I

me

that

learned about the multitude of issues

complicate the relationship between people and their environment. The profound

understanding that rural people had of their environment and the resources found therein
intrigued me.

make

I

desired to explore these issues further within an academic setting, and set out to

that happen.

1

returned from the Peace Corps and began graduate studies

focus of my studies was on natural resource sociology,

particular.

Upon completing my

and then as a technical advisor

During

my

ways

in

which

and

thesis,

I

and social

worked

it

was

I

The

forestry, in

as an environmental trainer

to a rainforest conservation project.

seven years of work as an environmental educator,

Africa and Madagascar,

the

field research

in general,

in forestry.

became increasingly

trainer,

interested in understanding

and advisor

how

in

education, and

practiced, influenced people’s relationship to and concerns for

preserving their natural environments. After finishing

my

returned to graduate school to pursue a doctorate degree.

have been somewhat of a catharsis for me.

When was
I
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contract in Madagascar in 1996,

My seven

in the field

years of study since then

I

was continually

frustrated

by

the fact that

emergency

felt like

I

situation,

we

(the project staff)

in

some

sort

of

frantic

running around doing our work but never having the time

deeper meaning and implications of our

might improve things. The
I

were constantly

did, the implications

with similar situations

nor the time to learn more about

activities,

seven years have given

last

of my work, and

to think

to reflect

about

me

how

on the

how we

the luxury of time to reflect on what

I

might do things differently

faced

if

in the future.

Overview of Research Phases
With

the aforementioned experiences,

highlands of Madagascar. The

first

my

visit to

set out to

Antananarivo, the Malagasy capital.

in

Madagascar

(for a

list

me

their assistance, especially

Most of the

collections

1

archivists that

to find resources within their

suggestions about other places where

knowing

visited

I

own

I

visited a

worked

to

More

met.

collections; they also

might find more information.

that they

I

of these archives, please refer

and was overwhelmed by the generosity of all of the
they not only helped

conduct a study on the central

phase of the study consisted of the collection of documents

and other data from various archives
archives during

I

I

felt

dozen

Appendix E)

often than not,

made

overwhelmed by

in difficult (resource poor) circumstances.

were not catalogued, and only one

(at the university)

was

catalogued on a computer. This made the chore of searching for documents a laborious one.

The second phase of this research

who would

consisted of training people

assist

with

the collection of information. This training involved teaching Participatory (and Rapid) Rural

Appraisal

(PRA/RRA) methods

French acronym
the

methods

MARP,

for information collection (referred to in

Madagascar by

the

standing for Methode Acceleree de la Recherche Participative ) and

for carrying out surveys in the field.

years of age. All but one of the

men

are, or

Those trained were

six

men, roughly 20

had been, social science students

at the

to

30

University

of Antananarivo.

The
and surveys

third

in 7

phase of the research took the research team

of the 12 communes, or townships, within the
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to the field to

district

conduct interviews

(Kiangara,

Tsaramasoandro, Ankazobe

in the

Antotohazo and Mahavelona
household

level.

interviews in

1

northern portion of the district and Ambohitromby,
Miantso,

in the south)

on the subject of socio-economic

The survey team conducted 42

8 different villages (see

activities at the

focus group interviews and 52 household

Appendix

F).

We

subsequently visited five

(fiadanana, Kiangara, Ambolotarakely, Antakavana in the north and
Mahavelona
to gather data

to

communes
in the south),

about the environment. The surveys and interviews were conducted from
August

December 2000.
The

keywords

interviews transcripts that were considered important to the study.

in the

coding resulted

grouped

phase of the research involved data analysis. This process began by coding

last

into

in

An

initial

over 90 terms, and quickly became unmanageable. The terms were then

two basic categories

(actors and natural resources),

and then subcategories

actor groups included fanners, herders, politicians, government civil servants,

(e.g.,

NGO and donor

representatives, while natural resources included water, land, flora and fauna). Other topics

identified in the transcripts

social, cultural, political,

formed a

third category

and economic

-

in character.

an array of conceptual terms largely

A

few of the terms

in this

category

included: insecurity, corruption, power, transparency, tenure, equity, justice, civil society,

cultural traditions, local

knowledge, and ancestor worship.
Site Selection

There are a number of factors

that informed the site selection for this research.

general, there are four elements that define an ideal research

where, “1) entry

is

possible; 2) there

is

site.

These elements include

a high probability that a rich

mix of the processes,

people, programs, interactions, and structures of interest are present; 3) the researcher

to

be able to build trusting relationships with the participants

and credibility of the study are reasonably assured” (Marshall

The choice of Madagascar
criteria

as a research site

noted above. With respect to entry,

my

in the study,

&

In

is

and 4) data quality

Rossman, 1995:51).

more than adequately responds

to the four

previous three years of work experience
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likely

in

Madagascar gave me the opportunity

meet many of the players involved

to

and conservation of biodiversity. During

this

time

Malagasy culture and become comfortable with
areas.

At the

local level, entry

in the particular district

where

was

of a “rich

and structures of interest,”

also acquired

by the contact

ol addressing social

mix of the

I

made with

a local

NGO working

processes, people, programs,

this is certainly the case

a great deal of attention

and environmental issues

some knowledge of

was conducted.

Madagascar. Conservation of biodiversity has become

and Madagascar has garnered

management

the living conditions characteristic of rural

this research project

Concerning the presence
interactions,

facilitated

I

in the

a priority for

from these

in areas that are

economically poor, along with the different struggles

throughout most of

that

IENGOs and

efforts.

The

their donors,

classic

dilemma

environmentally rich and

ensue when people

utilize the

resources found within their environment, are vividly and frequently' playing themselves out

on the Malagasy landscape.
interact in different

political,

It is

ways on

in this

the environment, as well as

and economic structures

Madagascar, a place
isolated for

that

is

that

isolated

two decades by

landscape that various actors with divergent motives

by

on each

other.

The

social, cultural,

mediate these interactions are also very intriguing.
virtue of

its

geography and which had been

the policies enacted during the

Second Republic (1972-1993), now

finds itself thrust into the midst of an increasingly globalized world.

unique place culturally, having been populated during the

politically

last

Madagascar

is

also a

1500 years by people from

Melanesia, India, China, the Middle East, and Africa.

With respect
might seem

like

to the choice

of the Ankazobe District as a study

site, at first

an odd choice for such a study. The region of Ankazobe

is

glance this

certainly less

spectacular from an environmental perspective than most other locations in Madagascar.

Spradley (1980) notes that frequency of reoccurring activities is also important, in that it is necessary to
study a large number of phenomenon in order to be able to explain their meaning within the cultural
'

context that they occur

(p. 50).
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However,

was

I

NGO called Le

able to

make

contact with a dynamic

woman who worked

with a Malagasy

Cercle des Amis du Vdnizdngo - Exploitation Pilote Integree
(CAV-EPI, or

Friends of the Vdnizdngo - Integrated Pilot Project). After
a series of electronic messages and
then an eventual meeting with her in the United States,

While working

in the

Ankazobe

character of the region that

one does not tind

IENGOs

made

District,

I

also

we

agreed to work with each other.

to realize that

an interesting case study. Here,

it

tripping over themselves throwing aid

freedom from

IENGO

emergence

more organic and locally-based

of

came

2

it

was

the unexceptional

in this

money

unglamorous

into the region. This

imposition of agendas and activities thus provided space for the
alternatives to the traditional conservation and

development approaches typically enacted by these outside agencies (Brandon
I

setting,

grounded theory

lus qualitative study uses

to assist in data analysis,

et al., 1998).

which

is

a set of

“systematic inductive guidelines for collecting and analyzing data to build middle-range
theoretical

theory

frameworks

in this

study

is

that explain the collected data”

“constructivist” in nature in that

(Charmaz, 2000:509). The grounded

it

has been developed through iterative

cycles of information gathering and theory building as the research

the data collected does not provide a

arising

from the

“window

and

interactive process

its

is

being done. In essence,

to reality” but instead a “discovered” reality

temporal, cultural, and structural contexts (Charmaz,

2000:524). Constructivist grounded theory allows the researcher to become part of that which

is

“viewed”

in the data collection process, rather than distant or apart

from

it

(Charmaz,

2000:524).
Site Selection for Interviews

The

sites for the interviews

wide variety of people influencing

and surveys were selected

the

to

ensure that the opinions of a

management of natural resources

in protected areas (or

other areas of interest) would be heard. This included people living in close proximity to these

Where she had

traveled for a training organized by

USAID
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in

Washington, D.C.

areas, as well as other

more

distant stakeholders or actors.

Interviews were conducted with a

broad cross-section ot the population (women and men, elders and youth,
farmers and herders,

government employees and

NGO workers, private business interests and politicians) to capture

the range of views concerning natural resource

level, interviews

the district (fivondronana)

were spread equally between the northern and southern portions of the

At the communal

the

management. At

level, the sites

commune, such

were selected

in

district.

terms of the natural resources found within

as forest, water, soil, pasture lands, and minerals.

Criteria for Village Survey Site Selection
Site selection for village surveys relied

villages that

would

on several

criteria,

including selection of

yield valuable information.

District-Level Criteria

Following an analysis undertaken by
Vonizongo, or “CAV”), the

district (or

a

Malagasy

NGO

(

Le Cercle des Amis du

sous-prefecture) of Ankazobe can be divided into two

zones based on a number of characteristics:

Northern Zone
This area
This zone

is

more

is

sparsely populated due in large part to

its

suited to conservation activities given that

and

hilly terrain

it

has almost

all

difficult access.

of the remaining

gallery forest found within the district. Livelihood activities in this area revolve mostly around

raising livestock.

Southern Zone
This region

is

relatively densely populated since

agricultural production. Virtually

no natural

forest

its flat

remains

terrain is

in the area,

conducive to

however occasional

blocks of Pine and Eucalyptus species from previous reforestation efforts are found in

this area.

Communes are a collection of 10 to 20 villages and hamlets within a given geographical area.
commune is the most localized formal political level in Madagascar. At the village and hamlet
there are traditional leaders, as well as local governing

men and younger men

and security councils, usually consisting

with leadership qualities.
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1

he

levels
ot elderly

Livelihood activities are based on irrigated rice production,
and to a lesser extent, the upland

farming of rain-fed tuber crops

Commune-Level

(e.g.,

taro,

sweet potato, potato, and cassava).

Criteria

The communes chosen were
particular interest to this study

of gallery

yams,

forests that are

those where forest (and related natural) resources of

were located. The following

significant

their products; 2) the existence of

in

mining

criteria

were used:

1)

the existence

terms of size and the degree to which people

utilize

activities that threaten forest resources and/or

have a

negative effect on other natural resources (such as shrub and pasture land);
3) areas where
gallery forests have been transformed into other forms of land use (such as rice production
or

pasture land); and 4) areas where land has protected status (such as in the Ambohitantely

Special Reserve).

Local Landscapes Criteria

I

he third criterion for

site selection

was

to

choose villages located close

resources characterizing different degrees of degradation.
“local landscapes.”

It is

Based on geographic information about

these areas that

I

to forest

refer to as

the region (using topographic

and/or other maps of the region), villages located near one of the following zones were
selected: 1) forested areas, such as highland gallery forests

which are

still

largely intact; 2)

previously forested areas that have been transformed to other land uses (today, these zones
consist of rice paddies and pasture land); and 3) areas that have both remaining forest and

adjacent areas of some exploitation. This would imply that the existing forested areas are
currently being transformed into other landscapes for other forms of utilization (such as rice

production, pasture land,

study zone. After having

the respective

communes

villages to propose.

The

etc.).

made

Invariably, this could include virtually all of the areas within the

a list

visited

of potential

sites,

these were suggested to the

and additions were made

to the list

when

the

villages are listed in Table 3 on the following page.
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mayors

in

mayors had other

Table 3

Communes And

Commune
Fiadanana

Villages

Where Surveys Were Conducted

Forest Resources of Interest
(and/or special or unique situations)
Some remaining gallery forests including the
Analatsibahaka Forest.

Kiangara

Some remaining gallery forests including the
Androtrabe Forest.

where surveys
were conducted

Villages

Fiadanana

(I)

Mangatany (I)
Ambohimiadana (S/PRA)
Ambatofotsy (I)
Antanetibe (S/PRA)
Antsahazava (I)
Kiangara (S/PRA/I)
Marovitsika

(I)

Tsarahonenana
Tsara-

Some remaining

masoandro

activities

Antekavana

The Special Reserve of Ambohitantely
The Special Reserve of Ambohitantely

gallery forests; also mining

(I)

Manerinenna (S)
Tsaramasoandro (S)
Tsinjorano (S)

Ambolotarakely

Andranomiady
Ambarifafy

(I)

(I)

Ambolotarakely

Talata-Angavo

The Special Reserve of Ambohitantely;
Manankazo Forest Station

Ankazobe

number of
government agencies relevant to the study
(located in the town of Ankazobe);
District headquarters for a

Manankazo

Ambohitromby
Antotohazo

the

Manankazo
Ankazobe
Farazana

(I)

(photos)

(I)

(I)

Forest Station

rice production or pasture lands.

Ambohitromby (S/PRA)
Ambohimora (S/PRA)

Forest resources for the most part converted to

Antotohazo (S/PRA)

rice production or pasture lands.

Ambohimanoro (S/PRA)

Forest resources for the most part converted to

Antsahabe (S/PRA)

Mahavelona

Miantso

rice production or pasture lands.

Ambohitsoha (S/PRA)
Imenkanjaka (S/PRA)
Mahavelona (I)

Forest resources for the most pail converted to

Andraiso (S/PRA)

rice production or pasture lands.

Maintso(S/PRA)
Mandriankehiheny (S/PRA)

Forest resources for the most part converted to

Malakialina

Soavina
(Note: S

= Survey,

1

=

Interview,

PRA =

Participatory Rural Appraisal)
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Village-Level Criteria
Villages were selected according to the following criteria:

The Number Of Actors Present
Villages where there were a

number of actors implicated

in the

management,

utilization

and exploitation of natural resources were chosen.

The

Size

Of The

In cases

Village

where there was

forest, the villages

still

gallery forest intact, or

where there was no longer any

with the largest population were chosen. (This could indicate current and or

potential pressures on the forest resources.) In cases

where the

forests

were

in the

midst of

being transformed, villages where the largest portion of forest already transformed, or to be
transformed, were selected. This

is

not to say that people adjacent to these forested zones are

the only ones placing pressure on the resources.

more

distant

It is

possible that other actors geographically

from the resources are not only implicated

more important

in their exploitation

but also play a far

role in their degradation.

Village Accessibility

To

increase the likelihood that

all

of the village surveys would be completed within the

time and financial means available, villages that were relatively accessible were selected. At

the

same

time, efforts were

made

to

avoid "tarmac bias" (Chambers, 1993:51-52), that

is,

not to

choose only the most easily accessible villages found along the main highway cutting through
the middle of the district.

Instead,

that are very difficult to access,

I

tried to find a reasonable balance

and those

that

were closer

to the

mam

between those

villages

highway.

Village Security

To

assure the safety of those involved with this research project,

if there

were several

potential villages to choose from, selection avoided those located in zones that were

be insecure.
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known

to

Dilemmas Encountered
Immediately

my

dilemma with
the district.

I

alter

developing the

colleagues

in the

site selection criteria

NGO. They

explained to them that this would

could result in the collection of superficial data.

thought

make

lor data analysis),

more conducive
argued that

what

is

to

“we

we needed

to concentrate

happening around the

it

cover

all

1

2

would create

The

encountered a

communes

found Seidel’s (1992)

I

in the rather different context

it

within

and shallow, and

of using

be lured into analytic practices and conceptual problems

on a few select areas

that

(p.

1

12, in Wolcott, 1995:72).

would give us

district vis-a-vis natural resource utilization.

it

I

visit all 12

the study too broad

breadth analysis rather than depth analysis”

encounter opposition, and while
to

will

should

I

In this situation,

argument an appropriate one (though he was using
computers

noted above,

was not

explicitly stated,

communes was motivated by
difficulties in the future, if

politics.

we chose

They

to visit

I

I

a general idea

of

continued to

believe that the desire of the

felt that it

I

would be

NGO

difficult, or that

some communes and not

others.

NGO was concerned about establishing a good image for themselves and showing that they

were equally

interested in

Given

the

amount

be a lack of time to do
interpreter

it

working
ol

in all areas

work required

properly,

of the

district.

to visit all 12

we worked

communes, and what

out a compromise.

and myself working on natural resource issues

in the

had selected, and another team of village surveyors working
to get to.

In these areas the surveyors

We

split

communes

in the

our

I

efforts,

that

communes

perceived to

fit

that

conducted not only questionnaires related

with

my

the criteria

I

I

was unable

to natural

4

resource use, but they also asked questions on socio-economic issues, as well as creating

diagrams using participatory rural appraisal techniques.

4

Refer to Appendix

G

for copies

of the questionnaires and socio-economic and natural resource surveys

that were administered by the research team.
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Reciprocity

Noting

that the

implementation of this study would intrude on the time and
space

within which people went about their daily routines,

I

made

example ot reciprocity included sharing documents with people
interviewee

commented with

more inlormation about

surprise and

some envy on

reciprocity involved purchasing locally

1

I

show

us to a forested

took photos of people

then would

interviewed. In one case, an

the irony that

was

I

able to find out

their

own

made products

country.

A second example of

(food, drinks, crafts, etc.) from people in

conducted interviews and then sharing them with interviewees. In a

hired local guides either to

to

1

where

I

the social and cultural history of Ankazobe in a university library
in the

United States than a Malagasy could find within

villages

One

efforts to reciprocate.

make

site

who

show

us

where

(my

interpreter

forest products

requested them

sure that they

and myself) the way

were being

in the villages

utilized.

A

third case,

to the next village, or

example

fourth

is

that

where we were interviewing and

would receive copies of the photos

after

I

had them developed

in the capital.

Data Collection Methods

A

number of methods were used

to collect data for this research including: observation,

interviewing, archival research in libraries, document and information retrieval from internet

sites, historical analysis,

questionnaires and surveys, and a variety of participatory rural

appraisal techniques including drawing village

showing village

social organization.

transposed some of this data onto

A

I

maps and

transects, as well as

also recorded video footage and photographs and

CD-ROM.

large part of the data collected during this study

were a number of different interview formats used
ethnographic,

elite

Venn diagrams

was done so

via interviews. There

to collect data for this research:

group, focus group, conversational, semi-structured, and individual.

Interviews were a primary means of information acquisition for the study since
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1

sought to learn

the stones, opinions, and ideas of people

issues related to

The

whose voices

are typically excluded from discourse on

development and the environment.

decision to use interviews

was accompanied by

a

number of thoughts about

the

nature of the relationship between the researcher and the
people interviewed during the research
process.

Rossman and

Rallis (1998) note the importance

within qualitative research studies, in that

it

of the phenomenon of reflexivity

assists the researcher in

understanding “the

package of reciprocal reactions between the researcher and the participants

in the setting”

studied (p. 39). Scheurich (1997) notes that “[Ijnterview interactions do not
have
essential, teleological

tendency toward an ideal of

[human] interaction and meaning are a
feast

‘joint construction

shitting carnival of

being

some

of meaning, ’...instead,

ambiguous complexity,

a

moving

of different interrupting differences” (p.66).
Participatory Rural Appraisal Techniques
In addition to the oral interviews

participatory rural appraisal

conducted and observations made,

(PRA) techniques

to collect additional

where interviews were conducted: land use maps,

institutional

in project

information from villages

PRA

techniques are typically

planning, they were used in this study to assist in broadening understanding of

the livelihood activities of community

me

used four

diagramming, calendars of

seasonal and agricultural activities, and village transects. While

used

I

members. The drawing of institutional diagrams helped

to identify the different social organizations within a

community and

roles of local organizations and the perceptions that people have about

to

understand “the

them” (Slocum,

et al,

1995:127-131). The seasonal agricultural calendar included the timing of cultivation practices

for

major crops.

season” (Slocum,
interactions

It

also helped “to identify livelihood tasks and to categorize responsibilities by

et al,

1995:181-185). Village transects are useful for showing “the

between the physical environment and human

activities

over space and

time. ,[T]hey are useful for identifying a community’s natural characteristics, both current and
.
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historical

(Slocum,

techniques

is

found

et al,

in

1995:198-203).

A sample of the

information gathered via these

Appendix H.
Daily Practices

I

had two different experiences conducting

fieldwork. During the

first

combination of research

six

weeks

I

my

research based on the two phases of

stayed in Antananarivo, where

in archives, interviews

was collaborating
the capital

where

where

villages

While

I

I

in this research project.

lived tor three

I

was

in the capital

I

moved

I

girls

NGO with which

would make periodic excursions

who worked

members of the

government

row house

that dated

civil servants.

The

in the

household.

from the colonial era and had been

structures

I

built as

slept in a small

In this

home

vazaha (white person)

I

was immediately

in the

treated like

for various international

this

in

a living

bedroom and

family as

I

and

loft

thought

who guarded

the

Antananarivo. The wife worked as an administrative assistant for the

There was also an elderly Frenchman who lived a couple
close to the family, as well as a young Swiss

a

housing for

units

it

development organizations

the past, and also played in a basketball league with U.S. Marines

Embassy

was

one of the family, and the idea of a

household didn’t seem as strange to

might have. The husband had worked

itself

were simple and small, two-stories, with

eating space on the ground floor, a kitchen and bathroom in the rear, and a

upstairs.

to

NGO and his wife,

space perched above the living room of their three-room home. The structure

unit within a

I

local actors.

lived with one of the

and the two young

I

Malagasy

Ankazobe, 96 kilometers north of

to

months and from where

would conduct interviews with

their three children,

loft

Then

conducted a

NGO and donor

with international

representatives, and participated in planning meetings with the

I

down from

a

American

WWF.

ours and

woman who had recently married

in

who was

Malagasy

man.
Typically

butter,

I

would wake up

early,

shower, then grab a baguette of bread with a pat ot

and black coffee and sugar and head out of the house
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to grab a taxi

cab or taxi be

(minibus or van) and head into town.

I

would usually have

from the previous evening, and go either
archives to see

to interviews that

a “list of things to

I

had already

set

up or

they had printed materials of use to the project.
In between

it

flurry ot telephone calls to set

From about

do” established

I

to visit

would make

a

up interviews and appointments.

four to seven in the late afternoon,

I

would meet

almost daily basis to make plans for carrying out the research
study

the other

NGO staff on an

in the field.

Activities at

these meetings included developing the research site
selection criteria, training the people
recruited to collect information in the villages on participatory
rural appraisal techniques, and

brainstorming names of individuals to interview as well as resources to
acquire before heading
into the field.

These meetings were

woman who worked

lively,

tor an international aid organization

NGO by night,

with the hopes that the

what she

wanted

really

combined

levels

with discussion often inspired by the dynamic

to

do and

to

by day and moonlighted with the

NGO would eventually land the funding to let her do

allow her to leave her post

of excitement and anxiety about the issues

at the aid

that

agency. The

were discussed during any

given meeting could usually be gauged by the thickness of the cloud of cigarette smoke that

hung

in the

damp evening

some arguing
others

their points

air

trapped in the room. People would often talk over one another,

by referring

made diagrams with markers on
After the meetings

I

would

to topographic

list

that

either

head

to the

house

up

I

grab a meal and

suggested some places to go

of recommended eating and entertainment establishments provided

vazaha places!

vazaha?

for dinner, or

NGO. When

American embassy), one of my colleagues then looked over
all

were taped on the wall, while

scraps of paper.

drinks with one or two of my colleagues from the

(based on a

maps

Why do

vazaha come

You poor vazaha why

for the challenge,

,

all

don’t you

the

let

way

to

the

list

and during the next few weeks
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I

managed

me by

the

and lamented, “These are

Madagascar only

me show you some

to

real

to

hang out with other

Malagasy places?"

to discover a side

of the

I

was

capital

I

had never seen. .where

local people

.

was during our discussions
For example,

management
to

in these places that

I

learned the most about

learned that the computer technician at the

I

with dreams ol starting his

in college

seminary and

go for inexpensive and good food, drink and ambiance.

later returned to

own

training consultant to the United Nations

my colleagues.

NGO was studying

business. Another colleague had gone

A third colleague

school to study law.

It

was working

as a

Development Program (UNDP); another worked

as an

analyst for the Malagasy Airport Authority; and a fifth had a doctorate in economics
from

France and had recently turned

down

government, preferring instead

to stay out

UN

and international aid agencies on

an invitation to become a Minister within the former

of politics and continue his work as a consultant

rural

development

inspirational group of people with a vision of hope for

One day
myself traveled

in late

to

well as about the research

Deputy of the

I

to

make

to

do

their

country could become.

colleagues from the

in the district.

NGO and
NGO as

This presentation was for the

congressional representative in the US), the sous-prefet

(the highest-ranking civil servant in the district),

was

my

These were a determined and

a formal presentation about the activities of the

was hoping

district (equivalent to a

this presentation

what

August, 2000, about a dozen of

Ankazobe

issues.

for

and

the first step for negotiating

all

my

12 mayors of the district. Ultimately,

access into the region and to the people

living there.

After the presentation

where

I

would

decision

left

live.

me

It

spoke privately with the Deputy and sous-prefet about plans on

was decided

unsettled, as

community would

I

I

that

I

wondered

bias the research

I

would

live

with the sous-prefet and his family. This

if this affiliation

had hoped

with a powerful

to conduct.

Not only was

member

ol the

the nature of

my

relationship to the authorities one of personal concern, but also one that incited a great deal ol

heated debate in meetings

between those who
officials,

among my

felt that

and those who

we

colleagues with the Malagasy

NGO.

There was a

split

should have nothing to do with the Deputy and other elected

felt that

we needed

to

work with them
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to

some

extent if we were ever

to gain entree into the area

and have the potential

to

implement the

activities

we were hoping

do. In the end, the latter group won, but there
continued to be heated debate along the

about

how we

should walk the fine

co-opted by their

own

political

line

of collaborating with these local

and economic

officials,

to

way

without being

For example, the Deputy was one of

interests.

the largest agricultural producers in the district and
could stand to benefit greatly by having the

on the

inside track

rural

development action plan

NGO was helping to put

that the local

together for the local authorities and other interested parties.
Ultimately,

I

decided that

my research would

not be compromised by living with the

Most of my research would be conducted

sous-prefet.

in rural villages outside

of town where

people (even the mayors) were not necessarily aware of our residence with the
sous-prefet and
his family.

Also, at every opportunity

to the people

I

I

I

emphasized

my

independence

was interviewing.

he sous-prefet and his family lived

house (called La Residence)

that

prior to independence in 1960.

in a relative lap

had been the home

The family

My wife and

I

lived in a spare

of luxury, in a spacious two-story

to colonial

governors and their families

(consisting of the sous-prefet, his wife and their four

year old daughter) lived upstairs while two nephews lived
living room.

in this research project

bedroom on

in a

bedroom downstairs off the

the ground floor and had access to an

adjacent bathroom, while our kitchen consisted of a small gas stove put on a
the hallway just outside our

bedroom

door.

We used an

wooden

table in

adjacent dining area as our study,

where we spent most of our time working on our respective laptop computers

in the

evenings

5

after dinner,

as well as any other time

when we were

in the house.

We were prepared to nin our computers off of solar power, and even brought a large solar panel to
Madagascar to do so. However, we ended up having electricity available in the house, and used that
instead.
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Once we were

Ankazobe, our routine involved waking up

settled in

to the

sound of

6

Dada Rakoto
outside our

(the elderly

bedroom and

on any grams

man who was

the cackle of the chicken that

the house as the water only ran from sunrise to

and bathing. For

the latter, water

shower area

to the

rice

was usually by

on the balcony

his side waiting to nibble

we

faucet in front of

midmoming. The water was used

was poured by

our bathroom. Then

in

winnowing

We would hurry to draw water from the

from the basket.

falling

the house cook)

cooking

for

the bucket full into a metal barrel sitting next

prepared and ate breakfast while listening to our

short-wave radio.
Thereafter

(either

would head out

I

mayors who happened
At the same time,

study).

1

commune

was required
weeks,

I

let

in

town

to speak with or interview local authorities

town, or

civil servants

commune

my

Once

I

to

conduct interviews.

know about

and ask him

it

Antananarivo) the night before our departure so
departure.

Upon

at a time,

had established the schedule

interpreter

working on issues related

establish a schedule with the

each week, for three to five days

for travel.

would

be

would

anticipating traveling to their

different

to

into

that

mayors as

to

In general,

I

depending on

the days

local

I

made

would

to travel to

we could make

I

was

visit a

how much

for the following

two

time

or three

Ankazobe (from

plans and prepare for our

our return to Ankazobe, the remaining days in the week were spent

transposing interviews from tapes, typing notes and observations

more interviews

when

to the

in

town, and meeting with people to

sure to be in

NGO were coming up

make

made on

plans for the next hip. In general,

Ankazobe were planned around times when

from the

the trip, conducting

capital (either to assist

them with

the

members of the

training programs that

they were facilitating for local tree nursery workers, to meet with the deputy and mayors about

future

work plans within

details about

Not

his real

my

the district, or simply to see

daily practices, see

Appendix

I.

name.
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how

things were going for me). For

Building Relationships

My wife and
town.

We

I

were careful about the relationships

quickly realized that there was no

community. Most everybody
Residence.

for

When we went

some shopping

became acquainted with

town seemed

in

into town,

we

local

to

know

we

established and built in

be discrete about our presence

for us to

that

tried to stay as

outdoor market, or

at the

way

that

two vazaha were

low

living at

La

profile as possible, just going in

any one ot the small general stores

in

in the

shopkeepers and eventually grew to

know

in

We

town.

other people in the

community.
For the purposes of the study,
servants and the mayors.

that

I

was involved

I

had hoped

in local politics

I

was

to

by

minimize

at all.

government

office,

The Deputy had accused

that the

I

affiliated

this issue

vehicles,

On

the

civil servant

to,

day we

left

heads of a

it

came

to the

political party affiliation.

affiliations, there

was only one time

charged moment.

at a politically

I

I

I

sought a ride

me

Ankazobe,

which gave our departure an

regretted being

had learned

that

hamlet of Bonkely (about 70 kilometers north of

traveling in that direction and he offered

Borikely.

living with the sous-

midst of being converted to agricultural production. As

too far to walk or to bicycle

any perception

quickly realized that these two individuals did not get along

of perceived

an area of natural forest adjacent
in the

built with the civil

the official of not doing his job, while the official mentioned

with the Deputy because

Ankazobe) was

we were

Deputy and then one of the

Deputy disagreed with whoever was not of his
Related to

I

to the greatest extent possible

virtue of the fact that

prefet. After conducting interviews with the

district-level

careful about the relationships

air

market day. This was no coincidence, as

I

in a vehicle.

a ride

when

was surprised
of spectacle.

political

followed markets so as to get the messages out

I

I

this place

was

learned that the Deputy would be

expressed interest

in

going to

to see us pull out in a caravan of four

We

arrived in Borikely on the weekly

campaigns

to the largest

in the rural

areas typically

numbers of people

possible.

This

sleepy hamlet of 20 houses had become a lively hub of activity with hundreds ot people having
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gathered from the surrounding countryside. They nulled
about and haggled over the prices of

goods

that

were

Upon

for sale.

arriving in the village,

I

asked the driver what time

we would

then disappeared in the direction

away from where

Deputy and

tor the first (and only) time during

this research

I

No

found myself alone.

NGO colleague
some

Then

his entourage.

to negotiate

it

my

my entry

welcome

to

the

visits into the field for

into the local setting,

was an awkward and vulnerable moment.

I

Who

was

What

I?

did

I

want?

trailhead for the path to the village of Kiangara?

Why was
Did

want

I

wait to meet the head of the local security committee?

information that would allow
village followed

me down

the “forest” (such as

it

me

to

proceed and then

I

I

Was

there?

to

I

meet the village elders? Would

minimum amount of

To my

surprise

nobody from

the western slope of the hill toward the forested area.

was.,

.it

more resembled

a grove),

I

discretely took

Once

Ankazobe

was shocked

I

to find out that

“campaigning” with the Deputy. The

forester,

later learned

I

candidate for the regional governing council, did not hesitate to

of my presence with the Deputy throughout the day.
otherwise and sought other means to

was

It

visit the forest in

let

at that

was

in

Upon my

people were already talking about

whom

I

the

some photos and

then embarked upon a circuitous route back to the village in order to pass the time.
return to

me

looking for the

politely gave the

left.

no

asked

elderly gentlemen about which direction to take to head to the forest, and they
grilled

with questions -

I

smooth

interpreter to

my access...

crowds had gathered

the

be departing and

my

was an opposition

me know
time

I

that he

wished

I

was aware

had done

Borikely.

Interviewing

Working With An Interpreter
While

I

do have some elementary Malagasy speaking

conduct interviews

in

Malagasy. Even

preferred to use an interpreter,

who

if

my speaking

could assist

me

escape me. With respect to finding an interpreter,
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I

ability

ability, there

had been

in capturing

was lucky

better,

nuances

to

was no way

that

I

I

could

would have

would otherwise

have a good triend (Andry,

not his real name) from

with

me on

his job as a

said to

I

Andry was now

this project.

computer technician

together, he didn

board.

my previous work

hesitate

t

insisted that

Andry

that

in the capital

and did not ask

for a salary

a salary,

to be available to

where he had recently been

When

I

work
from

laid off

proposed working

beyond transportation and room and

and while he continued

he would be paid weekly and
I

who happened

for a local Internet provider.

Andry accept

of the village surveyors

country

in the

at a rate at least

to refuse to

name

his rate,

I

one and a halftimes the salary

had hired (who were paid 40,000 Malagasy Francs, or about

six

dollars, per day).

Andry was

a

member of what

is

called the “sacrifice generation” in

Madagascar... young people educated during the Second Republic when years of strikes,
demonstrations, and closures in schools deprived

many of the

educational opportunities their

parents had enjoyed. Andry had studied tor a year at the University of Antananarivo and then

decided to leave

when

student demonstrations of the late 1980s led to closing the university and

canceling the school year.

He

then enrolled in a technical school to

computer technician and eventually finished

the two-year program.

drawbacks of having an

capital,

interpreter

from the

I

was

become

a certified

While

understood the

also aware that

I

Andry was of the

majority (Merina) ethnic group of the region where the interviews were taking place, which

facilitated

communication during interviews.

I

knew

that

Andry was somebody who was

not

timid about going into rural areas and enduring the difficult conditions found there. Likewise,

Andry was able
was able
style

to quickly

and thoroughly understand the goal and objectives of the project and

to successfully explain this to the villagers

immediately put people

at ease, thus

and local authorities. Andry’s interview

encouraging interviewees

to share

with us more

information than they might have otherwise. This style included the ability to empathize with
rural people (a rare quality

settings),

among people who

are well educated and

accustomed

to

urban

while also showing a profound respect of indigenous (Malagasy) knowledge systems

in rural settings.
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Andry

also avoided pre-judging people or trying to
speak in their place.

The words of

interviewees were caretully translated without editorial
commentary. Andry also applied
excellent interviewing techniques with very

value of rephrasing the same question

my

coaching on

little

ways during

in different

He

part.

understood the

the interview to verify

interviewee responses to questions that might have been vague
or difficult for respondents to
understand. Andry also had the innate ability to read a situation, knowing
let

when

it

was

best to

dialogue flow rather than rigorously following some pre-established line
of questioning and

risk losing valuable information, or vice-versa, to

appeared either bored or uncomfortable with the
After our interviews,

analysis phase of the research.

interviews.

rural

Based on

development

He provided me with

own

of questioning.

insightful information about the

working

for a local

while analyzing the interviews. More than once, Andry helped
ideas sometimes

seemed too steeped

Andry’s assistance helped

in idealism, naivete, or

me

to

make

to put

improved understanding of Malagasy

limited by

my

of time, and

this understanding.

it

In short,

was

culture, for

Andry opened

otherwise been impossible for

From
with.

He

is

me

which

their culture.

a

due

to

when my

outsider perspective.

me

I

am

very thankful.

with a much-

I

am

convinced

achieve this level of understanding

to

Andry’s work

window

to experience,

a personal standpoint,

a very open person

Malagasy and

in large part

track

the best possible analysis of the information

few foreign researchers would have been able

a brief amount

was formulating

I

me on

derived from the interviews. Our countless hours of discussion provided

that

Malagasy

NGO involved in health and

valued his input and comments about ideas

I

when people

thoughts about what had been discussed during the

his previous experiences

activities,

line

to another subject

found Andry to be an invaluable asset during the preliminary

I

culture, while also sharing his

move on

into

that

I

was

Malagasy culture

examine and

such

able to acquire

that

would have

interpret.

Andry’s friendly disposition made him a delight

who does

in

to

work

not hesitate to speak openly about issues related to

While we had differences
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of

opinions about our interpretations of

what we were both observing and hearing, never did
his honesty instilled in

We

me

went through

I

hesitate to speak

the confidence to say whatever

all

I

was

my mind

with Andry, as

thinking.

aspects of the research experience together.

We

walked and

bicycled long distances carrying heavy back packs in the hot sun
and pouring rain;

we

spent

evenings anywhere local people could manage to put us up (ranging
from a mayor’s home
straw mattress on the floor of a bam), and
protected reserve where

cattle bandits;

we

we had

in

one case, spent the evening

sought shelter from the

and taunted by lightning bolts

We

We

and accepted

(and his hunches

were

that

In short,

it,

in this

itself,

mood swings and how

difficult

but

many

to respond.

difficult

this study

side.

and

feel

other aspects of

He took my

life in

general.

stubbornness

in

nonexistent

when we were

together.

excursions to the field evoke a complaint from Andry

list

of legal charges that he would bring against

me

for

circumstances in the field and the amount of damage he would

seek, once he returned to the capital).

were not on our

evening and were being soaked by

other as brothers.

(though there were jokes about the

having him endure

took turns

regard were almost always right). Whatever cultural differences there

know each

to

later

too close for our comfort.

made him Malagasy and me, American, seemed

we came

we

even when we were sure of the negative consequences that awaited us

Never once did our

on

much

talked not only about the research

understood each other’s

stride

striking

that

in a thatched hut in the

We crossed rivers; we eluded

rode together on a motorcycle over precarious paths;

pushing that same motorcycle when we ran out of gas
rain

rain.

to a

In short,

I

am

He took

everything in stride, even

grateful for having

when

had the opportunity

to

the elements

work with Andry

very lucky to have benefited from his presence.

Building Trust
In order to encourage and obtain interviewee participation,

positive rapport and

some degree of trust

are established

it

is

imperative that a

between the researcher and those

being interviewed. The establishment and existence of trust during an interview
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is

mutually

As

necessary.

that

1

a researcher,

would be able

I

sought to win the

to learn as

much

their livelihoods.

I

would be able

I

to use this

was because they saw

my desire

to

is

also the desire

may have

sought to win

my

trust

knowledge as something valuable

their

on

information to have a positive effect on

Freire’s notion of valuing the reasoning ability of the oppressed,

contributing to

interviewed with the hope

asked. Perhaps there

Likewise, one reason interviewees

the interview process

I

as possible from interviewees about their honest
ideas and

opinions of the issues raised through the questions
the part ol local people that

of the people

trust

1

during

(similar to

970/1993 :48) and

understand the relationship between them, their environment, and

the social forces that mediate that relationship.

As Chambers (1997)

points out, “[T]rust

a

is

condition for sharing the truth” and “diminishing misinformation” about “the reality of local

conditions” that are reported by people
reflection,

and communication” but without

monologues, and instructions”

However,
people

I

this

it

one

that

I

among

was hoping

less

powerful actors.

to bring attention

interested in the results of this study.

tell

using slogans, communiques,

process of building trust also risks raising unrealistic hopes

interviewed, especially

know

“falls into

(Freire, 1970/1993:48).

expectations, at the beginning of each interview

people

Freire adds that trust facilitates “dialogue,

(p. 199).

I

I

To

among

the

avoid raising such

emphasized the purposes of this study, and
of the situation

also explained that

it

to

let

anyone who might be

was not my

role to

come

in

and

to

people what they should and should not do. This study would simply report the situation

and leave

it

to others as to

what

actions, if any, should be taken.

Building trust with rural Malagasy can be particularly challenging. There

Malagasy history

that

would have encouraged them

contact with outsiders has been negative

-

to

is little

in

cooperate with me. Most of Malagasy

from marauding

pirates stealing riches, to religious

missionaries expropriating indigenous culture tor their benefit, to colonial occupiers of land and

minds. Razafimpahanana (1964), himself Malagasy, noted the methodological

encountered when conducting

Madagascar. He noted

field research in
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diiticulties

tive diiticulties

including: 1) the reticence of the

Menna, heightened by

the colonial repression; 2) the

cautiousness of Malagasy to respond to researchers’ questions,
feeling as though they are being
subjected to

who

some

sort

of inquisition; 3) the lack of confidence

are not a part ot their everyday lives; 4) the tendency for

personalities behind a

mask constructed of social

that

Malagasy have

Malagasy

values that are to be respected, including
that

spontaneous or

number of detailed taboos

and 6) the adherence

people

to hide their individual

never contradicting one’s interlocuteur, 5) the dislike
direct;

in

to a large

Malagasy have of people who
(fady)

(Razafimpahanana, 1964:251-252). These conditions prevent Malagasy from engaging
research inquiry process to the degree that a researcher

compromising the research endeavor

itself.

On

is

widely held among rural Malagasy

devour human hearts (Tara
intricate

tsiny,

& Woillet,

is

the act of blaming,

233). These rules and

character.

my previous

One

that foreigners are

particular traditional

mpakafo, or people

that

which

is

to the people

I

to give rural

Malagasy

interviewed from the

acquaintances with a number of them, or

organizations, proved to be a very effective

means

my

is

who

ruled by an

forbidden). These rules also relate to

shaming or censuring somebody (Tara

norms combine

With respect

in rural areas.

adherence to rules

1969:231). Tikewise, Malagasy culture

system of rules and norms (fady, or

which

is

in the

prefer, thus potentially

this latter point, the

surrounding fady are especially observed by people
belief that

may

are

&

Woillet,

their conservative

IENGO

1

969:232-

and reserved

and donor communities,

knowledge of their respective

for gaining trust.

Interview Format and Procedure

Most of the interviews followed
Rubin (1995). This allowed us

by

to

the semi-structured format outlined

be flexible enough to respond to changes

the people interviewed. This immediately

a village,

where the people remarked

that

it

was odd

unimportant as natural resources as compared

and

agricultural production

happened with the
tor

my

first

by Rubin and

in direction

interview

taken

we conducted

in

questions to locus on something as

to issues ot poverty, insecurity, health, education,

and marketing.
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In cases

from

where interviews could be conducted

IENGOs and

beginning

I

international donors,

I

in

French or English, usually with people

conducted these interviews on

my own.

At the

introduced myself, the research study, sought agreement for
the interview, and

guaranteed their anonymity.
questions of the study.

I

I

would then ask a

chose not

series

of questions based on the main research

to use a tape recorder, but instead took notes in a

combination ot french and English. After the interview,
place to review the notes and

fill

in the

would immediately seek out

I

missing gaps with what

a quiet

could recall from the

I

interview.

In cases

where interviews were conducted

setting (e.g., farmers, extension workers, and

interview. During interviews

was being
system

said.

that

worked

question addressed

into

I

sat

some

for the

both of us.

(if there

had prepared

a list

Malagasy. However,

civil servants),

in the rural

Andry would conduct

Initially,

by each person

of questions

we

for conducting interviews until

had hoped

I

(if

was just one person

this

Malagasy, usually with people

the

immediately by Andry’ s side and he would translate what

We tried a variety of methods

translations of each thing said

of time

I

in

it

was

that

a focus

present),

Andry would feed me

group interview), or each

and then

I

would take

an interview guide and had

to use as

method was abandoned since

it

found a

Ahead

notes.

this translated

inhibited the desired

conversational atmosphere of the interview. There was also confusion about the questions

themselves, as Andry did not agree with the translation that had been done (by another person),

and thus preferred

to read off the list

of questions

and then translate them

in French,

simultaneously for the person (or people) being interviewed.

Andry and
initially

then opted to record the interviews that

we

did together. While

very apprehensive to use the recording device, Andry was eager to do

foremost,

feeding

I

it

me

made

his

job

(initially) easier, as

every detail of the interview.

recording the interviews, as

if

so.

I

was
and

First

he didn’t have to worry about immediately

A second

point

is

that he

seemed

infatuated with the technology, or at least
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to like the idea ot

happy

to

show

it

oil in

front of villagers. 1 o

my (pleasant)

the recording device (which

was

surprise,

most

a subtle-looking

villagers appeared not to

be intimidated by

walkman-sized recorder). Despite the

recording, the people interviewed remain anonymous;
this protected them, thus they had
feat ot

The

speaking.

tact that

we

little

did not want to lose a single word seemed to impress
those

interviewed and perhaps gave our research more legitimacy in their
minds. As interviews were
recorded,

Andry would give me

a

summary of what was being

follow-up questions that deviated from our pre-established

drawback was

would

quit translating for

were making.

wore on

that as the interview

I

his

me

was good

at a later point in time,

said so that

I

could develop

of questions. However, one

list

(or if the conversation

became very

active),

Andry

so as to encourage people to continue talking about the point they
in the

however

it

we were

sense that

prevented

able to capture this on tape for analysis

me from asking

follow-up questions related to the

issues discussed.

1

hus,

we

finally

agreed that the best thing was for Andry to give

simultaneous) translations, and

1

would take

notes. This

interview and immediately ask follow-up questions.

was

also helpful to

Andry (who did not understand

way

I

me

direct (almost

could actively participate

My notes tended

to

be

in

French as

English); he too could then look over

in the

this

my

shoulder and refer back to points raised during the interviews and pose follow-up questions of
his

own. The trade-off here was

conversational interview as

that

we

Andry had

sacrificed

some of the free-flowing

aspects of the

and translate for me, thus slowing the tempo of

to stop

the discussion with the interviewees.

In terms

of issues discussed during the interviews,

my

intention

was

on various

to focus

aspects of natural resources... their condition, availability, access rights, utilization, and

management. However,
the very

my

first

interview

I

in the

case of interviews with people in local rural communities, after

realized that

I

would have

focus on environmental issues to be odd or

importance

in their lives (see field

to

trivial,

change

my approach.

compared

People considered

to the other issues ot

notes in the bulleted paragraph on the following page).
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Thus,

I

decided to

the interview take

let

more of natural course by beginning

my

initial line

of

questioning with open-ended questions to encourage responses
about any issues that people

were of concern
•

to

felt

them.

Environment As An Overly Prioritized Item Within The Interview Context

“The environment
that

never brought up during interviews as a ‘problem’

is

people are encountering.

The silence among people

Madagascar concerning environmental

issues

is

in rural

communities

in

important to note. This void in

conversations, in view of the current degraded state of the environment in the

region

is

very evident. Environmental issues are utterly the

people. ..so

much

so that

it

appears to those present to have
sort of bizarre subject for

Notes

to

of

local

almost never brought up by anybody other than

is

myself during the course of an interview. And then when

some

last priority

come from nowhere, and

I

do bring

it

up,

it

had brought up

if I

no logical reason.”

myself during a

lull in

an interview

at the

mayor’s office

in

Ambolotarakely, October 28, 2000

Language and Meaning
Scheurich (1997) highlights the problem of language and meaning when he explains
that the

“language out of which the questions are constructed

persistently slippery, unstable, and

situation,

from time

to

time”

(p. 62).

questions. Also, the language

situation

ambiguous from person

I

found

initial

interviews,

words should be used
challenging, as

in

we found

my

Malagasy
it

not

to person,

be the case with

in the interview setting.

interpreter

to

and

I

from

stable;

it

is

situation to

my own

interview

to the cross-cultural

While discussing

quickly discovered a problem.

results

Which

convey most clearly what we are asking? This proved

difficult to find just the right

word

(or collection of words) to

explain the issues that the interview questions were trying to get
difficulty speaking about “the

bound or

became more “slippery” and “unstable” due

and multiple languages being used

obtained from

this to

is

at.

environment” and concepts related

management, both very important subjects

For example, we had

to natural

for this dissertation research.
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resource

Andry

also noted the

dilemma

that in

many

cases, the French

words

historically used to describe

something were

replaced by Malagasy words developed by scholars within
the Malagasy Academy. However,
these words were only

common knowledge

continued to use French vocabulary
This problem came

Andry mentioned
“environment”
the

Malagasy term used

The term

people.

that

voajanahary) referred
also had

some

to

educated Malagasy and most rural people

to describe the object or

to light as

that the rural people

in general,

to

phenomenon

we reviewed one of our

first

describe the “environment,”

was ultimately used

is

to describe the

commonly used by Malagasy

not

environment ( loharanon-karena

make up

to the natural resources that

spring or water source. Karena (from the root harena
)

to describe the

For example, tontolo iainana,

in particular.

the environment.

difficulty with this term, perhaps because the root

karena voajanahary

interview transcripts.

were often confused by the terms used

and “natural resources”

means “created by God" or something

in question.

is

However, people

loharano, which means

means “riches” while voajanahary

“natural.” Thus, collectively, the term loharanon-

refers to “a rich spring created

by God,” or

in other

words, “valuable

[water and other] natural resources.” Interviewees would seek clarification from us about this

term by asking for examples of what we meant. Then once Andry
(

tany ), or “uplands” ( tanety ),

it

was understood what we were

terms that assisted our explanation were fampiasana

(management).

In both cases,

we were

(utility

referring to the

ways

said, “forest” (ala), “land”

getting

at.

Two

other important

or usefulness) and fitantanana

in

which these

natural resources

were used and managed.
Interview Subject Matter

The zones of comfort
setting and

this

was

facilities,

I

had during interviews differed by actor group as well as

were established by the general mood

interviews began

As

that

that

I

sensed from interviewees. Usually the

w ith general questions about people’s concerns on
7

a broad subject,

it

rural

development

issues.

tended to include discussion on a number ot issues... health

buildings and teachers for schools, better roads for marketing agricultural production,
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increased security measures to protect against cattle
bandits,
issues that

and

their

most concerned people,

management.

most people considered
For example,

had

in the

I

I

Then

would move toward questions

tried carefully to

this topic to

etc.

make my segue

as

after listening about the

related to natural resources

smoothly as possible, otherwise

be somewhat irrelevant to the issues that concerned them.

case of irrigated nee production, most people mentioned the difficulty
they

in regulating the run-off

water flow into the village’s rice paddies.

I

often seized on this to

explain the positive ecological (and ultimately, economic) role that forest
cover could have on
rice production if

it

is left

to

grow on

hillsides

above nearby

rice paddies.

During interviews where conversation was particularly

lively,

we would

other topics... especially politics and corruption. These were two subjects that

pursue
up.

It

in

my

questioning yet

people were willing

I

did not discourage them from being discussed

to talk

try to lind out

the subjects of politics

other place.

To

did not openly

when

and corruption, no topics were off limits,

the landscape around them. People were willing to talk,

I

to

they

came

to people’s lives.

from people who they thought was responsible

harvesting, or hunting that

move

about these during an interview, these subjects were

obviously of importance and likely to have relevance

Beyond

I

often

I

would often

for environmental degradation in

however

the illegal burning, tree

asked about was invariably done by somebody else from some

get around this problem,

I

spoke with members of other actor groups,

especially civil servants in relevant state agencies (forestry, agriculture, justice) as well as

politicians, to learn

more about

illicit activities.

I

also observ ed the evidence of illegal burning

and cutting myself, and discovered documentation addressing

this issue.

Interview Length

Given the conversational nature of most of the interviews, especially those conducted
with focus groups

in rural

communities,

it

was too easy

not carefully monitor the passage of time. While

extremely generous with their time,

I

tound

it

I

tor interviews to

go on

found most people eager

for hours

to talk

il

1

did

and

important to take responsibility tor gauging the
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atmosphere of the interview and
there

was

a trade-otl

to decide

from wanting

when

to bring interviews to a close.

to take advantage

In this sense,

of the enthusiasm of people eager

to

speak

with me, while also wanting to respect their personal
time.

found that every interview required some time

I

and

to

beginning to put people

at the

encourage conversation. Interviews usually began with

explained

who I was, why was
I

covered the material presented

there,

and what

human

in a

was

I

me

doing most of the talking as

assist

subjects consent form (see

each actor group, with the ultimate hope

and issues involved

in

resource

me

Appendix

more

also presented the topics and myself in such a

way

lead to the

study. In this sense, the questions were narrowed

a

different actors

development of more sound

so as to put the other person (or people)

I

would then launch

general, open-ended question to get thoughts and conversation flowing.

Rossman, 1995:18), moving toward

and desires of

respectful of people’s livelihood patterns.

ease and to interest them enough to generate good discussion.

progressed, the line of questioning would narrow

J) that

also explained to

more sound understanding of the

management would

policies and the implementation of activities

I

in articulating the perceptions

that a

in

I

interested in knowing. In effect, this

interviewees had to be informed about in advance of their participation.

people that their participation would

ease

at

As

in a

at

into a

the interview

on the issues of particular relevance

down

I

to the

“conceptual funnel” (Marshall

narrow focus onto issues of primary importance

&

to the

study.

I

regulated the pace of the interviews depending on the atmosphere in the place where

the interview

was being

reluctant to speak,

While

I

held.

If

people appeared lethargic, quiet, unfriendly, and

usually pared

down

the questions to a

the University of Massachusetts required

letter that

would ultimately be signed by

letter (via

my

translator) in

likely incapable

the interviewees

was

were so

I

few essential ones and got

to present this

form

interviewed,

opted

an oral maimer. Asking people

of reading would

in the discussion that

me

the people

in general,

I

to sign a

to
to

them

in the

pretty

form of a consent

cover the contents of the

document

that

many of them were

be culturally offensive and certainly hinder their degree ot participation
In

to follow.

silent, that

I

no cases did people not agree to an interview, though in own case,
this to be a tacit refusal to be interviewed and decided to stop

took

the interview.
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much

to the point.

This was the case

disinterested in our presence,

following page). However,
their

own

discussion

moving

course, only

Ambatofotsy, where people appeared quite

alone our questions (see the bulleted paragraph on the

let

if

in

became animated,

to the following question

if

I

would

sit

we were

back and

let

things take

starting to stray into

discussion of less relevance.

Informed Consent and Protecting Interviewee Anonymity

One dilemma encountered was how
I

to secure

informed consent within the cultural

context of rural Madagascar. In a place where people are wary of the written word (due to their
lack of literacy skills),

signature.

own name.

Most

I

felt

it

rural people

impossible to present them with a written form requiring a

we

interviewed did not read nor did they

Putting their thumbprint on the form (which

who

require the signature of a person

would have created

a tension

does not

is

know how

when

often done

to write)

know how

to sign their

official

government

was not an option

as this

and apprehensiveness on the part of the interviewee so as

discourage sharing information during the interview

consent form to people and then asked

if

we

itself.

Thus,

we

to

preferred to read the

could proceed with the interview. In no case did a

person, or group of people, decline to be interviewed after having heard the terms noted in the

consent form.

I

doubt

this

would have been

the case

had we insisted on obtaining a signed

consent form for each interview conducted.
Characteristics of Interviews Conducted With Each Actor

The

issue of

how many

interviews to conduct with each actor group was a question

with throughout the conceptualization of their study.

As Wolcott (1995)

Group

notes,

“What

Geertz’s observations, that

it

is

something’ “ (Geertz, 1973:20,

is

enough?

I

I

simply followed

struggled

my

hunches.

have consoled myself and others with another of

‘not necessary to

in

In the end,

I

know

everything

in

Wolcott, 1995:137). This relates

order to understand

to

Chamber’s (1993)

concept of “optimal ignorance” where he argues that when gathering information about a

community, one must decide

the

minimum amount of information
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absolutely necessary to

•

Changing Interview Plans When Interviewees Appear
Uninterested
This village was one of the least appealing that

I

have ever seen.

It is

located on a hilltop without a stick of green vegetation
(or shade) anywhere to be

found.

The only shade we managed

to find

under a noonday sun was the one

toot-wide strip cast along the western wall of one of
the homes

had an overhanging thatched
(to

my

to us

surprise,

upon our

we

Thus we leaned our backs

roof.

weren’t invited

arrival.

in),

and

sat

to the wall outside

on woven mats

The arrangement wasn’t good and

it

general,

making

it

The people appeared very

said).

unhappy

to see us.

immigrants

years ago to cultivate crops and raise

to get

while, one

young man suggested

sun, the brightness of which

that

village,

got comfortable inside the hut,

more willing

to

speak to

who

us.

It is

old

man

much of a

that not all that

few years they

make some money from

we move

much

short

and

into

will return

to the

home

the land. After a

one of the huts and out of the

the reflection off the whitish

Amhatofotsy, or “at the white rock”).

we were

sat

established the village a few

In a

was heightened by

ground (thus the name of the

were brought

uninterested in speaking, and in

cattle.

but in the interim they are here just to

alert,”

me

An

The few answers they provided were

point... they are Betsimisaraka

we

difficult for

from Andry (which didn’t really matter given

translation

was being

I,

that

only facilitated

talking to one’s neighbor rather than the entire group at once.

down between Andry and

in the village that

When

given some food, yet people were no

as if our arrival

evoked

a “civilian defense

where people behind the scenes scrambled as quickly as possible

to take

care of our basic needs (providing water and food), so that they could rapidly

send us on our way while
hospitality.

adhering to the

still

In return for their offering,

we thanked them

apologized for our intrusion. As Andry and

watched us
felt

for quite

some time

until

minimum norms of Malagasy

I

we were

repeatedly and

walked out of the

village,

people

nearly out of sight. Never had

I

more awkward from an “interviewing” experience.
-

satisfy the intended purpose

know” (Chambers,

Notes

to

myself after

visiting

Amhatofotsy, October, 2000

of the investigation, while determining what one does “not need

1993:19, emphasis

in the original)?
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to

Ultimately,

I

conducted 27 interviews including: 15 interviews

at the

“local” level,

including eight focus group interviews with villagers
and a focus group interview with the 12

mayors from

the district;

and 12 interviews with “extralocal” actors (including
seven
9

individual interviews with six different “national”
actors, and five individuals affiliated with

IENGOs,

three of

whom were

Malagasy. Refer

to

Appendix

K

for the

complete

list

of

interviews).

IENGO

and Donor Representatives
Interviews conducted with representatives of IENGOs and international
donors had a

sense of formality since they usually occurred

most cases

in

already

I

knew

the people

I

in project offices located in the capital.

was interviewing, having known them from my

previous work experiences in Madagascar. This rendered the interviews

encouraged

a greater

number of these

less

formal and

range of comments from those interviewed. The fact that

“elites” (elite in the sense that these people

informed or experts

in their

However

were

I

knew

a

influential, prominent, well-

Held) helped alleviate the disadvantages usually associated with

interviewing such people, such as inaccessibility and losing control of the interview. The

advantages were that these individuals provided valuable information based on

of

their organizations

and of their relationship

their

knowledge

to other organizations, as well as their ability “to

report on an organization’s policies, past histories, and future plans” (Marshall

&

Rossman,

1995:83).

With

this particular actor group,

I

generally asked about the

work done by

their

organization, their role within the organization, and their views on issues related to the

environment and development
the

government

in

in

Madagascar. Occasionally people would

cases where their

comments were

talk candidly about

linked to environmental issues.

One

g

The remaining
in

one case,

six interviews in this category

were with individuals, either businessmen,

a farmer/herder.

9

One person was

interviewed on two different occasions.
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politicians, or

example was when one Malagasy
of the Forestry Ministry

to

retaliation for the lack of

IENGO

worker spoke candidly about the deliberate attempts

do everything they could

donor funds allocated

spoke about the seemingly inappropriate way
pursued by
felt that

I

IENGOs and

their donors.

I

would lead with

organization has

tul tilled its

critique his/her

own

The Malagasy

NCO

purposely

irritate international

to that particular Ministry,

in

donors

a question

mission?”

I

1

such

in

and then he even

which the development agenda was being

Nonetheless, there were limits to our discussions, as

could not verbalize any criticisms

some cases

to

might have had about
as, “to

would leave

their

agency’s work.

I

In

what extent do you believe your
it

to the

respondent

if s/he

wanted

to

organization.

The mission of the Malagasy

NGO

I

collaborated with

socio-economic development of the Ankazobe

District.

It

is

to facilitate the sustainable

seeks to achieve this by bringing

together people from different backgrounds and with different experiences to better understand
the

“how and why” of the

are

more appropriate

objectives include:

and older people;

livelihood practices of local people and to develop interventions that

for the setting

1) facilitating

2)

and more accurately respond

to local needs.

the exchange of experiences and

Other

knowledge between younger

combining academic and technical knowledge of its’ members with

the

experiences of local people and to put theory into practice; and 3) gaining a better

understanding of local knowledge systems in order to avoid development and conservation
failures that

to

have occurred too frequently

in the past.

The

implement included: implementing reforestation and

and irrigation infrastructure, improving access
security,

local

making

activities that the

fire

to education

NGO was striving

control measures, rebuilding road

and health services, heightening

rural credit available to small farmers, reinforcing local capacity, developing

and regional markets

for agricultural

and livestock products, assisting

in the

reform of the

small-scale mining sector, and developing possibilities for ecotourism activities (CAV-EPI,

2000).
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Once

I

was

in

Madagascar,

I

quickly found the other

extremely committed individuals with an

interest in

members of this

implementing

their ideas

development and environmental conservation. The
people who worked with

were very welcoming and extremely helpful
the district and

its

12

for

communes. They helped

who I was and why I was

there.

organized their work schedules

my research. They

to

accommodate

other jobs to

my research

about rural
this local

facilitated

to explain to local officials

As most of them worked

NGO were

and

my

entree into

rural residents

make ends meet,

schedule and to assist

me

carrying out field surveys (including questionnaires and
participatory rural appraisal

They were generous

in sharing ideas

NGO

they

in

activities).

and making suggestions about possible sources of

information.

Periodically during our meetings at the office,
things, seemingly in jest, about

for landing

more funding, and

how my

the

some of the

presence there had helped to improve their prospects

more secure employment

follow such funds. Likewise, members of the

facilitate their operations.

comments while explaining

I

was

a graduate student

world of large international donors and
stress created

NGO,

by

a task that

have been unable

to

There were a number ot events

were

to believe

my colleagues

At one point during

Ankazobe

NGOs in

the pressure and perception that

I

a

at the

I

would manage

to

my

to

to find

I

felt

to the

some

funding for their

accomplish.

that

NGO,

happened during

colleagues in the

my stay

in

Ankazobe

took place on account of my presence
the

I

in the village.

prime minister stopped

NGO jokingly credited his arrival
at the local

presence. Obviously neither of these was the case.
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that, if

in

of a number of local development

Likewise, posting a Peace Corps Volunteer to teach English

somehow due

to

would often laugh off their

I

and not somebody connected

campaign swing through the region,

my

was assumed

Washington, D.C. Nonetheless,

to assist local authorities with the inauguration

projects. Thereafter

situation that

NGO were expecting me to return to the U.S.

look lor donor funds that would

that

NGO members would say

with

my

presence.

junior high school was

As time

passed,

1

realized that

the

up

I

was

NGO had contact in the capital
in

Ankazobe, and

showed up

that they

at the front

policies,

who were

came

that they

seemed

that just

had been told

that the

NGO had a vazaha working for them

door wanting to talk about the research
his

own

working

to begin

door requesting

to the

with the comments

It

made by my

were elevating

me

research.

are doing here,

and

that

me

I

had done

on issues related

to talk

about

when

I

my

didn’t deserve and that

to the

whom

United States, and

you can help

I

identify

that

you

and a Spanish

reform of mining

feel intense pressure

would be unable

an emotional speech

we hope

one of the villages

work. These events, along

the technical coordinator of the

in

in

thereafter a British

NGO colleagues, eventually led me to

knowledgeable and energetic woman, said
in the

Not long

in the district

to see

to a status

This became especially apparent

“you are our voice

about everyone with

should get in touch with me. One morning a French
researcher

where he was planning on doing
consultant,

NGO.

social capital for the

tell

at

NGO,

my

to live

up

to.

a very

farewell reception

people about the work that we

American partners who would be willing

work

to

with us.”

There were also times
with local

realities.

I

in the field

had agreed

to

when

work with

realized that

I

NGO when

the

my
1

expectations were out of sync

learned that their primary focus

was environmental. After numerous planning meetings during which we discussed
including research protocol,

sites to

I

ventured out to the

conduct the research. As the research

proximity to (and very

sought out the

far

comers of the

of highland tropical rain

where we would go,
encounter

I

to

Our very

comer of the

my

interpreter

first trip to

I

the field

district into the

map of this comer of the

and

commune

region, studying

developed wild (and naive) images of the dense rainforest we might

in this isolated area.

pushed Andry

at the

forest resources,

forest.

resulted in a 60-kilometer bicycle ride to the northwest

of Fiadanana. Having spent hours looking

looking for ideal

criteria called for identifying villages in close

much dependent upon) remaining

last vestiges

district

issues

move

Toward

the end of the second day of biking,

forward, convinced that eventually
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we would

I

stubbornly

arrive at the crest oi a

lull

to see

an expanse of

discussions that

forest

we had

open up

earlier the

in front

of us.

was encouraged

I

day before with the mayor

all

the

Fiadanana

in

more by

who

the

told us about

the ala be (large forest) that remained in this
part of the district. After arriving at our
destination,

I

was sadly

passage ot brush

Fires

surprised to see that there

was

no

virtually

forest to look at.

The recent

had blackened the vegetation and exposed the rocky and
reddish-brown

earth ot the rolling hills. Despite a glaring sun, the sky
had a whitish washed-out appearance,

rendered opaque by smoke from the numerous bush

throughout the region during the dry season. At
forests that did not exist,

that the vestiges

(vertigo)

from

of forest

that

I

I

we

and

to

I

my

burned daily on the

realized

my

naivete in looking for

Andry and

research.

hills

I

began

to

joke

be Finding had instead given us vertige

suffered by bicycling under a hot sun searching for those

also realized that

my NGO colleagues

this point

could conduct

we were supposed

the exhaustion that

elusive green canopies.

from what

around which

Fires that

rural

what

I

had envisioned

Malagasy had

in

as ala

be was very different

mind.

Local Actors

Most

ot the interviews

many of who were

conducted

rice tanners or cattle herders, or both.

interviews were with rural actors

the

was

A
where the

in

were done with local-level

One

reason

in

the majority of

was

to facilitate

discussions about the environment and

typical visit to a village involved notifying in advance the

village

was

located to

we were

let

him know

in

interested in visiting. This notification

question or via the

communicated with each of the

12

CB

mayor of the commune

the date of our anticipated arrival, as well as a

written note, or a verbal communication (either via a third party

commune

actors,

Madagascar.

of villages that

to the

why

that an important focus of this research

emergence of local voices not often heard

development

list

for this research

was

either

done with a

who happened

to

be traveling

radio at the police station in Ankazobe, which

commune

offices throughout the district).
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Upon

notification

of our

on

arrival,

foot, or

In

we had

my interpreter and would travel
I

some combination

and hope

that

s office

or

him our research

we wanted

home was

to

we met

usually

interests.

made us

to let

him know

couple of other cases,

In a

arrival.

feel

In the

welcome.

we would

explain

Such

a

few cases where
In the

this situation

majority of cases where

where we were

meeting would usually happen

hungry, and in need of a wash, so our

time lor settling in and washing up.

I

hen

a

for being

we were

often

initial

discussions were kept short in order to have

more

detailed discussion

would occur

in the

discussions or interviews, there was usually an assistant or two to the mayor present

The

As

these

initial

soft lighting

discussions happened at night, the

added

to the peaceful

did

interested in conducting

end of a long day, so

at the

we

evening, usually belore, during, and after dinner. While the mayor was the focus of any

time.

we

who we were

meet with the mayor, we would begin by explaining once again our purpose

interviews.

bike,

conduct interviews before arriving to the village

there as well as identifying the people and places

tired,

mayor’s office or home

located. In such cases

people were receptive to our

occurred, people

initially

travel directly to the

arrived and to discuss with

where the mayor

on a

thereof).

most cases, we would

arrived upon a village where

to the site (either in a truck or taxi,

room was

lit

by one

and serene setting of the evening and

at

initial

any

flickering candle.

facilitated

conversation that was usually softly spoken and reflective, yet occasionally peppered with
laughter and animation.

These discussions would happen
the evening... usually consisting of

with chairs, and a mattress

filled

well-to-do households, another
kitchen hutch, and

window

maybe even

to serve as a

in

whatever small living space we had been given

woven mats covering

with straw

in the

a dirt floor, a

comer of the room.

comer of the room might have had
a radio rigged

up

to bent

for

simple wooden table

In

some of the more

a dining

room

cabinet or

wire coat hangers directed out the

makeshift antenna. The rooms were sometimes furnished with odd items

such as an oxcart (around which

we squeezed

a

number of people
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the following

morning

to

conduct one of the interviews), as well as a small cage
crowded with green parrots, which
fixated

on once

I

spotted

them

in the

Altei finishing the dinner

broth, with bananas or

gasy

(traditionally

mangos

made

midst of an interview.

meal

traditionally offered to visitors (rice with chicken
and

for dessert),

we would

set

it

aflame to

usually indulge in the locally

distilled alcohol) that served as a

more than one occasion we were encouraged by our
and

test its

As

the taoka

powerful and effective

hosts to pour a small bit of

potency, which implied quality.

smiles ot pride from our hosts.

gasy flowed,

A
it

perspective) of facilitating conversation however

researcher

s

effectiveness as a note taker and observer. Thus, these

to

digestif.

onto the table

it

also diminished the

initial

“meetings” were

break the ice with our hosts and to gain some

understanding about the local community and the immediate concerns of people living

hoping

make

to

meet with

in the

On

had the positive effect (from the

s

nothing more than informal occasions

it

made taoka

long burning flame evoked

researcher

we would make

Before retiring for the evening

I

plans with the mayor about

morning, and the mayor (or the people

sure to have representatives of the local

community

in a

whom we

who answered

given location

at

to

there.

were

him) would

a given time the

following day.

The following day we
the afternoon.

In a

couple of cases a third interview was conducted with the mayor and

assistants over lunch.

in that they

usually conducted two interviews, one in the morning and one in

his

Interviews in these local communities resembled focus group interviews

were done with groups of seven

encourage discussion. This technique

is

people and asked focused questions

to ten

useful in that

it

to

serves as a sort of “indefinite

triangulation” (Cicourel, 1974 in Fontana and Frey, 2000:651).

We
women

also sought to interview separate sub-groups of people: elders and then youth,

as well as men, sedentary farmers and itinerant cattle herders, and long-time residents

and recent immigrants. Anybody
the focus group interview.

It is

in the village

likely that

even

from the relevant focus group was welcome
if

the
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mayor

to

or particular village elders hadn

t

personally invited particular individuals, everybody

who was

learned rather quickly of my arrival and the reason
for

As people
into

typically had

numerous chores

and out of the interviews, depending on

to

my

present in a village

would have

visit.

do throughout the day, they would wander

their availability.

In this

focus group interview process had a certain “ebb and flow” to

it

way

in that the

I

noticed that the

dynamics of the

interview constantly changed depending on the composition of the
personalities present in the

room
next

at

any given moment.

Women

room while men would head

would leave

to tend to a

meal and

its

cooking

fire in the

out to light a cigarette or to tend livestock. Others present

at

these interviews sometimes appeared to be dozing but instead were simply
closing their eyes

and

listening, as they

would nod

their

heads from time to time, as

if

showing

their

agreement

with what another speaker was saying. Babies, children and even animals would also add

to the

constant flux of the interview experience in these rural settings.

I

in

did encounter a disadvantage to using this focus group interview method (also noted

Marshall

&

Rossman, 1995:85)

in that

we had

less control

over the progression of

conversation topics. Thus, while conversation wandered away from a particular question that

had been posed,

I

lelt

obliged by social courtesy to cede time to topics that were not necessarily

of primary importance

to the question originally

posed

to the group.

In general,

1

found

that the

decision to allow conversations during interviews to roam was usually worth the risk of

acquiring an excessive amount of extraneous information.

I

found people

in the rural setting to

be candid about sharing their views with us as

conversations flowed quite freely and were often

were open and shared
speaking to

us,

their

perhaps

authorities could

work

we

comments
could

to bring

since they

let local

lively.

felt

authorities

Andry and

as if there

know

about positive changes

I

hypothesized that people

was nothing

to lose,

and

that

by

about their problems, so that the

to the lives

of rural people. T

his point

relates to Scheurich’s (1997) observation that “[Interviewees are not passive subjects; they are

active participants in the interaction... use[ing] the interviewer as
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much

as the interviewer

is

using them”

(p. 71).

Thus,

we

felt that

the interviewees

were using us as

a

means

to get their

voices heard since nobody else appeared to be
listening to their concerns. So as not to
give the

interviewees false hopes,

we promised them

authorities while maintaining the

anonymity of the

While conducting interviews with these
scenarios

was

going with

we would convey

that

we had

local people

local actors,

I

my

line

of questioning. For example,

grab an angady (hoe) and

start repairing the

I

in

a particular action

district-level

interviewed.

found that proposing different

where

was

I

one interview when people lamented about

asked,

“why doesn’t everybody

in the village

road?” These kinds of questions would

lengthy descriptions ot the present situation and generate debate

why

wishes to

effective at evoking responses and helping people to
understand

the sad state of the road leading to their village,

reasons

their

among

elicit

interviews about the

had either not been considered or was determined

to

be

impractical.

Issues that

I

retrained from raising during the course of interviews included those

dealing with local political authorities as well as issues related to the Malagasy political scene

A

in general.

particularly hot issue at the time

national referendum held on

Madagascar’s
Republic

numerous

in

December

six provinces. This

Madagascar

tor the

3,

I

2000

was conducting
to

purpose of moving the processes of decision-making on

became highly

discuss this issue during interviews,

politicized

I

directly

I

to site the

initiative

also did not squelch discussion about

I

it.

I

would

was asked by Malagasy on
I

actively

a couple

declined to answer

advantages and disadvantages of a Federal Republic.
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of

did not choose to actively

thought about the creation of autonomous provinces,

and instead opted

As an

and ultimately highly contested among

and then see what people thought. Flowever, when

I

the

referendum dealt with the issue of creating a Federal

leaders of the dominant and opposition political parties. While

of occasions what

was

determine the political autonomy of

issues from the centralized national level to the provincial level.

the President, this issue

listen

this field research

Business Interests
of business

In the case

of moneymaking schemes

interests,

(e.g., cattle raising,

products and semi-precious gems), or

engage

was

in these activities.

was asked

I

let

I

a business partner in a

number

pineapple production, marketing of forest

at least to find

In all cases,

become

to

people

the people

in the

know

that

U.S.

I

who were

willing to

had poor business

skills

and

an impoverished student back home, thus not an ideal business
partner.

in fact

Data Validity
Concerning the quality of the data gathered from the interviews conducted
study,

of

I

followed the protocol proposed by Guba and Lincoln (1985). This protocol
makes use

member checks

as a

means

ot validating lnlormation collected

methods. This method of using member checks
ti

for this

iangulation

since

it

is

preferred to the

realities

of people

1

who

experience

1

method of

it

is

made

(whereas

heeded the words of Domenichini-

Ramiaramanana (1983), “ une erreur frequente des chercheurs de
que

traditional

based on the notion that there exists a consistency of evidence across various

data sources) (Mertens, 1998: 83). At the same time,

s 'imaginer

more

accounts for the notion that a particular phenomenon or event

up ol (and represented by) the multiple
triangulation

is

from different sources or

les

informateurs sont des sources
‘

traditionnelle ” [a frequent error

made by

terrain d

de purs produits de

field researchers in

Likewise, the challenge of determining data validity

is

est

de

la culture

Madagascar

informers are the “source” of the pure production of traditional culture]

Madagascar

is to

imagine

that the

(p. 39).

further complicated

by

the

unconscious actions of both the researcher/interpreter and interviewee. Scheurich (1997)
observes that “[T]he researcher has multiple intentions and desires, some of which are
consciously

known and some of which

goes on to argue that there

is

“no stable

are not.

The same

‘reality’ or

interviews, and that “the interview interaction

is

is

true

of the interviewee” (p.62). He

‘meaning’ that can be represented" by

fundamentally indeterminate - the complex

play of conscious and unconscious thoughts, feelings, fears, powers, desires, and needs on the
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part of both the interviewer

and interviewee cannot be captured and categorized”
(Scheurich,

1997:73).

Interview Transcriptions

As soon

as possible after the interviews, the recorded dialogue

onto a computer.
interviews.

also

I

to

where

In cases

computer. Included
provide as

much

combined these recorded dialogues with
I

was

the notes

transcribed and put

I

took during the

only had notes from an interview, these were also entered into
the

in these transcriptions are

my own

observations about the interview setting

context as possible, in order to gain a fuller understanding of what was
said.

These observations included: information about

the physical setting; non-verbal cues used

by

interviewees; the tone, intensity and rhythm of their voices; and even the pauses between

spoken words. Another note-taking technique

that

I

used was based on Wolcott’s (1995) idea

of observing oneself observing, focusing on the information being gathered rather than

which

is

being missed

that,

(p. 97).

Data Analysis
Scheurich (1997) explains the data analysis process as being “a creative interaction

between the conscious/unconscious researcher and the decontextualized data which
to represent reality or, at least, reality as interpreted

limitations in mind,

I

worked on

by the interviewee”

identifying themes that

seemed

(p. 63).

to tell the

is

assumed

With these

major concerns of

the various actor groups, as well as their relationship to environmental and development issues

in the

study area.

The

initial

way

continually on what

I

I

sought to

make

was learning from

sense of the information

my

I

was gathering was

various data sources. In a sense,

it

was

to reflect

a

researcher’s version of a Freireian (1970/1993) encounter with praxis, as each collected piece

of information (whether observed, recorded, read, photographed,
“action” that would be followed by reflective

moments during which

place within the larger context of the research project.
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was

etc.)

I

the “experience” or

sought to understand

its

Summary
C'oming
years

an outsider

in as

made me very aware

the kind of information

factors:

my

that

make me

made by

interpretations

made some days

made

is

that

sought to hear and understand the genuine voices
of

my

ability to

Malagasy,

and

liabilities

interpreter,

were great assets

to

familiarity with the country

to

me

was limited by

this

1

number of

on the

me

to

Despite

the difficulties

my

am

great efforts were

of working cross-

and the culture, as well as

I

this,

my

familiarity with the

not Malagasy and could

willingness to place myself

myself into the “excluded other,”

in

ambiguous

albeit for a relatively

develop the sense of empathy necessary to begin

heard from the Malagasy

I

to

interviewed.

present in the subsequent three chapters the findings and conclusions based on the

information

I

was able

to gather.

Chapter five focuses on the

activities, experiences,

thoughts of extralocal actors about biodiversity conservation efforts

Chapter

a

physical appearance and cultural

during this study. While

to intentionally transform

brief period of time, helped

I

do

my

overcome

never pretend to tully understand the culture,

understand the words

last several

issues that could (and would) influence

less ideal for data collection than others.

My

and

academic training of the

clearly different from Malagasy, the need to count

culturally.

situations

many

to the

I

my

other people, and various physical factors or environmental
conditions

account for these

to

no doubt

inability to speak fluently in

mannerisms

that

and sensitive

gathered. While

I

the various actors, there

of

to the research area,

six addresses the actions

concluding comments

in

of

local actors,

chapter seven.

The

and

at the local (district) level.

and then the dissertation finishes with

findings in these remaining chapters are presented

while fully recognizing the numerous limitations that hinder an outsider such as myself in
getting at the genuine voices of the various actors. Nonetheless,

combined with

the use

sources, have assisted

I

believe that the interviews,

of archival material, project documents, personal observations, and other

me

in

presenting as accurate picture as possible as to the current status of

biodiversity conservation in the region, and the thoughts and desires that people have about
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it.

CHAPTER 5

EXTRALOCAL ACTORS
Introduction
This chapter examines the actions and influences
of extralocal actors on biodiversity

within the Ankazobe District, as well as on the behavior
of other actors interacting with that
biodiversity.

This chapter begins with an identification and characterization
of the relevant

extralocal actors relevant in the region, detailing in particular
their relationship to the various
natural resources that constitute regional biodiversity. In the
case

where organizations

are

involved, this characterization includes a description of the mission
and objectives of each,

paying particular attention

to the

language used to describe

their respective

agendas and the

resources they have to implement them. Examined here are not only the stated (overt)
agendas
ot the organizations or individuals involved, but also the hidden agendas influencing
the

work

they do.

The chapter

also presents the thoughts extralocal actors have about the environmental

situation in the region and the degree to

which they believe there

exists an environmental

“problem.” Also examined are extralocal actor perceptions about each other, as well as

their

thoughts on local actors, and the extent to which they consider other actors influences on either
the conservation or depletion of biodiversity in the

Ankazobe

District.

This chapter concludes

with suggestions that extralocal actors have for addressing biodiversity depletion.
Extralocal Actors

Five groups of extralocal actors presented

in this

chapter include: international

environmental nongovernmental organizations (IENGOs); the Malagasy
sub-contract; the

Malagasy

state; the international

statal” organizations that are a hybrid

donors

who

fund these

of the groups mentioned above.
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NGOs

with

whom

IENGOs; and

they

“para-

International Environmental Nongovernmental
Organizations

The

political

facilitated the influx

changes

followed the

that

fall

of the Second Malagasy Republic

1993

in

of a large number of international environmental
nongovernmental

organizations (IENGOs), encouraged by international
donor funding, to assist in the

development and implementation
diversity

on

the island.

One

ot policies

and programs designed

In 1993,

et ah, 1997).

functional the

paper

The

initial efforts

may have

made

or conservation plans.

fully functional

due

Such

to a lack

to

era,

plans, while

of financial

late

1980s and

conserve biological diversity through the creation and expansion of a network

of national parks

themselves

in the

undertaken by these organizations sought

management

existed on paper, were never

to

has

it

Projects (ICDPs), 13 of them were

resources of the colonial government. Thus, conservation efforts during the

1990s sought

that

parks and protected areas that had existed since the colonial

but had never been subjected to either

they

is

of the 18 external organizations in involved

management of Integrated Conservation and Development

make

conserve biological

particularly curious aspect of this foreign assistance

been nearly exclusively American.

American (Hutty,

to

in the

and

to

make

Ankazobe

their

management

fully functional.

These policies manifest

District through Ihe increased protection

of the Ambohitantely

Reserve.

IENGOs

either currently

working

in the

Ankazobe

District, or

influenced environmental conservation measures, include the World
International

1980s and 1990s. Personnel from

its

Wide Fund

(WWF Int’l) and Intercooperation (formerly Cooperation Suisse).

organizations were involved in research activities

determine

who have

in the

recently

for Nature,

Both

Ambohitantely Reserve during the

WWF conducted biological inventories of the reserve to

species diversity and the degree to which that diversity

was threatened and should

be protected. The Intercooperation provided funding to construct training
reserve for the university field training of Malagasy foresters.
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facilities in the

The

organizational missions of these

IENGOs

include broad mandates and are fairly

grandiose in character. Intercooperation for example,
seeks to improve the lives of Malagasy
,

in three sectors: natural resource

society

management,

local

governance and

civil

Intercooperation 2002). In the Ankazobe District,
Intercooperation has provided

(.

,

support to the Forestry Department
facility

economy, and

rural

at the

Universite

near the Ambohitantely Reserve. The

mission, including the sustainable

d Antananarivo by

building a training

WWF International has six priority areas in their

management and conservation

of: forests, fresh

water,

threatened flora and fauna, and marine ecosystems, while also
working to control the disposal of
toxins in the environment and to monitor global climate change.

I

he lesouices that these

quite large, especially

when compared

million (US) during the

from 1991
d

la

to

2001

Gestion de

was executed

I

.

first

More

recently,

to local

USAID

(PAGE =

at their disposal to

achieve their missions are

USAID

Malagasy NGOs.

spent a total of $70

IENGOs and

their

that ran

funding has included the $8 million Projet d’Appui

Environmental Management Support Project), which

Malagasy government determine how the environmental
donors will continue

financing of these projects (which

PAE

have

two phases of national Environmental Action Plan (PAE)

’Environnement

to help the

established by

IENGOs

was scheduled

to

to function

occur

at the

infrastructure

with the end of external

end of the second phase of the

[or PE-II] in 2002, Fanjanarivo; 2000b:25-26).

The agendas of IENGOs

are often very lofty,

however

missions are applied to the difficult conditions of local
stated goals

and objectives. The

disjoint

between

the reality

realities,

IENGO

that

achievements

IENGO

way

project results are

to preserve the

environment. However,

examined and evaluated, one

foster the environmentally friendly attitudes

in a
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well short of

state that they are

number of cases, when

finds that these projects

among

fall

their

logic or, at worst, the

of their agendas. For example, most of the organizations involved

seeking in some

when

discourse concerning goals and

objectives and the local reality also reveals, at the least, a gap in

real intent

is

do not necessarily

project “beneficiaries” that were originally

anticipated. For example, small enterprise
development projects, designed to discourage
people

from practicing

their traditional

means of agriculture by providing them with

of livelihood maintenance, end up generating revenue
that
livestock.

I

is

alternative

means

invested by people in the form of

hese livestock then assist households in increasing their
agricultural production by

helping to clear torested land that

is

connected

to agricultural production.

The

additional

livestock are also grazed on already degraded pasturelands.
Both of these events result in a
further degradation of land and declines in plant and animal
biomass production.

The agendas of IENGOs

also claim to benefit the local

environment with a higher quality of life. However, Hufty
this

by creating a more habitable

et al.

(1997) question the sincerity of

agenda, when they hypothesize that American organizations have taken a keen interest

the conservation of

Malagasy biodiversity during the past two decades

American pharmaceutical

industries and agri-businesses. Hufty et

al.

in

for the benefit of

(1997) note that recent

biodiversity conservation and environmental research conducted in Madagascar will inevitably
benefit industries and businesses in the United States. This

Madagascar has no

scientitic industry capable

is

due

in large part to the fact that

of making profitable use of the research done

to

date within the country. This economic incentive for foreign intervention in the “saving” of

Malagasy biodiversity

made

to justify

casts doubt

on

the sincerity

of the environmental arguments typically

such actions.

National (Malagasy) Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs)

The second

extralocal actor group includes National (Malagasy)

Organizations (NGOs). The distinction between

IENGOs and

are based in locations outside of Madagascar, while

on projects exclusively within
worked)

in the

Ankazobe

the country.

District, they are

one location within the country, or
Likewise, extralocal Malagasy

While

NGOs

NGOs are

few Malagasy

NGOs

is

that the

former

based within and work

work

(or

considered “extralocal” as they work

at least are

NGOs

a

Malagasy

National

Nongovernmental

in

have

more than

seeking contracts that will permit them to do

can be distinguished from local organizations
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(e.g.,

so.

community-based organizations, farming
are active only in one location or in a

While IENGOs and

associations, and water-user groups) in
that the latter

few locations within

their sub-contracted

enter into a relationship with international donors,
their policies.

IENGOs.

make between

IENGOs

International donor policies are

collaborations with

NGO partners often work in

Malagasy

collaboration, there are a few noteworthy distinctions
to

and

a small area.

NGOs

Once

they

are beholden to international donors

implemented

Extralocal Malagasy

the two.

to a great extent

function in

ways

through

similar to small,

private businesses and have great difficulty independently
attracting donors due to the lack of

linkages between them and international donors. Most ol the
connections between international

NGOs

donors and
this

reason

(international or otherwise) tend to be

IENGOs

finances)

compared

IENGOs

in

more

directly linked to

IENGOs. For

tend to be resource rich (in capital, including personnel, materials, and
to

Malagasy NGOs. Despite using discourse

Madagascar practice

that states the contrary,

a “trickle-down” process of decision-making

and project

implementation concerning conservation and development. Constrained by short funding
cycles and thus, limited time for project implementation,
partners’ into

implementing

something tangible

Malagasy

NGOs

efforts help

them

community with

is

are

activities for the sake

more

The

of spending funds and showing

that

likely to practice “trickle-up” efforts, if anything, because such

to build alliances

relatively

will

hurry their community

being done “on the ground.” Conversely, resource compromised

and gamer support

few resources.

IENGOs. IENGOs implement
implement the

IENGOs

for their efforts

In this sense, focal

the will of donors while local

NGOs

among

are

NGOs are

the local

more
more

efficient than

likely to

of the majority of rural people.

different conservation approaches used

by

IENGOs and

local

NGOs, moreover,

tend to aggravate, rather than arrest, environmental degradation. For example, the

funded Landscape Development

Lake Alaotra region

Initiative

in the east-central

(LDI) seeks

to preserve the tropical

USAID-

ecosystem of the

highlands of Madagascar. However, some ol LDI’s
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activities include a

top-down approach

that funds already well-to-do entrepreneurs
for the

development or expansion of their existing business
such efforts are spun

initiatives,

to

enterprises.

To

appear environmentally friendly.

large-scale “alternative” fanning (e.g., geranium for oil production)

simply because

economic

it

is

growing plants rather than clearing

inequities inherent in the project.

purpose, simply because

it

Such

I

visited

donors on these

Any
is

a project

is

project consisting of

re-cast as “eco-friendly”

forests, regardless

of the social and

presented as serving a social

creates jobs, even if the majority of work

benefited tarm workers. After

sell

is

done by low-wage, non-

one of these particular operations north of Moramanga,

about 60 kilometers east of Ankazobe, rather than having optimistic feelings about having just
seen some “innovative” or “green” alternative to environmental degradation,
feel as if

I

had just taken a

trip

back

in

IENGOs when

WWF,

for

example,

local

NGOs

are in greater peril

funding dries up. If the funding of a particular project implemented by

is

pulled,

it

is

usually accompanied by additional funding for an initiative in

another location within the country. However, local

community

couldn’t help but

time to a French colonial farm of the 1920s.

Given the short time horizons established by donors,
than

I

NGOs

are often anchored in a particular

or region, where they implement their programs, and thus are unable to relocate

if

project funding disappears. Likewise, the interests of international donors rapidly change, and

different geographic regions or different environmental or development sectors might find

themselves suddenly without funding.

By

entering into collaborative and

of NGOs, the international and the
objectives.

Through

local

somewhat symbiotic

local, assist

each other

NGOs, IENGOs have

relationships, these

in fulfilling their

a conduit to

move

two

levels

mission and

international donor

money,

thereby giving them the ability to say that they are facilitating conservation efforts on the

ground. Likewise, local

and are able
greater

NGOs

achieve short-term survival through sub-contracts with

to build a reputation with

IENGO

support

IENGOs

each contract, thus increasing their chances of attracting

in the future.
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Donor Organizations

International

International donor organizations provide foreign
assistance to

purpose of influencing policy and assisting

major donors

Ankazobe

in the

in efforts that put

Madagascar

for the

policy decisions into action. The

District include the United States

Agency

for International

Development (USAID); La Cooperation Frangaise (of the French
Government); and
Japanese Inter-Cooperation Agency (JICA).

In the past, there has also

the

been support from

Intercooperation (Switzerland) and the Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische
Zusammenarbeit

(GTZ).

Much

of the funding coming into the

World Bank and

International

district via these

organizations

linked to the

is

Monetary Fund (IMF). All of these donor organizations

influence national environmental policy in Madagascar.

As
Ankazobe

ol

June 1999, the following World Bank-financed projects were operational

District:

The Support

Project to the National Agricultural Extension Program

in the

Projet

(.

d’Appui au Programme Nationale de Vulgarisation Agricole or PNVA); the Second Phase of
the

Malagasy Environmental Program ( Programme Environnemental-Phase 2

or,

PE

the

II);

School and Community Food and Nutrition Surveillance and Education Project ( Projet de
Surveillance et Education des Ecoles et des
Nutrition Elargie or

pour

le

SECALINE);

Communautes en Matiere d‘Alimentation

Intervention Funds for Development

(

Fonds

et

de

d' Intervention

Developpement or FID); the Second Energy Sector Development Project ( Deuxieme

Projet de Developpement du Secteur Energie); and the Health Sector Improvement Project of
the

Animal Husbandry Program Sector (Projet d'Amelioration du Secteur Sante, Programme

Sectoriel Elevage ) (Banque Mondiale, 1999b).

The

organizational missions of these donor organizations are rather large and general in

scope. For example,

USAID’s

goal in Madagascar

is

to

reduce poverty. This

is to

be achieved

through the implementation of two strategic objectives: biodiversity conservation and the

improvement of human

health.

improving the “environment

These two sectors are

in turn to

be linked and encouraged by

for private initiative” within the country.
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The resources
themselves

in the region

those organizations

1 he JIC

A

is

through the

much

is

endowments include

after

available to international donors are

IENGO

is to

initiatives that they fund.

greater than that of local

The funding

Malagasy NGOs, and

level of

their resource

personnel, materials, and financial means.
the newest arrival to the region, having just

having conducted exploratory studies

Madagascar

enormous and usually manifest

in the

begun working

there in 2000,

region in 1999. Their organizational goal

alleviate poverty through social (education

in

and health) and agricultural

development; democratization and development of market economics (JICA,
2001:83). The
current locus

is

on reforestation and protection of

forest

from

wildfire, with a proposal to

reforest 15,000 hectares of land in the northeastern portion of the district

and then

to provide

people with materials to protect the trees from wildfire.

The
The

third extralocal actor to be

many

manifests

itself in

etc.), this

section examines the state as

different

ways

examined here

it

is

the

Malagasy

state.

While the

state

economically, geographically,

represented by civil servants carrying out nationally-

In addition to those individuals working with

who

is

(judicially, politically,

defined conservation and development agendas

politician

State

at the local level

within the Ankazobe District.

government agencies,

I

include here the local

represents the district in the National Assembly, as he too

state policy that is applied at the local level.

is a

primary conduit of

This section examines the ways these actors

characterize the environmental conditions in Madagascar and the extent to which their agencies

address them. The final section examines the relations between the key state actors noted above

and other actors who

interact

and influence the condition of natural resources and biodiversity

in the district.

Malagasy

state institutions

and agencies merit study as an extralocal actor group as they

wield a great deal of power vis-a-vis local Malagasy citizens. Foucault’s argument that “power

relations

have been progressively govemmentalized” (brought under the auspices of state
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institutions, Foucault,

economic

elites

Examining

1982:224) rings true in a place

like

Madagascar, where

political

have formed the nexus of power since the colonial and pre
-colonial

the nature of these

between people and

their

The working

power

relations

environment

in

among

actors also sheds light

era.

on the relationship

Madagascar.

definition of the state used in this chapter

and Evans, who identify the

and

state as “a set

is

that offered

by Rueschemeyer

of organizations invested with the authority

make

to

binding decisions for people and organizations juridically located in a particular
territory and

implement these decisions using,

if

necessary, force” (1985:46-47).

Along with

this

to

Weberian

definition, the authors note the tendency for the state to express “several contradictory

tendencies” and something

much more complex

Evans, 1985:47). For example, the state

is

than “a simple bureaucracy” (Rueschemeyer

&

an instrument of domination and a corporate actor,

as well as an arena of social conflict (Rueschemeyer

& Evans,

1985:47). Within the Malagasy

context, the state often manifests itself in contradictory ways, especially as different government
ministries

in

compete with each other

1990 led

to hostilities

for limited funds.

For example, the creation of the

with the Malagasy Forest Service (Eaux

government agencies occasionally create and implement
other.

For example,

in the late

et Forets).

ANGAP

Likewise,

policies that are contradictory to each

1990s when the Ministry of the Environment was working

protect the Lac Alaotra ecosystem, the Ministry of

Mines sold mining claims

to

people

to

who

ultimately destroyed a great deal of the lake’s (supposedly protected) coastal vegetation

(Meg

McSorley, personal communication, 1999).

One Malagasy person
Malagasy

(national-level)

currently working for an

NGOs

were created

in

IENGO

noted

how

three of the largest

1990 through the implementation of the

Malagasy National Environmental Action Plan (PAE), which had been elaborated
year and funded largely by the World Bank (ETNEP, 1998:2). These national
National Office of the Environment

ONE);

(l’ Office

the previous

NGOs

include the

National pour FEnvironnement a Madagascar or

the National Association for Protected Area
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Management (Association Nationals pour la

Gestion des Aires Protegees or

ANGAP); and

the National Association for Environmental

Management ( Association Nationale d Actions Environnementales
these organizations avoided

some of the problems

ANAE). The

or

creation of

typically encountered with the state forestry

administration and has “ resolu certains problemes, mais a cree
d’autres" [resolved certain

problems, but created others].
In its

most severe form,

the state trying to use the state as a
to fragmentation

arena ot social conflict might see various groups internal to

this

means

and paralysis of the

to satisfy their particular interests.

state as a corporate actor

due

to a ‘balkanization’

organizations in response to divergent outside forces” (Rueschemeyer

“Outside forces”

in this

among

felt

by the

state

& Evans,

of state

1985:47).

context are those coming from other actors residing outside the

including international actors (donors,

forces

This could “lead

IENGOs)

state,

as well as local actors (for example, occasional

by popular uprisings against existing

political regimes).'

ministers have increased as well, as each Ministry seeks to establish

its

Social conflicts

own

contacts

with external (international) donors.

The Malagasy

When

Forest Service

speaking of state actors involved

most relevant agency

is

the

This

is

done

in a

is

number of ways,

to protect

and manage the

ANGAP;

3) the delivery

district, the

et Forets).

forest resources

The

of the

including: 1) the control and monitoring of activities

related to forest harvesting; 2) the transfer and sharing of forest

(with)

conservation in the

Malagasy Forest Service (Department des Eaux

mission of the Malagasy Forest Service

island.

in biodiversity

management

responsibilities to

of cutting and hunting permits; and the enforcement of quotas;

and 4) raising of revenue from the permitting process (UNEP, 1998:18).

Such as that which occurred in Madagascar after the first round of presidential elections in December
2001 and the High Constitutional Court's confirmation of those results on April 29, 2002, which
'

established

Marc Ravalomanana

as the

new

president.
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In recent years,

government
legislation

in the

IENGOs and

their

donors have assisted

agencies of the Malagasy

writing of forestry legislation, with the intended
purpose of rendering that

mote amenable

to biodiversity conservation

forest policy has six basic principles:
1)

and environmental protection. The new

conforming with the new national development policy;

2) conserving forest resources through appropriate sustainable

economic development; 4)

management

state

limiting ecological risks; 5)

making

management;

3) contributing to

local actors responsible for the

of forest resources; and 6) adapting forestry activities to the reality of
the country

(DIREF, Antananarivo, 2000).

I

his

new

the sustainable

forestry legislation of 1997

outlines a set of regulations seeking to achieve

management of forest resources

forest policy has four “orientations,” each

degradation; 2) improving

in

Madagascar (Texier, 2002:28). This new

having a number of objectives:

management of forest

sector.

It is

stopping forest

resources; 3) increasing the size of forested

areas, as well as the forestry potential of other areas; and 4) improving the

performance of the forestry

1)

economic

noted that the current forestry situation shows:

1)

a

strong degradation of forest resources; 2) a decline in the authority of public administration; 3)
actors not having any responsibility for the

management of forest

resources; 4) an insufficiently

used economic potential; and 5) the benefits for a new forest policy (DIREF, Antananarivo,

2000 ).
Para-Statal Organizations

The wide

array of development and conservation agendas pursued by

IENGOs

in the

country often overlaps and compete with each other. Efforts to coordinate these efforts have
increased in recent years with the creation of para-statal organizations. These organizations are

an amalgam of

state,

donor, and nongovernmental organizations, designed to render

development and conservation

Law

14/97 of

May

efforts in the country

more

23, 1997, Revision of Forestry Legislation.
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efficient.

Two

examples include

'

ANG AP and the Conseil Malgache des ONGs pour le Developpement et
Malagasy

C ouncil ot

NGOs

for

Development and

initiated several water projects in

the

Ankazobe during

Environment or

l

Environnement (The

COMODE). COMODE

the early 1990s (“Miracle of Water”,

1994:30-31).

ANGAP

While
Service, as

it

the country.

is

NGO,

an

officially called

administers the conservation and

ANGAP’s

mission

is

1990, consisting

now

ot

30 Malagasy

functions as the Malagasy National Park

management of the 47 protected

to establish,

the network of national parks and reserves.

it

areas throughout

conserve and manage in a sustainable manner

COMODE is an umbrella organization, created in
COMODE seeks to coordinate the exchange of

NGOs.

information relevant to sustainable development and environmental protection, as well
as to
coordinate the implementation of activities

funding

to

member

d 'Intervention pour

organizations

le

in the field (all

comes through

Developpement (Fund

for

on the central plateau).

contracts with

USAID

Much

of the

and the Fonds

Development Interventions, or FID).

Analysis
Extralocal Perceptions of the Environment and

its

All of the extralocal actors interviewed agreed that there

Madagascar, though they differed
that the current

in their

environmental “crisis”

in

suggestions about

how

Problematization

is

an environmental problem

to resolve

it.

IENGOs

Madagascar warrants immediate action and

in

believe

are

attempting to combat the problem on a variety of fronts: providing incentives for the private
sector to

become involved

by linking adjacent areas
the capacity of

in

environmental conservation; increasing the size of protected areas

via “corridors” considered to be ecologically sensitive; strengthening

ANGAP to properly manage the conservation of protected areas;

implementing actions with

local

communities

that create

and

an avenue for their input about

conservation project formulation and implementation.

At the
is

state level,

while government

being degraded, they are

much

less

civil servants

alarmed about
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it

agree that the Malagasy environment

than are personnel trom

IENGOs. For

example, the Malagasy Forest Service
employees interviewed acknowledged
fire,

and environmental degradation are

all

that deforestation,

problems but they also noted larger issues

(e.g.,

poverty, insecurity and the lack of services)
that are a priority for local people.
Forest service

employees also noted

that the decline in the

number of forest

service personnel over the past 25

years has also facilitated environmental degradation.
During the 1960s and 1970s, there were
Five or six foresters in the

Ankazobe

Republic), there were only three.

person explained,

“it is

District, but

Today

difficult

either taxis or rides from

With

is

just

one forester

in the district,

and as

that

impossible to think that one forester could adequately
monitor the

forestry activities for the entire 7,000

made even more

there

by 1987 (toward the end of the Second

km

2

of the Ankazobe

District.”

Monitoring

this area is

because the forester has no means of transportation and has

IENGO

to rely

on

project partners to get into the field, and then travel on foot.

this lack of forest Service visibility in the field,

people

in rural areas

know

they can do

just about anything, vis-a-vis resource exploitation, without getting
caught.

Malagasy

lorest service

process (as explained

in

employees also note the bureaucratic woodcutting permitting

Appendix L)

as another reason for environmental degradation.

Obtaining a cutting permit requires people
district level,

which

to travel to

Ankazobe

to

make

their requests at the

are then forwarded to the provincial capital for the ultimate decision. This

process can take several weeks and discourages people from adhering to the law. As a

people take matters into their

mismanagement and
Government

own hands and

cut or

bum

result,

as they wish, leading to

exploitation of forest resources.

civil servants

extreme erosion, especially

noted that the over-harvesting of forest resources leads

in the northeastern portion

of the

district,

to

as seen by the formation

of numerous large gullies (or lavakas). The formation of gullies has also encouraged people
search for semi-previous

gems

that are

known

to exist in the area, including amethyst,

3

Including the rural

communes of Tsaramasoandro, Antekavana, and Ambolotarakely.
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to

aquamarine, scapolite, beryl and chrysoberyl (Stephane

Gems Canada,

Inc, 2003).

Severe

erosion facilitates panning for gems, as the deep
cuts in the hillsides allow prospectors to
more
easily identity veins or soil types likely to yield
stones valued by the international market.

severe erosion of the region

is

by

cited

a

anticipated water shortages, which will
future,

especially in the

town

of water are available per day

works out
condition

to

is

become

Ankazobe

ot

in

number of government

town

One government

become exacerbated

official

noted that 3,000

He

liters).

as the rainy seasons shorten,

and

3

said this

that continued

deforestation will encourage greater water-runoff, lower water retention in
the

water tables.

m

time this field research was done in 2000). This

about 0.5 nr of water per person per day (or about 50
likely to

major cause of

“the biggest environmental problem in the near

itself.

(at the

officials as the

The

soil,

and deeper

his will ultimately lead to future shortages.

I

Poverty

Another reason

for environmental degradation noted

impoverishment ot the country, especially

government
that,

otlicials are also affected

in rural areas

by poverty,

as

by

state actors is the steady

over the past 40 years. Local

one government

civil servant

while he could live comfortably on 10,000 Malagasy francs per month

needs 100 times as much (or a million francs, or about $150) just
circumstances

may encourage

civil

civil servant

working

school fees are only 5,000

difficult

economic

FMG (or 75

now

allowed

now

meet. These

damaging behaviors

Another example of rural poverty was

education department: he mentioned that even though

in the

time coming up with the cash.

said that rural people are

gain.

1960, he

in

make ends

servants to engage in environmentally

to acquire resources for their personal

noted by a

to

complained

cents) for the school year,

He
to

many

noted the lack of liquidity

pay

rural people have a

in the local

economy and

their school fees with rice or a chicken.

Underpopulation

One of the government
lived in the district, fire

civil

would be

servants interviewed hypothesized that

less

it

more people

of a problem. More people would be able
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to assist in fire

prevention or help extinguish them once started. Also,
a higher population

mean

that

more land would be devoted

the biushy grasses that

to this

is

grow wild on

argument by Tiffen

the

to farming,

and

thus, less land area

human

improved stew arding
Ankazobe, as

et al.

in

et al.

(1994) found that

population in rural areas led to agricultural intensification and also to

historical photos taken in

The low

would be covered

(1994) that more people also improve the environmental

of natural resources.

(Note photos

in the past.

would

the hillsides and are the fuel for annual bush fires.
Related

conditions of rural areas in Africa. In their study of rural Kenya,
Tiffen
greater densities of

in the district

human

extent, a similar

argument can be made

1898 reveal that there are actually more

in Figures 8, 9,

density of

To some

for

trees today than

and 10 on the following three pages).

population in

much of the

district is also a

reason for the

insecurity that currently exists in the region. Cattle thieves and other criminals engage in crime
in the

Ankazobe

District

due

to its

remote character. There are few roads by which authorities

can pursue them as well as a lack of organization among local habitants to pursue the bandits
themselves.

IENGO perceptions
this

image

to

of Malagasy environmental problems paint a bleak picture and use

warrant immediate intervention. These perceptions became apparent not only

during interviews with

IENGO

personnel but also

in the

various media music. In a highly

public campaign, Russell Mittermeier of Conservation International visited Madagascar in
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Photos comparing changes in tree cover in Ankazobe between 1898
(above) and 2000 (below). The Andranobe River and bridge on the south edge ot the town ot
Ankazobe.
Figure

8.
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Figure

9.

Photos of countryside surrounding Ankazobe, 1898 and 2000.
Town of Ankazobe in the center of each photo.
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Figure

10.

Photos comparing countryside at the Manankazo River crossing, 1898

and 2000.
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February 2000 announcing the publication of
Hotspots (1999), which included information
about Madagascar’s biodiversity. This public
relations campaign was
les organisations

monde

et

environnementales ainsi que

le

to “alerter les autorites et

public sur les richesses except ionnelles du

notamment de Madagascar, richesses qui risquent de disparaitre ”

[alert the

authorities and environmental organizations, as well
as the public, about the world’s exceptional

riches and notably of Madagascar, riches that risk to
disappear] (Fanjanarivo, 2000a:30).

Likewise, the various media explain the state of the Malagasy
environment in alarming terms as

something

that is “vanishing before our eyes, being

(Island of Ghosts,

I

PBS, 1993;

in

the Malagasy.

As noted

in

how IENGOs

Chapter

WWF International in Madagascar,

produced by

within, ...burning to death”

Feeley-Hamik, 2001).

hese images also reinforce notions ot

Madagascar from

consumed from

is

are taking positive steps to “save”

3, Vintsy, the

another

environmental magazine

medium through which IENGO

perceptions of Madagascar’s environmental problems are presented to Malagasy. This

magazine

is

distributed free via the Ministry of Education to

all

1,500 secondary schools

throughout the country and makes up an important part of the national environmental
curriculum, which has also been primarily influenced and developed by

An

WWF International.

examination ot the 32 issues produced between 1995-2000 reveals images and

stories that

focus largely on the action of Malagasy people, mostly rural and poor, which are detrimental to
biodiversity.

The reasons IENGOs use
blame

(or infer the

in other areas

blame

“due

is

much of the environmental

to the illicit exploitation

relatively distant

environmental conditions of Madagascar often

of) rural people living in close proximity to protected areas as well as

where environmental degradation

representative said that

was due

to explain the

most evident. For example,
degradation

of forest products. He added

in the

that

a

WWF

Ambohitantely Reserve

even though Ankazobe

from the reserve (about 30 kms.), people from town put pressure on the

to the clandestine exploitation

forest

of wood products, especially on the eastern side of the
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is

He

reserve.”

also noted that there were wild cattle grazing
in and around the forest (as

confirmed by our observations), and palm products
(made from Raffia

commercial purposes. He also mentioned

that this degradation has

were exploited

sp.)

gone on

dating back to the Merina conquest of the region between
1787 and 1828.

cleared the forest so that their enemies would have no
place to hide.
is

also

and

blamed

for the erosion

of biodiversity, especially as

to address insecurity created

like these tell a morality story,

was
for

for a long time,

He

said that people

The modern-day use of fire

used for tavy, pasture clearing,

it is

by the presence of cattle bandits ( dahalo ). Representations

where IENGOs are seeking

to save the land, flora

and fauna,

biodiversity and the environment in general from the damaging livelihood
practices of rural

Malagasy.

I

o address these issues, extralocal actors

environment from the Malagasy people. They
action in allowing

IENGOs

possess and that

necessary to solve the

is

call for their

call

to bring in the expert

crisis.

area.

intervention to save the

on the Malagasy government

and

scientific

They

protected areas and the subsequent removal of people

newly enlarged protected

own

knowledge

to take swift

that only they

also call for expanding the size of

who suddenly

find themselves within the

Likewise, the creation of environmental legislation along with

the displacement of protected area boundaries transforms the livelihood practices of subsistence

agriculturalists into illegal acts. This in turn gives the state the rationale (often through pressure

imposed by IENGOs and

their donors) to

remove people from

their traditional lands.

This pattern of events that characterize extralocal efforts

is

In

say they practice with local

most cases, the agenda and plan of action have been already

“participatory” sessions with villagers are

project’s intentions.

that

environmental conservation

many IENGOs

hardly conducive to the participatory methods that

communities.

at

By

can be said by the

more often

the time project officials

latter to

sit

a

venue to simply inform them of the

down with

local communities, there

change planned courses of action. The net

implementation of conservation programs

that are
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established, while

imposed on people and

effect

is

is little

the

that mirror the past

techniques of colonial forest guards,

of the

local

who

tend not to respond positively to the
expressed wishes

community.

In the case

of JICA, further examination of its proposed
reforestation and

prevention program reveals a classic example of
“assistance”
foisted

upon

local

imposed neither
identified

officials

in the

form of a project being

communities. Local people are expected to buy into a
program

at their

fire

that

is

being

request nor at the request of their elected political
representatives.

two curious aspects of this proposed JICA

who accompanied

the

JICA

forest service or park service, but

fire

project.

expert on his visit to

One was

that the

Ankazobe were

I

Malagasy
neither from the

from the Ministry of Health and Public Safety. While

previous interviews with government officials revealed that the park service
and the forest
service were aware of this large initiative by the Japanese government,

were not accompanying the expert on
project

is

that

its

ultimate aim

asset for agricultural land

eradication,

is

I

was

surprised that they

4

his visit

.

to stop burning,

The second odd aspect of the proposed JICA
which

local people consider to be their greatest

management. Local people hardly see

fire

as a “problem” in need of

for more details ol interactions with the JICA representative during the course of

this research, see the bulleted

paragraph on the following page.

Extralocal Perceptions of Local Actors

IENGOs
In

developing and implementing conservation programs,

IENGOs and

their

donors have

focused their assessment of the causes of environmental degradation on people living
subsistence households adjacent to protected areas.

It is

most often the

in rural

traditional agricultural

4

This situation also reveals a sense of competition among government agencies. Not only do they
compete amongst themselves for a shrinking pool of state resources, the current economic austerity and
neoliberal economic policies of donors have obliged state agencies to function more like local NGOs,
acting autonomously to secure donor funding for their particular agency. Such an atomizing of external
funding acquisition by government ministries could result in a duplication of efforts, or the pursuit of
activities that are in opposition to the mission and activities of other ministries.
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•

When Worlds

Collide: Japanese Foreign Assistance

In the midst

and Malagasy

of our meeting with the 12 mayors from the

office of the sous-prefet in

Realities

district in the

Ankazobe, the roar of a large vehicle interrupted our

discussion of development issues in the district and
clouds of dust raised by

deeply treaded
four-by-four
in a bright

blew

tires

was what looked

orange jump

showed off a

into the

suit

its

room. Jumping out of the late-model Toyota
spaceman. He was dressed from head

like a

with black boots buckled

at the

ankles.

The

to toe

suit

lean figure while the iron-pressed creases of the suit gave
the

wearer a smart look. The fellow put his hands on

his hips, giving

him

the

appearance of being ready for action. Three representatives of the Malagasy

government who displayed appreciably

accompanied
meeting
visitor

less

the orange-clad gentleman.

The

sous-prefet darted out of our

to intercept the foreign arrival at the door.

was brought

into the

room and presented

representatives from the local

who was

NGO with which

here in Madagascar to

work on

brousse "... [struggle against bush

to

“problem” with

villagers
tire.

I

to us (the

was working)

I

be a

fire

all,

the

as a “colonel”

a half-hour explanation

chief from a city in Japan) would

What

I

found ironic about

have interviewed seemed

All in

mayors and

the “lutte contre le feu de

help establish a local fire-control program.

none of the

After a brief discussion, the

What ensued was

fire].

of how the colonel (who turned out

that

energy than their foreign guest

this

to indicate that they

whole event fluctuated between

was

had a

the surreal

and tragic-comedy.
-

Observations

to myself,

Wednesday, November

8,

2000

practices of rural people (especially tavy) that are thought to be the primary agents of

biodiversity erosion on the island. Rather than seeing people as part of their natural

environment,

IENGOs

see

them as

hostile.

The IENGO

role therefore

the environment from the wrath of peasants ignorantly destroying

it.

becomes

IENGO

that

of “saving”

actors and their

donors, driven by what they believe to be the root causes of environmental degradation, impose

own

ideas

on

(1985) explains

in

their

local people about

how

the issues should be resolved.

her study of deforestation

in the eastern rainforest,
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However,

as

Oxby

blaming small tanners

takes

attention

away from

local level in the

purposes
also

is

Ankazobe

other agents of forest destruction and degradation”
(p. 43). At the
District, the

annual practice of burning grassland for grazing

also considered to play an important role in
environmental degradation.

blame degradation on poverty,

IENGOs

in so

much

as

it

pushes people

IENGOs

to practice tavy.

operating in Madagascar have undervalued the knowledge and lived

experiences of local actors and have likewise underestimated the significance
of the livelihood
practices of subsistence agricultural households.

programs
identity

is

that local actors

alternative

any protected area
activities:

carving

ecotounsm

must change

their

underlying assumption in

means of production;

activities for local actors to

in the

An

engage

in.

country reveals a potpourri of “alternative”

wooden lemur

(re:

statuettes for foreign tourists as part

industry, or developing “market” gardens in places

programs thus

their

A review ot

IENGO

the

program plans

for

non-agricultural)

of an overly-touted

where no market

exists or

where

a complete lack of infrastructure assures that no market could realistically be created. These

kinds of programs

fail to

speak

to the realities

and lived experiences of people

in subsistence

agricultural households.

The

State

State civil servants also believe that tavy

the island, but they are

farmers

who do

their stubborn

more

blame

for

environmental degradation on

on the ignorance of

not realize the consequences of their actions. Civil servants blame farmers for

adherence

Tapia trees ( Uapaca

by people within

to tradition.

bojeri),

way

One

forest service official noted the “irrationality”

they

manage

once used

for

natural resources.

He

people would want

cited

of

one case where

silkworm production, and are now being cut down

the district to clear land for subsistence crop production.

the people said they are hungry, yet there

why

to

likely to attribute its continued practice

local villagers with respect to the

understand

is

is

He responded

that

space in the valleys to cultivate crops; he did not

to deforest the hillsides
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where these

trees are located.

During a

nearby valley covered
deforested to

in the valley

Antandroy immigrant village of Marovitsika,

visit to the

in

Rotra trees (Eugenia jambolana, or Jamblon

make room

bottom (see photos

However, as

that anything will

do

lorester can

On

in

Figure

who

the village

be done

in this

was observed

on the following page). This

is

to

Fire,

farmers and herders, in that

it

a

from the stream

activity

was brought

noted that this was an infraction against existing forest
is

a

two-day walk from the nearest highway,

to stop this deforestation

case

the subject of

1 1

that a

French) was being

tor rice cultivation using gravity-fed water
irrigation

to the attention of the forester,

legislation.

in

it

it

is

unlikely

from continuing. The only thing the

meet with the mayor of the commune and discuss the matter.

government

eases their

civil servant

noted that

work burden. Herders use

fire is a

fire to

“force” for local

clear dried

unpalatable grasses and to encourage the growth ot green shoots. This same government
oificial said that herders

they don

t

“do not worry about the damaging consequences of these

really think about the future... they believe that things are pretty

hands of God.” Farmers have three main reasons
shrubs and trees to

“owned” by

make way

the farmer); 2) to

much

fires,

left in

and
the

for using fire: 1) to obtain land (by clearing

for agricultural cropping;

once cropped, land

minimize the amount of work they have

to

is

effectively

do while preparing

land for farming; and 3) to improve crop yields (through fertilization provided by ash from

fires).

These three uses
forester

acknowledged

its fertility

on

to

essentially cover the life cycle of a cropping field.

that

Malagasy farmers

declines, and thus

it

is

There are other,

less

government

are conscious of the fact that as land

necessary to abandon land (or to leave

more recently wooded lands with higher

A

soil quality.

damaging indigenous methods

for

A

improving

related

soil

it

is

cropped,

fallow) and to

problem

is

move

that continued

organic matter but farmers

in the

region do not practice these. In the southern highlands, the Betsileo are well known for their intensive
rice paddy management. They add cattle manure and till the soil in the off-season so that it is highly

productive during the cropping season. However,

in the

Ankazobe

District, this is not the case.

Despite

the suggestions to the farmers by government agricultural agents to use mulch, farmers in the Ankazobe
District prefer to

move from one

parcel to another and to use
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fire.

Figure

Photos of present-day transformation of forest to rice production.
Grove of Rotra trees (Eugenia jambolana) begin systematically converted to rice production in
the Antandroy immigrant settlement of Marovitsika, Kiangara Commune, Ankazobe District.
11.
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burning

kills

organic matter in the

1 he forester

added

soil,

whtch would normally help

that the “peasant mentality”

to retain moisture

wasteful

inefficient.

since land

and hold

that their tradition

is

Another reason

soil.

why

of iterant farming

is

make

about the use of

resources, especially on steep lands,” in
that forest cover

cannot be farmed or grazed. In these areas,
forest cover

to

leads to a “waste of

the best use for these lands as

judged by extralocals as being highly
in

Ankazobe

being seen as wasteful or inefficient, subsistence
farmers are also

considered (by extralocals) to be lazy. Often cited for

this is the lack

of interest that subsistence

using mulch or manure to increase agricultural productivity.

in

helps

readily available.

In addition to

fanners have

it

subsistence fanners are considered

Despite these views, people continue to engage in
iterant farming
is still

more productive.

destroyed in places where land

is

is

fire

it

A representative

at

the regional office of the justice ministry explained that
another manifestation of “peasant

laziness”

was

the increase in criminal activity in the countryside.

rather steal than

work

tor a living

on

driving this behavior as people can

the farm. This

same

He

noted that they would

official also

make more money trom

noted that poverty was

cattle theft than

from subsistence

farming.

State Perceptions

Of Extralocal Actors And Their

State agents are increasingly

their respective

work

coming

into contact with

transportation.

The perceptions

forester noted that the

IENGOs and

areas increasingly overlap, they are obliged to

personnel often provide consulting services to

IENGOs

IENGOs,

that civil servants

Activities

attracted

work

by the

have of IENGOs

is

their personnel.

As

together. State

lure

mixed.

of a per diem and

One government

use the same techniques that they learned from the colonial

French some 40 years ago, despite the

fact that

French attempts

at reforestation

were not very

successful.

Thinking more on a global
the

level, the

same

forester noted that during the First Republic,

government had “too much of a tendency toward Westernization”. Afterwards,
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the

Second

Republic “headed

back and
l

'

then with the Third Republic,

He mentioned how “we

the west.

ouest ”

And

east”.

forth too

are” [like a compass] “en train
de se basculer trap" [going

much]. He then

(why not stand up

he continued, “now there

straight

is

we (Malagasy) headed back toward

said,

“

pourquoipas

de but

tenir

and see both the east and west

no more

bring various agendas to the island,
especially religious ones
‘

asking him

if a

activities

’

who

IENGOs and

little,

no, benefits.

li

is for

local people to take over projects

implementing organization withdraws,

and

to

this is

forester

results].

The

forest

it

assume responsibility
not occurring.

has been seeking to protect, has quite

distiict toi ester also

over the past lew years.
(mostly produced by

He noted how

IENGOs) no

resources

[/a gestion

sustainable

management

points:

1

)

at

made an

this

by

the neo-colonial

The

Ankazobe

when

While

no lingering evidence of the aid money given by foreign donors

much of the

pursued

their donors.

The same government

environmental projects have had pas des resultat [no

I

that

saying that the Malagasy

by colonization and then by

State perceptions of international conservation
efforts in the

they have had

’est et

He added

proselytize.

He responded by

existed.

first

of extralocal actors, including

l

same time]? However,

at the

and avoid (external) ideologies.

“Malagasy” vision of things

vision “5 ’etent" (has been snuffed out),

a lafois

and west”, but instead, an odd array of
actors who

east

“we [Malagasy] should remain vazimba

et voir

District are that

so far as to say that

the intent of most projects

for their objective

once the

forester also said that there

in recent years; this

literally

gone up

interesting observation about the

the language used in the project

in

money,

is

like

smoke.

change

in discourse

documents he reads

longer emphasizes the “sustainable management of natural

durable des ressources naturelles ], but instead, are concerned with

what point

ot

is

renewable natural resources. This leads one

a natural resource so degraded that

The vazimba are the original people who settled
which all Malagasy are believed to have evolved.

the island
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it

is

to

ponder a couple of

no longer “renewable”? and,

1500 years ago and are the people from

2)

is

on renewable natural resources

this focus

a result

of the increasingly commodified

character of the Malagasy environment?

Solutions Proposed by Extralocal Actors

The solutions proposed by the
varieties: proactive

measures

to

The

protective measures include the implementation
of the

management of existing
changes

government

to

in

natural resources.

land tenure, whereby

facilitate reforestation activities.

GELOSE process,

Accompanying

communal

land

this is also a

is

to

While people interviewed
it

The

which involves

component

local

would

that

be formally deeded by the

communities.

Application of Improved Tenure

concern,

to

proactive measures include reforestation and
necessary

laws and policies concerning land tenure to

in

facilitate

environmental problems are of two

improve what has been degraded, and protective
measure

preserve the resources that remain.

changes

state to address

was woven

into a

Laws

for this study did not explicitly

number of other

mention tenure as an issue of

issues that arouse during the course of our

discussions. State actors often referred to the recent promulgation of
legislation to create a
clearei definition ol land

this legislation is to

and

tree tenure, as well as clarifying

encourage reforestation and

to

If

people plant and maintain the trees on

The

logic

that

by

is

that

rights.

The purpose of

improve land stewardship. To

the government will begin titling state land to private citizens
trees.

ownership

who

facilitate this,

take the initiative to plant

state land, they will eventually

be given

title.

privately-owned land will be better stewarded (managed) by individual owners

collective social actors using

open access resources.
Reforestation

A number of state agents in Ankazobe proposed reforestation activities to address the
shortage ot trees in the

district.

counting on the scheme noted

To encourage people

in the

previous section.
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to plant trees, the

Once

Malagasy government

these changes are accomplished,

is

it

IS

hoped

that

people will participate

in reforestation activities,

motivated by the prospects of

reaping benefits a few years into the
future from the trees they will be
planting soon.

A

high-ranking forest service employee

Antananarivo confirmed

on domine
paysans

who

[state]

that

land which

et tons les

decree number 2000/0383 of June
is

then given to those

to

who

7,

headquarters in

2000 promotes

plant trees. This law

is to

tree planting

“

intervenants afaire le reboisement" [encourage
rural people and

intervene to do reforestation].

owned] land

at the provincial-level

be reforested

The process

is

to

demarcate the area of dominal

advance of the planting. Once

in

inciter les

of those

all

[state-

done, the forest service

this is

then prepares an arete [edict] to formally change
the status of the dominial land, and then
edict goes to the Ministry of Lands,

which needs

to sign

(and thus, approve) the edict. This

process designates the land tor reforestation. The area of
land destined for reforestation
divided up by the number of people interested
this

scheme has had success

this

in reforesting the parcel.

in other parts ot the highlands,

then

is

The DIREF noted how

mentioning in particular a project by

the Cooperation Suisse in the village of Antsimbarano.

The likelihood for reforestation
to the species

used tor

this

to

be successful

is

increased

if

greater attention

is

paid

purpose. During the French colonial era, exotic tree species (such as

Eucalyptus and Pine) were grown due to their rapid growth

rates.

However, these species

are

invasive and discourage native plant growth, which ultimately decreases biodiversity. Thus,
greater attention

is

currently being paid to the establishment of native species. There are a few

species of trees native to Madagascar that are

These include Nuxia capitata
Malagasy) and, hazotakana

known

to

respond well

(or valanirana, in Malagasy),

(in

Malagasy).

Any

to the

Weinmannia

passage of

fire.

sp. (or valona, in

reforestation efforts need to be

accompanied

by protective measures, including the establishment of firebreaks.

Community-Based Forest Management Through

A

the

GELOSE

Program

forestry official at the provincial level noted that the process of securing land for

reforestation

is

not the same as the aforementioned
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GELOSE

process.

The

GELOSE

is

concerned w.th the conservation and
sustainable management of renewable
natural resources
(especially native forests) that already
exist on a given piece of land.
reforestation described above
rehabilitation.

As

more

is

the district forester noted, the spirit
of the

“ responsabiliser la collectivite et

foret

[instill

related to land reclamation

a sense

d

'

inculcate dans

of responsibility

in

and environmental

GELOSE program

lew esprit

communities and

The process of

l

However

GELOSE

as “un autre

essentially tells

them

natural resources.

Service

a critique

to inculcate in their spirit the
future

at the

‘

faite

When

will increase,

forest service agent is that villagers see

detruire la foret" [another

comme

game

in turn, generate revenue.

of GELOSE noted by one

moyen de

to

'advantage dans la future de la

benefits ol the forest]. For example, if
protected, the populations of wild

and then hunting could be opened up which
would,

is

way

to destroy the forest]

and

that

vous voulez ” [do whatever you wish] with locally
available

this critique

was mentioned

to the Interregional Director

of the Forest

Provincial Level (DIREF), he noted that the forest service
must provide

leadership in this regard to assure that local people do not
end up abusing their local natural

The DIREF added

resources.

that

are used in the establishment of

because

come

it

to a

be levied

due

to a

is

in

is

it

for this reason that traditional

GELOSE

how

agreements (called dina)

agreements with local villages. The dina are used

believed that a traditional agreement (whereby

consensus about

all

of the villagers have,

the agreement should be stipulated and

in theory,

which penalties should

cases of non-compliance) will have a better likelihood of encouraging compliance

mechanism of peer

pressure.

Controlling the Use of Fire

The

district forestry

agent

in

conservation effort to be successful,
the hillsides

above

Ankazobe noted
it

must

that for

any reforestation and

forest

“substitute villager’s need for fire.” People

bum

their rice paddies, saying that the ash that runs off during the first rains are

an important (and indeed, perhaps the only) means by which they
if fires are

it

forbidden, villagers will have to find alternative
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fertilize their paddies.

means of fertilizing

Thus,

their paddies.

Alternatives to this

would tnclude adding manure from

livestock to rice paddies to enhance
their

productivity as well as the incorporation
of “green manure” (or other forms
of vegetation).

However,

this is

not done since farmers consider

it

to

be too labor intensive.

Creation of District-Level Forestry
Commissions

DIREF

1 he

fivondronona

level,

noted that there are plans for the creation
of a forestry commission

which

is to

approve

of the forestry-related

all

The role of the commission will be

district.

forest service will be to inventory the
land,

reforestation. This inventory will be

to

activities

at the

proposed within the

oversee reforestation activities. The role
of the

and then decide which areas are best suited

done through consultation with

areas are available for reforestation. However,
the

DIREF

for

local people to see

did not give an indication on

which

when

such a commission might be created and made operational.

Increased

Numbers

1 he disti ict forester noted that

communes

in the district, as

opposed

should cover no more than 1,000

The

District.

GELOSE"

km

to just

,

forester noted that, with

[we could make

GELOSE

what

is

of Forestry Personnel
really

needed

one for the

is

a forester for each of the 12

entire district.

In general, a forester

thus there would be about seven in the

enough

foresters, “ nous

Ankazobe

pourrions faire marcher

le

work].

Training

One
The

local

people

in

agent also proposed that training be conducted for rural people by local

NGO

that

Ankazobe

would teach

I

collaborated with on this project did conduct one training workshop for

in

August 2000 on

tree nursery

management techniques. The new

the “preventative measures” that could be undertaken to prevent

preventative measures would include the establishment of

around

trees

and

NGOs.

in plantations,

mentioned by the JICA

and

official, as

le feu

fire

fire.

breaks, clearing

training

These

weeds from

precoce (early season burning). Training was also

something necessary
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to

“

conscientiser ” the population so

that

each person would be responsible
for protecting

“biens naturelles ”

their life

and

(e.g., the forest).

Greater Local Participation and
Response
In a larger sense,

what

also

is

district forester) are “initiatives
that

successful implementation of the
it

their goods, as well as the

to

Local Needs

needed (and was acknowledged on one
occasion by

respond

JICA

to

people’s needs.”

The

forester thought that the

reforestation project could be “very
feasible,” but only if

responds to people’s needs. Soliciting their
involvement and identifying

this.

Such

initiatives also

need

conception de la realization ”

fundamental principle
1

state

he

should

commonly

is

be accompanied by efforts

[in the

that integrate

their

needs would do

people “dans la

conception and implementation] of projects.
However,

this

often lost in project efforts to implement
technically oriented activities.

district torester

in turn

to

the

require

noted that

some

when

assistance from the villagers. For example,
rural communities

request that the state construct

that flows into their rice fields.

villagers request the assistance of the state,
the

The

dams and canals

forester’s

view was

to facilitate the

that such projects

management of water
should not be done

unless the state also requires that local communities
protect the watersheds from where those

waters flow.

I

bus, a

dam and

canal project might

initiatives to stabilize the soil in the

ground cover,
for the loss

in

whatever form,

of ash material

first

require that the

watershed (by stopping burning and permitting existing

to thrive).

in their fields

composting or adding mulch and manure

They might

also participate in activities to account

(due to the inability to bum), for example, by
to rice paddies in the off-season.

agricultural services prefer to encourage natural (organic)

rather than use of chemical ones, as

speculators

who

it

seems

local people

means

for

The

improving

forest

and

soil quality

have had bad experiences

in the past:

sold chemical fertilizers took advantage of farmers by exaggerating their

claims for potential increased agricultural production while offering
high interest

community undertake

rates.
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fertilizer

on credit with

1

The JICA
"' hVy

^

practice

m

the

consultant noted that people could
improve their

re«leme

improved

^" twell regulated
methods.

fire

An

effort has to

environmental quality) also leads

change

that

fire],

is,

way of life by

undertaking a

“consien'iser" [educate] the
population to

be

made

to a decrease in

to educate the people that
a decrease

them quality of

life.

It

,

s

necessary

their

Mon

de faire [literally, their “way
of doing, ” or their habits
neither possible (nor preferable) to
forbid tavy. Instead, it should be
regulated. Don 7 give orders or make
things forbidden.. .instead each
person should take responsibility to control
wild fire.
It is

However, the JICA

official

public... the administration,

assist in this el tort.

uncontrolled

fire

up

that this task

and

to

would not be

left

and international and environmental

Yet again the JICA

the controlled fire will

It is

added

would also need

need

to eliminate

have only controlled bums. The people themselves

will decide

to

where

bum.

to the population to figure out the area

of land they need

made during JICA’s

population to do tavy by rotation. That

farmers divide up the

villagers

NGOs

official stated that there is the

production. For example, a suggestion he

tor cultivation

exclusively to the general

is,

each year into eighths and decide

would decide where and when various

to

bum

plots

visit to the field

total

was

and crop
to teach the

amount of land required

only one-eighth each year. The

would be burned, which would

help to address the problem of tavy. However, he was unsure
idea to “ reglementer lefeu de brousse” [regulate wild

for pasture

fire],

if the authorities

in turn

would accept

his

given the long history of

7

government

efforts to forbid tavy altogether.

In either case, the successful regulation

of fire

cannot occur without the involvement of the population.

7

Despite

this, the

expert contradicted himself and

recommended

the southern sides of the reserve in order to protect

it.

that fire

be forbidden on the eastern and

This “forbidden” zone would stretch from the

down to the river that runs in the valley bottom just to the west of the village
Maharidaza (and to the east of Ambarifafy). This area ranges from about three to seven kilometers in
width. He was apologetic that villages in this zone would lose some of their grazing land to the west of
them, and suggested they use land to the east of these villages for farming and grazing livestock. On this
eastern limit of the reserve

ol
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Two

other control measures ment.oned
by extraloeal actors were inereasing
the salaries

of civil servants and bringing
increasing salaries, one
state agents’ lack

IENGO

employee noted how

of motivation because of low

"augmenler les salaries
not

in the military to assist

with control efforts.
this

” (raise salaries), though
he

said that

acknowledged

supprimer la corruption" (eliminate corruption) but

case of

could be a “legal” incentive to address

He

salaries.

In the

at least

it

it

that

is

necessary to

such a measure would

would “baisser la

corruption" (lower corruption).

The

other,

become involved

more

in

disconcerting, proposition

environmental protection

First the military’s part is practical,

from a

was

efforts.

for

The

government military personnel
rationale behind this

is

logistical standpoint, as there is a large

two

to

fold.

government

military shooting range in the area, adjacent to where
large-scale reforestation has been

proposed

Ankazobe

tor the

representatives

is

District.

The

feeling

among government and IENGO

that military personnel could easily

wildfires. Second, fire

is

be mobilized to assist in extinguishing

increasingly viewed by government officials from a public
security

standpoint, and the military have been invited in to assist since
they “already
the public concerning secuiity matters

(JIC

A

interview).

However,

work closely with

this rationale is

worrisome,

given the negative perceptions that local people already have about conservation,
derived in part

trom the

stift

enforcement of laws by

militaristic forestry officers

during the colonial and

neocolonial periods.

Summary
This chapter posits
the country,

it is

that,

contrary to the conventional

wisdom of lENGOs working

the extralocal actor group, and not the local, which plays a major role in the

destruction of biodiversity in Madagascar. Likewise, the unwillingness for

donors

large

in

to publicly

shed

light

on

this aspect

IENGOs and

of biodiversity destruction results

expanse of land, the villagers can practice wildfire on an annual rotational
by bit, disappear.”

will, bit
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in tacit

basis.

their

support of

“This way, the

fire

environmental degradation and runs contrary
biodiversity of Madagascar.

to their publicly stated

The behavior of all

missions of preserving the

actors assures the continuation of the
status

quo, including current patterns of corruption
and biodiversity elimination.
interpretation

is

that the actions

IENGO personnel
sort

A

of extralocal actors are putting local actors

more

critical

at greater risks.

ask rural households to change their livelihood
ways without providing any

of a social and financial safety net

for them.

Government and business

elites

continue to

rob the natural resources of the country and degrade
the environment. Actions by both groups

have immediate consequences

and elsewhere must take

a

for local actors.

To be more

more vigorous stance

in

fundamental causes of biodiversity depletion.
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effective,

working with

IENGOs

local

in

Madagascar

communities

to address

CHAPTER 6

LOCAL ACTORS
Introduction

This chapter presents the concerns that local actors
their ability to maintain their livelihoods
in the face

by external

actors.

These concerns are

in the

Ankazobe

District

have about

of biodiversity conservation efforts imposed

part of a narrative that includes details about
the

livelihood practices of local actors, the natural
resources they use in the process, local actor
definitions of “natural resources,” as well as their
perceptions about the availability of, access
to,

and condition

ot those resources.

about extralocal actors with

whom

Also examined are the perceptions

they

come

that local actors

have

into contact in their efforts to acquire access to

resources. 1 his chapter also examines the most threatening
issues (environmental or otherwise)
that they identify within their

suggestions

lot

communities. The chapter concludes with local actors’

addressing the obstacles that threaten livelihood maintenance.

Livelihood Practices and Natural Resource Use

A
In their political

Definition of Local Actors

ecology framework, Bryant and Bailey (1997) define “grassroots

actors” to include “shitting cultivators, small-scale fanners, nomadic pastoralists, huntergatherers...

(p. 158).

Rather than use the term “grassroots,”

I

prefer to distinguish these actors

as “local,’ given that their livelihoods (and very identities) are dependent upon their immediate
(or “local”) environment.

District could

they

make

Based on

this definition, the vast majority

be considered “local actors,” as they

their livelihoods

of people

live in subsistence rural

in the

Ankazobe

households where

by subsistence crop and livestock production. The remaining

actors include relatively well-to-do farmers and merchants,

who

play a role in the large-scale

production, transportation, marketing and sale of agricultural products (especially

included in this group are people

who

local

rice).

Also

maintain their livelihoods through small-scale mining,

timber trade, or charcoal production.
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Agricultural Crop Production

Rice Production
Rice production

on

living

only for

its

economic function, but also

sense, rice

is

a cash crop in that

tor other

The

it is

it is

and social significance. Rice also serves

both a staple and a cash crop. In a very

often used as a form of currency, exchanged in barter

household items. Malagasy are the largest per capita consumers

combined with declining

Madagascar becoming

in the

Malagasy

world, eating on average 2.2 kilos of rice per person per day. This great
demand

in the

for rice,

for its cultural

Malagasy households, as

and trade transactions
of rice

the primary livelihood practice for the majority
of rural

the central highlands. Rice production plays an
important role in rural households not

a unique role in rural

literal

is

yields due to worsening soil productivity, has resulted in

a net importer of rice in recent years.

rice production process spans four

months from germination

market or consumption by the household. (For greater

agricultural production, refer to the seasonal calendars in

limited in

Madagascar by

a hectare,

this,

average yields for most fanners

Appendix H). Rice production

for the lack

District) indicates that rice

in the

nursery to sale

and other aspects of

by

poor yields. While past research by French

Ankazobe

Forest Station (in the

Farmers compensate

on

the availability of water, labor, and land, as well as

soil quality that results in relatively

Manankazo

detail

in the

Ankazobe

of water by planting two

is

the mediocre

scientists at the

can yield up

to

two tons

District are less than half that figure.

to three rotations

of rice crops on the

i

same area of land during

the year.

Another way farmers respond

to

water shortages

is

by

i

This

is

possible because a single crop of rice can be

grown within

four months.

systems, the rainfall from a five-month rainy season can be stretched out to

within the rice paddies. This
harvest

is

first

called “ vary afara."

cultivation of rice.
to facilitate the

The

is

With

much

efficient irrigation

longer period

called “vary aloha, or “early harvest,” while the second

Vary aloha involves the drainage of marshlands and the intensive

cultivation of vary aloha has higher labor inputs due to the construction ot dikes

drainage of converted wetlands. The higher labor input

agricultural production
larger fields,

harvest

last a

and the advantage of this system

and lengthening the agricultural calendar

to

normally be done (Bloch, 1989:55).
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is

that

it

produce

is

rewarded with higher

provides the possibility of cultivating
rice at a time

when

it

would not

cultivating

by

more

rain-fed rice

on

gravity-irrigation systems).

The

from benefiting from either animal

demands of rural

mechanized farming.

traction or

watered

In

response

them

to the labor

in

Kaul

& Tomaselli-Moschovitis,

1999:29).

play a major role in the production of rice and have
done so since the pre-

(Larson, 2000:49),

field preparation,

Women

do

into slavery or drafted into the

water management and harvesting. Both

Most farmers say

field,

what the ancestors

men and women

and threshing.

speak badly about

to insult the spirits

men do

participate in

that they are satisfied with their agricultural yields.

cultural, as farmers are reluctant to

do so would be

Menna army

the transplanting, weeding, and dehulling of rice
while

nursery preparation, transport from

that to

is

subsistence households, most families are large and
surpass the national

colomal period when Malagasy men were taken

be

bottoms (which

limited financial resources of rural households
prevent

average ot 5.7 children (World Bank, 1998,

Women

2

hillsides, rather than rice in valley

One

reason

may

their agricultural production, believing

of their ancestors. Articulating dissatisfaction about

are providing to them, or worse, taking actions to address those concerns

by

changing traditional livelihood patterns, could provoke the wrath of ancestors.
Despite the strong influences of tradition, fanners located

in areas that are

more

accessible to regional markets are eager to increase their household income from the sale of
rice,

and are thus willing

example,

in

to

admit that they would prefer

to

improve

rice production.

Antsahazava, farmers noted that they never had a problem selling

all

For

of the

rice

they produced and therefore were interested in increasing rice production, in contrast to fanners

living in

more remote

locations like Fiadanana,

hindered the movement of rice

where

to regional markets.

the poor transportation infrastructure

The farmers

in

Antsahazava also mentioned

2

Called “vary akotry ” in Malagasy, or
fed rice production

is

literally, “rice

more widely practiced

significant household activity.

paddy,” compared

in the hilly terrain

Hillside rice production

recently cleared, due to the relatively rich soils found

is

typically

done

within these areas.

declines but continues with minimal household labor.
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to rain fed rice production.

where livestock grazing
in

is

a

Rain

more

areas where forest has been

Thereafter, rice production

that further

is

west of Fiadanana there

bettei suited for rain-ted rice

of Pine and Eucalyptus

is

“famine”

In the northern part

of the

district, the

region

production (in addition to livestock production and the
growing

in plantations) as the terrain is steep

and

rainfall patterns are

somewhat

erratic.

Rice production
collaboration

(/

is

also one of the few remaining activities with indigenous
forms of

’entraide, in French).

of rice production.

In general, the

the rice harvest. In households

goes

to the landlord as in-kind

their

own

Rural Malagasy typically assist each other with the tasks

producer for household consumption keeps only one-third of

where land

payment

is

sharecropped, the other two-thirds of the harvest

for land rental.

land, two-thirds of the harvest

is

In cases

where the households farm

sold to purchase cattle and other household

necessities.

The major management problems
social

that arise with respect to rice production involve

and ecological aspects of water management. Social problems related

management involve farmers upstream who
fields that in

some cases may be newly

downstream of sufficient water

to

more than

their fair share

water

of water,

to irrigate

created or expanded, depriving other farmers

produce

problem cannot be resolved between

take

to

the

rice (such as in the village

two people

of Mangatany).

in question, the elders

(

If this

ray-amandreny )

in

the village try to resolve the problem. If they cannot, then the president of the Local Security

Committee (CLS,

or

Comite Locale de Securite) and

the

mayor work together

to

decide

how

to

address the problem.
Villagers in at least one location (Ambarifafy) noted that difficulties concerning water

management were

the “biggest environmental change that they have observed in their village.”

This French term used by rural Malagasy, while translating directly into the English “famine,”

is

used

to

explain the seasonal food shortages that occur each year and are, unfortunately, a regular feature of niral
life.

There are no “famines” of the

sort, for

example,

in

Ethiopia during the 1980s.

4

These tasks include paddy preparation, seedling planting, weeding, harvesting, and threshing.
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y

Soil erosion

from rapid run-off of water

Ambarifafy so much

that

it

left

after

heavy

rainfalls has

deepened the

river in

adjacent rice fields perched several meters above
river-level. In

the past, the river water could easily be channeled
into these fields via small earthen canals,
but

as the river lowered,

required the construction of new, longer earthen canals.

it

Dryland Crop Production
In addition to rice, rural

households produce a number of dryland (rain-fed) crops

provide a form of insurance in the event that the rice crop

fails:

vonzobor (beans), katsaka (maize), and voanjo (peanuts).
In the village

mangdhazo

Women

to

(cassava),

cultivate

them most

often.

of Antsahazava (Kiangara commune), farmers noted that they had stopped
or

greatly decreased their production of dryland crops, citing changes in
climate and drying

conditions that

make

plant survival difficult.

Home Gardens
Raising
extra

fruits

in

difficult to

men

or medium-sized market gardens provide

in rural

fruit trees.

households.

Some of the

Women

hey also said they were discouraged from raising

during the dry season.

As fuelwood grows

produce most of

local actors noted that

home gardening because of increasing problems

continue

availability. 1

usually cultivate

home

small

income and diversity food consumption

vegetables while

this

and vegetables

it

was

related to water

fruit trees

due

to fire hazards

scarcer, older existing fruit trees are being cut for

purpose.

Livestock Production
Cattle Production

Many rural
to

be confined

Madagascar,
lives.

households throughout the

to the

more rugged

cattle in the

For example,

district

engage

in cattle production,

rural areas unsuitable for fanning.

Ankazobe

District

assume an almost sacred

cattle are slaughtered at famadihana

and circumcisions. Cattle also provide

villagers with the
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As

in

many

which tends

places around

role in people’s daily

(exhumation ceremonies), funerals,

major means of storing wealth. Cattle

in this

sense serve more of a cultural function than
an economic one, as they are rarely ever

used as part of a cash exchange economy.
Cattle are used in preparation of rice paddies,
and they are also used for transport

(pulling either

wooden

carts or

vrambavramba, which

overland by cattle and used to transport materials).
for free for fieldwork and/or transportation.

One

In

is

a sleigh-like construction

some cases

villager in

it

is

customary

Mangatany described

dragged

to loan cattle

this

custom

as similar to receiving an “interest-free loan.” Problems
of cattle production noted by local
actors include: the lack of veterinary services, vaccinations and
medicines; the lack of means to

purchase

cattle, a lack

of vegetation

for grazing;

and the prevalence of diseases.

Small Livestock Production
In addition to cattle production, rural

households engage

livestock, consisting mostly of chickens and pigs,

consumption and contributes

to

third ot small livestock production

is

1

Women

Households
year

goods

is

when household

in

sell

these animals,

Mangatany estimate

that

one

for household consumption, while the remaining two-

used to purchase clothes and,

rely heavily

usually raise and

he villagers

thirds are traded or sold for products of primary necessity.

ot agricultural

production of small

which supplements household protein

household income.

and thereby have some linancial independence.

in the

on the trade and

sale

rice granaries are nearly

Any money remaining from

in rare cases,

pay school fees

the sale

for children.

of small livestock during the soudure, the time of
empty, and when the rice growing

in the field

has

yet to reach maturity (February).

5

As was observed

in

and around the village of Mangatany.

6

Numerous people noted that anthrax
was due to the lack of vegetation,

this

has

become an

increasing problem.

One

villager

mentioned

that

obliging cattle to nibble grass stubble at ground level, where they

inhale anthrax from the soil.
7

For example, sugar, kerosene, soap, and cooking

oil.
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En vironmental Management Schemes

When
listed

asked to describe the natural resources of
importance

water (rdno),

soil (tdny), pasture (tanety),

access to renewable resources (water,
state,

but effectively “open”

formal

of l.ocal Actors

management of the

and

soil, pasture,

in practice.

forests (ala).

and

forests)

to

them, people usually

In the

is

Ankazobe

District

officially regulated

by the

People generally acknowledged that there was no

collectively used resources of water, land, and
forests.

Pastureland Management

The communal management

As

patterns of pastureland (tanety) follow long-held traditions.

the grass turns to straw (or bdzaka) during the dry season,
local people harvest and use

rooting and mattresses.

As

individual farmers’ fields encroach onto pastureland, the latter

transformed from communal

to private individual property.

crops (consisting mostly of cassava and sweet potato).

can then be rented by the

owner (usually by means

In this case, a third ot the harvest is given to the

People

who

raise livestock

bum

As

On

land

tanety’

is

for

it

is

people grow dryland

farmed and thus, claimed,

it

ot a verbal contract), to interested parties.

landowner as a payment of rent.

the tanety to clear off the straw that cattle refuse to eat.

Burning encourages the growth of grass shoots

at a

time ot the year

when

there

is

very

little

green vegetation to graze. Local people noted that since the 1950s, there had been a
“ responsible

village,

du paturage" [pasture land

allowed the villagers

permission to the villagers to

enough green pasture

to

bum

bum

for the year.

1

.5

authority],

it

is

no formal system of

number of cattle

number of hectares necessary

villagers also noted that this

Forest

There

the

in the

hectares per head of cattle per year, and gave

the total

The

who counted

to give their cattle

changed

in

1990.

Management

forest resource

management

in the

Ankazobe

appears that forest products are subject to open access tenure. Local people

in

District,

Mangatany

noted that the management of forest resources was put into the hands of authorities soon

independence

in

1960. Villagers

made no

distinction
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and

between Forest Service agents,

after

police, the

local security

committee, or the mayor, and acknowledged
that

s avere necessaire pour la gestion

“/'

existence des autorites

de ressources ” [the existence of authorities
appears

necessary for resource management], but that
these same authorities do not often come
into the
field,

“
creating a situation where these people are
only authorities au bureau, mais non pas
sur

le terrain- [authorities at the office but
not in the field].

because they

know

Thus people no longer respect

the laws,

that they are not being enforced.

Local people harvest timber on a relatively small scale
compared to business interests
that harvest timber to ship to the capitol for sale
as boards.

Local people harvest

wood only

in

the quantity required to satisfy household needs, including
housing and furniture construction,

fuelwood and charcoal

However, the economic or

ior cooking.

with government civil servants, take as

much

as their

means

product exploitation, limited only by their manpower, truck

political elites, in collaboration

will

size,

allow

in large-scale forest

and gasoline funds. They do

not take responsibility for deforestation or care about the consequences of
their actions.

Interviews revealed that local people were familiar with the different distinctions in the

permitting process for timber exploitation. They noted that

wood

lor cooking, they did not

modest number

ot pieces

they were cutting

wood

have

to

of furniture

for building

if

they collect dead and

have permits. Likewise,

for their

if

downed

they wanted to build a

homes, no permits were required. However,

houses or furniture for

resale, they

had

if

to obtain permits.

(Refer to Appendix L for details.) They voiced their frustration with the difficulty they have
obtaining cutting permits.

into their

own

They admitted

that the lengthy process

in

pushes them to take matters

hands. In this respect, the burdensome bureaucratic permitting process has

facilitated the destruction

of the

forest in

people and leading them to harvest

wood

Madagascar by heightening the
products as they wish

in protest

frustrations

of local

of government

inefficiency and indifference.

For example, people are permitted
facilitate the tasks

to harvest

“dead and downed” timber, so they

of Mother Nature, increasing the quantity of “dead and downed” timber
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that

one would normally find

in a

given stand of trees.

One common

technique

is

to cut

halfway

through tree trunks but leave them standing, waiting for
the gusty winds of early rainy-season

thunderstorms to take care of the
harvested. Another technique

Nobody scrambles
on

is

rest.

Once

to allow

to put these fires out,

the tree

bush

blows down,

fires to

and the net

forest perimeters that eventually tall (or are cut)

move

result is

it

can then be legally

into adjacent forested lands.

an annual supply of burned trees

and then serve as timber and fuelwood.

observed both of these techniques around a number of gallery

I

forests, including the

Analatsibahaka Forest, as well as around the Ambohitantely Special Reserve.
These techniques
are also examples ot people

s

acts of

where

a tree ot highly valuable

wood

of

and axe-cutting

down

fire

to

bring

economizing household energy expenditure.
is

In cases

identified within a stand, people will use a combination

the tree,

and then

set

up

a

temporary saw

mill, converting

the logs into boards, while being protected from view by the surrounding trees.

Mining

A number of villagers in the

Ankazobe

District

engage

in

mining, especially in the

northern and eastern sections. Villagers in Mangatany acknowledge that “about one in ten”
local

people are involved

relative small scale

in

mining-related household activities. These activities are done on a

and include hand digging with farm implements and channeling canal water

to facilitate panning.

The people

in

Antsahazava mentioned

that the area contained

gold and other minerals

but that they had the problem of “les deboucher" (marketing them). Thus,

are lucky

them

enough

to find semi-precious stones, they are not

fetch a reasonable price for their finds.

extralocal actors)

situation

is

who

They

when

local people

plugged into a network that can help

are obliged to deal with

middlemen (usually

ultimately reap the greatest benefit from people’s mining activities. This

reminiscent of Dove’s (1994) analogy of a villager

not connected to a system that allows him to get the

what he has found. This

is

who

maximum (or

a similar situation for the undervaluing
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finds a

huge gem, and he

at least the

is

market) price tor

of ram torest

trees, as well as

just about

and

any other natural resource found

in a

poor country lacking a “system” of marketing

control.

Percep tions of Local Actors Toward Natural Resources
In general, local

people appear to be quite conscious of the environmental
problems

threatening their natural resources and well aware that these
problems have
in recent years.

In

become more

acute

Tsarahonenana, one villager noted,

In our parents day, the forest was found just outside the entrance
of the
village ...springs oj drinkable water were numerous ...there were
many varieties
of animals, and there were only small problems concerning food (availability).
'

In

one generation, detorestation and

and household income. As one
[everything

is

villager in

Andranomiady explained, “tout

destroyed]. Farmers in Antsahazava (Kiangara

they harvested two tons of rice per hectare and
this

drop

in rice

production

problems, however,

which they
It

erosion to a decline in agricultural production

soil

is

is

due

secondary

now

est detruit"

commune) noted

only harvest about

1

.5

that in the past

tons.

They

said that

People’s awareness of environmental

to less rainfall.

to their attention to the

poor socioeconomic conditions

in

live.

should be noted that there was considerable confusion about environmental

terminology used

in

interviews with local actors,

who

did not understand the distinction

8

between “natural resources” and “the environment.”

Equally confusing for people

is

discussion about placing an esthetic or non-market value on natural resources.

Water Resources
People acknowledged that water
they could not

live.

Water

is

is

their

most valuable natural resource, without which

especially prized for cultivating rice paddies and

is

also important

Even more confusing was the concept of “management,” which often conflated to resource “use” or
“exploitation.” An example of this is “management,” a word for which did not exist in Malagasy until
the early 1970s. During that time, the Academic Malgache began creating Malagasy words for terms that
had been adopted from French. Thus, “management” became fitantanana and “environment” became
translated as tontolo iainana, or literally, “the place where everyone lives together.”
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for

food preparation. Water

variation in terms of

who

is

generally treated as a

gains access to

Farmers involved

how

maximum number

to facilitate

properly manage the acquisition and

to

of rice paddies can be irrigated

the southern portion of the district, where rice growing

dams

is

most widespread,

l

Eau, or AUE).

concerning water management, they usually work

it

among

out

work, then the village chief and/or elders solve the problem.
official

Many

channels

plentiful in

at the

mayor’s

office, but

November

district.

People

in

of ability

to

Due

to the

manage

combination of impenetrable

built

a sponge that regulates water

there

is

a

problem

problem

is

settled

to this level.

have become a matter of
that six years

now

is

ago water was

not abundant enough for

and they are very worried about the

soils,

water, Rajery (1996) estimates that

heavy

80%

and many farmers lack

rains,

of rainfall

is lost to

run-off that

This pattern results from deforestation of the

(p. 4).

watersheds that feed run-off streams and

it

have

Rajery (1996) noted that farmers no longer respect the

does not benefit agricultural production

people can use

once. In

themselves. If that does not

Antsahazava observed

traditional agricultural calendar due to water shortages

future (p. 3).

villagers

problems rarely advance

shortly after the rainy season began, but

rice cultivation until February.

It

If not, the

local people said that increasing water shortages

concern throughout the

at

water management for nee production and are organized into Water

Users Associations (Associations d Usagers de

through

is

production usually organize themselves in an

informal manner and reach mutual consensus on

small

held public good, but there

it.

in irrigated rice

distribution ot water so that the

commonly

rivers.

When

the forests are

How, soaking up water and

storing

it

still

when

in place, they serve as

rains are plentiful, so

during dry periods. People noted that during their lifetimes the rainy season

had become shorter, with

erratic rainfall: rather than falling in a steady

to fall in brief downpours, causing soil erosion

and

silting

manner, rain

now

tends

of rice paddies. Likewise, lengthy

dry periods during the rainy season lead to a temporary drying out of the rice paddies. All ol
these factors ultimately result in a decline in rice production and household income. Elders in
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Andranomiady

also noted that

plentiful in the region.

They

erosion causes springs to

it is

now

rare to find a spring,

attribute this

change

whereas springs were previously
of forest cover, noting that

to the loss

become clogged and eventually buried by

soil

deposits of sediments.

Soil Resources

Most fanners do not
maintain or improve

practice

soil fertility.

any formalized system of soil management

in

During interviews, people did not note declining

order to

soil fertility

as a problem per se, but rather they noted problems associated with
soil erosion, such as their
inability to adequately regulate water run-off

from nearby watersheds into

their irrigated

nee

paddies. Ultimately, this situation brings about a continued decline in soil quality, decreasing
agricultural production,

and diminishing household income.
Pastureland

Local people make decisions about pastureland management on an informal basis.
Likewise, the rules governing village access

to certain

pastureland for cattle grazing are fairly

vague, for example, in Andranomiady, elders said that the grazing of cattle was not restricted
to a particular area and, in general, cattle

grazed a broad area that extended “four to five

kilometers from the village.” This situation differs from other areas where traditional grazing
9

systems are more planned and managed.

The people

in

Ankazobe often

said that there were

three seasons: green, yellow, and black ( maintso mauve, yy mainly ): green in the rainy season
,

(November

to

March); yellow when the grasses dry out (April to July); and black when the

dried grasses ( bozaka ) are burned (August to October).

Some

villagers are relying less

to the village to prevent theft.

Such

as the kijana system,

on the use of tanety preferring

For example,

which

is

,

in

more common

Ambarifafy,

to the east

practiced around the Anjozorobe Forest near Didy and

is

one

in

cattle

keep

their cattle close

graze whatever green

of Ankazobe. The kijana system is
which each extended family or clan has

grazing rights to well-defined pieces of forested and pasture lands.
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to

vegetation they can find in close proximity to the village,
increasing grazing pressures placed on
a concentrated piece ot land

and raising the likelihood of conflicts between fanners
and herders.
Forest Resources

Foiest resouices ranked second to water in terms of their
importance to people in the
region, and are used tor construction of houses, furniture,
and farm tools, and cooking fires

made with fuelwood. Even though
depleted, in

some

wide and

Commune),

District are fairly well

local people believe that these forests are ample,

(large forests).

One such

“a/a be" was

a hall kilometer long (about 15 hectares).

acknowledged

Ankazobe

places where pockets of forest remain (for example, the Analatsibahaka

Forest (Fiadanana

them as “ ala be"

the forest resources of the

that the area

little

However,

more than
in

and

still

refer to

a third of a kilometer

Tsarahonenana, people

covered by woods has diminished over time.

A number of people,

especially elders, possessed

knowledge about native

trees.

For

example, people from Mangatany knew that the nearby Analatsibahaka Forest contained six
kinds ol native timber: arongana, lanona, rotra fotsy, sohihy, va rangy and voamboana

(Rosewood, or Palissandre

Andranomiady

of the

(

district

Eucalpytus

( Callitris

amontana, kabaka, mangy, sakafaiy and voara).
,

elders simply noted that there used to be hazo ala

Rosewood,

especially to

in French) (and

the

forests), referring

most prized construction wood. During the 1960s, several portions

were reforested with introduced

sp.),

(wood

In

(exotic) species, including Eucalyptus

Pine (Pinus patula), Cypress (Cupressus

sp.),

and Black Cypress Pine

calcarata).

People seemed well aware of the threats facing the gallery forests of the region: wild
fire, cutting,

the people

and clearing

who

cut

down

for agricultural production.

trees

- do

themselves in a situation where

it is

“The immediate agents of deforestation -

not necessarily like what they are doing, but find

their best strategy for decent survival.”
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(Oxby, 1985:51

).

The
The majority of inhabitants
ecological consequences of

fire.

in the

Effects of Fire

Ankazobe

One, reporting

District are well

aware of the negative

for others, said:

On

suit deja les consequences de ces mauvais
actes: par exemple
manioc ne pousse plus sur le tanety a cause de l
'insuffisance des elements
nutritifs du sol pour les piantes; le betail
souffre aussi a cause

le

du manque de

pluie qui entraine la non-poussee des bozaka...
on sait depuis la potentiality du
Profit commun a l existence du foret et celui de l
environnement

[We

already

example, the cassava
nutrients.

The

know the consequences of these bad acts (of fire), for
is now unable to grow on the tanety
due to the lack of soil

livestock also suffer from a lack of rain,

of bdzaka (dried grasses).

communal

profit

We have known

from the existence of the

Likewise, people interviewed

in

which hinders the growth

for a long time the potential for

forest

and the environment.]

Antasahazava understood the consequences of environmental

changes, including less ram, more animal diseases, and lower agricultural
production.
Villagers in Mangatany, Andranomiady, and Tsarahonenana noted that
the major

obstacle to forest protection

land, to

produce

was

the prevalence

dead wood, and

to

make

of

People

fire.

charcoal.

The use

in the district

ot fire for pasture

not regulated by government authorities or village elders. Each year fires

thousands of hectares of land
District.

Most people

in

are well

that fire is to

.

bum

blame

for the

of water and

forest.

two

clear

management

in the

aware of the negative environmental consequences of

face. .declining availability

Central Highlands

fire to

is

bum hundreds of

Madagascar, and tens of thousands of hectares

Tsarahonenana, the villagers noted

problems they

use

Ankazobe
In

fire.

largest environmental

The

fires

on

the

Malagasy

mostly grass-covered pasturelands as well as the margins of adjacent

gallery forests. This practice results in tree mortality several months after the passage of

facilitating the availability

dead and downed wood

cases, to convert into charcoal). In a sense, this

assure a constant supply of firewood, but

it is

is

for people to collect as

kind of burning

is

clearly unsustainable.
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a

firewood (or

fire,

in

some

management system

Many

people have the

to

attitude that

when

the forest

is

gone,

it

will

be someone else’s problem and there will always be

another source of firewood.
Fire

government

also used as a tool by peasants to resist government actions
or to protest

is

inaction.

The

elders in

Andranomiady noted

that

some people

sabotage” and to show discontent, and inferred that these acts are directed

set fire as “acts

of

at the authority

figures representing the state at the local and regional levels, especially
during elections and

governmental transitions when the
elders also noted that fire

we were

in

political situation

fires that,

During the election campaign

close to the junior high school and the sous-prefet

was convinced

In

Andranomiady, the

was caused by “a lack of conscience and, above

Madagascar, we witnessed many

for political reasons.

seems unstable.

that these fires

were

’s

depending on

in

all, illiteracy.”

whom you asked,

November, 2000,

fires

residence in Ankazobe."

politically motivated,

and

While

were

set

burned very

The

sous-prefet

set to intimidate him.'

Fire

serves as a barometer of civilian dissatisfaction with political leadership in particular, and with
life in

general, especially

economic hardship.

The existence of dahalo
(and justify the use) of

fire.

(bandits)

is

another reason people use to explain the presence

Villagers noted that dahalo use

fire for

three purposes: 1) to

discourage victims from pursuing them after they have attacked a village; 2) to give a sign to
other nearby groups of dahalo that they have arrived; and, 3) to

along the routes that they take while driving

cattle

make new

from one region

to

pasture grasses

another for eventual

grow
sale.

10

same time I was conducting this research in Madagascar, the campaign for local
Madagascar is currently moving toward a Federalist system, whereby the six
provinces will each have more autonomy than they currently do. Elections were held nationwide on
December 3, 2000, for each of the 1 12 districts in the country to chose representatives who would serve
on a provincial “board-of-governors,” that will work closely with a future elected governor of each
For example,

elections

at the

was taking

place.

province.
'

'

It

should be noted that the sous-prefet

motion

He

is

He

the

is

the highest-ranking civil servant in the district

agenda of the congressman who represents the

district

of Ankazobe

in the

and he puts

into

National Assembly.

of the same party as the president.

said opposition-party people “give

money and

gas to young unemployed youths
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to set these tires.

Likewise, there are two reasons that local people
the dahalo

:

1) to

clear the

bum pastureland to

protect themselves from

bozaka from around the house and around the village
so

that they

can

easily see the arrival ot dahalo from afar and so
that they will have adequate time to gather
their

belongings and

bush

flee into the

to hide;

fire to the

grasses to force the dahalo to

explained

it).

Villagers in

Ambanfafy

Aires Protegees) agents are very

visiting their village frequently to

because

it

was too

The prevalence
Noting

activities.

Andranomiady

was

set

fire to protect the

sure there are no

fires.

Gestion des

nearby forest reserve,

Once they even obliged

village, but the villagers eventually

the

abandoned

of wildfire discourages local people from participating in reforestation

of Eucalyptus

been a year without

fire” in their area, the elders in

would never amount

trees in the village

protected forest in the

and

to anything.

that

They noted

that there

some of them had been planted

in

season.

first

Ankazobe

district is the

Ambohitantely Special

ANGAP agents have educated people living around the reserve about the importance

of conserving the reserve’s
are frustrated

outsiders

,

ANGAP (Association Nationale pour la

the past in pasturelands only to be burned the

Reserve.

dahalo they can

large a task to complete.

said that planting trees

The only

the villagers pursue the

out of the grasses (“like rats,” as one interviewee

around the

that “there has not

a small nursery

if

about preventing

make

local population to build a firebreak

this project

come

said that

strict

and 2)

by the

come

While people are conscious of the value of this reserve, they

fact that the forest is off limits to them.

into the forest illegally to

residents are often

backed by

forest.

blamed

remove

Local residents complain that

forest products for their

for deforestation, receiving fines

own

profit, but local

and reprimands from

state agents,

NGO authorities.

This situation

is

not new. In 1921, during the colonial era, the French colonial state

allowed logging concessions (both French and Malagasy)

to harvest

timber ( Service Forestier,

1922, in Jarosz, 1996: 158). Ironically, the large-scale cutting of forested land was being done
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at

when Malagasy farmers were

a time

Malagasy peasants

Homac

are often targeted for having deforested

(1943-1944,

destroyed

forbidden to practice their traditional agriculture.
While

in Jarosz,

in the thirty

much of the

1996:159) shows that “roughly

years between 1895 and 1925.”

Much

70%

island, research

by

of the primary forest was

of this forest removal was done by

colonial logging operations.

Likewise, elders

1

947 and

state)

is

in

Andranomiady noted

that

when

they arrived in the area between

950, there were plenty of trees in large gallery forests that were protected
(by the

1

from harvesting. However, they said “You may think

nothing

1 hey speculated that most of the

left.

the capitol (Antananarivo),

Due

where

wood was

that

we

are lying to you, since there

cut and marketed

by people from

was sold commercially.

it

to this history, local residents are not

eager to collaborate with organizations

involved in the conservation and management of forest resources (such as the

ANGAP and the

Forest Service) and have requested a policy of “transparency” so they have honest information

about forest exploitation and local resource management.

The use of fire

in itinerant agriculture {tavy) is

government

agricultural

of the

and impoverishment of the

forest

and forestry agents

IENGO

staff

and

be one of the principal reasons for the destruction

to

soil.

considered by most

In addition,

blame

is

placed on people living

adjacent to forested areas simply because of their close proximity to the forest. This analysis

fails to

consider the destructive role of large-scale forest exploitation by people

in regional

markets. While tavy

Ankazobe

practiced in the

Antsahazava

if

sommes

District, largely

in the rainforest

suggested

would help

a threat in

many

due

areas of Madagascar,

to the lack

of trees.

in

to protect

tres conscients

one person
de

la

it

I

is

sell

not widely

asked people

was an

wood

activity

in

more

zone along the east coast of Madagascar.

one interview

it,

it

When

they practiced tavy there, they said no and noted that

commonly done
I

is

who

management of local

that local

in

Mangatany

consequence de

l

bristled

natural forest resources

and responded: Ecoutez, nous

abatternent des arbres. Malheureusement, le
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fokonolona ne sen, pcs oblige a protegee cette
fore," [Listen,

consequences of cutting down

trees.

we

are very conscious of the

Unfortunately, the local population does not feel
obliged

to protect this forest].

However,

the situation

was

different in a village

of Antandroy immigrants located

within the Ankazobe District. They noted the existence
of an ala be about four hours walk

towards the west from the

village.

This forest

mostly of Rotra, which

is

buttressing roots that grows in riparian zones. Rotra can

people to be 70 meters
height),

goes to

and

it

though the ones

in height,

yields a green, edible

this forest,

They

fruit.

very few people exploit

it

I

grow

quite

tall

is

a native tree with

(estimated by local

observed were one-third

to

one half that

said that despite the existence of a road that

because of the area’s low population density and

great distance from markets.

Fauna and Hunting
While most
for

consumption or

habitat.

local people

sale, the

do not appear

fauna of the area

is

threatened by continued disappearance of

Tlders in Andranoniiady were well aware that the depletion of forest cover had led to

the disappearance of a large

number of animal

species. Villagers did note that the

animals remaining included lemurs, tenrecs and parrots,

The

villagers

They mentioned

that

mentioned

vazaha (foreigners)

do on occasion) as guides

hunting

is

bats,

for

still

forester.

come

A

to the area

few

vazaha interested

local

in

few wild

and wild boar.

common

activity.

during the dry season'

to hunt

that during the colonial era, hunting

and obtain hunting permits from the
still

on the hunting of wild animals

to rely heavily

men

was

a

noted that they had worked (or

hunting birds and wild boar. While

not a significant livelihood activity, the villagers do hunt and are required to obtain

permits. Their hunting rifles must also be registered with the state (at the local gendarmerie).

From May

1

to

September 30.
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Local Actors’ Perceptions of Extralocal Actors
This section examines local people’s perceptions
about outsiders with

whom

they

come

into contact: state representatives; businessmen,
including people affiliated with cattle-rustling

crime syndicates; representatives of international NGOs;
donors; and researchers.

Local Perceptions of the State

Everybody now makes fun of the state. the respect for (state) authority
has disappeared. ..since rules of respect among Malagasy don
’t exist
anymore. ” (An elder in Andranomiady)
.

Local actors

feel that the state is either

worthy of respect. The lack of infrastructure
local people feel the non-presence

of the

.

nonexistent or completely ineffective and not

in the rural setting is the

most

significant

way

During the past three decades, shrinking

state.

resources combined with a subsuming of state activities into the private

(IENGO)

state

sector have

4

caused

rural

people to

Local people

feel

abandoned by the government

feel the

servants acting in their

own

.'

negative influence of the state via the corrupt behavior of

self-interest,

who

pillage natural resources of the

people) of Madagascar. For example, state agents have assisted
natural resources

when they could

get extra

payment

IENGO

local rural

in the agent’s

as “consultants” while also receiving

that the

household. Likewise, mayors (or local

development plans based on ideas from the

Assembly, fearing
annual

a particular mayor’s

work but usually

elites) are

obliged to support

District Representative in the National

political repercussions if they fail to

district

government (and

efforts to protect

materials (for example, motorcycles), intended to enable them to do their

maintained

civil

do

One example of a

repercussion

is

development fund, allocated by the representatives, might not be spent

in

commune

if

he was not

in

so.

agreement with the deputy’s vision

advancing the collective well being of people within the Ankazobe

for

District.

Note that this sense of abandonment is different from that Mannoni (1964/1968) presented, arguing
Malagasy felt “abandoned” when French colonial authorities left the country.

the
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that

Another example of the negative influence of the

state is the

heavy bureaucratic

structure surrounding the acquisition of wood harvesting
permits. Normally, a person

make

would

a written request to the local (district-level) forest service agent
in the district capital,

would then send

the request to others higher up in the organizational hierarchy.

who

The

unavailability of the district forestry officials, and the distance required for
travel, as well as the

ample time

that elapses

people from going
matters into their

between the request and the granting of the request, discourages

to the trouble to obtain legal permits.

own

Thus, people often end up taking

hands. Also, people are frustrated that more influential business and

political interests are able to use their clout to obtain permits through corrupt

effectively

local

“mine” natural resources

Tocal people also

that local

feel threatened

characteristics ot rural society.

means and

people have worked hard to conserve.

by the increasingly insecure and anarchic

They look

to the state to provide security, infrastructure (roads,

small dams, and canals), social services (health and education), and measures to regulate and

oversee the sound utilization of natural resources, as well as the prevention of wildfire.

However, none of these
response to what

In

is

remote

are provided, and instead, the state cracks

down on

local people in

perceived to be biodiversity erosion caused by rural local actors.

rural locations, people believe that the state

questioned, local people

in

Andranomiady

said there

the demise of the state, the forest has disappeared.

was “no more

They

the region and cut whatever they wanted, since there

no longer

is

exists.

state”

and added

talked about outsiders

nobody present

When

who

that since

easily enter

to control them.

Even

it

outsiders have a permit, these permits are sometimes either falsified or obtained through corrupt

dealings with the district forester or other local and regional authorities. Villagers in

Andranomiady made
and the

illegal

the capital.

the distinction

between a person cutting

five or ten frees to build a

home

wood-cutter extracting hundreds or even a thousand frees for commercial sale

Also, the villagers noted that large

wood
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in

exploiters might also have permits to cut

just a

few

cut as

many

trees but

once

trees as they could haul off without getting
caught.

who were

Other people

end between the mid-

when

the

“

made

national government policies allowed people to

attempt to manage natural resources. About the same

little

working

civil servants

an interesting twist of

authority

when

First Republic, President Ratsiraka’s “
malagachization ” plan

end of the

French politicians and
In

interviewed believed that the authority of the state
came to an

to late- 1970s

harvest resources at will and
time, at the

would take advantage of the lack of state surveillance
and

in the field,

logic, elders in

vazaha ”

Madagascar and replaced them with Malagasy.

in

Andranomiady noted

(in this case, the

removed

that

everybody respected

French colonists) were

in positions

state

of authority

because the laws were “strong” and people feared being punished. Once the Malagasy
were
charge ot their

own

allairs,

in

laws were not enforced as much, repression diminished, and so did

the level of respect.

In the current global climate

pi ivatization, the

hope ol international donors and

themselves and their

(

own

dina ). 1 his arrangement

of the

of democratization, decentralization, liberalization, and

activities through, lor

is

such as

Local actors said that there were too

bush

fires to explain.

For example,

if

to serve time),

the gendarmes.

and return

They mentioned

dina of any kind exists

that

in this village.

free access to

lifted,

much of the

many

slack resulting from a downsizing

faults in the

(re:

bribe) the

to the village to seek

it

manage

this village.

would seem

that a

People recounted

administration forbade burning in Madagascar,

Republic, controls were

that local people will

system and used the example of

one person bums, someone

gendarmes. Yet the person arrested will pay

won’t have

is

example, the establishment of local agreements

expected to take up

state, especially in rural settings

IENGOS

it

will bring

gendarmes

him

to the

to get released (and

revenge on whoever turned him

in to

dina in this case would work, but no

that

even though the French colonial

continued to happen. During the Second

and people burned even more (and,

any natural resource they desired) without any
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fear

I

would add, had

of repression.

virtually

Local Perceptions of Political and Economic Elites
Conservation efforts occasionally strengthen the power of elite
interests,

for example, efforts

domanial

lands, as people sought to claim as

to title land

have led

to over-exploitation

much of the

and business)

(political

of open access

area as they could before

it

was

subjected to greater state control. Elite and extralocal interests, in collaboration
with

government

power and influence

civil servants, exert their

lands tor their

own

benefit.

It

is this

inequality in

to

mine

natural resources from state

power and influence

that permits extralocal

actors to continue the pillaging of state resources without any accountability, as
their

donors will fully turn a blind eye to these

activities.

Local Perceptions of

The

fact that

IEGNOs

IENGOs

spend such large amounts of money on the environment

perplexes and frustrates the Malagasy, the majority of who live

amount of international
second

rate to the

colonial eras,

damaging

IEGNOs

whose primary

to the

situation,

into the country in the

role

was

(in northern

World Wildlife Fund

same

as being the

to police

environment. Ghimire

Mountain National Park
side of the

came

aid that

lemurs and tropical rainforest that

Rural Malagasy regard

IENGOs and

(

in

acute poverty.

IEGNOs were

fine

large

mid-1980s made the Malagasy

feel

eagerly trying to protect.

of the colonial and neo-

as the Forest Service

and

The

people for committing acts deemed

1991 29) notes that in villages surrounding
:

Amber

Madagascar), people came to see the panda logo on the

(WWF) project

trucks as a “symbol of ill-fortune.” In one

90 kilometers east of Ankazobe, people living near the Anjozorobe Forest cleared

World

several hectares of trees just after a team of research biologists from the

(WWF)

had arrived there

officials

asked them

why

to

conduct an inventory of forest resources.

they had done so,

presence of foreign researchers
to resources

(Rakotondravony

it

became apparent

(like colonialists before

& Goodman,

1998).
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that local

them) with

As one

When

Wildlife

astonished

Fund

WWF

people associated the

their eventual loss of access

villager put

it

during one interview.

“all fires

have only one color,”

different

from past attempts

in his

explanation that various conservation programs
were no

to protect the

environment from people.

Local Perceptions of Malagasy

NGOs

Efforts have been increased to encourage donor
support of local

as subcontractors to

lEGNOs. Local people

usually thinking the

NGO is a business to attract donor funding.

NGOs, who

often

usually misunderstand the definition of an

government and donors have distributed guides and done
what they do, and how they should function (see

for

To combat

training to explain

example, Ministere de

work

NGO,

this mentality, the

what

NGOs are.

Population

la

,

1993).

Livelihood Means, Conservation Ends, and Implications for
Local Actors

Socio-Economic and Cultural Dynamics
Farmers and herders noted many more

economic and

cultural

Mangatany noted

dynamics of their

that he

difficulties than positive aspects in socio-

communities.

rural

On

admired “la consentement mutuel des villageois ”

of villagers] with respect to addressing the issues they confront

There

is a

social distinction

numbers of immigrants increased
the area around

Mangatany

on

[the

mutual consent

a daily basis.

between locals and immigrants. One elder notes

greatly in the area around 1947-1949.'

include: Bara, Antandroy, Betsileo,

Antesaka). However, one elder noted how,

It

the positive side, an elder in

“ils

The

that the

ethnic groups in

and Betsirebaka

(a.k.a.,

sont tons les Malagasy ” [they are

all

Malagasy],

interesting to note that their areas of origin rather than the livelihoods they pursue define

is

the different groups.

The Bara and Antandroy

primarily sellers of cattle.

The

are

known

for their affinity to cattle,

and they are

Betsileo are praised by local people for their excellent ability to

produce abundant quantities of rice. “At

first

they were interested in working as

15
.

Note

that this

corresponds to a period of great social unrest under the French colonial administr ation.

Nationalist uprisings in 1947, especially on the highlands, resulted in the deaths of 50,000 to 100,000

Malagasy,

at the

hands of the colonial French.

It is

likely that the oppression of the

numbers of Malagasy to flee their traditional lands
likely to be disturbed by the French.

large
less
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for

more remote

locations,

French encouraged

where they would be

employees... little by

little

they invested. .and

became

.

worthy... being far from their original villages”
and,

(Mangatany). The Betsirebaka are former
majority ol the population (Merina).

The

richer than us... the are really

implied, having

it is

cattle traders

who now

“made

it”

practice agriculture like the

Betsileo generally send one-third of their earning
to

families in their place of origin, while the Antandroy
“are only interested in the profit from the
sale

of cattle

which

(implying that the Antandroy invest less in the local community
than do Betsileo,

considered important).

is

An

elder in

from two houses

in

Andranomiady praised
1943

of brick with corrugated

When

to

the

development of the

village, citing its

growth

about 40 homes and 150 people today. Also, the houses are made

tin roofs,

which

is

rare in such a

remote location.

questioned about Malagasy culture, elders in Andranomiady noted that Malagasy

culture

is

characterized by “egoism” and corruption. In describing the

money

in

Madagascar seems

to pass

“

through a passoir”

[strainer],

latter,

noting

they noted

how

how

everything

all

is

stolen off the top.

Immigrant Communities
Since there are a large number of immigrants, especially in the northern portion of the
district,

that

and since the

forests there are located in the

immigrant communities are established

of land transformation by immigrants

is

in close

most isolated

areas,

it

is

not a coincidence

proximity to these gallery

forests.

This kind

not unique to this setting, as similar patterns of

human

settlement and land transformation have occurred elsewhere around the world.
16

While most

villagers

so because they are often

know how

illiterate

to obtain a

woodcutting permit,

they are hesitant to do

and leery of any dealings or transactions involving written

words. The overly heavy, slow bureaucratic process of permit acquisition (a remnant of the

French colonial era) can be accelerated with bribes, but very few

local residents

have the

16

Noting

that

one must

first

have the authorization of the president of the Local Security Committee

( Comite Locale de Securite), and then the okay of the mayor of the commune.
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necessary financial means. Finally, because most people
live near isolated forests, and the only
forest service agent in the district

travel a great distance simply to

out

if

it

works out of an

make

has been approved or not.

office in the

their request for cutting

The slowness of this

the risk of removing forest products without a permit,
forest service agents in the field

However,

in the case

means

when

that the

biens

[we are

all

in the village

and then once again

entire process

knowing

all

some

later to find

encourages people

to take

the while that the lack of

odds of getting caught are minimal.

natural resources are exploited

the village, the local population insists on

one elder explained

town of Ankazobe, people must

sort

by somebody from outside

of authorization from a local authority. As

of Mangatany, “ nous sommes tous unis

ici

pour defender nos

united here to defend our valuables].

Actor-Identified Obstacles to Livelihood Maintenance and Well-Being
I

identifies

his section outlines the concerns

problems

of local people for community well being and

that they consider their greatest obstacles to livelihood maintenance.

different problems raised

the interviewees gave

by

The

local people during interviews are noted in the order of importance

them (determined by

where they were actually mentioned

the frequency with

in the interviews).

which they were noted

Problems directly related

as well as

to natural

resources and the environment (shortages of water and arable farmland, erosion, declining crop
yields)

were clearly secondary

concerns:

1)

to the eight

major issues local actors identified as primary

declining standard of living; 2) insecurity (the prevalence of bandits); 3) lack of

infrastructure (roads, health care, educational opportunities); 4) conflicting tenure systems; 5)

limited economic opportunities; 6) petty theft; 7) general unease; and 8) erosion of cultural

norms and

social cohesion.

Other issues noted by local actors included ineffectual and/or

negative influences of the state

in the lives

of local people, the effects of political

decentralization and economic liberalization, and the prevalence of natural disasters.
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Declining Standard of Living

People noted negative changes

changes have had on the environment.

have grown “ dans torn

in their

In

standard of living and the negative effects these

Ambarifafy, one elder noted

how

people’s worries

sens"

[in all

ways] since 1960 (when Madagascar became

independent). Given the decline

in the

value of the Malagasy Franc during the

it

is

les

not surprising that rural people have noticed a

downward

last

two decades,

trend in their quality of

life.

Insecurity
Insecurity, along with the lack of infrastructure, are the

often noted by people living in

more

two biggest problems most

isolated areas, along the western, northern,

borders of the Ankazobe District. These areas include the

and eastern

communes of Fiadanana,

Tsaramasoandro, Antakavana, and Ambolotarakely. The insecurity

is

due largely

Kiangara,

to the

17

increased presence of bandits, or dahalo.
1 he villagers explained that dahalo are well-organized and armed, having

“mafia.” Traditionally, dahalo were

was

a rite of passage for

for the

payment of a

However,

bridal

in recent years,

(and thus, real decline

and not

young men

for the sole

in

known

as cattle bandits

and

to steal cattle

who

become

a

stole for cultural reasons, as

to present their spoils to potential in-laws

dowry. Usually only one, or

a few,

head of cattle were taken.

with a rapid decline in the purchasing power of the Malagasy Franc

personal wealth), young

men have

taken to stealing more than

cattle,

purpose of paying a dowry. Dahalo have started working on a contract

basis, attacking people

upon

whom others

want

to take revenge.

In

numerous

places, villagers

noted that the dahalo have become a significant problem since the election of President
Ratsiraka as president of Madagascar for the second time in 1996.

A number of local

people

expressed the belief that there was a direct relationship between the Ratsiraka regime and the
increase in banditry.

Some

Also sometimes referred

villagers believe that high-level people and associates of the

to as

pangala tronomby.
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it

administration are involved in the dahalo and cattle
trade “racket.”' * Local people used the

term “savage liberty” (liberie sauvage
)

to describe the state’s laissez-faire

approach

to

addressing the issue of insecurity, which was typical
in the Second Republic, and to some
extent, appears to

have returned. People also noted

cattle theft, but steal

that

dahalo no longer limit themselves

to

anything they please, including household possessions,
and commit other

crimes, including rape and murder.
Alter over two decades ol peace from dahalo cattle theft
has
,

again, especially in the

more remote areas of the Ankazobe

become more common
Because of the inadequate

District.

road system, dahalo herd their stolen cattle along the most inaccessible
margins of the

district to

avoid being apprehended by villagers or authorities. People quickly become
paranoid

if

see outsiders. In one case,

for directions

when my

on the main highway just

bush without saying

into the

interpreter

a

a

and

I

slowed on our bikes

to

they

ask a gentleman

few kilometers north of Ankazobe, the man dashed off

word or looking over

For another story about

his shoulder.

dahalo and the fears of villagers, see the bulleted paragraph on the following page.

The

rural inhabitants in

remote locations of the Ankazobe District

1 hey are hesitant to collaborate with their neighbors, or even their

fear that

thieves

somebody among them

when

it

is

are an informant for the dahalo.

most opportune

to attack the village.

These

own

live in total fear.

family members, for

These informants

tell

the

of banditry have tom apart

acts

18

An

interview in Ambarifafy also indicated that the last outbreak of cattle banditry was in 1973.

interesting

is

that this coincides with the first time President Ratsiraka

came

to

What

is

power.

19

The

villagers in

Antsahazava provided details about

how

the dahalo operate.

They noted

previous year (1999), 30 dahalo (organized into three teams) attacked the village. The
as the

advance attackers. The second team was the

villagers

who

tried to resist the robbery.

cattle herders,

In this attack they did get

number), but the gendarmes caught them, and (according

and the

some

third

that in the

team served
team fended off any
first

cattle (not specifying the

to the villagers), killed three

of the attackers and

ended up getting the cattle back. The villagers also noted that the dahalo use “spies.” They then noted
the presence of well-dressed dahalo in Mahitsy (about 20 kilometers north of Antananarivo), and that
dahalo are the largest buyers in some of the general stores there. The storeowners do not tell the
gendarmes about the dahalo as the dahalo ‘pay them off through the purchases they make in their
stores. (Again, perhaps the storeowners feel obliged to cooperate, fearing retaliation and vandalism.)
,
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The Two Faces of Dahalo-Driven Fear
Andria and
journey,

drag

it

attei

one

I

had exhausted our energy during the course of the day’s

of our bikes got a flat tire early

along with us over

fallen, as

it

hills

on

in the

and through muddy bogs. Nightfall had quickly

does near the equator, and

we were

plateau, not having seen a single person

all

still in

the forest reserve on the

We had run out of food and

day.

water and were teased by the sounds of cascading water

hundreds of

feet

below the

thought the village would
east

when we were soon

see,

and possibly

stumbling along

trail.

lie,

As we pushed

we

Do we

in the darkness, facing the risk

of

tent

eventual

we

for just a

few seconds

with our hands. Luckily

moment of disagreement between

inside, waiting for

ambush by dahalo.

the valley below. .which
.

thought seriously about

us,

at a

we had

we decided

most of the

We

decided

As

to

respond

we were

to

what we believed

hopelessly

ill

prepared

little

sound

luck would have

it,

we managed

that

We

to

later,

they laughed as they also mentioned

how

be an

defend

mother nature produced scaring

the cattle bandits
to survive

we

to

were jittery

must have chosen

and welcomed with glee

of dawn over the eastern horizon the next morning. Upon our

below some two hours

in

We both

be approaching, or where they?

how we would each

another path that evening, as

to finally halt

heard noises and also saw lights flickering

seemed

night; with every

us out of our wits.

the village

time

We nervously pitched our

ourselves against flailing machetes and jagged lefona [spears].

first light

We

what we had convinced ourselves would be our

inevitable attack, only to realize that

for

continue

falling into a gully?

evening and pitched the tent on a steep slope.

and hid

toward the

our way, as large lavakas began to open up on either side of us.

After having a
for the

light

we

take out our flashlights to

bandits see our whereabouts or do

doing our best to shade the

to illuminate

deep ravines

started our descent off the plateau

proceeded cautiously, flicking on our flashlights
to see,

in the

ourselves toward where

faced with a dilemma.

let cattle

day, obliging us to

the

arrival to

told our story to the people there and

they were fearful throughout the

evening, having seen the light from our flashlights the night before... they too

awaited an ambush that never came. As Andria pointed out, “the crazy thing
about the dahalo

everybody

is

that the

mere thought of them leaves everybody

afraid of

else.”
-
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Notes from our

visit to

Ambolotarakely

not only the social fabric of rural communities but also their
economic viability. Fearful of
losing accrued capital during these attacks, rural people have
agricultural surpluses.

I

hey produce just enough

lying aiound that could be seized in an attack.

to get by,

Some

little

incentive to produce

and make sure there

people do not produce

is little

at all

(by taking up

another economic activity, either in the community, or more likely, in a
regional center
they have immigrated). In this sense, the arrival of dahalo

in the

extra

to

which

region constitutes a real

constraint to development.

Villagers in the rural areas are unable to explain the reason for the increase in attacks in

recent years. However, they often noted that in areas where
to achieve satisfactory levels

along with an increase
survival.

become

In

men

pushes young

violent.

The

regard effrayant ”
“

become
in the

become dahalo

increasingly difficult

standard of living,

for the simple reason of

dahalo out of fear

that they will

victims of acts of vengeance if they do not. Interviewees also linked increases in

elders in

are preoccupied with ‘7a

to

to

areas, people feel obliged to help the

violent behavior to the video films and television that

more

has

of agricultural production, the decline

in poverty,

more remote

it

Andranomiady

propaganda”

also noted that

[electoral

etc

when

politicians

also

encouraging some

“

become

and security forces

campaigning], they no longer give a

[terrifying gaze] to people, thus

ahorde aux pillages, vols.feux,

young men view, which have

“»//

malfaiteurs ” [bad guys]

[resort to pillaging, robbery, fire, etc.].

In certain areas (especially in the

most insecure communes of Fiadanana and Kiangara),

people have completely abandoned their villages for areas that are more populated and more
secure. Elsewhere, rural populations do not have adequate

implementation of this study,

we

means

for defense.

During the

learned that even housing construction styles had changed

recent years in order to protect people from the dahalo.

Many

people

now

construct

in

wooden

balconies outside the second floors of their traditional clay brick homes. These balconies have a
hole in them with a ladder heading

down

to the

ground

level.

1

he second story contains the few

valuable possessions that a rural household might have (kitchen utensils, personal documents,
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jewelry and cash). Once the dahalo
the ladders leading

down from

climbing up to the second

by

amve

in a village, the inhabitants run upstairs

their respective

floor.

In

some

lift

up

homes, thus preventing the dahalo from

particularly violent cases, the dahalo have
responded

setting fire to the thatched roofs of these

Lack
Local people noted

and

homes

to force

people out of them.

of Infrastructure

their dissatisfaction with the degree to

provide services for them. The Ankazobe District

is

which the

relatively vast (7,610

state is

unable to

km 2 ),

underpopulated, and difficult to reach. For this reason, intervening institutions
(such as the state

and

NGOs) have

difficulty in

working with people,

let

alone adequately meeting their needs.

Lack of a Transportation Network
The

lack of a road infrastructure

inhibiting the

areas.

There

is

cited

by

a

number of villagers

development of their region and making
is

only one paved road

in the district, the

life difficult for

as the

people living in isolated

main north-south route between

Antananarivo and the northwest coast, 108 kilometers (kms.) of which

the district. In

is in

addition to this road, the district has 248 kms. of unpaved (secondary) roads

As mentioned above,

this isolation

of agricultural surpluses

major problem

(INSTAT,

2000:4).

encourages the presence of dahalo and inhibits the transport

to markets.

,

The

villagers in

Mangatany noted

that

middlemen

transporting rice from their fields to market could only do so during the dry season (March or

April to October or November).

People do not, therefore, produce nee

in the late dry season or

early rainy season, since the quantity produced in excess of household needs cannot be

transported to market. Rice production

inability to sell the excess or their fear

The

is far

below

of losing

it

its

potential,

due in large part

to people’s

to thieves.

lack of roads in the district hinders civil servants from adequately serving people in

the outer reaches of the district.

The

lack of roads also
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makes

it

difficult for children to get to

school and tor people suffering from illnesses to get
proper medical treatment. While some
areas have dirt roads, the rainy season renders

Lack of Health

many of them impassable

20

for

days

at a time.

Services

Available data indicates that the entire

district lacks

adequate health services. The few

health workers available are based in the town of Ankazobe.
Nationwide, the ratio of doctors to
inhabitants

is

1

to 3,344. In the district

national level there

one nurse

is

treatable but

become

Kiangara.

exist,

Ankazobe

Likewise,

at the

District, there is

Ministere de la Sanle, 1997).

(.

people are often unable to pay. The ultimate result

he

is that

Even

people

susceptible to other illnesses.

in the village

When

in the

to 16,443.

serious and potentially deadly if people are unable to get treatment.

weakened and more
People

1

health problems of malaria, cuts, dysentery, and malnutrition are easily

where health services
are

this figure is

one nurse for every 3,854 people, while

for every 19,730 inhabitants.

Common

of Ankazobe,

of Antsahazava noted that the closest doctor

visits the village,

he charges 5,000

is

FMG per house call.

located in

Also,

it

costs 500

FMG for a consultation at his office in Kiangara (which must be paid even before he “picks up
his pen”).

Medicine (fanafody ) can be purchased

depot], essentially a small

community pharmacy.

in a “ depot

It is

de medicalement" [medicine

cheaper to purchase medicine in a depot

than in a private pharmacy (which also exists in Kiangara).

Lack of Educational Opportunities
Most people appeared

to understand the

lack of functional schools and qualified teachers

importance of educating their children, but the

make

it

virtually impossible for children to

receive an adequate education. School buildings are often nothing more than crumbling

structures,

and there are no didactic materials

to

speak

of.

mud

Teachers are often unmotivated by

20

The neglect of road maintenance has a long history in Madagascar. During the Merina rule of the
th
island during most of the 19 century, the government chose not to build roads in an effort to hinder
invasions from foreign countries. (Pryor, 1990:204)
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their

poor working conditions and low

second jobs or are engaged

salaries,

in other activities to

and are frequently absent because they take
supplement

their incomes.

eventually abandon their duties, causing schools to
close. Elders in a
that a lack

Many

instructors

number of villages

said

of educational and extension opportunities for local
people keep them ignorant about

opportunities that could improve their lives.

They noted

that people

needed

to learn about the

detrimental effects of wildfire.

Concerns About Conflicting Tenure Systems

The

tenure system in the rural areas of the

number of problems

Ankazobe

that exist in this area. In 1896, the

District forms the basis of a

French colonial authorities imposed a

tenure system based on the possession of private property in total contradiction
to the traditional

system of tenure that had previously existed. During the 1920s, a law stipulated
or untitled land

maintained

was

until the

to

become domanial land (possessed by

end of the

First

Republic complicated matters: the

that

the state). This system

unenclosed

was

Republic in 1970. The tenure policy of the Second

state

took charge of unused land, and this action discouraged

agricultural production and caused a drop in price of agricultural products.

In addition, the registering

(or fokon ’dlona) to establish their

directed

by the ray-amandreny

of land

own

is

costly

and complicated, and

it

pushes rural people

tenure rules using the dina. This process

in the village.

The

result

is

of these tenure problems

most often
is

the poor (or

non-) management of land, which has had devastating effects on the environment.

Law 2000-383
However, there
government

is

gives property ownership to anyone

a lengthy bureaucratic process requiring

who

plants trees

first that

on domanial

the land be ceded from the

to the person(s) or association in question. Also, local people expressed concern

about this law, fearing that once a person acquires ownership of land by planting
they would be taxed by the

is

land.

state.

The

trees

on

it,

elders of Andranomiady stressed that the threat of taxes

a large disincentive for people to participate in this program.
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Limited Economic Opportunities

The

“vicissitudes” of the marketing system, charactenzed

and transport systems and compounded by
dans I’economie de subsistance ”

by

a lack

of communication

insecurity, encourages rural people to “se
refugier

(to protect

themselves within a subsistence economy) by

seeking self-sufficiency rather than accumulating financial
surplus (Andnambelomiadana,

1992 132 ).
:

General Malaise (Ennui General)

The mayor of Kiangara mentioned

that

youth have

to

little

“trouble” (noting the high pregnancy rates and large families).

encourage rural youth to play soccer as one way to confront

do here and can get

He noted

that

he

is

into

trying to

boredom.

their

Social Degradation
Villagers attributed the erosion of social and cultural norms and subsequent increased
difficulties in

people

s

daily lives to a lack of livelihood options,

to participate in criminal activity; a loss

which drives many young men

of respect of elders by the youth, due

to

young people’s

21

changing value systems; and the negative influence of American media."
that

“

hala-botry ” (petty theft)

is

agricultural products and fruits

increasingly

becoming

from the farms and

Local people noted that despite the

trees of others

many drawbacks

existed a semblance of social order. Every Malagasy

to the

French government

mentioned

(to

a problem.

man

People also noted

For example, people

and

sell

them

steal

in the market.

to colonialism, at least there

over

1

8 years of age

had

to

pay a tax

help pay for infrastructural development). (On the side, they

that the only thing they didn’t like about the

French colonization was “having

to

carry the French chef du poste [district officer] around on their shoulders”).

However,
Malagasy

Which

to

at

independence, notions of “liberty” and “democracy” were perceived by

mean an end

to authority (colonial or otherwise), thus permitting

them

to

include the showing of violent and sexually explicit video films, even in mral areas.
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do as

they wished. For example, taxes were no longer
paid and systems of government control

concerning the use of natural resources disappeared.
This erosion accelerated rapidly during the

Second Republic. Colonialism had eroded and ultimately
erased

traditional

Malagasy

social

cohesion.

Suggestions
In

a present

From

Tsarahonenana, one villager noted

that

la

conservation de toutes ces ressources est

tres indispensable, sinon, tout va disparaitre ” (the conservation

present very indispensable, if not, everything

Ambohinaorina noted

that education

“done

is

in

really necessary

was

the

“

an appropriate manner”
In

is

to

that

presence interrompue d ’un responsable pour encadrer

forest resources.

les

to guide/oversee the people) in their

These authorities should be placed

in a village close to

the resource in question. In Ambarifafy, people suggested that an all-season road

them

is at

the only favorable

Mangatany, one person suggested

fokonolona” (the uninterrupted presence of an authority

management of local

of all resources

going to disappear). Local people in

approach for addressing environmental concerns.

what was

Local Actors

would allow

market more of their agricultural production. This in turn would encourage them

to

increase their agricultural production, and ultimately, increase household income.

Conclusions

Malagasy

in subsistence agricultural

households are subjected to the tyranny of the

environmental paradigm that continually labels them as enemies of the environment.

This

paradigm, imposed primarily by extralocal actors, “privileges the environment over everything
else,” labeling nature as the “victim

and

For local people, the situation today

is

‘culture’ as the villain”

(Kaufmann, 1998: 124

similar to the colonial past,

when French

&

foresters

136).

and

military officials criminalized the traditional livelihood patterns of local people. Likewise,

natural areas are considered

by

extralocal actors to be places

where biodiversity should be

cordoned off and protected from “primitive” and “inefficient” practitioners of agriculture.
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Rural Malagasy resent conservation programs that
“biodiversity” that

IENGOs

fail to

include them as part of the

are laboring to conserve and are frustrated

by state-sponsored

conservation programs that unfairly and simultaneously victimize
them and treat them as
criminals.

These

local actors are

traditional lands taken

blamed

for deforestation

away from them. With

and then penalized by having

the collaboration of state

and

IENGO resource

managers, these lands are given “protected area” status but are made accessible

by powerful

their

to exploitation

interests.

This study found that people living in rural subsistence agricultural households
understand ecological processes,

know

that their

of the consequences.

They

agricultural production

and

that scar the landscape;

and longer distances

environment

is

degraded, and are well aware

see the degradation of their environment through declining

irregular water flows; changing grass species;

that

deepening gullies

people must travel in their search for

fuelwood, medicinal plants, and construction timber. They worry more about their future “in

every sense,” as one villager noted.

Local actors are frustrated by the lack of viable solutions available
lack of control they have over their

own

situation.

future water availability (Rajery, 1996:3), farmers

Due

to water shortages

no longer respect

calendar, rice production has declined, and people (mostly younger

to them, given the

and uncertainty about

the traditional agricultural

men) migrate

to

urban

centers in search of alternative livelihood means.

Local people cited presence of cattle bandits, climatic change, declining economic
conditions, and a lack of viable livelihood alternatives as reasons for environmental

degradation.

They mentioned

that natural disasters also play a role in depleting

22

For example, a villager in Tsarahonenana noted
due to the frequent burning of grasslands.

that cassava could

Madagascan

no longer be grown near the

23

Andropogon sp., Loudetia stipoides, and Aristida multicaulis
where soil is more degraded.
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,

the latter primarily located

on

village

hillsides

biodiversity: annual cyclones from the Indian

biodiversity

by destroying

Ocean and subsequent flooding reduce

natural forests, and locust invasions in
1999 and

2000 damaged crop

production, increasing household food insecurity
and obliging people to look for alternative

means of satisfying household needs.
People

in subsistence

protective measures imposed

households

feel unfairly

upon them by

squeezed by the environmental

extralocal actors.

As one

villager explained,

We work hard to

collaborate with the park service on the protection
of
notice illegal cutting in the reserve, and the park
officials
turn a blind eye to it and, instead, state officials end up turning
a more
this reserve, yet

we

critical

eye on the local community

itself

Political instability is another factor that has contributed to
biodiversity depletion.

Natural resources often

During the
the

first

fires.

political

come under

campaigning

round of voting

attack during electoral campaigns and political unrest.

for regional governors in

for the presidential elections in

The burning of brush

directly adjacent to

November, 2000 and again during

December, 2001, there were frequent

towns and homes seems more than just a

coincidence.

The

decline in the value of the Malagasy Franc has driven

poverty level.

As

a result,

more

livelihood activities. For those

rural

families are immigrating and

who

more households beneath

no longer respect

the

traditional

stay behind and continue to farm, increasing scarcity at the

household level has produced more “sound” management and a frugality surrounding

resource consumption. The inverse appears to be true in wealthier households, where people

become

less efficient with respect to their natural resource use as their

People

in subsistence

factors that oblige

them

households are squeezed by

to use natural resources in

Seemingly, the only thing that has changed
that local

communities are more limited

in

political,

ways contrary

in natural

income

increases.

economic, and social

to their preferences.

resource conservation in Madagascar

where they can go

to satisfy

household needs. With

a shrunken resource pool, in an already resource-depleted region, local people are finding
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is

themselves
level.

at greater risk, increasingly

subjected to greater food insecurity

at the

household

Decentralization of the political and economic decision-making
process has had

environmental implications

at the local level, as

communal mayors

are inclined to pursue

revenue-generating activities like logging and mining at the expense
of the environment.
Decentralization polices transform the collective environment
into a commodity.
In light

of these forces, local people are increasingly calling for

actions that meaningfully contribute to their well being.

One-way

state

to initiate

and

IENGO

such actions would

be to develop and implement educational program that are culturally
appropriate and responsive
to local needs. Also,

especially

make an

such programs should be delivered to

effort to reach those

most

in need:

compromised households.
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all

comers of the

district,

and

immigrants and other resource-

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
Introduction

There
in

is

no doubt about

Madagascar. Likewise, there

the continued decline in the forest and biodiversity
resources
is

no doubt about

the environmental consequences of this.

Trees disappear, soils erode, water flows become irregular, and crop
production declines and
the food security of rural

Malagasy

is

threatened. These patterns were glaringly apparent

during the course of the field research conducted for

While environmental concerns appear
so too

is this

among more powerful

the case

to

this study.

be of secondary importance to

political

and economic actors

in

rural

Malagasy,

Madagascar,

though for very different reasons. These powerful actors are small in number but wield great
influence. .dictating
.

who becomes

elected, determining

which regions benefit from

development, and influencing where donor funds for biodiversity conservation are spent.
initiative in

Madagascar occurs unless

of political and economic
participate in a

elites.

game where

benefits, or at least if

it

Thus,

IENGOs and

it

does not threaten, the interests

their international

the rules are developed and enforced

from the extraction of natural resources

that collectively

No

make up

donors willingly

by those who benefit most
the biodiversity that

IENGOs

are struggling to preserve.

This situation leads to a question: Can activities currently being implemented in the

name of biodiversity
interests

of those

conservation in Madagascar ever work

who

are pillaging natural resources? If logic

answer would be “no,” or

IENGOs,

if

at best,

they are only serving the

were allowed

to intervene, the

“highly unlikely.” However, the collective actions of

their international donors,

and the

political

and economic

elites they serve, result in a

charade. These actions present a public front showing these influential actors in a united front

to stop the

scourge of the peasant’s axe while ignoring the negative influences that these same
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powerful actors have on biodiversity
conservation. Does
the interests of the elites and

make

the donors and

this exercise

lENGOs

only serve to entrench

accomplices

in

an exercise that will

achieve the exact opposite of its stated objectives?

The
efforts

issues raised and

examined

in this case study cast

toward conservation of Malagasy biodiversity

government,

IENGO, and donor

and management

efforts to

doubt on the potential for current

to succeed. Likewise, current

encourage community-based forestry conservation

initiatives are likely to find little success
given the current circumstances in

which such programs

are being implemented. Similar to the

community-based natural resource management

(CBNRM)

ICDP approach used

in

Madagascar as

it is

in the past,

currently

configured cannot succeed. As Kull (2002) notes, “without
empowerment and legitimacy,

CBNRM would serve only to expand top-down power and state control, or to give power to
some

at the

expense of others, risking ineffectiveness due

58). Local actors in

empower them.

Madagascar lack the

non-compliance and resistance”

(p.

real decision-making authority required to genuinely

Also, as Kull (2002) notes, the “received

further restricts the

to

empowerment of local communities

wisdom”

(p. 73),

against any use of

who need

fire

not only

“responsibilities, but also rights” (p. 58).

The

livelihood and conservation efforts of local actors are foiled at every step by

extralocal actors, especially political and business elites. These actors are given tacit support
for their actions

by government

civil servants

quantities of natural resources, as well as

this

who

facilitate their

by the IENGOs who

form of resource extraction. The actions of government

access to relatively large

are purposefully inactive about

civil servants in this situation

place their self-interest above that of the state bureaucracies for which they work. Likewise,
the willful neglect of

IENGOs

to this issue casts

doubt on the sincerity of their publicly stated

missions of seeking to conserve natural resources in Madagascar, while improving the quality

of life for

its

people.
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This study reveals the irony of efforts designed
to conserve biodiversity.

From

the

perspective of the local actors from subsistence
agricultural households, they desired
positive
state interventions

with respect to apprehending those responsible for
environmental

When

destruction.

the state did intervene in the lives of local people
(and in the

environmental conservation and management),
for local people,

conservation.

and relatively ineffective

From

in

this

name of

experience was largely an unpleasant one

terms of assuring long-term biodiversity

the perspective of extralocal actors, their access to

power assured them of

an advantageous position vis-a-vis resource extraction and the
wealth they obtained from these
resources. Business and political elites relied on and benefited from
state and

IENGO

efforts to

hinder local access to state resources.

The

findings of this study also call into question the

way

in

which

IENGO

interventions are carried out. In most cases, donor requirements limit project
implementation to

A history of failed development and

short-time horizons (usually five years or less).

conservation efforts in Madagascar, and elsewhere, has shown that speedy approaches to

remedy environmental

(or development)

problems are ineffective. They

fail

because their short

time-horizons are mutually exclusive with soliciting the participation and input of local people,

which

is

a critical

At

a larger level, there exists another element of the conventional

foreign assistance

good

element for program success.

for the

is

good

a

Malagasy

American or European

thing.

While

it

may seem

most of the

state, the reality is that

contractors,

that foreign

wisdom

in that

donor assistance has been

direct benefits of aid

which has also benefited the few Malagasy

have gone to

elites

who work

for these organizations.

Factors Influencing The Utilization

Of Natural Resources

While a number of efforts have been undertaken during
conserve biodiversity

in

In

the last

Madagascar

two decades

to

Madagascar, few positive results have been seen. While many
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conservation projects appear to be technically feasible in
the conception stage, (for example,

contour farming to control

soil erosion, or reforestation to create a

season controlled burning to lower

phase in the
their causes.

field.

Such

fire

failures are

hazards), they often

due

to a

fail

source of fuelwood, or early-

during the implementation

misdiagnosis of environmental “problems” and

While contour farming, agroforestry, and controlled burning have environmental

benefits, they cannot be effective if the factors creating the environmental
problems that they

are seeking to address are

still

present.

As

is

seen in the case of Ankazobe, as well as

elsewhere in Madagascar, biodiversity conservation programs neglect to adequately address
various social, cultural, political and economic obstacles in meaningful ways.

At the same time, conservation

efforts are

extralocal actors, while disregarding indigenous

also referred to as “subjugated” and “popular”

based on knowledge systems introduced by

knowledge systems. Such

knowledge

( le

local

knowledge,

savoir des gens), which includes

the “...set of knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate to their task or

insufficiently elaborated: naive knowledges, located

low down on the hierarchy, beneath

required level of cognition or scientificity” (Foucault, 1994:203). This knowledge

“particular, local, [and] regional” (Foucault, 1994:203)

the

is

and includes “historical

contents. .buried and disguised in a functionalist coherence or formal systemization [of
.

theory]” (Foucault, 1994:202).

Noted below

are issues identified during the course of this research that play a

significant role in mediating the

manner

in

which Malagasy

interact with their environment, as

well as the reasons for continued biodiversity depletion in Madagascar. These reasons are

noted in their order of relevance for the particular case study of Ankazobe.

Corruption
Powerful

political

and economic

elite interests

who have

the

means

to acquire access to

natural resources as well as the ability to protect themselves from any negative consequences
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afterwards do

much of the

exploitation of natural resources. Elites acquire
access to natural

resources through payments and other in-kind arrangements
with local-level natural resource

managers.
Contrary to current discourses about governmental efforts to
conserve biodiversity,

Malagasy

civil servants are granting increasing

numbers of permits

for clearing land

and

cutting trees. In 1997 the Forest Service awarded 740 permits for
clearing ( defrichement ) and
this

number nearly doubled

to

1470 in 1998. The same pattern

is

seen for forest clearing, as

permits increased from 172 to 228 during the same period. Likewise, receipts from
timber
sales increased

56%, from 34

August 26, 1999,

billion

FMG in

FMG in

1998 (Ratsiazo,

p. 18).

Corruption in the forest service

and external

internal

1997 to 53 billion

is

to the organization.

rampant and recognized

While

state agents are

at all levels,

by actors both

given the responsibility for

resource management, they do not have the resources to properly do their job. These agents
also

work within an

lifetime,

and

The

thus,

organizational culture where civil service jobs are held throughout one’s

poor job performance or corrupt practices are rarely penalized.

actions of extralocal state actors results in the extraction of natural resources in

quantities far greater (on a per capita/per unit basis) than the

households. This would indicate that

it is

the actions of state and business actors, and not local

ones, which are the most “inefficient” with respect to

government and other

elite actors

state property.

in the

wood

as

numerous

communal and

While subsistence farmers

tree for construction, entire stands are logged

be sold

natural resources are used. Thus,

same purpose

herder, except that cattle are grazed and fattened on

on

how

use state resources to accumulate personal capital. In this

sense, trees to a government forester serve the

rather than

amount extracted by subsistence

cattle to a large

traditional grazing lands,

are denied access to cut an occasional

and hauled off to the capital by the truckload

market, largely to the benefit of elite interests.
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to

Insecurity

Nearly

all

of the local actors interviewed in the study agreed
that insecurity

in the

region increased dramatically after the election
of President Ratsiraka in 1997. Issues relevant
to insecurity, typically associated with cattle
theft, but

violence,

occupy the minds of rural people

now

inclusive of other forms of theft and

to the extent that they

patterns. Cattle graze immediately adjacent to the
village, people

bush alone, and housing designs have changed

become more

to

have shifted

their livelihood

do not venture out into the

fortified.

While

local people

are preoccupied with these worries, powerful interests are
able to easily exploit natural

resources without rural people knowing

it,

or having the time or energy to stop

it

from

occurring.

During the past
security in the

more

five years, local authorities

have undertaken measures

to

improve

isolated zones in the district. For example, they have created “advanced

posts” (rural security outposts) in several villages located in isolated areas (including
Fiadanana

and Tsarahonenana). However,

a continued lack

difficult for rural security forces to

The

of roads and means of transport make

it

be effective.

idea of using a traditional agreement (or dina) at the village level to address the

problem of banditry was discussed during several interviews. These agreements have been
used

in other instances, especially for gaining the cooperation

of community members to

protect local natural resources, or to fairly distribute water and maintain irrigation canals.

However,
from the

for the

local

purpose of trying

to

improve security by identifying and rooting out dahalo

community, most people

felt that

might be established, since they would have a

who may be

it

would be

difficult to respect

difficult time targeting their

any dina

neighbor as someone

an informant for the dahalo, fearing future retaliation from them. Such

apprehension and inaction feed a cycle of insecurity that
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is

maintained by

that

fear.

French Colonial And Neo-Colonial Legacies
During the colonial
paralleled,

era,

and then isolated

French colonialists created administrative structures

traditional systems

of village leadership. The effects of this linger

to this day, as local actors rarely collaborate in addressing
the obstacles they face.

pressed to consider
“directed” by

dirige

somebody

par quelqu

comme des

how

un.

to address local

Ce qui

est triste

duns cette

histoire,

What

is

V habitude d'etre

on nous considere mulgre tout

eloignes (tuny lavatra Andriana) ” [...unfortunately,

begin directed by somebody.

When

problems, local actors often expressed the need to be

“...Malheureusement, nous avons toujours

else.

that

sad about our history

is

we

that

are accustomed to always

we

are considered, despite

everything, far removed from our noble Merina ancestry].

Another aspect of French administrative legacies

between the government and

local actors,

and

is

that

it

hinders communication

thus, hinders the ability

of government technical

services to address environmental issues. Local actors are discouraged by the excessive

bureaucratic red tape (as seen with the process for obtaining wood-cutting permits) and are
instead inclined to take matters into their

forest service in the district outside of the

own

hands. Given the virtual non-existence of the

town of Ankazobe

itself, it

seems unnecessary

requests concerning small-scale forest cutting (fuel and construction wood,

all

the

way up

etc.), to

for the

be directed

in the administrative hierarchy to the provincial level.

Search for Economic Assets
Poverty

is

often

blamed

for smallholder abuse

past two decades Madagascar has

power of the Malagasy

become an

of natural resources. Indeed, during the

increasingly impoverished place.

The buying

franc has fallen 26 times in value since 1980. This declining purchasing

power, along with declining agricultural production, has put nearly

all

Malagasy

in a

difficult situation.

Thus, local actors (especially those from subsistence agricultural

households) are

no position

in

to

very

worry about sustainable resource management issues when
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their bigger

preoccupation

is

whether or not

their rice harvest will see

them through

following growing season. However, the misuse of resources
in this situation
driven by poverty as

it is

by

them

to

much

not so

the desire to accumulate capital and economic wealth.
In this

much

regard, elite interests have a

that allow

is

until the

greater capacity than local actors to participate in activities

accumulate wealth

at the

expense of natural resources.

History of Resistance by Local Actors
All self-respecting Malagasy take a malicious pleasure in pitting their
natural (possibly assumed) phlegmatism and smiling self-possession against

foreign agitation.
(U.S. Embassy, 1999)

Another reason
resistance

where

for the lack

among Malagasy

of success of environmental programs

is

due to culture of

to external influences. This culture is prevalent in the rural setting,

local actors exercise an array of options to resist outside forces (whether they be

from

the government, or from international actors), that seek to change traditional livelihood patterns

without offering alternatives that would serve local

government

officials

who

interests.

are often leery of initiatives

The same

is

true for

Malagasy

imposed by international actors

that

heighten risk and uncertainty.

Larson’s (1997) research on the history of Christianity in Madagascar provides

examples of the long history of local resistance

to external forces, as well as

examples of how

elements of external ideas are taken, transformed, and adapted by local actors to

Larson notes

that this process of transformation highlights the nature

between colonizer and colonized
rivulets

Larson makes

in

and

local),

arguing that

this

comment

(p. 998).'

local needs.

of power relations

which are characterized by

of cultural flow that subtly find paths of least resistance across

gender, and colonial power”

'

(extralocal

fit

lines

’’multiple

of race,

class,

For example, when missionaries from the London

in a challenge to the

Scott’s metaphor of the stage

way

in

which Scott

( 1

990) theorizes peasant resistance
more powerful actors is too

to describe peasant relations with
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Missionary Society gave Malagasy the scriptures to translate
and copy, “could they have

imagined that the Malagasy intended

to use

them

like

charms” (1997:998)? Larson also notes

“the failure of elite projects to reorganize meaningfully
the intellectual terms by

subjects organized their worlds of meaning” (Larson, 1997: 9991000).
the case of the

Malagasy and the way they

altered Christianity to

fit

achieved by the missionaries was very different than their original

Local actors

Madagascar have

in rural

which colonial

2

Larson argues that

in

their needs, the results

intent.

a long tradition of resistance to forces of

external and centralized power, which manifested itself regularly in nationalist’s
sentiments,
the formation of nationalist organizations, and revolts. Notable events include the
revolt of the

“red shawls”

(

menalamba ) from 1895-1899, who mounted

opposition to colonization, both the

French colonization as well as the “colonization from within” by the ruling Malagasy
monarchies, especially after 1869
national resistance as well as a

(Ellis,

1985:156). The

menalamba

resistance

was

a

war of

war of religion. They fought against what they believed

to

be

an illegitimate (and Catholic-dominated) government, and were not keen on taking orders from
the central government.

They took oaths

past (Ellis, 1985:157). In the

to previous rulers

Ankazobe region

and sought

to return to

an idealized

(referred to in those times as the Vdnizdngo),

confining. Larson adds that “the everyday intellectual worlds of subalterns are significantly less

constrained by the infrastructure of power than Scott allows” (1997:998). Larson has also criticized Scott
for assuming, a priori

,

“whose

ideas, intellectual interpretations,

dominate. .the ‘public transcript’ ” while “peasants are obliged
.

and cultural practices should

to reserve their

candid remarks for the

offstage ‘private transcript’ “ (1997:997).

On this

point as well, Larson questions the criteria by which a discourse (or idea, practice, plan)

determined to be “dominant or subordinate.”

He

(including Mitchell, 1991) overestimate what colonial elites say and do

witnessed through legislation and the

images and symbols they

need

to understand

use).

“hegemony

activities

is

argues that the work of Scott (1990) and others

of colonial

Related to discourse

is

(e.g., their

institutions, as well as

discursive power, as

through the words,

the concept of hegemony. Larson argues for the

as a cultural process” rather than equating

it

with ideological consensus or

dichotomizing “the dominant” and “the popular” (and by extension “the colonial” and “the native”)
(Larson, 1997: 1000). Larson advocates for a “fluid concept of hegemony” adding “the proper way to
understand hegemony is through a paradigm of struggle” (Roseberry 1993 and Glassman, 1995, in
Larson, 1997:1000).
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the traditional fief-holders formed the backbone
of the

menalamba movement,

as they were

persecuted for a longer period of time, and to a greater
degree, by the old (pre-colonial)

government than other regions
nationalists

leading to

formed the

(Ellis,

1985:150). In 1913, a secret organization of Malagasy

Vy, Vato, Sakelika

the arrest in 1915 of

some 300

(VVS, or
to

500

‘Iron, Stone,

Network’) (Brown, 1979:260)

intellectuals suspected

of belonging

to the

organization” (Pryor, 1990:208). These arrests had a strong symbolic
significance for the

Malagasy people

(Pryor, 1990:209). There were other nationalist’s uprisings,
including in

Southern Madagascar during the 1920s (see the bulleted paragraph on the following
page), as
well as in the Malagasy capitol of Antananarivo in 1929. Despite these
events,

characterized the Malagasy as pacifists (Mannoni, 1964/1968).
large displays of peaceful popular protests helped in bringing

President Ratsiraka at the end of his
(2002). Another

term

(in

its

down

1991) as well as

common form of Malagasy resistance

economy and

capitalist

first

To some

associated labor relations,

extent, this

is

true as

the corrupt governments of

at the

to colonization,

was by

some have

end of his second term

and the penetration of a

the refusal to

work

as

wage

laborers (Sharp, 1993:49). Today, employers interpret this resistance as laziness (Sharp,

1993:50).

Adversity to Risk
Rural people in the

adverse.

district are

They have no accumulated

mostly rice farmers or

capital that

cattle herders

would permit them

experiment with some other means of household income

(for
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are highly risk

to take a risk

and

example, small enterprise

development). This further limits their livelihood options and obliges them
resources that can (already) be found locally.

who

to utilize those

•

French Response
Efforts

by

to

Malagasy Resistance: The Cactus-Killing Beetle

the French to colonize

from Malagasy throughout the

Madagascar encountered resistance

island. In the south,

mobile pastoralists were

considered “rebels,” “tax-evaders,” and “cattle thieves”
(Powe, 1994:140-141,
in

Kaufmann, 1998:31) who

resisted French

campaigns of pacification. The

French were frustrated with the way pastoralists were able

to hide within their

settlements protected by Mexican Prickly Pear Cactus
( Opuntia dillenii ). This

cactus (locally referred to as raiketa gasy sustained
)

south and was

vital to the livelihood

life in

the dry lands of the

of herders throughout the region. In

addition to protecting their villages, the cactus providing
forage for cattle and

people,
table

made an

effective live fence around cattle corrals, and raised the
water

wherever they were planted thus making

it

possible to sink wells and

establish settlements. In 1924 the French introduced a small white
cochenille
parasite

(

Coccus

killed cactus.

cacti ) to Antananarivo

The following year

Tulear, on the southwest coast.

(Powe, 1994:140-141,

in

the small white insect

To

would throw infected branches on

where they found

.

..

it

effectively

was introduced

facilitate their spread,

the raiketa

that

in

“French soldiers

surrounding the villages”

Kaufmann, 1998:131). As “clouds of flying male

cochenille” (Deca, 1933:v, in Kaufmann, 1998:131) flew east, they devastated
all

of the cactus

in southern

Madagascar within

five years.

Following

this

event, the landscape changed: water tables dropped, paths widened, greenery

disappeared, and droughts and famines became regular events. The drought of

1930-31 killed 300,000 head of cattle (Heseltine, 1971:259

in

Kaufmann,

1998: 132) and then there was another devastating drought in 1936-37, followed

by

a great famine in 1943.
-

Adapted from Kaufmann (1998:124-132).

Lack Of Livelihood Options
The

risk averseness of local actors greatly limits the various livelihood options

available to them. Other than subsistence agriculture and livestock production, there are no

other activities that people can pursue with which to
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make

a living. Non-farming but natural

resource-related activities such as mining, or timber trade
require political connections and
sufficient

economic

capital to gain access to resources

and delivery networks. Livelihood

activities not directly linked to the environment,

such as working as a merchant, would require

even greater economic means than the

mentioned above, which

activities

is

unlikely for most

rural people. Finally, pursuing a livelihood in a trade
requiring formal training (e.g., teaching,

health care, agricultural engineer),

of resources
continue

virtually impossible for

is

to continue their education

most

rural people given their lack

through high school and then to have the means

to

skills training.

Value of Agricultural and Forest Products

The devaluation of the Malagasy Franc has
agricultural

and

forest products.

The

also resulted in a decline in the value of

lack of value of these products on local and regional

markets discourages other actors (such as the government or business interests) from investing
in the

improvement of production means and delivery networks. Likewise,

as charcoal and fuelwood, though in short supply in

forest products such

numerous locations throughout

the district,

are (in real terms) declining in value.

Lack of Infrastructure
The lack of a developed road network hinders
and

limits

household income. Thus, people turn

increase household income and to

While the

hilly terrain

political decisions

infrastructure.

of the

make up

district

have been made

The

the marketing of agricultural products

to the exploitation

for the deficit left

by unsold

agricultural products.

discourages the construction of an adequate road network,

in the past to prevent the

pre-colonial states of

deliberate part of their defense strategy.

building roads (and railroads) where

of natural resources to

it

development of a sound road

Madagascar often refused

The

to build roads, as a

colonial regime had a similar policy, only

served their
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own

political

and economic agendas

(Coveil, 1987:9). This historical legacy of a
lack of roads continues to this day, as
the road
infrastructure in the district

is

very poorly developed.

The construction of roads,
related to insecurity, but they

as noted above,

would

would not only

assist in resolving

problems

also facilitate the opening up previously isolated
areas. In

cases where th efivondronana are unable to satisfy the
road needs of the entire

should study the possibility of the local population to organize

district,

itself to repair existing,

one
though

currently impassable, roads. These activities could be done
with the assistance of the

commune,
interest in

as well as with the assistance of private business interests

opening up access

to areas

where

who would have an

substantial quantities of agricultural products are

produced. This will also permit the distribution of these products toward the local
and regional
markets, ultimately to facilitate the socio-economic development of the region while
increasing

household revenue though the direct

The lack of education

is

sale

of surplus agricultural production.

considered as an element that pushes rural people to maintain

habits that, ultimately, are factors that block economic and social development. Education can

enlighten people to understand that certain activities they do threaten and ultimately degrade
their environment.

how

to creatively

Education can also

assist

people in their reasoning and ability to understand

develop solutions to the challenges they

face. Also, the education

of children

should be more accessible to rural households, either through the improvement of the road

network, the construction of new schools, the reopening of previously closed schools, or the
rehabilitation of existing schools.

Since 1997, the

district

education office has

opportunities in the region. For example,

new

made an

effort to

improve educational

teachers have been recruited and placed in

schools that had previously been closed due to the lack of a teacher. This and similar efforts

should be continued, while also seeking to improve the quality of education

still

in schools that are

functioning. Educating parents about the need to improve schools could facilitate
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this.

Given the enthusiasm
to harness this

school, as

that parents

seem

energy in asking parents

was witnessed

in a

to

have for educating

to assist

health services.

that

new

shortly after arriving there (the

difficulties gaining access to

is

that

in the village.

when

to a rural village, they either refuse to go, or leave

same could be

said for educators in the preceding section).

leave (somewhat ironically) due to the lack of government and other services

commercial)

possible

schools.

one of the major problems confronting them

government health workers are assigned

They

may be

couple of villages during the fieldwork. For example, parents

of th efivondronana, villagers have

They noted

it

with activities that would help to improve the

could assist by making structural repairs or building
In the rural areas

their children,

(e.g.,

Thus, an improvement in health services would contribute to the

general improvement in the quality of life of the local population.

A potential idea that could respond to this problem (at the level
would be

for the health workers

who

schedule that would include weekly

are based in

Ankazobe

visits to areas

of th efivondronana)

to establish a regular

work

throughout the fivondronana that lack easy

access to medical care. Another possibility would be to establish village pharmacies (either

through the village government, or through a private individual), or even a roaming pharmacy
(perhaps organized

day

(if

one

exists)

at the

communal

level) that

would

arrive in

more

distant villages

on market

each week or every other week.
Adaptability of Local Actors to Local Conditions

Malagasy

are adaptable people, capable of surviving harsh conditions. Rakotoarisoa

(1986) notes that Malagasy are especially able to adapt their dwellings,

depending on the environmental

setting within

diet,

which they find themselves

and

dress,

(p. 97).

He

also

notes that in the past, the Malagasy adapted quickly to the changes brought about by

colonization (Rakotoarisoa, 1986:95).

The worsening of conditions
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will not necessarily

make

people stop utilizing shrinking natural resources. They
have the confidence in their
the ability of their children) to

somehow manage

ability (or

after the resource in question is depleted.

Extralocal Interests in Local Biodiversity

Local actors are weary of extralocal actors
locally situated natural resources.

actors, they occasionally

who

arrive

and take a great

interest in

Depending on the wealth and influence of these

extralocal

convince local people to allow them access to resources that
are

otherwise not for their use. Lacking a convincing argument for
biodiversity protection,
extralocal interests in biodiversity are interpreted

and

actions,

sometimes considered

by

local actors as a threat. Paranoia increases

irrational,” are taken to secure local access

and user rights

to local natural resources.

Unclear Status Of Resource Tenure

One major

contributing factor to continued biodiversity degradation

is

the current

condition of open access that powerful extralocal actors have to domanial (government-

administered) land wherein there are able to exploit the remaining vestiges of highland
rainforest. Natural resources,

to

and the land upon which they are found, are currently subjected

an “open access” situation whereby anybody with sufficient means can exploit them. Open

access to natural resources encourages their illegal exploitation (especially in the case of forest
products) on a large scale. This

exploitation

is

is

especially the case with extralocal actors. While such

technically illegal, (as most of these resources are found on government land),

the lack of means for the government to adequately

manage

these lands encourages people to

take advantage of this situation. In addition, conflicting government laws and traditional

practices complicate land tenure regimes, as well as the regimes determining the use of natural

resources found on those lands. Clarifying tenure rights

an issue related

to private, individual ownership.

traditionally used collectively,

it is

is

often considered

However, since much

by IENGOs

to

be

larger areas of land are

important that tenure rights for the collective access and use
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of appropriate resources

(e.g.,

grazing land) be clarified and respected by the
Malagasy

government as well as IENGOs.

Trends Linked To Globalization

The

acceleration toward globalization

is

proving

to

have detrimental effects on the

biodiversity of Madagascar. Important characteristics of
globalization include the proliferation

of neo-liberal economic policy as well as

economic

political decentralization.

policies, current “prescriptions” being applied to

structural adjustment procedures

facilitated the decline in

by

the

World Bank and

With regard

Madagascar

International

in the

to neo-liberal

form of

Monetary Fund have

economic conditions and the general welfare of rural people. While

these measures have assisted in the creation of a super wealthy class of individuals
(mostly in
the nation’s capital), they could inadvertently be contributing to the
this

group engages

in

With respect

when

ill

effects of corruption that

acquiring natural resources by (technically) illegal means.

to political decentralization, the process

of creating a Federal Republic

with autonomous provinces does nothing to dismantle the relationship between dominant
classes and the state,

which

is

noted as a prerequisite for economic “transformation”

(Rueschemeyer and Evans, 1985:49). This
conflict

between

conflict

local (relatively poor) actors

between classes

and extralocal

is at

the

to occur

same time

a

(relatively well-to-do) actors.

As

these different actors vie for limited natural resources, the schism between the vast majority of

Malagasy,

The

who

are subsistence farmers, and the ruling political-economic elites

latter are able to acquire

while local actors have

little

becomes

clear.

access rights to resources by using their wealth and influence

influence in this regard.

Current trends in globalization are only accelerating the gap between the haves and
have-nots. Likewise,

political

World Bank- sponsored

and economic autonomy

efforts

toward decentralization (which encourage

at the provincial level)
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now

appear to be, albeit quite

3

unintentionally, illuminating ethic differences to
the extent where civil
possibility.

With

this situation

this increasing political

war seems

and economic uncertainty, there

does not bode well for the people of Madagascar,

alone

let

is little

its

like a

doubt that

natural resources or

biodiversity.

The

decentralization of political and economic decision-making
that forms part of the

federalization process currently

underway

in

Madagascar also

interregional rivalries over the allocation of investment funds,
historically (Pryor, 1990:203).

The move toward

risks exaggerating the

which has been known

a federal state in

the Balkanization of the island and outbreaks of violence that

to exist

Madagascar could lead

accompany

to

the processes of

4

political,

economic, and social divisions.

The move toward

regional governments risks to

accentuate the ethnic frictions that have existed since the time that the Merina monarchy

became

a

hegemonic force on the island

Related to

Many IENGO

in the 17

th

century.

this policy is the notion linking conservation to

economic development.

staff naively take for granted the notion that their environmental programs,

despite being implemented in difficult conditions, and marred with a history void of success,
are capable of not only “saving” biodiversity but also alleviating rural poverty.

3

Especially between the highlanders and the coastal people.
that

people believe “provincial autonomy” includes,

On a number of occasions,

at the least, the

it

was observed

exclusion of people from outside the

province holding jobs within a particular province. At the worst, such views of “provincial autonomy”
include the expulsion of people

who

are not originally

from

the province

back

to their places

of origin.

4

Such violence has already occurred, most recently, during the six-month transitional period between the
round of Presidential elections in December 2001 and the inauguration of President Ravalomanana in
April 2002. Other acts of violence occurred in 1987 when riots in a number of Malagasy cities targeted
first

community (0.4% of the population) who were believed to be profiting
was liberalized in the mid-1980s. The liberalized policy allowed
(Indo-Pakistanis and others) to purchase crops and to market them wholesale, as they

the small Indo-Pakistanis

excessively

when

business interests

internal trade policy

were previously allowed

to

do

until the socialist policies

(Pryor, 1990:203).
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of the Second Republic put a halt

to this activity

The Enviro-Colonisation Of Madagascar
With the advent of the
and the millions of dollars

that

First

and Second National Environmental Plans

have helped

to fuel that process,

in

Madagascar,

Madagascar has witnessed

a

surge in the influence of international donors
and the organizations and projects they fund.
The
extent to which foreigners influence the
formulation of Malagasy environmental
policies

amount

to nothing less than another sort

colonial era, foreigners are

coming

of “colonization.” Not terribly different than
the

to the country, with little

understanding of the region and

its

people, and not only telling them what they should
be doing, but also using their economic
influence (in the form of “aid”) to enact policies that
seek to change Malagasy attitudes and
behaviors.

This situation and the mefiance (caution)

it

fosters

among Malagasy hinder

communication and understanding between them and extralocal
understanding was apparent during

this research, as

reason for being in Ankazobe throughout
effect.

I

was saddened one day

the nearest forests for

me

my

actors. This difficulty in

people continued to misunderstand

stay there despite plenty of explaining to this

to arrive in a village

and find out that people were identifying
5

thinking that

I

was

interested in harvesting trees

.

On

occasions similar experiences occurred with semi-precious minerals, as young

quick to show up after

my

my

arrival in a particular village, eager to

show me

the

a

few other

men would be
gems they were

selling.

Technological De/Re-volution

There

is

a widening gap in the technological capabilities of Malagasy entities

(government agencies and

NGOs) and

the

IENGOs who

seek to collaborate with them.

A

recent visit to the government ministry in charge of scientific research reveals an unfortunately

5
I

have

to guess that they

financial compensation

me

were helping

from

me

to

them

only with the expectation that there would be a handsome

after

I

cut the trees.
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common

site:

spartanly furnished offices, with virtually no staff
present, light bulb fixtures and

electrical outlets dangle

with frayed wires... yellowed stacks of paper in door-less
cabinets lay

crumbling, seemingly untouched since the day they were placed
there some 40 years ago. The
director of the department

his office telephone

inability to

pay the

site

am

number

bill.

memorandum pinned
This

I

speaking with embarrassingly has to respond

that there is none, as

Upon my

to a bulletin

departure

The irony

more information about

The

that

is

this

my request

is

for

has been disconnected due to his agency’s

happen

to notice an interdepartmental

board proudly announcing the creation of an agency web

has been established by and

in Switzerland.

I

it

to

site

maintained by a collaborating international aid agency

one can consult

this site in their

Malagasy agency, than they could by

disparity in information access and

management,

home country and
visiting the

gather

agency

results in greater

in person.

knowledge

about Madagascar being made available to those outside of the country rather than those
within. This serves to further

disempower Malagasy

actors, depriving

them of information

that

could help inform their policy formulation and other decisions concerning biodiversity
conservation.

Summary

of Actors, Their Views and Influences on Biodiversity

Using a model similar
pages summarizes the actors,

to that

developed by Kull (1996) the table on the following two

their characteristics, views,
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and influence.

Table 4

Summary Of Actors, Their
Actors

Characteristics, Views,

Descrip-

And

Influence

On

Conservation

Views

Influence

tion

Rural

Sub-

farmers of

and

Influenced by cultural factors
(reverence for ancestors, family

IENGOs

historically

ignored this group.

sistence

rice

focus), socio-economic factors

More

farmers

subsistence

(strong class distinctions with

involve locals in

and

crops;

associated

herders

cattle

ecological factors (farmers and

herders.

pastoralists are conscious

The
Deputy and

the region, and believe that

influence over

Political

12 elected

conservation could be one of

mayors, while

Authori-

mayors

numerous means

Local

ties

LOCAL

power

relations),

recent projects

delineating goals

of
environmental conditions)

in

Seek economic development

for

No

to the end.

Deputy has strong

mayors have limited

the district

particular environmental ‘ethic’

influence over others

A few

Seek economic wealth with no

Use

individuals

concern for environmental

resources to

consequences

influence decisions

Business
Interests

financial

that influence (or

potentially benefit)

them

at the local

level

CAV-EPI
Local

Malagasy

NGOs

Stated mission of alleviating rural

Limited ability to

poverty via environmental

influence local

conservation efforts; seeking

politicians; lesser

funding in any sector where

ability to influence

becomes

it

available (e.g., reform of

the small-mining sector; tree-

nursery management training.

general public due to
a lack of resources

.

.)

for education

and

outreach

WWF
IEGNOs
Extralocal

Inter-

national

Donors

Public mission emphasis on

Large influence of

environmental ethic; valuation of

environmental policy

‘biodiversity’ for both

development

environmental and economic

national level in

purposes

Madagascar

at the

World

Public mission to bring about

Large influence on

Bank,

economic development and

types of conservation

improved well-being via market

activities

reforms and political

and implemented

USAID

proposed

decentralization

continued, next page
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Universi-

and
Research
Organities

zations

Research

While research of primatological,

Scientists

botanical, and anthropological

from
Western

nature were central concerns for a
long while, the scope has recently

environmental

countries;

cooperation with

focus on

expanded to include agriculture
and development. Close

biological

cooperation with conservation

sciences.

organizations leads to

United
Nations

The UN environmental mission
Madagascar is to conserve

(UN)

biodiversity while improving

Heavy involvement
in

Malagasy

actions. Close

conservation groups.

considerable overlap in goals.

Inter-

national

Extra-

Governmental

local

in

Considerable,
especially with

respect to the

human development.

formulation and

implementation of

Agencies

national

environmental policy

Rising out

The primary goal of church

of a strong

organization

is

human

Considerable,

welfare.

especially at the grass

missionary

roots level.

heritage,

political influential

The

actors in

Federation of

Religious

conserva-

Malagasy Churches

Organiza-

tion

strongly supported

include the

the

tions

EAP.

Malagasy
Church of
Jesus
Christ

(SAF-

FJKM)

The Role of Knowledge
Scott (1998) points out distinctions between practical and imperial knowledge, points
6

out, “[T]he

power of practical knowledge (which

Scott also calls metis

exceptionally close and astute observation of the environment”

make

(p.

)

depends on an

324). Farmers are obliged to

decisions based on what they know, as there are no outside experts beyond their

Likewise, they must be ready to face the consequences of

experienced neighbors to turn

to.

their decision, given that they

have a “direct stake

in the results

6

Derived from classical Greek and denoting “knowledge
(Scott, 1986:6).
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that

of close observation [of the

can come only from practical experience”

environment] (Scott, 1998:324).” Scott adds that there

is

a positive relationship between the

closeness of farmer observations of their environment and
their marginal economic status

(p.

324).

It is

communal

important to emphasize that most of the actions proposed should be
done

at the

level in the near future. This presents for potential donors
or investors that the local

population and elected officials are motivated to bring positive change and improve
the living
condition of the region. This will also give donors and investors the confidence
that will

encourage them
It is,

to

make investments

in the region.

in effect, at these levels that the regional

socio-economic development policy will

be applied. The success of this policy counts on the sound reasoning of people
activities that truly address their

activities

and then
sector,

own needs and

to

implement

interests over the long run. In addition, these

should be done in a liberal environment, one that permits people to make decisions
to take actions, with the support of civic

and the appropriate government technical

and community associations, the private
service.

Suggestions

Addressing Poverty
If issues

of poverty, instead of population growth, were

initially

perhaps the population “problem” would take care of itself. While

it is

addressed, then

true that parcels of rice

paddies cannot be infinitely subdivided among growing numbers of children, a program of
poverty alleviation

may

help to decrease the need for agricultural households to produce large

families in order to maintain subsistence levels of production. Programs addressing poverty

would mean
and

less

that agricultural

on human

households could rely more on

labor.
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cattle

and agricultural implements

Improving Agricultural Production and Commercialization
The lack of agricultural means

is

Malagasy environment. Assisting people

often noted as a major factor in the destruction of the
in the

improvement of their

agricultural methods, as

well as facilitating the purchase of agricultural implements, will
facilitate not only a growth in
agricultural yields but also help to protect remaining environmental
resources. Likewise,
activities related to

education about small animal husbandry (foul, pigs,

techniques seems

etc.)

necessary but must also be accompanied by the provision of veterinarian products. During
the
interviews, people said that they lack access to veterinarian products, especially in the
northern
part of the district. This

is

especially a problem, since

located in the northern half of the

one

is

led to

who worked
then

still

make

at the

the

for

improving agricultural production,

same propositions

Manankazo

in the district are

district.

Concerning practical methods
that

most of the livestock

that

it is

unfortunate

have been previously proposed by researchers

Forest Station during the 1960s.

The recommendations made

hold true today. With respect to the commercialization of agricultural products,

seems necessary

to elaborate a commercialization plan at the

should be elaborated with the assistance of everyone

who

is

communal

concerned

level.

in the

Such

it

a plan

production

process: growers, transporters, business interests, and investors. This plan should be done

within the framework of a regional (fivondronana-\eve\) development plan.

Access to Rural Credit
Despite the fact that people did not explicitly mention rural credit as an issue during

interviews,

it

seems

that

many of the problems

they encounter could be addressed

if

they had

access to agricultural and other forms of micro credit. This could be facilitated by the

communes and

th efivondronana

and encourage the establishment of a

rural credit

program

the region. For example, the installation of an office for the Mutual Agricultural Credit
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in

Savings Bank (Caisse d’Epargne du Credit Agricole Mutuelle or

communes of th e fivondronana could
At

population.

in the village

the current time, there

help to

make

only one

is

CECAM),

in all

of the

credit available to a majority of the

CECAM office in the entire district (located

and commune of Mahavelona).
Reforestation

Decree 2000-383 (of June

domaniale
decree

7,

2000)

states that the plantation

(state) land will guarantee tenure rights to the planter.

is to

encourage people

to

make investments

in land

and

to

of trees on unmanaged

The

ultimate goal of this

manage

it

manner. This seems to create the potential for resolving problems related
the

Ankazobe

At the same time, there

District.

have been planted be taxed by the

reforested land

become

right

away

state at

some

Above

all,

it is

up

for the

will land

where

future point in time? In addition, does

the property of the person

who

has planted the

the process of land titling going to take a long time to do? If the answer

questions,

to deforestation in

are several questions to clear

villagers before they are willing to assist in this sort of activity.

trees

in a sustainable

is

trees, or is

“yes,” to these two

likely that the decree will not achieve the desired effect.

Creation
In the northern

Of A System Of Control For Mining

Activities

and eastern parts of the fivondronona (especially

in the

communes of

Tsaramasoandro, Antakavana, and Ambolotarakely) a great deal of small-scale mining
activities

were observed. Most of these

control being done

by

activities take place

without any formal system of

the government. Despite that the majority of these activities are done at

a small scale, the collective exploitation of these mining activities pose threats to the

environment. There

is

the risk that they will accelerate soil erosion, deforestation, and

environmental degradation in general

if

they continue unchecked. In addition, these activities

represent a potentially important source of revenue for the
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communes

if

they are able to find a

means by which they can monitor and

regulate the current and future mining activities.

system of control should be established

Such a system should be developed

communes

in order to resolve current

problems

in collaboration with the authorities

A

in this sector.

and people of the

affected, as well as with representatives of the district,
while taking into account the

national mining code.

Conclusion

IENGOs

are not addressing environmental problems in a meaningful

cannot afford to do so

politically.

Thus, they do what they think

might not be a good thing

at all in the

environmental management

is

some extent (witness

the next best thing,

they

which

long run. If conservation and sustainable

ever to be achieved in Madagascar,

more socio-economic perspective when programs
to

is

way because

it

has to take into account a

are being developed.

While

this is

occurring

the change in discourse of environmental organizations working in

Madagascar over the past 20

years), future changes are going to

have to be much more

radical,

given the most optimistic estimates that there remains 60 years worth of forest cover in

Madagascar. Otherwise, donors
initiatives since there will

Development and

will

be obliged

to orient their funds

towards development

be no more forest to “save.”

its

introduction of new technologies and knowledge presents

opportunities for people and groups to dominate others. The introduction of anything from
outside a village can (as Rakotoarisoa notes in the case of technology), destabilize rural society

(1986:102). The marriage of development to conservation also results in conservation actions
leading to widening inequities in Malagasy society and ultimately, empowering the very forces

of biodiversity destruction

that these actions are

supposedly designed to

This study does not intend to propose solutions to

all

arrest.

of the problems that were

observed and revealed through the interviews with various stakeholders. Instead,
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this study

seeks to give greater voice to stakeholders

who have up

forgotten in the efforts undertaken to
conserve and

Madagascar. This study also sought

to reflect

peasants, back onto

more powerful

destruction. Nearly

two decades ago

enough

.

.

to

.when

wipe out poverty

it

comes

out of wild lands”

if

one

is

to extractive use,

(p.

actors

who

until

management

some of the
are highly

Jolly (1986)

now

was

felt

(and been) largely

natural resources in

spotlight, usually shined

engaged

in a process

on

rural

of biodiversity

correct in pointing out that

it is

not

seeking to protect the Malagasy environment
since
it is

far

more important

keep the rich rather than the poor

to

212).

This study particularly sought the hopes, concerns, and
suggestions of people

concerning natural resource management

in the district.

In revealing these issues,

development of a socio-economic and environmental management plan

that the

will gain better acceptance

of those

who would

and ultimately be more effective

likely benefit

government technical

from the plan (farmers,

if the first step

what

is

going on

comparison between current conditions and the interpretation
situation,

is

involved the input

from the

and potential NGOs).

in the field,

that

expected

for the district

local authorities, personnel

services, business interests, investors, actual

addition, this study tried to better understand

it

and

to

do

In

a

each stakeholders has of this

and of other stakeholders.

The

actions

coming from

done without

direct

of the people

who were

and

the socio-economic

real participation

and environmental protection cannot be

of all of the stakeholders concerned.

seems

that all

interviewed are open to the notion of improving their means of living

by improving the socio-economic conditions where they
good number of people (maybe perhaps
that certain activities

It

live.

Concerning the environment, a

the majority), are conscious of the devastating affect

have on the environment. In a similar way, there appears
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to

be a scale of

environmental problems that are too great to be
resolved
situation

NGO,

whereby everybody awaits

at the

most local

the intervention of another (whether

level.

it

This leads to a

be the

state,

an

a donor), in order to confront existing
problems.

Observations of activities in the

economic conditions among the

field lead

rural population,

resources within th efivondronana, requires

Each actor implicated

in the

some

me

to say that the degradation

combined with
sort

of socio-

the poor status of natural

of corrective action as soon as possible.

management of natural resources should

also be involved in a

collaborative and truly participatory process that searches for
solutions as well as in the

elaboration and actions plans.

Any

activity undertaken to

respond to the socio-economic and environmental problems

of the region should not be done without the understanding and support of
the local community.

Such

activities should

rights to

make

be the genesis of a process whereby local communities genuinely posses

decisions about local resource

management

issues. Likewise, these local

groups

should be empowered through education to avoid the lure of foreign “conservation” schemes
that result in the

schemes

commodificaton of biodiversity resources. Any short-term windfall from such

will never

pay

for the long-term

largely the case during the last

damage done. To ignore

these elements, as has been

two decades of Northern conservation

efforts in

Madagascar,

will lead to certain failure of the conservation endeavor.

It is

thus necessary to initiate a long-term program of socio-economic development,

linked to sound natural resource

people in the Ankazobe

management

District.

dissertation will be shared

It is

among

environmental and development

that will benefit the greatest majority

my hope

that the ideas

and issues raised

of needy

in this

those involved with the creation and implementation of

initiatives in

Madagascar.

I

also

hope

that this dissertation can

help to bring another perspective to a debate that remains to be resolved (that debate being
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what

is

the best

way”

(or even, “is there a

way”) “to go about

alleviating

economic poverty

while conserving biological diversity”?
While working in West Africa, one of my
colleagues

would remind me
had

to

that initiatives should

be easy to implement. While

no simple solutions
activities

to the

always be kept simple, and

I still

web of complex

of Malagasy and International

that

agree to some extent with

any workable solution

this, I

would say

there are

issues that influence, and are influenced
by, the

NGOs

working
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in the country.

APPENDIX A

VEGETATION AND DEFORESTATION DATA FOR MADAGASCAR
Year

2

I960'

1992

hectares in

%of

hectares

%

hectares

%of

hectares

%of

the

total

nation-

of

in the

total

nation-

total

wide

tot

Antana-

wide (thou-

narivo

(thou-

al

narivo

sands)

Province

sands)

Antana-

Province

(in thou-

(in thou-

sands)

sands)

Forests

576

10

15,811

27

142

2

12,588

21

Savana

73

1

6,038

10

2,452

42

26,710

45

4,844

83

30,504

52

3,079

53

12,270

29

0

0

117

0

181

3

2,198

4

0

0

0

0

0

23

0

0

0

92

0

—

16

0

324

1

89

5,870

100

54,204

Grassland
(steppe)

water
bodies

beaches

0

bare

not

soil

recorded

other
(include

not

-ing

recorded

—

not

—

recorded

—

not

recorded

urban)

Total

5,493

94

52,470

Note: 100 hectares

i

Data from the Carte Forestiere (1960).
Data from the IEFN (1992).
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APPENDIX B

MAP OF WATERCOURSES IN THE ANKAZOBE
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APPENDIX C

CLIMATIC DATA FOR THE ANKAZOBE DISTRICT

Table 5

Average Monthly Rainfall For Locations In the Ankazobe

Month

Rain-

Number

fall in

of days

Anka-

of rain

3

(in

Anka-

in

zobe

mm.)

Rainfall

Kian-

in

4

gara
(in

mm)

zobe

Number

District

Rainfall at

Manan-

of days

the

of rain

kazo Forest

in

Kiangara

5

Station
(in

mm)

Number

days of rain
the

kazo Forest
Station

5

1

8

1

10

7

August

8

1

5

1

12

4

2

16

3

Sept.

12

1

13

October

41

4

59

5

60

8

Nov.

165

12

216

13

215

17

December

297

17

352

18

361

18

382

18

380
407

23

January

February

275

14

329

17

340

23

March

228

14

264

15

276

21

April

51

4

59

5

85

14

2

10

10

23

2

27

June

4

1

5

1

10

8

Total

1458

89

1702

98

1838°

161

1

at

Manan-

July

May

of

is found at latitude: 18 degrees 19 nun. so.; longitude: 47
of
an altitude
1,225 metres. The data was collected between 1931 and 1960.

Source: Oldeman, L. R. (1990). Ankazobe

degrees 7 minutes east

at

4
is found at latitude: 17 degrees 58 min. so.; longitude: 47
an altitude of 900 metres. The data was collected between 1936 and 1970.

Source: Oldeman, L. R. (1990). Kiangara

degrees 2 minutes east

at

5

Source: Malvos, et

al.

(1989).

is found at latitude: 18 degrees 15 min.
an average altitude of 1,500 metres. The data was

The Mananakazo Forest Station

south; longitude: 47 degrees 25 minutes east
collected between 1966-7 and 1975-6.

at

have been a drying out of the region from the mid-1970s to late 1980s, as Nicoll and
Langrand (1989:133) report annual rainfall at Manankazo to be 1,678 mm. spread out over just 109 days.

There seems

to
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Table 6

Average Monthly Temperatures For Ankazobe And The Manankazo Forest Station

Ankazobe

Manankazo

Forest Station

Month

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

July

22.4

9.3

18.6

8.3

August
September
October

23.3

10.0

18.8

7.8

25.6

11.3

21.6

8.8

28.1

13.5

23.4

10.3

November
December

28.2

15.2

23.7

12.5

27.6

16.1

22.9

13.6

January
February

26.4

16.4

22.6

14.0

26.6

16.4

22.8

14.3

March

26.7

16.3

22.7

14.0

April

26.6

14.7

22.4

13.2

May

24.9

12.0

21.2

11.0

June

23.3

10.2

18.8

8.9

Total

25.8

13.5

21.6

11.4

Source: Oldeman, L. R., (1990), for Ankazobe, and Malvos et
Forest Station.
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al.,

Minimum

(1989), for the

Manankazo

APPENDIX D

PROTECTED AREAS IN MADAGASCAR

Category

Area

Num

(in

-ber

Main

characteristics

hectares)
Classified Forests

2,157,336

167

limited use of forests

populations

Hunting Reserve

1,549,248

93

Reforested

1,083,271

120

Plantations

is

by neighboring

permitted

Hunting allowed with official permits
Areas designated for reforestation and

National Reserve

569,542

11

Only

Special Reserve

390,489

25

Scientific research, education

scientific research

allowed

and a limited

degree of tourism allowed
National Parks

133,760

Biosphere

1

16,000

4
1

Reserve
Forest Stations

Tourism and education
Established to strengthen biological
diversity/ strictly protected

38,257

23

Only protection and research

activities

allowed
Total

forest

improvement

6,637,903

444

7

Source: Service des Eaux et Forets, Antananarivo,

May
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APPENDIX E
LIST OF ARCHIVES

CONSULTED

L 'Academie Malgache
(The Malagasy Academy)

Comment: Located

Tsimbazaza

Zoo.

101 Antananarivo

There

the

at the

entrance to

Tsimbazaza Botanical Park and
is

a sizable collection of old

documents (most from the colonial
era and First Republic).
Association National pour

(The National Association
Area Management)
B.P. 1424
101

-

la

Gestion

(ANGAP)

des Aires Protegees

Comment: Has

for Protected

a large collection of

documents

Ambatobe

Antananarivo

Contact: Mr. Hary, Head librarian
Telephone (261-22) 415-38 and 415-54

E-mail: anizap@bow.dts.mti

Centre de Cooperation Internationale en
Recherche Agronomique pour le

Developpement (CIRAD)
(The International Cooperative Center for
Agronomic Research for Development)
B.P. 822 - 4 Rue Pierre Rapiera Anjohy
101

Comment:

A small

library with a

collection of CIRAD

documents on

microfiche.

Antananarivo

Contact: Mr. Alain

Bruno

BERTRAND et/or Mr.

LOCATELLI

Telephone: (261-22) 259-99; 209-99; 41 74
401-75; and 204-22)
E-mail: cidst@dts.mg

and Technical Information and
Documentation Center
(Centre d'Information et de Documentation
Scientific

Scientifique et Technique, or

Rue Fernand Kasanga

-

CIDST)

Tsimbazaza

B.P. 6224
101

Antananarivo

Telephone: (261-22) 249-19 and 332-88
E-mail: cidst@bow.dts.miz

Technical and Economic Information Center

Comment: Library with documents

(Centre d'Information Technique

on economic development as well as
few on the environment. Many of
the documents are produced by the
Cooperation Franqaise. Some
books are also produced by the CITE

et

Economique, or CITE)
Rue Samuel Rahamefy Ambatonakanga
101 Antananarivo
Telephone: (261-22) 253-86; Fax: 336-69

and
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for sale to the public.

Direction Generate des Eaux et Foret, DGEF
(The National Headquarters of the Malagasy

Comment:

Forest Service)

from the colonial era or

First

B.P. 243

Republic) relating to

aspects of

Nanisana
101 Antananarivo

Contact:

-

Madame

A small

collection of old

forest

but specialized

documents (many

management

all

in

Madagascar.

Sylvia, Librarian

Telephone: (261-22) 406-10

Ecole Superieure des Sciences Agronomiques

(ESSA)
(see the Universite d‘Antananarivo)

Foibe Fikarohana

momba ny Fambolena

(FOFIFA) =

are on botany or scientific aspects of

Centre National de

Recherche Appliquee
an Developpement Rural
(National Center for Applied Research in
la

Rural Development)
Departement de Recherche Forestiere
Piscicole

Comment: Most of the documents
soil

and plant growth and physiology.

et

(DRFP)

(Department of Forestry and Fisheries
Research)
B.P. 904
101

-

Ambatobe

Antananarivo

Contact: Mr. Willy Razakamanana

ANDRIANOMENJANAHARY,

Archiviste

Telephone: (261-22) 403-21 and 431-13
Office National pour I'Environnement

(ONE)

(National Environmental Office)

Avenue
B.P. 822

101

Comment:

A sizeable

collection of

environmental documents.

Rainilaiarivony
-

Antaninarenina

Antananarivo

Contact:

Madame Marthe

(au Centre d'Information)

Telephone: (261-22) 627-09; and 259-99
Fax: (261-22) 306-93
Telecel: 03-207-822-26

E-mail: one@bow.dts.irm

Parc Botanique
(PBZT)

et

Zoologique de Tsimbazaza

1

herbarium there are

preserved plants of Madagascar.

101 Antananarivo
3

In the

botanical documents, as well as
thousands of samples of pressed and

(Tsimbazaza Botanical Park and Zoo)
Tsimbazaza
Telephone: (261-22)

Comment:

1-49; 310-14; and

Also found here are the archives of
Mr. Grandidier. Most of the

documents are photocopies of old
scientific articles, however there are

337-56
E-mail: pbzt@dts.mtt

also other articles that could be ot
interest.
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Universite dAntananarivo
Ecole Superieure des Sciences Agronomiques

(ESSA)

Dr. Joelisoa

Departement des Faux
B.P. 3044 - Ankatso
101

Note: can also contact:

et

Forets

RATSIRARSON,

Chef de Division d'Enseignement
de Recherche; Ecologie

Antananarivo

et

et

Bio-

diversite et Coordinateur Scientifique

Telephone: (261-22) 316-09; Fax: 611-84
(bureau de l'ESSA-Forets)
Contact: Mr. Gabrielle

RAJOELISON,

Chef du Departement Eaux

Projet

Beza-Mahafaly

E-mail: i.ratsirarson@simicro.mg
Telecel: 03-023-874-23

et Forets

E-mail: g.raioelison@simicro.mg

Departement
B.P. 175
1

01

-

d'Agro-Management

Ankatso

Antananarivo

Telephone: (261-22) 226-67
Fax: (261-22) 611-84
Contact Vestalys

HERIMANDIMBY

Enseignant Chercheur
E-mail: vestalvs@syfed.refer.mg

Fond Mondial pour la Protection de la Nature Comment: There is a good
World Wide fund lor Nature (WWF)
of biological articles.
B.P. 738
101

-

Ansakavero

Antananarivo

Contact: Mr. Samuel,

Head

librarian

Telephone: (261-22) 348-85 and 346-38
Fax: (261-22) 348-88
E-mail: \vwfrep@dts.mu
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APPENDIX F

LOCATIONS OF INTERVIEWS DONE BY VILLAGE SURVEYORS
Commune

Village

House-

Groups

holds
Antanetibe

Ambohimidana
Kiangara

4
3

2

8

1.

FRAM

1.

Diakona

2.

EKAR
4

EKAR -CSB
EKAR (Tsarahonenana)
MET Evangelique

1.

2.

3.

(

Kiangara

Protestant)
4.

Police

5.

PNVA

Gendarmerie )

(
10

(Agriculture,

animal husbandry)
u
6.

PTT

7.

Chef ZAP

1

CSB

2

Manerinertna

3

.

2

(School)

( Dokotera )

2.

EKAR

Tsara-

3.

Police (Gendarmerie)

masoandro

4.

PTT

Tsinjorano

8

Tsaramasoandro

Not known

Chef ZAP
None
None

Ambohitromby

4

1.

ADMR

2.

Women’s Group

3.

Health {Sante)

4.

Lecofruit

5.

Ambohitromby

6.

STK (FJKm'
ZAP

7.

ZPSZoto

5.

)

(Ambohitromby)

Miantso

Miantso

Ambohimora

3

Miantso

3

Andraiso

2

Mandriankehiheny

1

FRAM

= Fikambanan

CSB =

Centre de Sante de Base (Primary Health Center)

'ny

None
1

.

Health (Sante)

2.

Lecofruit

3.

Pharmacy “AINA”

FEKRITAMA
None

Ray Amandrenin ny Mpianatra (Parent-Teacher Association)

9
10

PNVA = Programme National du
PTT =

Vulgarisation Agricole (National Agricultural Extension Program)

Poste, Telephone et Telegraphe (Post office)

12

ZAP = Zone

d’ Action

Pedogogique

FJKM = Fiangonana Jesoa

Kristy

Malagasy (Malagasy Church

304

oi Jesus Christ)

Ankazobe

2

1.

Businesspeople

2.

CIREF

3.

Fitotoam-bary

3.

Health ( Sante )

4.

Population

5.

Tsena (Market)

6.

ZAP

14

Ankazobe

EZAKA

and EPP + koloina

(?)

Antotohazo

4

Antotohazo

CSB

2.

Chef ZAP

3.

Lecofruit

Ambohimanoro

3

Lecofruit

Antsahabe

3

None

Mahavelona

3

Mahavelona
Ambohitsoha

3

Imerikanjaka

3

Total: 7

CIREF =

1.

18

1.

CSB

2.

Chef ZAP

3.

Lecofruit

4.

Ex-PNVA

(Maternity)

Pivotra fiombonantsoa

None
52

Circumscription des Eaux et Forets (Regional Forest Service Office)

EPP = Ecole Primaire Publique

(Public Primary School)
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APPENDIX G

QUESTIONNAIRES USED FOR INTERVIEWS AND SURVEYS
Date:

Village ( Foknntany ):
District

Commune

Fivondronana ): Ankazobe

(

Firaisana ):

Province ( Faritany ): Antananarivo

(.

Interviewer(s):

Profile of group interviewed:

Total

number of people present

women and

;

Main

men

livelihood activities of the group:

Study Title: A Conflict in Priorities: Livelihood practices, ecological threats, and the
conservation of natural resources in the Vonizongo Region of Madagascar.
Goal: The goal of this study
actors

who

is

to analyze the actions

affect (or are affected by) the

of and relations between the various

management and

utilization

of natural resources.

An analysis of the conflicts concerning the conservation of natural resources should
reveal the intentions, worries, and hopes that each actor has with respect to the management of
natural resources. Identifying these areas of conflict will help to reveal the areas in which actor

Note:

converge and diverge, and the extent to which
bring about conflict resolution over resource use.
interests

common ground

exists in helping to

If these limits are clearly defined, it is probable that the guidelines for action in the areas of
environmental protection and rural development will develop and change the zones where actor

interests diverge, into zones

of convergence.

Finally, this study could lead to the establishment of environmental

directly to the livelihood needs and real interests of the rural

programs that respond more
communities that are located

within the Vonizongo region on Madagascar.

This study

is

important because

difficulties that

human

it

seeks to better understand the conflicts that characterize the

societies have in balancing natural resource utilization for current needs

with the need to conserve resources for future generations.

There are three main questions that this study seeks to address in order to better understand
relations between the different actor groups, as well as the actions of each one:

1

)

2)

What are the
management

historical conflicts

among

relevant actors concerning natural resource

within the region?

Flow have the legacies of these

conflicts influenced the current condition of locally

available natural resources and the

way

in

which they are managed?

306

the

What

suggestions do actors propose to address their concerns about the
way in which
natural resources are managed, the process by which
management decisions are made, and
their role and participation in that decision-making
process?

3)

Part

1

Questions related

I.

What

to natural resources

used by rural people.

are the natural resources used

by the rural people?
For what purpose are these resources used?
Where are these resources found?

.

2.
3.

Who
Who

has the right (either official or traditional) to manage these resources?
exploits these resources at the current time?
What are your thoughts about the manner in which these resources are managed (and/or
used) at the current time?

4.
5.

6.

Has

7.

there been a change in the

when

way

in

which these resources have been managed?

did this change occur, and what brought

it

Describe the current condition of the resources.
What are your thoughts about the condition of the resources?
What was the condition of these resources during your parents’ generation (or when you
were young)?

8.

9.

10.

12.

How

been a change in their condition, what do you think has brought
have you adapted to these changes?

13.

Have

the changes

1

1

(If yes,

about)?

If there has

.

this

you have made had an effect on the way in which you make
what way?)
Are there any other comments or propositions you would like to note?

about?

a living? (If

so, in
14.

Part

II:

Questions related to natural resources utilized (exploited) by actors external

to the rural

setting.

(Same 14 questions noted
Part

1

III:

Questions pertaining

How are

.

in part I)

the actors

to the actors

who

influence the

management of natural resources

that are used

by

the villagers (and/or, that are located within the village/ or region)?

What

2.

are the resources that are particularly sought after

by the various actors noted

above?
3.

Since when?

4.

In

what sense do these

actors influence the resources? (that

is,

what do they do with

the

resources they are exploiting)?

To what

5.

a lot,

Is this

6.

degree do these actors put pressures on the resources (very

In

8.

What

medium,

pressure a positive or negative one?

what sense

7.

little, little,

enormous)?
(that

is,

why do you

think

it

is

either positive or negative)?

rights, either traditional and/or official, are there that

permit the actor concerned

to the resources they are currently using?
has the right to grant permission to the actor concerned in order for them to use the

have access

Who

9.

resource(s) that they use?
10.

1

1

.

What do you
controls who

Do

to

think about the relationship between the various actors ? (that

or what ?, who has the power to do what they want, etc.)/
you have any other questions, thoughts, or propositions to add/

307

is,

who

Part IV. Questions concerning people’s vision for the future.

1

.

1 aking into account your livelihood needs (or in other words,
the means by
make a living), what changes would you like to see concerning the way
in

available natural resources are
2.

managed

which you
which locally

(and/or used, exploited)?

What changes would you like to see concerning the decision-making process affecting
the way in which local natural resources are managed, as well as the
degree to which you
are a part of the process?
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APPENDIX H

AGRICULTURAL CALENDARS FOR SELECTED VILLAGES
c:
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harvest
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£
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E
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plant
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plant
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plant

i
i

i

July

and
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June
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i
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plant
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1

May

l
l
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harvest

April
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i
l

S

3

C
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1
i

•
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l
1
l
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i
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i
I

i

i
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hot
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1
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I
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l
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I

i

i
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field
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plant
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l
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I
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•
i
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-*
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I

CALENDAR OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN MADAGASCAR
Date

Time

Activity

8-10

Working dinner with

pm.

donors.

Mon.,

8:30-

Met with

Aug. 7

10

Sat.,

Aug.

5

am

10 amnoon

3-5:30

a private consultant to international

NGOs

and

a Malagasy employee in the environmental
sector of USAIDMadagascar who also works with CAV.

CIDST

Visited archive at the

Centre International de Documentation Scientifique et
Technique
International Science and Technical Documentation Center!
Met with the interim president of CAV

(

pm.

(6

5:30-7

Met with members of CAV.

ei

c

des Amis du

le

l

dnizdngo

=

=

Friends of the Vonizongo).

pm.
Tue.,

Aug.

amnoon
1

8

1

3-4

Wed.,
Aug. 9

Second

visit to the

CIDST

archive.

Visited the archive at the National Environmental Office
or Office National de l ’Environnement).

pm.

(ONE,

4-5

pm.

Visited the archive and personnel at the national headquarters of World
Wildlife Fund.

8-9

Interviewed an international consultant

at the

World Wildlife Fund.

am.
9 am-

Researched

in the archives.

Returned

CIDST

noon
1-2

to

archives.

pm.
2-5

Worked

at the

CAV office.

pm.
pm.

Met with with a private consultant to international NGOs and donors
and a Malagasy employee in the environmental sector of USAIDMadagascar who also works with CAV.

6-8

First

pm.

in

5-6

meeting with the rest of the CAV NGO membership
Tsimbazaza quarter of Antananarivo.

8-10

Working dinner with

pm.

donors.

a private consultant to international

at their office

NGOs

and

Thur.,

9-10

Visited the Institute for the Conservation of Tropical Environments

Aug.

am.

(ICTE)

10

amnoon

Visited the Forestry School (ESS A, or Ecole Superieur des Sciences

10

in

Tsimbazaza.

Agronomiques = Advanced School of Agricultural Sciences) and
library at the University

noon2 pm.

Worked

at the

of Antananarivo.

CAV office

2-4

Visited and researched the archives of the Malagasy

pm.

(L 'Academic Malgache).

4-8

Worked

at the

CAV office

pm.

313

Academy

its

1

Fri.,

8-9

Interviewed a Malagasy official

Aug.

a.m.

(Private Agencies Cooperating Together)

9-10

Met with

1

Malagasy employee

a

at

PACT, an

at a

international

French-funded

NGO

NGO.

a.m.
10-

Researched

in the

Malagasy Academy archives.

noon

Noon-

Worked

CAV office.

at the

3:30

pm.
3:30-

Second meeting with

CAV members at their office.

6:30

pm
Sat.,

all

day

Ran errands and

all

day

Visited friends

visit friends.

Aug.
12
Sun.,

Aug.
13

Mon.,

7-9

Aug.

a.m.

14

9 amnoon

Researched

2-3

Met with

pm.

Fund

3-8

Worked

at the

CAV

office.

Worked

at the

CAV

office.

Visited the U.S.

Embassy

in the

officials

UN

Information Service archive

and researched

in the

archive

at the

World Wildlife

pm.
Tue.,

8-10

Aug.

am.

15

0 amnoon
1

(Third) meeting with

1-4

Worked

at the

members of CAV

CAV office

pm.
4-8

pm.

Visited the CITE ( Centre d’Information Technique et Economique
Technical and Economic Information Center), of the French

=

Cooperation.

8-10

Working dinner with

interpreter (Andry).

pm.
Wed.,

8

am.

Aug.
10

16

am

Visited

ICTE (second

Met with

a

time).

Malagasy worker

in the

communication department of the

National Office of the Forest Service

Worked

at the

CAV office

8 am.

Worked

at the

CAV office.

12

Visited the

2:30-7

pm.
Thur.,

Aug.
17

GELOSE

office in the

ONE annex.

noon.
1-3

Met with

interpreter (Andry) over a

pm.
3

pm.

Researched

in the

ONE

archives.
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working lunch.

5-7

Worked

at the

CAV office

pm.

Made

Fit,

8-9

Aug.

am.

18

9-11

photocopies

Researched

in the

ONE archives

am.
11
Fri.,

Visited the Forest Service (National) Ministry office.

am.-

Aug.

12:30

18

pm.
12:303

Met with

interpreter

(Andry) over a working lunch

pm.

3-4

Ran

errands.

pm.
4-7

Worked

at the

CAV office.

pm.
7-9

Interviewed an environmental reporter for the weekly journal Dans

pm.

Media Demain
Ran errands

Sat.,

Morn-

Aug.

ing

19

noon-6

Worked

at the

(In the

le

Media Tomorrow).

CAV office.

pm
Sun.,

all

day

Rest

Aug.
20
Mon.,
Aug.

9 am.

21

2-8

Researched

in the library in the forestry

school at the University of

Antananarivo

Worked

in the

CAV office.

pm.
am.

World Wildlife Fund

Tue.,

8

Aug.
22

9 am.

Interviewed a high-ranking Malagasy official

10 am.

Visited the National Park Service headquarters

1

1

am.

12

Visited the

office.
at the

POLFOR project.

(ANGAP).

Visited the Forest Service office.

Visited the

FOFIFA

archives.

noon
12:30

Interviewed an international consultant

at

Conservation International

pm.
1-2

Met with

interpreter (Andry) over a

working lunch.

pm.
2 pm.

Wed.,

Aug.

Worked

at the

CAV office

8

pm.

Working dinner with a former colleague who worked with FAFAFI
Fort Dauphin and then the FERT project in Tsiromandidy.

8

am.

Visited the

FOFIFA

archives.

9 am.

Picked up documents

at the

POLFOR project.

10 am.

Picked up documents

at the

World Wildlife Fund

23
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in

am.

1 1

Worked

at the

Forestry Department library

at the

University of

Antananarivo.

Met with

1-2

interpreter (Andry) over a

working lunch.

pm.
pm.

Worked

at the

CAV office.

8 am3pm.

Worked

at the

CAV office.

2

Thur.,

Aug.
24

3

pm.

5:30-

Visited the

World Wildlife Fund

Worked

in office at

Worked

at the

office.

CAV.

7:30

pm
Fri.,

8 a.m.

CAV office.

Aug.
25

am-

10

Met

noon.

second time with an international consultant with
Conservation International.

noon-8

Worked

pm.

office.

8

pm.

tor a

at the

Met with

Sat.,

9 am.1

Worked

Fifth

meeting with

a private consultant to international

with another

Aug.
26

CAV office.

CAV members at their

NGOs

and donors along

member of CAV.

at the

CAV office.

pm.

1-4

Sixth meeting with

CAV

members.

pm.
8-9

Aug.
27

am.

Worked

Sun.,

9 am-

at

CAV office.

noon.

Discussed activities with a Malagasy employee in the environmental
sector of USAID-Madagascar who also works with CAV.

2-5

Worked

at

CAV office.

pm.
Mon.,

6 am.

Left Antananarivo for

10 am.

Arrived

Ankazobe

(field research site).

Aug.
28

1

1

am.

in

Ankazobe.

General presentation of CAV to local elected authorities

at the

Deputy’s

office.

12

noon
2 pm.
3

pm.

Technical presentation (part

1)

about the potential activities that can be

implemented with the assistance of CAV.

Lunch
Technical presentation (part 2) about the resources and needs of the
district.

7

pm.

Left

Ankazobe

for Antananarivo.

10 pm.

Arrived

in

Tue.,

9 am.

Worked

at the

Aug.
29

2 pm.

Photocopied archival documents.

3

pm.

Antananarivo.

Worked with

CAV office with two members of the NGO.

interpreter (Andry)

proposal.
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on French version of research

5-9

Seventh planning meeting with

CAV

members.

pm.
Wed.,
Aug.
30

9 am-

Worked

at the

CAV oftice.

12:30

pm.
12:30-

Met with

interpreter (Andry) over a

working lunch.

pm.
2 pm.

V lsited

4 pm.

Visited the national headquarters of Conservation International

5:30-

Eighth planning meeting with

2

the national headquarters of the Swiss Cooperation

CAV

members.

8:30

pm.
Thur.,

Aug.

9 am.

Visited the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to take care of my visa.

10 am.

Visited the Ministry of the Interior to take care of my visa.

12:30

pm.

Working lunch with a Malagasy employee in the environmental sector
of USAID-Madagascar who also works with CAV.

2-8

Worked

31

at the

CAV office.

pm.
5:30

Fri.,

Sept.

1

Left Antananarivo for Ankazobe.

am.
8:30

Met with

am.

the district “monograph”, done in 1995

a high-ranking civil servant in

Also discussed housing
am.

1 1

1:30

Ankazobe to obtain a copy of
by the French Cooperation.

issues.

Returned from Ankazobe to Antananarivo.
Arrived

in

Antananarivo

pm.
2 pm.

Sat.,

Photocopied documents

4-7

Ninth planning meeting

pm.

presentation of last

1

at the

Monday

0 am-

Tenth planning meeting with

pm

computer).

Sept. 2

5

Sun.,

7-9

Sept. 3

am.
9-11

am.
1 1

am-

Worked

at the

CAV

office (especially discussed our

to the local authorities in

CAV members,

Ankazobe).

followed by work (on the

CAV office.

Working breakfast with a Malagasy employee in the environmental
USAID-Madagascar who also works with CAV.
Met with interpreter (Andry) over a working lunch.

sector of

2 pm.

2-7

Worked

at the

Worked

at

CAV office.

pm.
Mon.,
Sept. 4

6:30-8

CAV office.

am.
8 arn-

Ran

noon.

visa extension.

noon-

Met with

various errands (with a colleague from

inteipreter

pm.

Worked

at

related to obtaining

(Andry) over a working lunch.

1:30

1:30-9

CAV)

CAV office.

pm.
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9

Tue.,

6:30-

Sept. 5

1

1

Worked

at

CAV office.

am.

1

am-

1

Met with an

administrator at the

World Wildlife Fund.

noon.

noon-1

Met with

interpreter

(Andry) over a working lunch.

pm.
1-2

Ran

errands.

pm.
2-3

Met with an

administrator at the

World Wildlife Fund.

pm.
3-4

Met with

the

computer technician

at

CAV.

pm.

pm

4-5
5-8

Ran

errands.

Worked

at the

CAV office.

Worked

at the

CAV office.

pm.
Wed.,

6:30-

Sept. 6

1

am.

1

1 1

am-

Met with an

administrator at the

World Wildlife Fund.

noon.

noon-6
pm.

Ran

6-7

Took

errands.

a taxi to Ivato.

pm.
7-9

Dined with Malagasy

friends.

pm.
1

1

pm.

Thur.,

3-6

Sept. 7

pm.

Fri.,

8-10

Sept. 8

am.

ampm.

Picked-up Julie

at the airport.

Worked on computer.

Worked on computer.

0

Ran errands around town.

5-7

Worked and had meeting

at

CAV office.

Worked and had meeting

at

CAV office.

1

5

pm.
Sat.,

9 am.-

Sept.

pm.

1

1-7

Lunch and

rested.

pm.

Sun.,

7-9

Working dinner with

pm.

of USAID-Madagascar

All day

Rested.

a

Malagasy employee in the environmental sector
who also works with CAV.

Sept.

10

Mon.,

8

Sept.

1

11

1

ampm.
pm.

Prepared to leave Antananarivo for Ankazobe.
Left Antananarivo in vehicle with a private consultant to international

NGOs
4 pm.

and donors along with another member of CAV.

Arrived

in

Ankazobe.
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1

4-9

Moved

in materials

and

set

up our room

in the sous-prefet’s

pm.
Tue.,

day

all

Sept.

house.

Continued setting up room; Did computer work and then
walked
town to get familiar with it.

into

12

Wed.,

day

all

Did computer work and then walked

into

town

to get familiar

with

it.

Sept.

13

Thur.,

day

all

Sept.

Did computer work, also walked again
with

into

town

to get

more

familiar

it.

14
Fri.,

Mom-

Sept.

ing

15

Did computer work.
Waited

12

for taxi to

fill

up.

noon-3
p.m.
3 p.m.

Left

6 p.m.

Arrived

Sat.,

mom in

Ran

Sep 16

g

Sun.,

8-11

Sept.

am.

17

amnoon
1

in

for Antananarivo.

Antananarivo.

errands.

Working breakfast with a Malagasy employee in the environmental
USAID-Madagascar who also works with CAV.
Lunch
sector of

1

12

Arrived

noon
1

Ankazobe

p.m.

5 p.m.

Taxi

from

left

Arrived

the west coast).

station.

in Antsiribe.

Had dinner along

1

Antananarivo and waited for departure

at taxi station in

Morondava (on

the road to

Morondava.

p.m.

Mon.,

6 am.

Arrived

in

Morondava.

Sept.

18

day

all

R& R at the beach.
“Baobab Alley”.

Tue.,

8 a.m.

Left for

Sept.

8 am-2
pm.

Visited baobabs.

2-8

Visited the

19

Kinndy

Forest.

p.m.
8-9

Dined

in the forest.

p.m.

9-10

Returned

to

Morondava.

p.m.

Wed.,

all

day

R&R in

Morondava and

at the

beach.

Sept.

20
Thur.,
Sept.

8
1

am.
0 am.

Flight from

Arrived

Morondava

at Ivato

to Antananarivo.

Airport in Antananarivo.
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to

21

12

Arrived

to hotel.

noon
1

Fri.,

p.m.

all

day

Sept.

Met with Adele about work.
ree nursery management training
“ efy Soa” in
Ankazobe
1

for villagers at technical school

1

22
Sat.,

all

day

Weekend workshop with the 12 mayors of the Ankazobe District. (Tree
nursery management training for villagers in Ankazobe
continued).

all

day

Weekend workshop

with the 12 mayors of the Ankazobe District. (Tree
nursery management training for villagers in Ankazobe finished).

all

day

Did computer work at house in Ankazobe. Also went
market (market day every Monday).

all

day

Did computer work

at

house

in

Ankazobe.

all

day

Did computer work

at

house

in

Ankazobe

all

day

Fiadanana

Sept.

23
Sun.,
Sept.

24
Mon.,
Sept.

to the

outdoor

25
Tue.,
Sept.

26
Wed.,
Sept.

27
Thur.,
Sept.

28
10:30

Fri.,

Sept.

Left

Ankazobe

in a taxi for

Antananarivo.

a.m.

29

p.m.

Arrived

in

Antananarivo

Worked

at

CAV office

noon-6
pm.

Worked

at

CAV office.

1 0 amnoon

"fried to get taxi

noon-9

Worked

1

2-7

followed by a staff meeting.

p.m.
Sat.,

Sept.

30
Sun.,

Oct.

1

back

to

Ankazobe but none

available. Returned to

hotel.
at

CAV office.

p.m.

Mon.,

6:30

Oct. 2

a.m.

9 a.m.

Left Antananarivo in taxi for Ankazobe.

Arrived

in

Ankazobe and then

visited the

After-

Met new Peace Corps

noon

the junior high school in town.

After-

Tried to get arrange a ride to Fiadanana.

Tue.,

noon
Morn-

Andry

Oct. 3

ing

market

there.

volunteer (English teacher)

who

will be posted at

arrived from Antananarivo

mid-

Walked around Ankazobe

day

Came up

empty.

After-

We then

made arrangements

trying to arrange transportation to Fiadanana.

noon

320

to rent

two

bicycles.

7

1

Even-

Packed up

tor our departure the following

morning.

ing

Wed.,

7 am.

Ankazobe

Lett

tor

Fiadanana via bicycles.

Oct. 4
1

1

am.

Arrived in

1

alata-Angavo and repaired loosened bike chain.

2:15

Arrived

pm.

bandits approaching from the nearby village of
Ambatomitsangana
We hustled to get to Andakana (on the Ikopa River), where

4 pm.

Sarodrivotra where villagers were panicked about cattle

in

we would be

safe.

4-5:30

Ate dinner

pm.

dinner.

in

Andakana; Interviewed

woman

in

Andakana during

8

pm.

Pitched our tent on the sand bar island in the river.

Thur.,

8

am.

Ate breakfast

Oct. 5

9 am.

Left

10 am.

Interviewed

1

1

am.

12

in

Andakana

Andakana.

for Fiadanana.

man

nearly abandoned village of Antanibaribe
Passed through abandoned village of Ambonitevana.
Arrived in Fiadanana.
in

noon
1

pm.

3

pm.

4 pm.
5

pm.

Had lunch with the mayor; conducted interview over lunch.
Mayor led us on his bike to neighboring village of Mangatany.

We

met with

village elders

Washed up and

and decided where

to pitch

our

tent.

ate dinner.

7 pm.

Conducted interview with

Fri.,

Morn-

Visit to the Analatsibahaka Forest,

Oct. 6

ing

Mangatany.

Sat.,

all

day

Worked on

research at the house in Ankazobe.

all

day

Worked on

research at the house in Ankazobe.

village elders

and others present.

4 kilometers north-northwest of

Oct.
Sun.,

Oct. 8

Mon.,

9 am.

Oct. 9
1

1

am.

12

noon
2 pm.

Met with colleagues from

NGO who arrived in Ankazobe.

Prime Minister arrived

Ankazobe (market

Saw

to a reception for the

Ankazobe

3

pm.

5

pm.

Arrived

5

pm.

Had an

his

day).

the Prime Minister speak at the market area.

Went
Left

in

own

for

Prime Minister

at the

Town

Hall

Antananarivo (with a colleague from

CAV who had

car).
in

Antananarivo.

early dinner then went to hotel.

7 p.m.

Visited journalist colleagues at the CITE.

Tue.,

7-10

Oct. 10

am.

Working breakfast with a Malagasy employee in the environmental
sector of USAID-Madagascar who also works with CAV.
Worked at CAV office then had staff meeting in early evening.

ampm.

10
7

Wed.,

Morn-

Oct.

ing

1

noon

Ran errands around town.

Went

to taxi station

and waited

321

to leave.

3

1:15

Lett Antananarivo for

Ankazobe

p.m.

4 p.m.

Arrived

evenin

Did work on

in

Ankazobe
the computer.

g
I

hur.,

day

all

Oct. 12
Fri.,

Oct.

The Peace Corps Volunteer’s

first

day of teaching English

Ankazobe;

We had her over for dinner to celebrate

all

day

Worked on

research at the house in Ankazobe.

all

day

Worked on

research

all

day

Worked on

research at the house in Ankazobe.

all

day

Andry and

@ school

in

1

Sat.,

at the

house

in

Ankazobe.

Oct. 14
Sun.,

Oct. 15

Mon.,
Oct. 16
Tue.,

(Fire

day

all

I

on a

trip to the field

bums dangerously

Andry and

I

still

close to our house in

Ankazobe!

in the field

Oct. 17

Wed.,

Even-

Brush

Oct. 18

ing

everyone runs to put

Thur.,

Morn-

Left

Oct. 19

ing

Morn-

lire

burned right up

Ankazobe

Arrived

in

to the junior

high school.

Town

alerted and

out to save the school.

it

for Antananarivo.

Antananarivo

ing

noon

Met with people at the Media Center at the American Cultural Center
and made arrangements to use their archive of Malagasy newspapers.

early

Meeting with

After-

NGO staff at CAV office.

evening
Fri.,

all

day

Worked

at

CAV office.

all

day

Worked

at

CAV office

Staff meeting in the early evening.

Oct. 20

Sat.,

Oct. 21
Sun.,

Morn-

Oct. 22

ing

Morn-

Left Antananarivo for

Arrived

in

Ankazobe

Ankazobe

ing
After-

Worked on computer

noon
and
evening

Mon.,

mom in

Oct. 23

g&

Worked on computer;

visited

market during mid-day.

aftemo
on
Even-

Andry arrived and we made plans

for

tomorrow’s departure.

ing

Tue.,
Oct. 24

9 am.

Met with

a colleague from

CAV

survey team.
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in

morning about plans

for the village

am.

1 1

Left

Ankazobe

2 pm.
2-4

Wed.,
Oct. 25

1 hur.,

for

Antananarivo. (Meanwhile, team conducts
the dav)
Arrived in Antananarivo.
interviews in

Ankazobe throuehout

pm.

Wait tor bank to get money to pay village survey
team. They couldn’t
do transaction and am told to return tomorr£v\^

9 am.

Go

1

am.

1

to

bank

to get

money

for survey team.

Left Antananarivo for Ankazobe.

2 pm.

Arrived

After-

Gave money

noon

Maintso.

Even-

Andry

ing

Ambolotarakely.

7 am.

Lett

Ankazobe.

in

to colleague

arrived and

trom

we made

CAV and the survey team departs

for

plans for tomorrow’s departure for

Ankazobe on bike bound

for

Ambolotarakely.

Oct. 26

pm.

3

3-6

pm

6 pm.

Got a flat tire just beyond Manankazo and before arriving
Ambohitantely Reserve,

Walked

the rest of the

Got only as
for the

way

far as the hill

evening

at the

(dragging the bike along).

above Ambarifafy where we pitched the
spent a sleepless night, afraid of cattle

tent

at nightfall;

bandits.
Fri.,

sunrise

Lett for village of Ambarifafy.

Oct. 27

8 am.

Arrived

9-11

Interviewed villagers in Ambarifafy

in

Ambarifafy, had breakfast.

am.

amnoon
1

1

Walked from Ambarifafy

12

noon
pm.
5

Ate lunch of boiled manioc.

to

Ambolotarakely.

-5

pm.

Met with mayor of Ambolotarakely and

6 pm.

Had dinner

Sat.,

8 am.

Interviewed mayor of Ambolotarakely.

Oct. 28

to

noon
noon

Ate lunch.

his assistant,

among

others.

with mayor and his assistants that evening.

to 2

pm.
2 pm.
3

pm.

Prepared for departure from Ambolotarakely.
Left Ambolotarakely via motorcycle for Ankazobe.

4 pm.

Started to rain (with plenty of lightning).

6 pm.

Motorcycle quit running, pushed

it

the last eight kilometers to

Ankazobe.
7:30

Arrived

in

Ankazobe (dodging

pm.
Sun.,

all

day

Worked on computer.

Oct. 29

323

lightning bolts).

Mon.,

Morn-

Oct. 30

ing
10 am.
1

1

am.

2 pm.

Worked on computer.
Visited market in Ankazobe.

Left

Ankazobe

Arrived

for

Antananarivo

Antananarivo

in

pm.

Visit to the

Media Room

Even-

Meeting w/

NGO at CAV office.

3

at the

American Cultural Center

ing

Tue.,

all

day

Oct. 31

Did various errands around Antananarivo (including
mapping service).

visit to

FTM,

the

national

After-

Worked

at

CAV

noon
Even-

Meeting

at

CAV office.

office.

ing

Wed.,
Nov.

all
1

day

Various errands around Antananarivo and work

7 pm.

Departure for Tamatave (east coast) by bus.

all

Drive to east coast.

at

CAV

office.

night

am

Thur.,

5

Nov. 2

6 am.

Left

10 am.

Arrived

Fri.,

Nov.

Arrived in Tamatave.

Tamatave

in a

at hotel in

minivan ride bound for Foulpointe.
Foulpointe.

all

day

R&R and snorkeling in

Foulpointe.

all

day

R&R and snorkeling in

Foulpointe.

3

Sat.,

Nov. 4
9 am.

Sun.,

Nov.

5

Tamatave and Antananarivo.

1

am.

Arrived

in

1

1

am-

Waited

for taxi (van) to leave

noon.
5

Mon.,
Nov. 6

Left Foulpointe for

1

pm.

Morn-

Tamatave
Tamatave

in the direction

of

Antananarivo.

Arrived

in

Antananarivo, checked into hotel.

Ran errands around town.

ing
1

pm.

4 pm.
Even-

Left Antananarivo for Ankazobe.

Arrived

in

Ankazobe,

visited

weekly market.

Worked on computer.

ing
Tue.,

Nov.

Wed.,

Nov.

all

day

Worked on computer.

all

day

Meeting

7

from

8
7

pm.

Left

in

Ankazobe

CAV, who
10 pm.
Thur.,

all

day

Ankazobe with

Arrived

in

for

Antananarivo

works

all

day

Ran errands and worked
Meeting with

Worked

at

in the

district

and colleagues

evening (with a colleague from

for

at

into hotel.

CAV office.

NGO at office in Antananarivo.

ing
Fri.,

mayors of the

USAID).
Antananarivo. Checked
also

Nov. 9
Even-

the 12

NGO (who arrived in early morning).

CAV office.

\Tr»w
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Nov.

Even-

10

ing

Sat.,

early

Nov.

morn-

11

ing
late

Meeting with

Went

to

NGO at office in Antananarivo.

CAV office to do a bit of work.

Left Antananarivo in a taxi for Ankazobe.

morning

After-

Arrived

in

Ankazobe

noon
Even-

Worked on computer.

ing
Sun.,

all

day

Worked on computer.

all

day

Worked on computer. (Also

all

day

Visit to the Borikely Gallery Forest just

Nov.
12

Mon.,

visited

market

to take a break).

Nov.
13

Tue.,

Nov.

Manerinerina (note: market day

in

beyond the

village of

Borikely)

14

Wed.,

Morn-

Nov.

ing

Worked on computer.

15

After-

Andry arrived from Antananarivo and together we prepared

noon
and

tomorrow’s departure

for

to the field.

evening
Thur.,

all

day

Nov.

Antakavana commune (village of Ambadomiady) with the
head of education. Visit the elementary school there and
ceremony for the “rentre solenelle” (the new school year).
Visit to

District

16

(note that at the

Antotohazo,

same time,

in the

the team of villager surveyors are in

southwestern part of the

Conduct interview with people
Fri.,

9-11

Conduct an interview

Nov.

am.

17

noon

Ambadomiady.
Lunch

in the

morning with several people from

Ambadomiady on

1

pm.

Departure from

3

pm.

Rain and lightning begin around

5

pm.

Arrived

at

district)

in the afternoon

bicycles

3 p.m.

sunset at the bivouac near entrance to the Ambohitantely

Special Reserve (freezing and soaked by rain!).

Even-

Spend

the evening at the bivouac

ing

Sat.,

7 am.

Left the bivouac for the village of Farazana (on the

Nov.

9 am. -

Spent several hours

18

1

pm.

at the

main highway).

house of a local wood merchant

interviewing him (and waiting for the rain to stop).

325

in

Farazana

2-4

Once

ram stopped, we hiked with

the

the

merchant

pm.
pm.

5

Sun.,

Nov.

Mon.,
Nov.

Manerinerina

Arrived and visited gallery forests on the
road toward Tsaramasoandro.

6 pm.

Returned

7 pm.

J

to

Manerinerina and ate dinner

itched tent in courtyard ot restaurant and
slept

8

am.

Lett Manerinerina for

3

pm.

Arrived

5

pm.

Interview and working dinner with the Deputy

19

to

Ankazobe on bicycles

Ankazobe

in

all

day

Worked

at

home

all

day

Worked

at

home

Wed.,
Nov.
22

all

day

Mahavelona

Thur.,

Morn-

Nov.

ing

20
Tue.,

Nov.
21

23

1

pm.

Worked on computer.
Lett

Ankazobe

4 pm.

Arrived

5-6

Checked

tor Antananarivo.

Antananarivo

in

into hotel

and prepare

for the evening.

pm.
7-11

I

hanksgiving dinner

at the

Ambassador’s residence.

pm.
Fri.,

Nov.
24

CAV

8 am-4
pm.

Worked

4-7

Meeting with

at

office.

NGO at office in Antananarivo

pm.
9 am-5
pm.

Worked on

Final report for

NGO.

9 am-8
pm.

Worked on

Final report for

NGO.

Nov.
26

8-10

Working dinner with

pm.

donors

Mon.,
Nov.
27

9 am-5
pm.

Worked on

Tue.,

all

Sat.,

Nov.
25
Sun.,

day

Nov.
28
Wed.,
Nov.
29 to

at the Flotel

day,

Final report for

Left Antananarivo for

Arrived

all

a private consultant to international

Jean Laborde, Antananarivo.

in

Worked on

NGO.

Ankazobe

Ankazobe
research at the house in Ankazobe.

every

day

Wed.
Dec. 6
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NGOs

and

Thur.,

Dec. 7

10 amnoon

and other invitees

noon-2

Reception

Presentation of preliminary research results
to mayors, local authorities
at the Tefy Soa Polytechnic
School in Ankazohi*

pm.
4 pm.

Packed up our materials and
consultant to international

6 pm.

Arrived

Fn.,

6-7

Good-bye reception

Dec. 8

pm.

Sat.,

all

day

all

day

in

left

NGOs

Ankazobe

in a truck

with a private

and donors

Antananarivo.

at the

NGO office in Antananarivo.

Did various

activities in

Antananarivo preparing for departure.

Did various

activities in

Antananarivo preparing for departure. GoodAntananarivo) of a private consultant to

Dec. 9
Sun.,

Dec.

bye dinner

10

Mon.
Dec.

at the

international
all

day

Did various

house

NGOs

(in

and donors and

activities in

his wife and two daughters
Antananarivo preparing for departure.

Departure from Madagascar

11
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APPENDIX J

CONSENT FORMS
English Version

I

volunteer to participate in this qualitative study and
understand

1

2.

3.

The name of this study

is: “Priorities in Conflict: Livelihood
Practices, Environmental
Threats, and the Conservation of Biodiversity in
Madagascar”.

This study

is being conducted by Mr. Michael J.
Simsik, who is a doctoral student
University of Massachusetts in Amherst, Massachusetts (USA).

will speak directly with

I

comfortable speaking
4.

that:

Mr. Simsik will

in

Mr. Simsik, or via an interpreter

my own

in the

event that

I

at the

am more

dialect.

utilize several questions to help

guide our discussion on topics of

relevance to this study.

5.

The questions
environment

1

in

will

be responding to will address

Madagascar

my

in general, as well as the

adjacent lands in particular. Likewise,

I

views on issues related

to the

management of protected

will speak about

how

I

areas and

perceive other actors in

the environmental arena in Madagascar to view these issues. I understand that
the
primary purpose of this research is to explain in detail the characteristics of humanenvironmental interactions in Madagascar as well as the issues that influence them.
6.

my permission, my

With

discussion with Mr. Simsik

may be

tape recorded to facilitate

the gathering and analysis of the information.

7.

My name

will not

understand

it

be used, nor will

I

be identified personally

in

any way or

will be necessary to identify participants in the dissertation

organizational (or actor) affiliation

(e.g., a

Department Head from

at any time.
by position and

I

a large international

nongovernment organization).
8.

I

may

request at any time before the completion of the fieldwork that information

provided for

9.

10.

this

I have the right to review and comment on material pertaining
Mr. Simsik’ s departure from Madagascar.

I

understand that results from

dissertation

I

have

study be withdrawn.

this

to our discussion prior to

survey will be included in Mr. Simsik’ s doctoral

and may also be included

in

manuscripts submitted to professional journals

for publication.

am

11.

I

12.

If

free to participate or not to participate without prejudice.

I have any additional questions I can contact Mr. Simsik care of the Cercle des Amis de
Vonizongo - Exploitation Pilote Integree (CAV-EPI) office on Rue Fernand Kasanga,
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Tsimbazaza Quarter, in Antananarivo, Madagascar.
The e-mail address
Adele Rahehmihajadralambo at USAID-Madagascar:

is care of Ms.
arahelinnhaiadralamhofajusaid.gov

13.

Thank

I

may

request to keep a copy of this form.

you.

have decided to participate in this study of the management of protected
areas and adjacent
land areas in Madagascar by being interviewed about relevant
issues on this topic. My
signature indicates that I have read the information above and
have decided to participate. I
I

realize that

1

decide to do

may withdraw

without prejudice

at

any time

after signing this

so.

Interviewee’s signature

Investigator’s signature (Michael

Date

J.

Simsik)

Date
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form should

I

MALAGASY VERSION
FANEKEN’NY MPANOLO-TENA
Izaho dia manolo-tena handray anjara amin’ity fikarohana

Ny

ity

ary fantatro

fa:

anaran ny

fikarohana dia: ny voalohan-daharana eo amin’ny tsy fifanaoahana:
tainpiasana ny fameloman-tena na tampiasana ny fiadiana amin’ny
fiainana, ireo
fampitandremana ekolojika, sy ny tontolo lainana “ny biby sy ny ala” eto
Madagascar.

1.

2.

Ity fikarohana ity dia tarihin Andriamatoa Michael J. SIMSIK,
izay mpianatra “doctorat”
any amin’ny Oniversitian’ny Massachusetts ao Amherst, Massachusetts.

3.

Hirosaka-mivantana amin Andriamatoa SIMSIK, na amin’ny alalan’ny mpadika tany raha
ilaina izany eo amin ny tampiasana ny temn-drazako izay manavanana ahy
kokoa.

4.

Andriamatoa SIMSIK dia hamatraka fanontamana maro mba hanampy anay eo amin’ny
fifanakalozan. Kevitra amin’ity fikarohana

ity.

Ny

fanontaniana izay ho valiako dia hanambarako ny fahitako ny fifandraisan’ny
fanontamana eo amin’ny tontolon’ny Madagascar amin’ny ankapobeny, na dia ireo toerana
voaharo aza sy ny tany manodidina amin’izay indrindra indnndra. Mitovy amin’izay ihany,

5.

koa ny hilazako ny fomba ahafahako mampahafantatra ireo olona amin’ny ady ekolojika
Madagascar manoloana ireo fanontaniana ireo. Fantatro fa ny tanjona voalohany
amin’izao fikarohana izao dia tokony hampandroso ny modely izay hanatsara ny ezaka
eto

fitahirizana ataon’ireo

Ny

6.

mpikaroka ekolojika izay miasa eto Madagascar.

resaka izay hataoko amin ’Andriamatoa

mba ahamora ny fanambarana

Ny

7.

SIMSIK

dia

mety

fo raisina

am-peo raha

sitrako

sy ny fanadiadiana ireo hevitra voahanjona.

anarako sy izay mety hamantarana ahy dia tsy ho ampiasaina ny amin’inona na

amin’inona. Fantatro

fa ilaina

ny fitanisana

ireo

mpandray anjara ao amin’ny

famelabelarana amin’ny alalan’ny toerana sy orinasa (na mpandray anjara), na koa laharana
(ohatra: departemanta iehiben’ny

fikambanana tsy miankina amin’ny fanjakana.).

8.

Azoko

atao ny misintona ireo torohevitea lszay tiomeko amin’ny fofoana rehetra.

9.

Azoko

atao ny miverina mandinika sy manadiady ireo vonton’asa voaray nandntra ny

dinika izay natao alohan’ny fialan’Andnamotoa

10. Fantatra fa

SIMSIK.

ny vokato’ity fikarohana ity dia tafiditra amin’ny famelabelarana “doctorat”
SIMSIK, sy mety ho tafiditra amin’ny asasoratra mifehy ny gazety

ataon’ Andriamatoa

profesionaly amin’ny fanantontana izany.

1 1

.

12.

Tompony

safidy ny tenako amin’ny fandraisana na tsy fandraisana anjara.

Raha misy fanontaniana fanampiny, azoko atao ny miantso an’ Andriamatoa SIMSIK ao
amin’ny CAV-EP1, ao Lalana Fernand Kasanga, Tsimbazaza, ao Antananarivo,
Madagascar.

Ny

e-mail adiresy dia: arahehmihaiadralambofcfusaid.uov ary hapetrako ao

ny anarany mba ahalalan’izay mandray ny

hafatra.
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1

3.

Azoko

atao ny mangataka kopian’ity taratasy

ity.

Misaotra anareo.

Vonona aho ny handray anjara amin’ity tikarohana ity eo amin’ny sehatra voaharo na ny
toerana mitovy amin’izany eto Madagascar. Amin’ny alalan’ny fanontaniana mifandraika
amin’ny lahatrasa. Ny somako dia manaporojo fa ny hevetra rehetra voasoratra etsy ambony
dia voavakiko sy ekeko avokoa ny fandraisana anjara. Fantatro fa azoko atao ny misintona
amin’ny fomba mendeika amin’ny fotoana rehetra aorian’ny fanasoniavako
sitrako izany.

Sonian’ny ndiadiana (Interviewee)

Sonian’ny mpanadiady (Michael

J.

Daty

Daty

Snnsik)
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ity taratasy ity

raha

FRENCH VERSION

CONSENTEMENT POUR VOLONTAIRE
Jc suis volontaire pour participer dans cede etude qualitative et je

1

.

Le nom de

comprends que:

cette etude est: les priorites dans le conflit: les pratiques de

pratique de survie, les menaces ecologiques, et

la

«Gagne-pain» ou

conservation de biodiversite a

Madagascar.
2.

Cette etude est dirigee par Michael

J.

Simsik, qui est un etudiant de doctorat a l'Universite

de Massachusetts a Amherst, Massachusetts (USA).
3.

Je parlerai directement avec

confortable dans

4.

M. Simsik

mon

M.

Simsik, ou via un interprete au cas ou je parlerais plus

propre dialecte.

utilisera plusieurs questions

pour aider de guider notre discussion sur

les sujets

de pertinence a cette etude.

5.

Les questions que je repondrai evoqueront mes vues sur
l'environnement a Madagascar en general, de meme que

De

proteges et les terres adjacentes en particular.

comment je
comprendre

6.

de domaines

meme mamere, je

parlerai de

les

hens entre

les

le

but primaire de cette recherche c’est de mieux

etres-humaines

et leurs

environnements naturels

ainsi

que

choses qui les influencent a Madagascar.

Avec ma permission, ma discussion avec
pour

7.

la direction

perqois les parties prenantes dans 1'arene ecologique dans Madagascar face a

ces questions. Je comprends que

les

la

questions relatees a

les

faciliter le

Mon nom ne

rassemblement

la

M. Simsik peut

etre enregistree sur

bande

de l'information.

sera pas utilise, ni fera identifie personnellement dans n'importe quelle

faqon ou a tout moment. Je comprends

dans

le

et l'analyse

qu'il sera

necessaire d'identifier les participants

dissertation par la position et organisme (ou l'acteur), l'affiliation (par exemple,

un grand departement d'une grande organisation nongovemmentale intemationale).
8.

Je

peux demander a n'importe quel moment de

retirer l'information

que j'ai foumie

a cette

etude a tout moment.

9.

J'ai le

droit

notre discussion avant

10.

Je

comprends que

doctoral de

M.

12.

le

et

les resultats

de cette etude seront inclus dans

la dissertation

de

Simsik et peut-etre aussi inclus dans les manuscrits soumis aux joumaux

professionnels pour

11.

commenter les materiels informations) rapporter pendant
depart de M. Simsik de Madagascar.

pour reexaminer

la

publication.

Je suis libre pour participer

ou ne pas

participer sans le prejuge.

peux contacter M. Simsik avec le soin du Cercle
—
des Amis de Vonizongo Exploitation Pilote Integra (CAV-EPI), Rue Fernand Kasanga,
Si j'ai des questions supplementaires, je

est
Quartier Tsimbazaza, a Antananarivo, Madagascar. L'adresse de courner electronique
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Madame Adele Rahelimihajadralambo
arahelimiha j adralambo@usaid gov

sous couverte

a

USAID-Madagascar:

.

peux demander de garder une copie de

13.

Je

Vous

remercier.

cette forme.

decide de participer dans cette etude de la direction de domaines proteges et de
terre
adjacente a Madagascar par interview des questions pertinentes sur ce sujet. Ma signature
indique que j ai lu 1 information au-dessus et a decide de participer. Je me rends

J ai

compte que je

peux

retirer sans le

prejuge a tout

moment

apres avoir signe cette forme

Signature de l'lnterviewee

La signature de

l'investigateur (Michael

Date

J.

Simsik)
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Date

si

je le desire faire.

)

)

APPENDIX K
LIST OF INTERVIEWS
Village

No.

(or personality

Commune,

Date and

interviewed and

city,

Time

location

where

Or town

Actor Group
(& number, +
organizational affiliation,

interview

if

any)

conducted)
1

NGO (1)

Expatriate

Antanana-

Wed.,

International

consultant

rivo

WWF national

Aug.
2000

(American consulting

for

World Wide Fund

for

headquarters

8:00 am.

9,

the

Nature, Inf 1 and the Field

Museum

of Natural

History in Chicago)
2

National Employee

Antana-

National

narivo

Aug.
2000

Fri.,
1

Headquarters of

1,

8:00 am.

PACT

International

NGO

( 1

(Malagasy employed by
Private Agencies
Cooperating Together, or

PACT) - Madagascar
3

Journalist

Antana-

Fri.,

National Media

CITE

narivo

18,

Organization (1)

(Technical

Aug.
2000
7:15 pm.

and Economic
Information

(Malagasy working for the
weekly journal Dans les

Media Demain, or DMD =
In the Media Tomorrow.
He writes the

Center)

environmental column)

4

National

Antana-

Tue., Aug.

International

Counterpart

narivo

22, 2000

(Malagasy employed by

National

9 to 10

the Cooperation

Headquarters of

am.

Allemande = German
Cooperation [GTZ] and

the

POLFOR

Donors

(1)

Project

Cooperation Suisse =

(also a former

Swiss Cooperation, or

high-ranking

Intercooperation)

official in the

Malagasy National
Forest Service)
5

mayors of
Ankazobe sub-

All 12
the

Ankazobe

Sat.

and

Local elected officials (12)

Sun.,
Sept. 23

prefecture

& 24,
2000
6

Forest Service

Ankazobe

Employee
Ankazobe sub-

Tue.,

Regional Government-

Sept. 26,

Agency

2000

prefecture

8-9:30

(First interview)

am.

334

Official

(

1

)

7

Lawyer

Ankazobe

in the

Mon.,

Regional Agency Official

Justice Ministry

Oct. 2,

(1)

At the Ankazobe

2000

Tribunal
8

Regional

Ankazobe

Agricultural Agent

Tue., Oct.
3,

2000

Regional Government
Official (1

National
Agricultural

Extension Program
9

Representatives

mayor’s
Fiadanana
the

10

at

Fiadanana

office,

Villagers in

Wed.,

Mayor and

his assistant

Oct. 4,

Fiadanana

Mangatany

2000
Wed.,

Village elders (about a

Oct. 4,

dozen)

2000 and
Thur.,

Oct.

5,

2000
11

Analatsibahaka

Fiadanana

Forest
(4

Fn., Oct.
6,

kms. north-

2000

7 to 11

northwest of the

Farmer/Herder

(1)

(Young Malagasy man of
about 20 years of age)

am.

village of

Managatany)
12

High-ranking

Antanana-

Tue., Oct.

official at the

rivo

10,

2000

Antananarivo

8 to 8:30

Provencal (or

am.

Provincial-level

Government Agency
Representative (1)

regional) office of
the

Malagasy

Forest Service

(DIREF)
13

the Catholic

About 10 local people,
men, including the

Church, Kiangara

(Malagasy) Catholic

Representatives of

Kiangara

all

priest

from Kiangara
14

Villagers in

Kiangara

Antsahazava

Com-

Local people

ments

(1

1

people, including the

(about 3 to 4 kms.

from both

village elder, plus 9 other

west of Kiangara)

the

men, as well as one

evening

woman)

over
dinner,

and the
following

morning
15

Village elders (primarily

Tsarahonenana

of the Betsileo ethnic
group; 6-8 men)

335

)

16

Ambatofotsy

Villagers (Betsimisaraka
ethnic group; about 10

people were present)
17

Marovitsika

Villagers (Antandroy
ethnic group; about 20

people were present)
18

Ambarifafy

Ambolo-

Fri.,

tarakely

27,

Oct.

2000

Villagers/Fanners
(7 people; 6

men and one

woman)
19

The mayor and
assistant mayor of

Ambolo-

Sat., Oct.

Elected local official

tarakely

28,

2000
10 am. to
1 pm.

and secretary)

Ambolotarakely,
as well as

two

(Mayor +

assistant,

Nestor

office staff

20

Forest Service

Employee
Ankazobe

Ankazobe

in the
district

(Second interview)

Mon.,
Nov. 13,
2000

Regional Government-

Agency

Official (1)

8 to 11:00

am.
21

Japanese Fire
Captain (who

The
is

a

Residence of

consultant to

the sous-

JICA)

prefect in

Mon.,
Nov. 13,
2000
4 to 6 pm.

Ankazobe
22

Villagers of

Antekavana

Andranomiady

International

Agency

(

Donor

1

(Japanese International

Cooperation Agency, or

JICA)
Nov.
2000

Fri.,

6 Local elders (5 people,

17,

two women and

(Note: one of the two

am.

women

Commercial wood
merchant

Ankazobe

in

Fiarazana
(at

PK

125,

on the

men)

barely spoke).

Later on, a third

23

three

8 to 10

woman

Sat.,

came into the room.
Young man who runs

18,

small general store and

Nov.
2000
10 am. to
2 pm.

does trade

in rice

a

(and

maybe wood?)

main national
highway, 31 kms.
north of Ankazobe,

and three kms.
north of

24

Manankazo)
Deputy

Ankazobe

(Congressional
Representative of
the

Regional Elected Official

19,

(1)

5 to 7:30

Ankazobe

pm.

District)

At his home
Manodriana

Nov.
2000

Sun.,

in
(?),

several kilometers

southeast of

Ankazobe

336

25

Mayor and

his

Mahavelona

assistant at their

office in

26

Mahavelona
Malagasy

3 to 5

Antananarivo

Consultant to
international

donors and

Wed.,
Nov. 22,
2000

NGOs

Mayor and Vice-Mayor

(2)

pm

Mon.,

Malagasy Consultant

Nov. 27,
2000

UN organization

for a

6 to 8 pm.

(Restaurant at the

Hotel Jean

Laborde)

27

Malagasy worker,

Antananarivo

Secured Local

National Government

Organization

Management
department of the
National

Environmental
Office
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/

Agency

(1)

APPENDIX L

PERMITTING PROCESS FOR HARVESTING FOREST PRODUCTS

There are a number

ot formalities a faire ” (formalities to do)
‘

when one wants

exploit natural (or native) forest products. There are four types of
permits:
(user rights);

ii)

permit de coupe (cutting permit);

hi)

1

)

to

droit d’usage

permit d’exploitation ([commercial]

exploitation permit); and iv) declaration de coupe (cutting declaration... not really
a permit).

1)

the

Droit d 'usage

town of Ankazobe).

dead and downed wood

-

This applies only in rural areas (for example,

In this case,

to

meet

would not apply

it

in

people have the right to go into the forest and to collect

their current or basic

wood needs

(e.g.,

fuelwood

for cooking,

simple household furniture such as a bed, and for cultural needs, such as constructing coffins).
In this case,

it

is

not necessary to request an authorization. Only “small sized” trees can be cut

(though their actual diameter size wasn’t defined by the
2) Cutting Permit

-

Again,

this

only applies

forester).

in rural areas.

If a

person wants

to build

“quality” furniture (e.g., chairs, etc.) for themselves (not for commercial purposes), then they

have

to obtain a permit.

then to the mayor of the

The request

for a permit first

commune, and

goes

to the president

circumference each. This permit

is

Ankazobe

then to the Forest Service office in

ultimate decision. This permit allows them to cut up to five trees of up to

paid “to the state”

(i.e.,

of the fokontany,

1

.3

meters

for the

in

the forest service office in

Ankazobe). The price of the permit depends on the actual volume of wood harvested. The
forester calculates this

3)

into the field to see the actual trees (to be) cut.

Commercial Cutting Permit

‘‘‘'exploit ant"

this...?).

when he goes

(exploiter)

The

is

-

This

interested in cutting

is

for

commercial needs.

more than

In this case, the

five hectares (but

what

if it is

less than

request for a permit again goes to the president of the fokontany (who, in a sense,

gives “/ 'avis de fokonolona" (the opinion of the population) about whether they will allow the

trees to

be cut or not. Then the request

is

sent to the

338

“

Service

Domaine (Tand

Service) and the

“Service Topographique ” (Topographic Service) in
Antananarivo. Then after the topographic
service does the “ reperage ”, the request
this point, the torester

trees

that

this

is

cut,

et

a long process,

process was purposely

made

most people don’t

feel

compelled

the right people to get the process

to

Ankazobe region

head Forest Service office

Forets or DfREF), again,
,

which takes
to

six to nine

be very laborious

as to discourage abusive cutting. ..if so, the reality

since

Ankazobe. At

and then he calculates the volume of wood

sent to the sous-prefet of the

is

Interregional des Eaux

the ultimate decision. This

wonder

be

finally the request is sent to the

level {la Direction

but

that are to

each tree has. Then the request

Then

sent to the Forest Service office in

goes into the held to do “reconnaissance” during which he counts
the

pied par pied (one by one)

approval.

is

would seem

jump though

all

in

for his

at the provincial

Antananarivo, for

months. (One can’t help

in the administrative

that

it

sense so

actually encouraged

it,

of these hoops, thus they just pay off

done more quickly, and without any formal system of checks

in place).

4) Cuttinu Declaration

-

This applies to the cutting of exotic (planted) species of trees

(most often, Eucalyptus sp ., but also sometimes Pinus

sp.)-

This also applies cutting of

(planted) trees on private land. In this case, a permit isn’t required.

The

cutter just has to

request the permission of the president of the fokontany, and then the mayor’s office

commune

level.

At both of these

levels, the cutter has to

“

pay a risturne ”

(fee).

these fees are exaggerated. Afterwards, they go to the forest service office in

let

them know about

“ recepicier

the cut (not to ask for a permit).

de declaration de coupe ”

The
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Sometimes

Ankazobe just

forester then gives the

(receipt of a cutting declaration).

at the

“

to

exploitant ” a
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